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Abstract 
This study reports on a strictly-cognitive and symptomatic approach to the treatment 
of phonological disord ers, by an effect which can also be rep rod uced in most normally-
developing children. To explain how this works, it is necessary to address certain 
asymmetries and singularities in the distribution of children's speech errors over the 
whole range of development. Particular words occasion particular errors. In early 
phonology there is 'fronting' with Coronal displacing Dorsal, and harmonies where 
Coronal is lost. In the middle of phonological acquisition, the harmonic pattern 
changes with coronal harmony coming to prevail over other forms. As well as these 
asymmetries, there is also the case of harmonic or migratory errors involving the 
property of affrication, but not the affricate as a whole, i.e. ignoring the property of 
voicing. Many of these asymmetries and singularities and the harmony or movement 
of affrication are described here for the first time. They are all difficult to explain in 
current theoretical models, especially in 'bottom-up' models. On the basis of the 
'top-down' notion of 'parameters' from recent work in phonology, I shall assume 
that: A) finite learnability has to be ensured; B) there can be no privileged information 
about the learnability target; and C) phonological theory and the study of speech 
development (normal and otherwise) have an object in common. 
I shall propose: A) a Parameter Setting Function, as part of the human genome, 
possibly a defining part; B) 'Phonological Parapraxis', as a way of characterising the 
generalisations here about incompetent phonology by the general mechanisms of 
, floating' and ' non-association'; C) a Stage"-1 as a necessary construct in the theory of 
acquisition, typically not reached before 8;6; D) a 'Representability Inspection' relating 
normal competence to Chomsky's' Articulatory / Perceptual interface', sensitive to a 
relation between featural properties such as roundness or labiality and prosodic 
properties such as the foot and syllable; E) a syndrome, Specific Speech and Language 
Impairment, SSLI, extending the notion of Specific Language Impairment, SLI. 
I shall hypothesise that: A) segmental and suprasegmental representations interact; 
B) the phonological learnability space is uniform and consistent; C) it is the very 
minimality of the learnability system which makes it vulnerable to SSLI. 
This: A) side-steps the implausible inference that development proceeds by the loss 
of 'processes'; B) accounts for at least some of the asymmetries noted above; C) lets 
parameters 'set' a degree of abstract exponence; D) makes it possible to abolish 
'processes' such as fronting, lisping, consonant harmony, in favour of successive 
degrees of imprecision in the parameterisation; E) provides a conceptual mechanism 
for the cognitive and symptomatic therapy, mentioned above: the therapy effects an 
increase in the set of phonological structures which are 'representable' by the child. 
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Introduction 
This study seeks to bring into a common focus: A) a particular therapeutic practice, 
B) the results of an experimental investigation of this, C) current phonological theory, 
and D) the appearance of order in phonological disorder, an anomaly in physics. By 
the physical law of entropy, errors should represent the loss of organisation, tending 
towards randomness. But on the evidence here, this is not so. The error distribution 
shows a degree of organisation. One example of this is the contrast between harmony 
in hippopotamus as [htta'putamas] and metathesis in h('t>pital as ['hustapal] with 
the same segments canonically in the same order in both cases, but with 
characteristically different processes in each one. It is hard to see how this apparent 
organisation could be learned. The anomaly of organised errors demands an 
explanation. Leaving open the psycho-linguistically all important question of whether 
children's speech errors are at the perceptual or production stage, the challenge here 
is to explain both the asymmetry (problematic from all points of view) and a degree 
of variability (problematic from the perspective of generative linguistics). 
Core task 
My task is to bring together therapeutic and theoretical ideas. The therapeutic thinking 
is from ten years as a speech and language therapist in National Health Service or 
NHS clinics in Southwest London. The thinking concerns a specifically symptomatic 
approach to phonetic! phonological disorders. On this thinking, while the surface 
expression of such disorders varies widely, they have a common core. This should 
be assumed unless there are independent reasons for thinking otherwise. So my 
concern is not with all problems with speech or with phenomena such as those 
associated with: A) cerebral palsy and other disorders of the central nervous system, 
B) clefts of the lip and palate, C) independently defined conditions such as Downs 
syndrome, D) mental handicap with a non-specific diagnosis, E) hearing loss, F) the 
effects of social deprivation. Nor is my concern with the artificial triggering of speech 
errors, as by Itongue twisters', or slips of the tongue, SOT's. There may be a connection 
between children's speech errors and tongue twisters or SOT's, but it does not need 
to be assumed. On this thinking, the appearance of a phonological disorder may be, 
and indeed is likely to be, just this. In anyone ease, one or more other factors may be 
relevant. But in the process of assessment and remediation it may be possible to 
ignore them. The evidence for this is from the successful application of a procedure, 
originally developed and carried out over a number of years in clinical practice, to 
most members of a normally developing sample (see Chapter 4). The procedure 
cannot be devolved to parents. But it is still economical in terms of clinical time. 
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The core theoretical idea concerns phonologicallearnability. I take it to be axiomatic: 
A) that no principles should be invoked other than those which are necessary for the 
description of adult competence; and B) that the learning process is both demonstrably 
finite and such that it does not require privileged information about the target - for 
instance, whether tone is or is not part of a lexical representation. 
The theoretical focus has only emerged in the course of this study. At the beginning 
of this study, its focus was almost exclusively therapeutic, i.e. practical. From this 
starting point, I shall argue that a particular pattern of therapeutic response among 
speech-disordered children (demonstrated in this study) is inconceivable other than 
on the basis of a highly specific, cognitively defined, defect. This, I shall argue, is 
explicable in terms of 'parameters' (see Halle and Idsardi, 1995), but not easily 
explicable in terms of the currently favoured Optimality Theory (see Bernhardt and 
Sternberger, 1998, and references therein). A key element of the thinking here is 
gi ven by Chomsky's (1995 a) , articulatory I perceptual interface', as one of the defining 
elements in what I shall characterise as the phonological 'learnability space'. 
Here I shall assume and seek to justify the notion of 'incompetent phonology', i.e. 
phonology which is incompetent for any reason, either as an aspect of normal 
development or as a manifestation of disorder. In the framework here, the main 
manifestation of phonological incompetence is that parameters are incompletely set. 
The sets of categories on which they should properly be defined are not yet fully 
specified. One consequence is the I floating' or 'non-association' of elements which 
'associate' (or don't) in particular parts of the phonological structure. Both effects 
can seem to apply over a long range. By a set of hypotheses to be presented in the 
final Chapter, the parameters are defined in a highly abstract, but generalised way. It 
is this which leads to the bias, or appearance of organisation, in the error distribution. 
The core task in treating a phonological disorder is thus to help the child to a fuller 
and more correct setting of the relevant parameters. The task is a subtle one. 
Literature 
Here, in capitals 'Child Phonology' denotes an area of research, and expresses the 
idea (not accepted here) that there is such a field of study, with principles separate 
from those of linguistics. Uncapitalised, child phonology denotes the corresponding 
data. In the study of child phonology, as opposed to Child Phonology, a broadly 
generative, specifically linguistic, approach is emerging. In the phonology of van der 
Hulst and van de Weijer (1995) and Dresher (1999), attention is paid to developmental 
data. But in phonology generally, little attention has been paid to developmental 
data since the work of Jakobson (1941). Clinically oriented researchers, such as Law 
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(1992) and Martin and Miller (1996) tend to favour various combinations of 
interactionist, sOOo-linguistic, neuro-psychological, psycho-linguistic, computational, 
and what we shall call 'bottom-up' approaches, but not linguistic ones. 
Working towards a generative model, Chin and Dinnsen (1992) write, HOur previous 
work with functional disorders ... has concentrated on system internal phenomena, 
and .. assumed the uniqueness of the children's underlying representations .. However, 
we do acknowledge that in many cases, there seems to be a generalized, non-accidental 
relationship between adult representations and children's phonetic forms./' (p.283). 
(See also Dinnsen, 1992, 1993, 1996, Dinnsen and Chin, 1995, Chin and Dinnsen, 
1996). Other proponents of this cognitive/generative approach include Waterson 
(1976), Chi at, (1983 and 1989) Spencer (1984, 1986), Ingram (1985, 1988, 1989, 1990, 
1992, 1993, 1995), Iverson and Wheeler (1987), Fikkert (1994), Bernhardt (1992), 
Bernhardt and Gilbert (1992), Berhardt and Stoel-Gammon (1994), Archibald (1993, 
1995, a, b, c, 1997), Barry (1993), Dresher and van der Hulst (1995), Ball (1995), Rice 
and Avery (1995), Fee (1995), Demuth (1995), Brown and Matthews (1997), Kehoe 
and Stoel-Gammon (1997), Goad (1998), Sternberger and Stoel-Gammon (1998). 
In the framework here, as in Chomsky and Halle (1968), henceforth SPE, there is 
reference to both representations and derivations. Here I derivation' is used in a 
sense, largely due to Smith (1973), that child phonology should be defined on a set 
of relations between the surface phonetic form and underlying representations, UR's 
(see Chapter 1 for more discussion). Without adopting Smith's 1973 conclusion that 
the child's UR's are no less abstract than those of adults, here I shall nevertheless 
assume that they involve both a degree of abstraction and ordering in the building of 
phonological structure. I shall also appeal to some ideas from Lexical Phonology (see 
Kiparsky 1993 and 1995), an area of research barely noticed in Child Phonology 
other than in the work of Dinnsen and Chin (see references above). 
Background 
This study began with the approach to therapy mentioned above and of which more 
below and with the observation of what seemed like a number of unaccountable 
patterns in the error distribution. The pattern only came into view because of the my 
attempt to focus my therapy as precisely and symptomatically as possible. 
Here I shall take a sample from the 16 children having the most intensive treatment 
over a given period. A fragment of the data from these children is given in Appendix 
3. Going beyond this sample, at anyone time there were typically about 150 children 
registered in three clinics with various disorders, mainly phonological or articulatory. 
Over the 10 years about 1000 children, aged between 3 and 18, mostly in the younger 
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part of this age range, would have passed through these clinics. 
In many parts of Britain today, this age-range would be disallowed. Part of the 
purpose of this study is to justify a clinical practice, more flexible with regard to age. 
The theoretical background of the clinical observations here was, at the time they 
were made, from SPE. The patterns involved both context-free and context-sensitive 
processes, the latter similar to the speech errors of some adults, such as the Reverend 
Spooner.1 A relation between developmental disorder and the 'Spooner syndrome' is 
given by clinical observation. One child, HI, produced the following errors, as 
repetitions of the words as spoken. 
Consonantal processes in the phonology of HI at 9;0 in long tnm spe.ech therapy 
an~heopte7ix a:pt 'uptr tks 
Burlington2 'b3nttam 
diplodocu...;; dtpJa'daukJas 
ecstasy 'f:kstat 
fascination freJa' nEtJan 
gobbledigook 'gubad tg up 
mahogany man 'hugalt 
slipshod Jtp Jnd 
Given that we are dealing with disorder, the status of the elements in the paradigm 
above is not obvious. The data is complex because of the apparent singularity of the 
contexts. The errors occurred in a long, detailed assessment of single words. There 
were no other errors noted, other than those listed above. HI repeated without error 
many other words of similar length and apparently similar complexity, as listed in 
Appendix 2. It was not, therefore, the case that HI had a difficulty with particular 
segments, but rather with particular structures. But which aspects of which structures? 
Call this the context-sensitivity issue in speech pathology. 
Anticipating more detailed discussion below, looking at realisations of an'heopterix 
by children with phonological disorders, [a:tt 'uptartks] seemed to be common, 
and HI's [a:pt 'up trtks] seemed to be less common, but how much so? In Appendix 
3, there are 6 cases with [t] or [d] surfacing and just the one with [p]. But there is not 
I Potter (1980) tries to reconstruct the pathology in this case from various SOtll'ceB. These 
include the writing of the late Reverend. Bearing in mind the obvious student hltmOtll' of an eminent 
and senior academic with a speech disorder, m.my of the reported errors may have been 'improved' 
in the process of reporting. But of the disorder, Potter is in no doubt. 
2 The word occurs as a name where this data was collected. 
xi 
a single case of the phonotactically permissible inverse of the harmony - as 
[a:k t 'uktartks] or, in a way similar to HI's [a:pt 'uptr tks], as [a:k t 'uk trtks]. 
Using the term 'polarity' to characterise a relation between two phonological elements, 
a and f3, we shall characterise an asymmetry with respect to polarity as a => f3, in 
contrast to • f3 => a, where the diamond bullet. denotes a low rate of attestation. 
The bullet notation does not imply absolute non-attestation. As the sample increases, 
at least one case of any 'logically possible' error is predicted. The issue is just one of 
sample size. To express the fact that in arche.opterix we do not find harmony in 
respect of the Ikl, we shall say .ra:kt'uktartks]. This is not to say that this never 
occurs, just that it does not do so often. Another asymmetry concerns the 
'processl domain' relation. In HI's idiolect, as in many others, there is lateral copying 
in diplodocus as [d tpla 'dauklas]. But the deletion of the lateral is rare. 
Such asymmetries cannot easily be construed just in terms of hearing or articulation. 
Afortiori the deletion in HI's ecstasy as ['£kstat] cannot be construed as 'making the 
word easy to say'. It is not a 'natural' phonological process (see Section 1.1.6.2 for a 
more theoretical discussion of the notion of 'naturalness'). 
The significance of these long words suggested itself in the course of assessing children 
between 6;0 and 9;0, re-referred for speech and language therapy after a previous 
discharge (see Joffe, Penn, and Doyle,1996, and Davison and Howlin, 1997). The list 
of words only emerged in the course of practice. Children were only asked to repeat 
words if there seemed to be some possible clinical benefit in their doing so. So for a 
mixture of practical and ethical reasons the clinical data is not quantified. 
In relation to an area such as phonology, the quantification of clinical data is difficult 
because of at least two interacting variables, the fact of referral and the diagnosis by 
the clinician. The significance of the former is shown by the 2 to 1 variation in the 
proportion of boys and girls in the clinics of the author's colleagues. This variation 
may indicate different expectations of speech and language skills in boys and girls in 
those making the referrals for speech and language therapy. 
No standardisation was (or is) available concerning children's articulation of words 
such as mahogany and diplodocus, And little is known about the natural history of 
idiolectal properties such as those which characterised the speech of HI. But at a 
point when children's phonemic inventories were either complete or very nearly so, 
particular errors were triggered in particular environments. A five-year old in the 
1997 experiment made the point nicely. After saying archeapterix syllable by syllable, 
but correctly, he noted, "1 can only do a bit of it at a time", seemingly aware that at a 
normal tempo, part of the structure would be lost, as in the idiolect of HI. 
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One account for the effect in HI's sample might seem to be by the fact that at least 
some of the words are complex and unfamiliar. Not so. Taking account of idiolects 
other than HI's, cardigan causes more errors than crccodile, where the former is more 
familiar than the latter. It is also simpler in not containing a cluster. Looking at the 
number of syllables, caterpillar and mahogany, for example, both have 4 open syllables; 
but the latter occasions many more errors than the former. In mahogany as 
[man'hugalt], in a derivational model, first nasality seems to be copied into the 
first syllable. Then the 'source' of the copying seems to disharmonise, surfacing as 
/1/. It is not obvious how this can be construed as any sort of J simplification'. 
Here we need to consider two points. FIRST, real word environments for testing the 
criterial properties with respect to a particular process do not always exist. There are 
numerous gaps in the lexicon, growing more numerous as structures get more complex. 
In relation to any asymmetry in the error distribution, any aspect of the environment 
may be criterial. There is no a pro:rri method of determining this. In relation to the 
apparent difficulty of mahogany, it is not obvious whether the criterial factor is the 
difference between the nasals in the first and the last syllable or something else. To 
determine which property is criterial, each needs to be varied separately. In principle 
it might seem that one way of doing this, would be to look at the distribution of the 
errors in the real word environment X_Y and in a series of nonsense words, differing 
from X_Y in minimal, controlled steps. By this technique, described by Chiat and 
her colleagues (see Chiat, 1983 and 1989, and Brett, Chiat, and Pilcher, 1987), it is 
possible to control the phonological environment with some precision (see Chapter 
4). A J regular' process should be mlmune to some change to the phonological structure. 
H it applies in respect of both X_Yj and a nonsense congener, X_Y i' necessarily 
without previous lexical representation, we can speak of some sort of process, not just 
an error. SECOND, although words like mahogany and diplodocus are long, unfamiliar 
and not in everyday use, it is the conclusion of this study, as well as that of Chiat 
and her colleagues, that these factors are less relevant than structure (See Chapter 4). 
A cautionary note. Given the real-world knowledge that words are sometimes mis-
heard or mis-spoken (indeed by clinicians!), nonsense forms are open to re-analysis. 
By folk-etymology the listener looks for the closest phonological/fit' in his or her 
lexicon. There is afterall no reasonable, Gricean-type expectation of an invitation to 
repeat nonsense. In some of the data-sets considered here, a child says soldier as 
[, J 3 U t d 3]. It is, of course, the case that shouldl':r reflects a less uncommon phonological 
structure. But in a situation where there are contextual clues to the effect that the 
adult is talking about a soldier, etymological re-analysis as shoulder is simply not 
plausible. In such cases, it is clear that there is a phonological process. 
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Obviously, in the case of a polysyllabic word there is a large number of possible 
words arising from minimal changes in respect of each segment. The total is equal to 
the product of the minimal contrasts. Take diplodocus. The combinatorix of possible 
variations is at least 3,600, obviously beyond any conceivable investigation with a 
child in the clinic or elsewhere. Making full records, and taking account of the need 
to interact socially with the child, I found it possible to investigate between 50 and 
150 such environments in one half-hour session. I asked children to repeat a sequence 
of minimally different nonsense forms presented as a naturally-stressed, prosodic 
words. Starting with a form which I expected the child to say correctly, each new 
form differed marginally from the last. After one such investigation, I asked the 
child to repeat the original word. He did so correctly. With no consultation with the 
parents, a week later with presumably no rehearsal in between, he said the word 
again without error. The therapeutic implications were obvious. The result was the 
symptomatic approach to therapy mentioned above. I describe it in more detail in 
Chapter 4. I discuss its theoretical implications in Chapter 7. 
By this technique, in a single session, it was often possible to inhibit a particular 
error permanently. One six-year old progressed from a two year delay, as measured 
by the EAT (see Anthony, Bogle, Ingram, and McIsaac, 1971), to an age appropriate 
score in the course of 11 sessions each lasting half an hour, spread over 3 months.3 
Children who had failed to respond to an approach, focused conventionally on 
segments or processes, made progress with this approach. 
But the data is not quantified or capable of being quantified. The present study was 
not anticipated. Only a small fragment of the data has been preserved, that is to say 
some of the data from a sample of 16 children, as set out in Appendix 4. 
Goals 
I shall argue the case for a learnability system capable of resolving both the phonemic 
inventory, and the principles according to which its elements are categorised, e.g. 
whether / r / is a liquid or a glide, what van der Hulst (1995) calls' abstract exponence'. 
This extends the 'logical problem of language acquisition' (see Horstein and Lightfoot, 
1981, Roca, 1990, Atkinson, 1990 and 1992) to speech. To address this problem, I shall 
develop the idea that speech is organised around the system which makes it learnable, 
with phonological universals defined on learnability, rather than the other way round. 
3 This rather uncommonly mature six-year old referred himself to the author. So far as he 
was concemed the main problem was the response of other children in the class when he said twenty 
as [kwentt]. His phonological problems went rather further than this. But his response to the therapy 
here no doubt had something to do with the degree of commitment implicit in the fact that the child 
had referred himself. This was (by far) the youngest self-refeiTal ever encountered by this author. 
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Many authors, most recently van der Hulst (1993) and Durand (1995), have drawn 
attention to the case where the auditory aspect of the interface is inaccessible - in 
deafness. This allows a cognitive architecture, genomically adapted for spoken 
language, to be used for signed language. But (contra Durand, 1995), this does not 
imply that the speech/language relation should be treated as an accident of neuro-
anatomy. The fact that a fully developed language is possible without access to a key 
part of the interface does not, by the reasoning below, justify the inference that vocal 
speech is an accidental facet of it. To make the point here, it is necessary to look at 
the convergence between linguistics and evolutionary biology (see, for instance, 
Lieberman, 1975 and 1998, Bickerton, 1990, Glynn, 1999). These authors and many 
others are agreed that the evolution of the vocal tract in modern human history is 
maladaptive other than for speech. The only justification for such an evolutionary 
sacrifice has to be a non-accidental relation between speech and language. This 
conclusion is underpinned by evidence suggesting that speech is optimised for auditory 
phenomena. The evidence concerns a degree of hemi-spherical specialisation for the 
discrimination of [± Voice]. A similar speciali5ation is found in both mammals and 
man (see Morse and Snowdon, 1974, Waters and Wilson, 1975, and Vihman, 1996, 
for a summary of recent research on this point). Whatever the adaptive significance 
of this character (it obviously wasn't speech perception), we can assume that this is 
by common inheritance of the specialisation before the point of divergence (tens of 
millions of years ago), and not by convergence. By contrast, it is now widely assumed 
that the development of modern articulate speech in homo sapiens has taken place 
over the past 150,000 years (see the authors mentioned above). Given the key role of 
on-line feedback in speech production (see Nunes 1994), it is implausible that the 
phylogenetically ancient auditory perception did not play some part in the evolution 
of speech. If, as assumed here, the speech/language relation is not accidental but by 
a specific,. recent genomic adaptation, the development of speech and language is 
likely to be unstable and vulnerable, as it observably is. 
Chapter 7 asks whether a dedicated learnability function might address what is 
characterised here as the 'articulatory /perceptual interface' as one of the irreducible 
minima from the Minimalist Program (see Chomsky 1995a). I pose this as a hypothesis 
for further research. From the data here, I can only consider this interface, as it is 
addressed in the acquisition of speech. I hypothesise that this learnability function is 
defined in terms of variables. This allows it to address any equivalent interface, 
including the face, hands, and vision. On this hypothesis, the interface provides the 
raw materials for language learning, .materials which are independently heritable. 
Many of the biological characters involved in human identity are also involved, 
directly or indirectly, in the vocal tract and the face (as part of the sign language 
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interface). Relatives may not just look, but sound, and possibly sign, like each other 
too. The leamability issue is then what phonology does with the articulatory / perceptual 
interface, as provided by the genome. On this hypothesis, the interface is not the 
phonological system. It just provides the alphabet for the expression of that system 
in the form of a grammar. 
Generative linguistics has long viewed the acquisition of speech and language as a 
process which is reliable, and universal. Here I take stock of the fact, noted above, 
that even in normal development, errors seem to be organised. I shall claim that 
learnability is an issue in Phonology (see van der Hulst and Dresher, 1995). In human 
development there seems to be a point, typically around 1;6, when the rate of lexical 
development starts to grow and syntactic complexity appears. On the idea that this 
represents a qualitative change, there is agreement between non-generativists, such 
as Grunwell (1987), and generativists, such as van der Hulst and Dresher (1995). 
The role of leamability in this study reflects the shift in this direction in syntax. I 
shall claim that 'finite learnability' imposes equally strong conditions on phonology. 
Data 
The data here reflects speech which is incompetent to different degrees and in different 
ways, reflecting disorder, delay and immaturity within normal limits. But all of this 
speech is incompetent. I shall use the notion of incompetence to generalise across all 
of the different sorts of case where it is appropriate to do so. 
I shall distinguish between 'phonemic errors' in which, impressionistically at least, 
one phoneme is replaced by another and Inon-phonemic errors' in which the change 
is partial or unclear. Of course, it remains an open question whether the first category 
is well-defined. But in much of the relevant literature, there is an implicit assumption 
that it is possible to speak of a I substitution'. Without this assumption, the notion of 
transcription becomes impossible. 
The data is of three sorts, from my own clinical observation, from the literature, and 
from two experimental investigations carried out for this study, a pilot study in 1991 
with 22 children and a fuller study with 97 children in 1997, in both cases with no 
prior knowledge as far as I was concerned of whether there had been any previous 
question about any given child's speech. (The methodological issues at stake here are 
discussed in Chapter 3). As far as the clinical data is concerned, in a way that reflects 
what is still everyday clinical practice, the observations were made on-line with no 
recording and no opportunity of rechecking. In the case of any observation, there is 
always the possibility of observational error. But other than in the case of single case 
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studies, the observations here are all in respect of more than one child, and in most 
cases, of many more than one. At the time of the clinical observations, the motivation 
was purely one of assessment. There was no hypothesis, and thus no observational 
bias emanating from this. The collation of the data was carried out without the 
benefit of a computer in the author's own time and subject to the obvious limitations 
which this imposes. Most of the clinical data cited here is from the author's observation. 
Most of this is from a sample of the data from 16 children, this itself representing 
only a small part of the data originally stored about each child. This data on these 16 
children is set out in Appendix 3. A small part of the clinical data referred to here is 
from the literature. In each case it is made clear where the observation is from. The 
only major difference between the observations by the author and those from the 
literature is that the latter are restricted to environments no more than three syllables 
in length. 
To test for organisation within complexity, as mentioned above, the data set should 
be as large and representative as possible. To achieve this, the experiment has to go 
to the subjects. So the study here was carried out in a school. This limited the 
facilities for recording, forcibly not those of a phonetics laboratory. 
The experimental data was recorded on tape, transcribed by myself on-line and 
annotated by my co-worker, IW, both later rechecked by myself. The recording 
conditions in a school are not ideal. This influenced the transcription approach here. 
In contrast to the approach here, one obvious alternative would be to do the observation 
and recording in a laboratory, with fine transcription by two phonetically-trained 
transcribers, each checking the other's transcription. In the circumstances of the study 
here, no such option was available. It would also have been impossible to recruit 
more than a very small number of subjects. So one advantage of the approach here 
was that it was possible to recruit a relatively large and sociologically representative 
sample of children - but only thanks to the generosity of the school. 
The clinical and experimental data both throw light on the process of phonological 
development in real time. All of this data reveals a series of asymmetries in the 
distribution of errors involving place of articulation. Cruttenden (1978) notes the 
asymmetry between 'fronting' with coronal or alveolar segments being replaced by 
dorsals or velars, with harmony or assimilation in bisyllabic words typically at the 
expense of what I shall call coronals. As noted above, data collected by myself both 
in the clinic and in the experimental investigation here shows that in some longer 
words harmony or assimilation favours coronality, e.g. hq1popotamus with the first 
Ipl going to It I ,arche~terix with the Ikl in the same prosodic position also going 
to I tl, and the final I gl onset in cardigan going to I d/. But this coronal harmony 
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seems to be quite selective. At least in the clinical dat~ it did not seem to happen so 
frequently in the /k/ following the stressed vowel in cricketer or crocodile. But while 
clinical data can point to certain hypotheses, it does not provide a good basis for 
linguistic claims. FIRST, the only clinically justifiable reason for collecting the data is 
to guide the process of abolishing it. SECOND, the clinical population is independently 
defined as abnormal by the mere fact of referral- so standard conditions of statistical 
normalisation cannot be met. Although, as we have seen, clinical errors pattern in 
ways which do not seem to have any obvious explanation in auditory / perceptual 
terms, on independent grounds we might expect interface defects of various sorts to 
be over-represented in the population, effectively compromising the data. Dysfunction-
to-function arguments have an obvious built-in flaw: the asymmetry may be a defining 
aspect of the dysfunction. So asymmetries in the clinical population, abnormal by 
definition, can be misleading. Reliability is undefinable. And statistical control is 
impossible or ethically impermissible. THIRD, there is the danger of mis-perception 
by the clinician (in all the cases cited here, without the benefit of either a tape-recorder 
or an expert second listener). 
But in relation to the last point, on all the main lines of argument in this study, the 
same observation was made in respect of a number of different children. Any 
observational errors are likely to be factored out by the numbers involved. 
The experimental investigation was designed to test the asymmetry in a way is 
impossible in the clinical context. But there is a statistical problem here. Looking for 
points of central tendency, words are selected on the basis of the very property 
which is being tested. It is highly non-random. 
Consider a quite different case where the sample is such that we expect a perfect 
distribution unconditionally. Take a number of individuals tossing coins in unison, 
each with their own personal coin. After a given number of throws, some individuals 
have thrown widely differing numbers of heads and tails. A degree of asymmetry in 
the scores of some individuals is predicted on standard grounds. Whether this is 
likely to be by chance is something which can be estimated. But a suspicious mind 
might still insist on a study of the most asymmetric throwers' coins and techniques. 
Their throwing, their eye-movements, and the initial state of the coin in relation to a 
particular outcome might be related. Their coins might be compared with those of 
throwers with scores closer to the mean. Independently of statistical probability, it 
might be noted that some of these coins displayed various extreme and uneven 
patterns of wear and other damage. In such a case it would be appropriate to try and 
measure the effect of the apparent uniqueness of each coin, with the degree of wear 
controlled as far as possible. In a sense, this study is at such a level. Here a set of 
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previously-observed asymmetries are being checked. In some cases there is no a 
priori or independent basis for expecting them, from phonological theory, from the 
sensori-motor consisedrations, etc .. But the structure of each word may be unique in 
the way the properties under consideration interact with the prosody. The data here 
is treated accordingly. 
Ethics 
In line with standard professional practice in speech and language therapy, the 
children in the study are not identifiable in any way. No information is given about 
exactly where any part of this study was carried out, other than that it was in 
Southwest London. Whether the purpose of the contact was for therapy or for 
experimental investigation, the permission of the parents was obtained. In some 
cases the experimental investigation led to referral for therapy. Where this rerral was 
to myself, I carried the therapy out. 
The 1997 experiment was organised into three Phases, the first a simple assessment, 
the second an attempt to reproduce the effect to the therapy described above, the 
third an attempt to measure the effect of this. To minimise the amount of out-of-
class-time, Phase One was designed to be completed in 17 minutes. In the event, it 
took between 30 and 50 minutes. Participation was seen by most subjects as fun and 
treated as a reward for good behaviour by the teachers. If there was any sign of the 
child tiring, the session was terminated and re-continued after a break. Phase Two 
took between 15 and 30 minutes. Phase Three took less than 5 minutes. In Chapter 4, 
I show that typically there was evidence of, a small, but seemingly permanent positive 
change, to the effect that a word previously wrong was now canonical. 
Dialectal input 
All the children in this study were regularly exposed to different forms of what I 
shall refer to as 'Greater London English', using this as a cover-term to include forms 
of RP, Estuary English, and Cockney. I shall treat these as distinct dialects which 
nevertheless seem to pattern the same way with respect to I r I, morpheme final I 9 I, 
an epenthetic sub-phonemic 'gesture' between the nasal and the fricative in prince, 
and the perception that tune and spoon do not rhyme. Regarding Ir/, there may be 
an on-going change, at least in RP with sawing as [" S :J: l g] in conservative forms, an 
alternation with ["s:J:rtg] in more innovative forms, and what may be an emerging 
dialect in younger speakers for whom [" S:J: 19] is impossible.4 
.. If the speech of this author is anything to go by, the change may concern the speakers of 
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Differences between these forms involve vowel reduction, vowel features, the non-
release of stops, and glottalisation, in monkey as ["mAgkt] (RP and Cockney) or 
["mAgki] (Estuary), in ketchup as ["kEtJO)P] (RP) or ["kE1J Ap] (Estuary and Cockney), 
asbestos as [2z'bEstas] (RP) or [2z'bEstns] (Estuary and Cockney), little as ['11. t~ 11 
(RP), ['It tu] (Estuary) or ['It ?u] (Cockney). 
Using the umlaut diacritic suggested by Gimson to denote a slightly centralised, 
round articulation, not collapsing with any member of the vowel series, and following 
a suggestion to this effect by }W, some syllabic laterals might be transcribed more 
narrowly as [0] rather than as [u]. But such narrow transcription seems inappropriate 
in an essentially observational and impressionistic study. 
Regarding the notation, following a line of thinking from Abberton (1978 - in class), 
I encode a degree of indeterminacy by enclosing a segment in pointed brackets, as a 
computer-readable equivalent of Abberton's circle (see Appendix 8 for more details). 
Outline 
Taking account of: A) the wide divergence between Phonology and Child Phonology; 
and B) the number of Phonological issues raised, theory and data are interleaved. 
Chapter 1 outlines the asymmetry of clinical data and other issues, proposes a new 
way of characterising much clinical data, suggests a possible learnability issue in 
phonology, and lays the basis for the novel construct, a 'Parameter Setting Function'. 
Chapter 2 introduces the notions of a 'Representability Inspection' and 'Phonological 
Parapraxis' against the background of the clinical data, asks whether the data here 
might be considered as slips of the tongue, and concludes that it should not. 
Chapter 3 presents some real word data from normally developing children, and 
shows that clinically observable asymmetries hold generally. 
Chapter 4 presents intervention data from two contexts, the clinical, therapeutic 
context and an experimental context with the normally developing children discussed 
in Chapter 3, and shows that the same effect can be found in both groups. 
Chapter 5 outlines the now well-established 'geometrical' approach to features, and 
explains one aspect of child phonology by a new proposal in this framework. 
Chapter 6 integrates aspects of feature geometry with what Kiparsky (1995) calls 
'extrinsic under-specification', and explains one long-range harmony in this way. 
Chapter 7 concludes, and sets out directions for future research. 
what is referred to by Gimson (1970) as 'common usage' probably describing his students at the time 
of writing, now likely to be between 50 and 60 ye.us of age. 
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1 Hardwords 
Chapter 1 presents empirical and theoretical issues in the description of clinical data, 
particularly the 'asymmetries' noted in the Introduction, adopts the notion of a 
'leanability space' from current work, adds a new term in the expression 'Specific 
Speech and Language Impairment', and with reference to a learn ability issue in 
phonology, introduces the new idea of a 'Parameter Setting Function' or PSF. 
Section 1.1 notes a a psycho-linguistic issue, considers two methodological approaches 
to phonological acquisitio~ characterised here as 'bottom-up' and 'top-down', and 
plumps strongly for the latter. Section 1.2 sets out some asymmetries in the distribution 
of children's speech errors in cases of pathology, and relates these to cross-linguistic 
research. Section 1.3 sets out the new idea of 'Specific S"e.ech and Language Impairment', 
SSLI, as a 'syndrome'. Section 1.4 sets out some learnability issues, and relates these 
to the notion of a Parameter Setting Function. Section 15 proposes a strong version 
of what might be called the 'parametric hypothesis'. 
There is one obvious alternative to any of these approaches, and that is to view the 
data here as performance errors or slips of the tongue, SOT's. I shall set this issue 
aside until Chapter 2, where I shall consider it in the light of the empirical evidence. 
1.1 Methodology 
Section 1.1 is concerned with methodology. Section 1.1.1 sets out the psycho-linguistic 
issue mentioned above. Section 1.1.2 discusses the bottom-up approach in general 
terms and how it might or might not bear on the data here. Section 1.1.3 presents one 
particular example of the bottom-up approach. Section 1.1.4 presents the idea of 
marginal incompetence at 'Stage n-/' Section 1.1.5 considers an arbitrary dictomomy 
in Child Phonology. Section 1.1.6 considers a number of key points in the literature. 
Section 1.1.7 considers two current top-down approaches, Optimality Theory, OT, 
and Principles and Parameters Theory, PPT. 
1.1.1 A psycho-linguistic issue 
Consider the issue in (1.1). 
(1.1) A psycho-linguistic is~"'Ue - input or ouqmt? 
a) Input [ a] a ~ f3 / ( X ) _ Mental representation / f3 / 
b) Representation / y / y ~ 0 / (X) _ Output [0] 
By (1.1.a) a word, heard for the first time, may be wrongly encoded, leading to a 
lexicalisation different from the canonical form. If so, the output is bound to reflect 
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the input error. There is no basis for seH-correction. By (1.1.b), a word may be 
mispronounced, with the possibility of seH-correction. Taking the lead from Chomsky 
and Halle (1968), or SPE, in this study it is assumed that the organisation of the 
grammar is neutral with respect to (1.1). A given child's error may express either a 
misanalysis of the adult input or an error in the course of production. Variability in 
child phonology is easy to find and obvious. This may occur either in the immediate 
input to the child's grammar, i.e. the output of the lexicon, or in the process of 
speech production. But it is difficult, more so than sometimes believed, to distinguish 
between these two things (on this point see in particular the discussion of Smith, 
1973, in Sections 1.1.6.1 and 1.1.6.3). There is, in (1.1), an obvious psycho-linguistic 
issue. But on the strength of SPE, I shall assume here it is possible to study the 
speech error data without taking a decision on it. 
1.1.2 Bottom-up or top-down? 
Section 1.1.2 considers two directions in speech research, one motivated by the end-
state, what I shall call 'top-down', the other, with the (plausible) aim of avoiding 
teleology and prescription, 'bottom-up'. 
For top-down approaches, the end-state is competence in what Chomsky (1995 a, p. 
221 ff) calls 'Computation for Human Language' or CHL• On this basis, acquisition 
theory should be 'driven' by: A) the full expression of CHL; B) a set of criterial inputs, 
necessarily available to the Lllearner in some form. 
The bottom-up approach starts from the evidence of the child's verbalisations. It has 
the consequence of making questions about competence (in the Chomsky sense) 
either meaningless or illegitimate. This approach is reductionist in the sense that it 
tends to focus on: A) the smallest category which can be induced in the end-state 
(however this is characterised) and which might be conceived as part of some initial 
state, and B) the earliest point at which this can be identified, going back in 
developmental time towards birth, developments after 2;0 being considered 'late'. 
Theoretical issues such as the definition of words and their constituents do not arise. 
And the child's 'between words' phonology is ruled out of consideration. It is consistent 
with the bottom-up approach to relate deficits in speech and/ or language to anyone 
or more of a diverse set of concomitant sensori-motor deficits. These include the 
auditory system. (See Hill, 2001, for a recent summary). In work such as that of 
Bradford and Dodd (1994) and Dodd (1995), summarised by Hill, phonetic variability 
is taken to be a diagnostic of disorder. But this makes it impossible to address any 
evidence of organisation in speech-error data. I shall argue that this is a general 
characteristic of the bottom-up approach. 
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In bottom-up studies such as that of Jusczyk (1997) and Vihman (1996), the infant is 
shown to be learning language-specific featural contrasts in the first year, e.g. laryngeal 
contrasts in stops, distinguishing 'English-type' languages from those of the Indian 
sub-continent. Harrison (19%) shows that part of phonological development consists 
in learning to du,'regard acoustically discriminable information. Here the criterial 
evidence does not need to be sensitive to the forml meaning relation. The input can 
be interpreted stochastically. A learner of this sort could start learning the phonemic 
inventory on the basis of frequency. The end-state is modeled in terms of consistency 
or inventorial completeness. Mastery of such an inventory can then be tested with 
respect to a set of phonemes. On this basis it is often suggested, as by Anthony, 
Bogle, Ingram, and Mcisaac (1971), that normally developing L1 English children 
reach this state by 6;0. But these authors do not explain why at this age few of their 
subjects can say all the words in their assessment. Not at all a bottom-up theorist, 
Smith (1973) ends his study even earlier, with his subject aged 4;0. In the same vein, 
Macken (1995, p. 689) suggests that acquisition is normally complete at five or six. 
In 'Greater London English' including Cockney, Estuary English, and RP, the segments 
Irl, Ill, It I and I dl all vary allophonicaUy in complex ways. Taking account of 
the allophony as a whole, a bottom-up determination of the end-state would require 
the assessment of several hundred items at least - longer than most standardised 
tests, but not inconceivable. Significantly Edwards and Shriberg (1983) note that 
there is a wide disparity between studies in the age at which a given segment is said 
to be 'acquired'. For Irl the range is from 3;0 to 7;6. Part of the problem may lie in 
the fact that human phonetic judgements are ultimately subjective and impressionistic. 
In relation to dark III in dialects which have this, what degree of laterality as 
opposed to vocalisation is criterial? It is not obvious where to draw the phonetic line. 
Here, at variance with exclusively bottom-up accounts, I shall deny the idea of 
phonological discrimination, other than in the context of semantic reference. I shall 
thus assume that the work of the stochastic learner is exclusively phonetic. Where 
the target is English, this early phonetic learning may include some properties of the 
vowel space, but not the way that vowel-length interacts with post-vocalic consonants; 
the latter presupposes that both the elements belong to the same syllable. 
As a compromise between 'top-down' and 'bottom-up' perspectives, to explain 
language-specific variations in acquisition and pathology, Macken (1995) proposes a 
'constrained hypothesis formation or cognitive model' which II incorporates the general 
acquisition patterns and universal structure envisioned by Jakobson and Chomsky, 
while recognising the freedom the system must have to allow individual learners the 
creative flexibility they show in forming generalisations and inventing rules" (p.679). 
Her model recognises variations such as those in (1.2). 
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(1.2) Language specific variations in acquisition and pathology 
a) Arabic, Yucatec III alternates (context-freely?) with I nl . 
b) French Nasal and oral stops alternate. 
c) Spanish It[ I is acquired early. 
d) Spanish, Greek Spirant [<I], allophone of I d/, is replaced by [1]. 
e) K'iche' Affricates, laterals, and I xl are acquired early. 
f) Greek III alternates (harmonically?) with I r I, In E'r 0 I as [n E'1 0]. 
g) Welsh I s I is replaced by 1 'JI and 191, but not by 1 i I. 
h) English Affricates acquired late, I sl as [:!], [a], [1-], [J], 1 r I as [w ]. 
NB: (1.2.a) to d) are from Macken (1995); (1.2.e) is due to Ingram (1993); (1.2.f) is 
due to Aleka Georgakopoulou and Katerina Hilari; (1.2.g) to Olwen Rees, 
(1.2.h) from Edwards and Shriberg (1983) and common clinical observation. 
While both babbling and early phonology conform to a broad pattern - along with 
stopping and other processes, as described by Jakobson (1941), the scale of the variation 
in (1.2) is non-trivial. Macken's account is as follows: 
(1.3) Language-specific variations in child phonology are due to: 
a) Typological differences in phonetic structure and phonological organisation; 
b) Variable frequencies of forms in the different target languages; 
c) Skews in the representation of elements in speech addressed to children. 
Macken's point in (1.3.a) is both well-motivated and sufficient to account for the 
issue at stake. But there are problems with (1.3.b) and c). The variables of type- and 
token-frequency cannot be collapsed without arbitrariness. If English learners glide 
their rhotics and Greek learners lateralise theirs on grounds of phonetic distance and 
phonemic availability, lateral lisps should be common in Welsh speaking areas. But 
by (1.2.f) such lisps are rarer in children learning Welsh than in those learning 
English. H Greek rho tics are not glided due to the lack of a Iw I, why are English 
rhoties seldom replaced context-freely by 11/ when the model is evident? 
In bottom-up thinking, little attention is paid to allophony and prosodic factors such 
as stress and syllabification. Both issues tend to be put on one side in favour of 
measuring the completeness of the phonemic inventory. Here I shall assume that the 
inventory is only one measure of phonological development, that to prioritise it is 
both arbitrary and misleading, and that the devil is in the phonetic detail. 
This study seeks to reconcile the obvious criterion of accounting for the end-state, 
with the evidence of concomitant sensori-motor disorders. Here, I shall consider the 
phonology of the first word-combinations, at say 1;9, as an instance of early phonology. 
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Vihman (1995) would consider it already late. Here, I shall look at evidence that 
phonological acquisition is still going on at 8;6. This evidence is of a sort that is likely 
to be hard to explain in bottom-up terms. 
1.1.3 The auditory hypothesis 
It is obvious that hearing is essential to speech acquisition. It is often held that a key 
variable in phonetic/ phonological development is the level of auditory skill or skills. 
Such skills are sometimes taken to be one exclusive and irreducible datum. We 
might call this the 'auditory hypothesis'. On this point, see Kronvall and DiehJ (1954), 
Sherman and Geith (1967), Marquardt and Saxman (1972), Dodd (1975), Tallal, Stark 
and Curtiss (1976), Tallal and Stark (1980), Locke (1980 and 1983), Mathews and 
Seymour (1981), Broen, Strange, Doyle and Heller (1983), Morgan (1984), Raaymakers 
and Crul (1988), Ohde and Sharf (1988), Chiat (1989), and Bird and Bishop (1992). 
Bird and Bishop (1992) reason that the auditory hypothesis predicts diagnostically 
significant variations between individuals. They compare a group of 'phonologically 
impaired' children with individually matched controls. The subjects' ages range from 
5.0 to 6.4. In the case of the impaired children, each had at least 5 losses of phonemic 
contrast by processes such as fronting, stopping, coda deletion, etc .. Each impaired 
subject was given discrimination tasks corresponding to 5 losses of phonemic contrast 
in the individual's production. One of these was carried out with pairs of nonsense 
words. Here the task was to decide whether the pair was the same or different. 
Another task - with real words - required the subject to decide whether they had 
been correctly repeated. Only in the nonsense words, however, was there a significant 
difference between the rate of false responses in respect of neutralised contrasts and 
in respect of contrasts which were part of the subject'S productive repertoire. Whereas 
the controls made an average of 1 mistake out of 30 trials, the experimental subjects 
made an average of 6. In relation to their own production difficulties, the experimental 
subjects still produced correct auditory responses 4 times out of 5. Bird and Bishop 
note, "All children showed some ability to discriminate contrasts that they could not 
prod uce" (p.289). All subjects were relatively competent' perceivers'. 
Bird and Bishop contrast their tests of auditory discrimination with tests of rhyme 
generation and phoneme matching. The mean score (out of 10) for the experimental 
subjects was 4.79, while for the controls it was 7.57. The authors conclude that in 
respect of the clinically impaired children, "the underlying problem is neither sensory 
nor motor .... [but rather] .. in recognising that words can be analysed at the level of 
phonemic segments" (p.307). Bird and Bishop'S results raise a question about the 
proportion of cases of phonological disorder where an auditory defect is etiologically 
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crucial. It seems that such cases are likely to be rare. 
By the results of Bird and Bishop, 'strong' interpretations of the auditory hypothesis, 
all strongly reductionist, are false. But what about weaker interpretations? Obviously, 
there may be a correlation between phonetic/ phonological incompetence and a defect 
in respect of auditory attention or listening.1 But such a defect is not easily defined or 
operationalised. I return to the issue here in Chapter 7. 
The extreme case is represented by profound deafness. Brown and Goldberg (1990) 
summarise the findings of numerous studies over 40 years, showing that deaf speech 
is marked by errors with respect to stress, rhythm, transitions between articulatory 
targets, problems with clusters and diphthongs, and the phonetic implementation of 
the voice/voiceless contrast. All of these properties involve timing - in the case of 
the voice/voiceless contrast as a matter of definition. For our purposes here the 
point about Brown and Goldberg's conclusion is simply the specificity of the effect. 
If phonological disorders typically involved an auditory deficit, why is it that in the 
one case where such a deficit is plain, the effect is both specific and quite different 
from those which commonly characterise disorders? 
In relation to the acquisition of what they regard as phonological perception Watson 
and Hewlett (1997) emphasise the 'transitional' properties of the syllable rather than 
, steady state' properties of traditional phonological description. It may be on a relatively 
subtle level, such as this, that the (common) clinical observation of 'poor listening' is 
best expressed. In the light of new research directions of this sort, there is a weaker 
version of the auditory hypothesis according to which a key variable is the L1leamer' s 
ability to interpret the input data. I shall develop this as a hypothesis in Chapter 7. 
1.1.4 Marginal incompetence at Stage 11--1 
From a top-down perspective, let us characterise full competence as Stage n. Now 
take the case, characteristic of early phonology or disorder, when the identification 
or interpretation of a word is uncertain. Suppose the assumed target is soldu'7 and 
the realisation is as ['hauwuv]. This has been observed once by the author and also 
by Grunwell (1987) in two children with generally similar phonologies. With lesser 
degrees of incompetence, the problem is reduced, but the issue remains. Conversely, 
1 The investigation of phonological perception is a TOutine aspect of all speech therapy 
asseSb'lnent Obviously, the treatment of a distinction which cannot be perceived needs to be done in a 
special way, and quite differently from the case where the distinction is perceptible. But the clinical 
investigation of auditory perception is not straightforward. In some cases, where there is a system.1.tic 
failure of auditory discrimination, at the top end of the acoustic spectrum, between / s / and / J / or 
/ f / and / e / or, at the bottom end, between / n / and I!) I, there may be a rorresponding, 
audiometrically ronfirmed, h&1.ring loss. But this not always the case. 
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as we approach any notional beginning of phonological acquisition the issue increases. 
On such reasoning, a Stage 1 is not definable other than in relation to the conditions 
for Stage II - a top-down perspective, in other words. 
On any account of phonological acquisition, there are representational elements which 
have to be learnt. Here I shall assume that these include a set of 'features', used in 
ways which are, to some degree, language-specific. 
Following a line suggested by Ingram (1976), I shall assume that phonology is not 
definable other than in relation to the lexicon, from the middle of the second year 
when the lexicon starts to grow by one or two items per waking hour. At this point 
the acquisition device effectively , changes gear' as soon as the learnability space 
includes the syntax and phonological rules. This point is marked by: A) a sudden 
increase in the rate of vocabulary growth; and B) the use of words in meaningful, 
productive combinations. I shall propose here that this point is defined by the 
, switching on' of a 'Parameter Setting Function' (see Section 1.4.4), with a linguistic 
analysis of the input by the learner. In this framework, phonological and syntactic 
acquisition proceed in tandem. The psychological mechanisms are switched on, most 
typically some time between 1;6 and 2;0, and are still visibly functioning in most 
children around 8;6 - contra many of the views mentioned above. In the framework 
adopted here, the issue is not the phonemic inventory but the way the 'melody' or 
the segmental structure interacts with the prosody. The accquisition of phonology is 
thus similar to that of syntax - on criteria of the sort assumed by Carol Chomsky 
(1969) and many researchers since. My focus here is towards the end of the acquisition 
process, when phonetic/ phonological competence is almost complete. I shall 
characterise the very end of this process as Stage n-1" Some individuals may not get 
beyond it. Looking at normal, disordered and delayed development, there is a case, 
for proceeding from Stage n to Stage n-1, and so on - in the reverse of developmental 
sequence.2 I shall follow such a methodology here. But even before Stage n -1' there is 
unmistakeable evidence of organisation in the way children's speech errors are 
distributed. I shall return to this issue in Section 1.2. 
1.1.5 An unhelpful dichotomy 
One result of the long-standing predominance of bottom-up approaches has been an 
arbitrary dichotomy in research perspectives, as tabulated in (1.4). 
2 See Frith (1989) for a similar point about res&lI'Ch into autism - that it should focus on the 
least-affected individuals to yield the dearest data bearing on a 'single common ~,thway.' 
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(1.4) Diclwtomous research p£~!:>pectives, as dictated by a 'bottom-up' approach 
Errors by children Errors by adults 
Incompetence - variable consistency Malperfonnance (slips of the tongue) 
Context-free errors Context-sensitive errors 
Simple phonemic and syllabic structures Polysyllabic environments 
Articulatory, perceptual, metalinguistic 
factors 
Non-awareness of error Timescale of self-correction-
measured in milliseconds. 
This tabulation reflects the fact that although much work has been done on harmony 
in children's speech, little of this has been in relation to polysyllables, other than in a 
programme of work initiated by Chiat (1983). Conversely, the assumption that all 
errors in the speech of ' competent speakers' are ' slips of the tongue', SOT's, and thus 
due to performance, has hardly been questioned. The asymmetry in the distribution 
of children's speech errors has been largely (but not completely) overlooked at the 
expense of the (large) issue of variability and the (closely-connected) issue of 
developmental change which cannot be characterised as' across the board'. 
From a bottom-up perspective, the tabulation in (1.4) has little meaning. The left and 
the right hand sides are different sorts of enquiry. 
Here, by contrast, I am aiming for an internally consistent account of phonological 
development, as a process normally starting before 2;0 and, by the claims of this 
study, normally continuing after 8;6, but ruling out: A) enrichment of the phonogical 
mechanisms for full competence - at Stage n; and B) privileged information about the 
learnability target. 
1.1.6 SPE and its critics 
To set the scene, I shall set out A) key features of what is characterised here as the 
'linear' model of SPE, as assumed by Smith (1973), and B) some responses to it. 
Section 1.1.6.1 sets out the idea of derivation by ordered rules. In 1.1.6.2 I turn to the 
question of 'naturalness'. Section 1.1.6.3 looks at phonological development, other 
than across-the-board. 
1.1.6.1 Linearity and derivation by ordered rules 
SPE provides a derivational account of English phonology. The first application of 
this model to child phonology is in Smith (1973). 
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One key aspect of the SPE framework is the notion of markedness, according to 
which voiceless is unmarked in obstruents and marked in sonorants, stridency is 
unmarked in sibillants, and so on. The key evidence here is cross-linguistic. Many 
languages have only voicing in sonorants and voicing in sonorants. The opposite is 
almost unattested. 
Smith (1973) assumes that the input to the child's system is the 'adult surface form' 
(p.13), and that the underlying representation of simple monosyllables is essentially 
the same in both children's and competent phonology. Here I shall challenge both of 
these ideas. For the moment, let us review Smith's model. He points to various 
phenomena, seemingly best-explained derivationally. A key argument concerns the 
four rules in (1.5), using binary values of [+Coronal, +Anterior], to define what, in 
previous discussion here, I have referred to as 'Coronal' or 'coronality', the values 
[-<:oronal, -Anterior] to define dorsality, and correspondingly binary values- positive 
or negative - with respect to [Strident], [Lateral], [Voice], [Consonantal], [Continuant], 
[Sonorant], [High], [Back], and [Stress]. The term V denotes a vowel. In (1.5), Smith's 
own numbering of the rules is shown in brackets on the left. Both the data and the 
rule formulation are slightly simplified here; voicing, for example, is ignored. 
(1.5) Four ordered rnles 
l1Uddle 11Uzz1e pistol 
data from Smith (1973): A at 2;2 
(3) pAgl [+Cor, +Ant] ~ [-<:or, -Ant] I _A-<:ont] [V, -Str] [+Lat] 
(4) pAgU PAW PLStlf [V] ~ [+High, +Back, -Tense] 1_, -Str [+Lat] 
(7) . p t t u [+Cor, + Ant, +Cont, +Stri, - Voi] ~ 0 I _ [+Cons] 
(24) . pAd u [ -Son] => [-<:ont] 
Smith's Rule 3 dorsalises a coronal stop before a lateral in an unstressed syllable. 
Rule 4 vocalises the lateral. Rule 7 deletes a 'pre-consonantal' lsi. Rule 24 stops 
fricatives, neutralising the Continuant I Non-continuant contrast. 
Essentially the model by (1.5) posits a significant abstractness in child phonology. 
And this, as we shall see, has been the focus of much criticism. Although, as noted 
by Smith (1973), there are many aspects of child phonology which the SPE notions of 
derivation and markedness do not explain, both of these notions are themselves in 
the process of development (see Chapters 5 and 6). It is a measure of the power of 
the SPE formalism that it can describe many aspects of children's speech, considered 
segmentally. But the SPE framework has been generally supplanted in phonology. 
Relevant problems in the context of this study include the following. 
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(1.6) SPE and child phonology 
a) H the phonology of the mature speaker is defined on an abstract set of UR's, 
when and how does the UR come to be related to the 'surface form'? 
b) Incompetence is not perspicuously captured by complexity in the rule system 
used to describe it. Smith postulated 30 or so rules, and defined the extrinsic 
ordering of 26 of them. Where does the order come from? 
c) The SPE formalism misses key generalisations concerning syllabification, the 
commonality between laterality and roundness, the notion of stress as being 
essentially rhythmic, and the interaction between stress and the melody, all 
issues to which I turn in Chapters 5 and 6. One example of this arises in (1.5). 
Smith considers (p.23) the possibility of defining the lateral as 'dark', but notes 
that this is not properly expressible in the SPE framework. 
d) SPE gives no easy account of the fact that glottalisation is both common in 
child phonology (see Grunwell, 1987) and cross-linguistically common as a 
form of lenition with a glottal surface expressing underlying coronality and 
voicelessness. 
e) In L1 learners of English, the seemingly universal process of gliding, i.e. the 
replacement of Irl by Iw I, differing by 5 features, is not easily described in 
SPE terms. The issue has been noted by Walsh (1974), who treats it as evidence 
against distinctive feature theory. 
f) In the SPE framework, a context-free rule reversing the values of [±Consonantal] 
is as highly valued as one changing one of those of [±Continuant], as in stopping 
or spirantisation. Context-sensitive changes with respect to [±Consonantal] are 
postulated by Kaisse (1992). But as a rule in child phonology, [a. Cons] =>[-0. 
Cons] should be prohibited in theory. A child with a such a rule would be not 
so much incomprehensible, as not understood to be speaking. 
g) As noted by Smith (1973), patterns in the acquisition of lsi and I fl are not 
adequately captured in terms of markedness. The least marked fricative, namely 
I sf, is the most developmentally problematic, hence the term 'lisp', and the 
occasional persistence of this in adult speech. The most typical replacements-
as L~] and [e] - are more marked than what they are replacing, contradicting 
the obvious prediction by markedness theory that the incompetent speaker 
should replace marked elements by less marked ones. 
1.1.6.2 'Naturalness' and alternatives to ordered rules 
Section 1.1.6.2 turns to an outright challenge to abstract UR's and derivation, as 
offered by Natural Phonology, NP (see Stampe, 1969 and 1973, Donegan and Stampe, 
1979). Based on the 'child's own system', NP has had an enduring influence among 
speech and language pathologists, such as Ed wards and Shriberg (1983) and GrunweU 
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(1987). Distinguishing between universal prcx('SS('S and language-specific mIl'S, NP 
sees the child's errors in terms of an over-simplifi~d conception (on the part of the 
child) of possible morphemes, expressed as Morpheme Structure Conditions, MSC's. 
(1.7) Under-developed syllabic templates in children's speech errors 
Loss of contrast Stopping zoo d u: 
Context-sensitive loss of coronality Harmony 
Context-sensitive loss of contrast De-voicing 
Constituent (coda) deletion Deletion 
Constituent (cluster) reduction Deletion 
dark 
beJld 
ball 
string 
ga : k. 
b i:t 
b :> : 
dtg 
NP amounts to an enriched theory of phonotactics. Errors, such as those in (1.7), are 
seen as attempts to satisfy a reduced phonological'template' - where the reduction 
follows a series of universal, asymmetric implications. The effects are mostly defined 
on the interaction between features and syllable structure. On typological grounds, 
NP proposes that the asymmetry of these implications reflects a difference in 
I naturalness'. The language-learner re-interprets the structure of lexical entries 
according to a greatly-simplified model. Phonological acquisition proceeds by the 
inhibition or suppression of natural settings. NP claims to account for the distribution 
of children's errors on the basis that phonological contrasts are lost in favour of 
whatever is the less marked member of the pair in a particular context. 
But applying the point in (1.6.f) to NP, it, like SPE, fails to throw light on the case of 
most lisps. 
As noted in a critique of NP by Dinnsen (1980), based largely on child-phonology, 
NP fails to distinguish between the "NEED for SOME rule" and the prediction that it 
"would have a specific structural description" (p.176). Also focusing on child-
phonology, Harris (1990) notes that NP tends to underestimate what the child is 
getting right. As shown in Chapter 2, a templatic approach does not provide a 
descriptively adequate account of parapraxis at its most extreme. 
Broadly, there are patterns in child-phonology, not readily accountable in NP terms. 
In (1 .8), the clinical data is from observations by the author in NHS clinical practice 
before this study started, the experimental data is from the 1991 pilot study or from 
the fulJer study in 1997, and marked as such. 
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(1.8) Non-naturalness in child phonology 
a) Copy/reduplication potato 
Lucinda 
pa pa 'tf;t.tau (Clinical data) 
'd u:dantnda (Smith,1973) 
b) Non-natural contrasts in adjacent segments 
numbl':r 'nAmda (Smith, 1973) 
pencil 'bEm?du (Clinical data) 
I porridge' (Finnish) p t r u p t r u (Vihman, 1978) 
Jerusalem d~a'u:salam (1991 pilot study) 
c) Dorsal nasal onsets snake !JE1.k (Smith, 1973) 
grandpa . (Leopold, 1947) gaga 
d) Onset metathesis icicle 'a1.katal (Smith, 1973) 
difficult 'g1.pataJ (Smith, 1973) 
hospital 'hustapu (1991 and 1997 data) 
Jerusalem d~a 'lu:sara m (Experiment here) 
e) Other metathesis bulb bAbl (Smith, 1973) 
delve 'dEvl (Smith, 1973) 
milk 'milk (Smith, 1973) 
In (1.8), there is no sense in which the ouput is more 'natural' than the canonical 
realisation. MSC's cannot account for the copying or reduplication in (1.8.a) or for 
the breach of the typologically common constraint on nasals on the left of another 
stop in (1.8.b). Dorsal nasals in the onset are typologically uncommon, not part of the 
target in English, and not attested in genetically related languages/dialects. And 
metathesis, as exampled in (1.8.d) and e), is unaccountable. 
Rejecting derivation and underlying representations, Grunwell (1987) seeks to 
integrate NP with' contrastive analysis'. Her argument is summarised in (1.9). 
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(1.9) Grunwell's view 
a) There is a psycho-linguistic implausibility in the claim that "the child begins 
his phonological development with a complex set of pronunciation rules, many 
more than adults have, and eventually loses these rules" (p. 142). 
b) Simple discrimination tasks establish that a difference has been detected, rather 
than that it has been correctly analysed phonologically. 
c) There are "developmental factors in the control and mastery of pronunciation 
patterns particularly for complex articulatory sequences" (p. 139). A 'natural 
phonological process' consists in the loss of a contrast in favour of the ' easier 
member'; and " .... since the effects of phonological processes are to simplify 
speech production, the analysis of disordered speech in this framework 
characterises the differences from normal pronunciation as simplificationsll 
(p. 184). There is also 'systemic simplification', including context-free 
coronalisation, gliding, and context-sensitive voicing. 
Grunwell's point in (1.9.a), characterised here as 'Grunwell's problem', is one of the 
starting points of this study. Her point in (1.9.b) is also accepted he.re. But it raises 
another issue: how do the child's powers of phonological analysis develop? As regards 
the thinking in (1.9.c), there are three problems. FIRST, it is not clear what the 
(unspecified) 'developmental factors in the control and mastery of .... patterns .... for 
complex articulatory sequences' are. SECOND, on Grunwell's point that context-
sensitive voicing is both a 'systemic simplification' and a 'natural process', there is 
an ambiguity concerning the relation between phonetic production and phonological 
categorisation. H a system is simplified, in what sense can this be treated as a' process' 
other than at the moment when the system is defined? How does ease of production 
relate to the loss of a category? THIRD, on Grunwell's analysis, disorder and 
simplification co-vary as a matter of definition. In the phonology of Paul (p.189), 
stressed syllables are closed by a glottal stop, and rightmost, unstres..c;;ed syllables 
have a voiceless fricative in the onset. Wafer, for example, is said as [,w ~ 1 sa]. 
Grunwell describes the 'arehi-phonemic' [1s] as'a favourite articulation'. But given a 
voiceless coronal stop as the input, the surfaee form can hardly be treated as a 
simplification. Grunwell's framework does not facilitate precise, clinical description. 
The clinical thrust of Grunwell's approach - in favour of a more integrated notion of 
assessment, diagnosis and treatment - is precisely that of the present study. But 
because her starting point is a 'child's own system' (phonemic ally defined), 
generalisations across children are unstatable in principle. 
To conclude Section 1.1.6.2, in relation to child phonology, as in phonology generally, 
it is not clear what light the naturalness idea throws on the data. But it is accepted 
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here that Grunwell's problem sets a tough challenge for generative models. This 
challenge is addressed here, in Chapters 5 and 6: A) by giving Coronal a special 
status; and B) by the notion of language-specific, i.e. learned, sequences of association. 
1.1.6.3 A flaw in the puddle/puzzle argument? 
In Section 1.1.6.3, I look at work by Macken (1980 and 1982), in which she criticises 
Smith's 1973 claim that the child has adult type UR's, developing phonologically by 
'across-the-board' changes in rule-structure. Macken has two main points: A) Some 
changes are mis-categorised by Smith as applying across-the-board. She shows that 
they have exceptions over the whole period of the study. B) In addition to rules 
operating 'downstream', there are also rules operating 'upstream' from the lexicon, 
what she calls 'Perceptual-Encoding Rules'. On Macken's model, every coronal, 
originally misperceived as a dorsal, has to be separately re-categorised. 
In Smith's data, what Macken takes to be the exceptional cases from 2.2;29 to 2,8;7 
include the following (the relevant data is set out in full in Appendix 6): 
(1.10) Exceptimls to A's darsali."ation (using current terminology) 
Data from Smith and Macken 
Age Word realisations 
2;2.29 little 'dl,di: troddle:r 'lu13 
2;4.24 troddler 'guga 
2;6.28 little 'ltdi: /'lttaL beetle 'b i:t3L tiddlypom 'd1.d3li: p:>m 
2;8.7 little 'lttal 
But in a way which Macken's model does not explain, there seem to be two factors 
here. Until 2.4.24, liquidity in the stressed onset triggers a root harmony. And over 
the whole of this period, coronality in the final onset is preserved where the stressed 
vowel is high and front. 
What about Macken's 'perceptual/ encoding rules', effectively a filter, operating 
'upstream', making words easier to say before the 'downstream' task of phonetic 
implementation? H a potential difficulty is detected in the planning, the execution is 
adjusted accordingly, Let us call this the 'Upstream/Downstream Model'. It is not 
adopted here for the following reasons. 
FIRST, the case of 'mixed speech and language disorders' is not easy to explain 
unless there is a common underlying factor. 
SECOND, while children with phonological disorders are not usually aware of their 
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speech errors on-line, for the rare child who is aware of most of his or her errors, the 
problem is exclusive to the output system. (Such as child was PR part of whose 
symptomatology is given in Appendix 3.) Such a case is unaccountable by the 
Upstream/Downstream Model 
THIRD, 'slips of the ear' as reported by Frornkin (1971) and Celce-Mucia, 1980) must 
necessarily occur' downstream' in Macken's terminology. They would thus have to 
be treated separately. The UDM would need to be supplemented to account for such 
data. If slips of the ear occur, the Upstream/Downstream Model is ontologically 
insufficient. 
FOURTH, the Upstream/Downstream Modelhas nothing to say about Je1Usall~ as 
I d~cJU :sa la m] amounting, as I shall show, to about 10 percent of all errors, violating 
typologically common phonotactic constraints on sequences of vowels, not making 
the structure' easier' to say in any obvious sense. 
FIFTH, it is bizarre that the Upstream/Downstream Model should apply to UR's 
such as those of little and muddle but not to metathesised outputs such as difficult and 
icicle as ['g t.patal] and ['a tk t 1al], with coronals surfacing in the very environments 
to which the 'perceptual encoding rules' are said to be sensitive. 
I accept Macken's 1982 argument against Smith's 1973 assumption of the child having 
adult-type UR's. But from this it does not follow that there is no derivation in 
child-phonology. All we need to assume is there is a point in phonological acquisition 
at which all language-specific aspects of derivation are completely unknown. There 
is a Stage (J' It is not unworthy of study. Obviously. It has been the primary focus of 
innumerable studies of phonological development. But its investigation requires a 
methodology quite different from the one I shall be adopting here. 
1.1.7 Two top-down approaches 
Currently there is competition between two top-down models of linguistic learnability. 
The first of these arose in syntax. It is the claim of Chomsky (1995 a) that all 
grammatically definable variation -and thus acquisition-is reducible to the interaction 
between: A) 'principles', B) 'parameters', each of the latter helping to define the way 
a principle is intepreted in a particular instantiation of CHL, each representing a finite 
set of values. This approach is widely characterised as 'Principles and Parameters 
Theory' or PPT. Both in Chomsky's recent work in syntax and in Halle and Idsardi's 
1995 phonological application of this thinking, each parameter is binary-valued, an 
assumption I shall stick to here. The main syntactic expression of PPT is the Minimalist 
Program (see Chomsky, 1995 a). 
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A key idea in Minimalist syntax is the distinction between two interfaces, both 
forced on grounds of conceptual necessity, an Articulatory I Perceptual (AI P) interface 
and a Conceptual/lntensional interface.3 The AlP interface relates exclusively to 
phonetics and phonology. 
The second top-down model I shall consider is Optimality Theory, OT. This rejects 
any sort of derivation more complex than a direct relation between underlying and 
surface forms (see Smolensky, 1997). 
Despite the competition, PPT and OT are at one on four points: A) the learner has no 
knowledge of what his or her 'target language' is; B) the evidence of any language 
can help to define the 'leanability space'; C) there is a formal difference between 
universals and the terms of the variation; D) in current syntactic versions of PPT, i.e. 
the 'Minimalist program', and in all versions of OT, rules are eliminated. 
Taking PPT first, Chomsky (1995 b) follows a long line of linguists in observing that 
it is in phonetic and phonological respects that languages differ most sharply. Here I 
explore the learnability implications of this. Parameters are taken to determine patterns 
of word stress (see Hayes, 1993, and Halle and ldsardi, 1995, for two different ways 
of doing this) syllable structure (see Blevins, 1995), and the organisation of vowel 
systems (see Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1994). 
The acquisition of speech and language is thus by the' setting' of parameters by the 
learner in a 'learnability space'. A grammar is 'selected'. This contrasts with an 
earlier model of generative grammar, whereby acquisition was by' theory construction', 
fortuitously implying that incompetence could be characterised in terms of rules 
more complex or more numerous than those associated with competence. While the 
issue is circumvented to a degree by the notion of 'theory selection' (see Chomsky, 
1995 a), it is still necessary to identify the steps of this process of selection. The 
explanatory force of PPT has been tested mainly in relation to syntax (reflecting a 
more general bias in this direction in linguistic research). It can be characterised in 
either of two ways, in terms of the number of parameters (the fewer the better) or in 
terms of their internal consistency. In the 1980's the emphasis was on reducing the 
number of parameters. Recently it has shifted to internal consistency. 
3It seems possible in principle that Chomsky'S 'conceptual necessity' is not the only possible 
criterion, that another criterion might favour not two interfaces, but three, an A/P Interface of the sort 
assumed here plus two more, by splitting the Conceptual/Intensional, or CII, Interface into two 
parts, one bearing the main burden of literal interpretation, the other pragmatic defining the 
interaction between 'literal meaning' and reference. One justification for such a distinction hinges on 
the interpretabily of sentences such as lithe hamburger in the comer wants another milk shake" in the 
context where speaker and addressee are both waiters or waitresses in a restaurant The issue at stake 
here goes (far) beyond tIus study. It cannot be discussed any further here beyond the suggestion tIlat 
one possible area of investigation is the clinical study of autism, where the seemingly genetic damage 
may be specific to the 'pragmatic' interface. 
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In the phonological interpretation of PPT, there has been little consideration of the 
number of parameters involved, of the interaction between them, or the internal 
consistency of the acquisition system which they imply. Is it necessary to envisage a 
parametrical treatment of segmental representation, harmonic scope, word, phrase 
and sentence stress, and other rules? What, if anything, can be swept under the rug 
of phonetics? The questions are hard in two ways. FIRST, by phonological parameters 
as characterised so far (concerning stress, weight, etc .. ), all variation is categorial, in 
contrast to what seems to be the quantal or analogical variation, characteristic of 
phonetics. SECOND, if the parameterisation includes both the definitions of domains, 
such as the word and phrase, and of the categories within them, it is necessary to 
avoid a learnability regress. In a more general way, as will be shown in detail in 
Section 1.4, we seem to need parameters doing different sorts of thing. Putting this a 
different way, the theory of phonological parameterisation needs to be constrained. 
Seeking to avoid the apparent abstractness of derivation, OT proposes that a I grammar' 
is entirely by the ranking of J constraints', one prohibiting codas, another prohibiting 
syllables with an empty onset, and so on. Where two constraints are incompatible, 
one J outranks' the other. The number of grammars is the sum of the orderings of 
incompatible constraints. Phonological learning has to be from surface evidence. The 
surface is all that exists. 
Goad (1998) proposes an OT explanation of consonant harmony in early child 
phonology, using some of Smith's 1973 data. But Goad's account A) considers only 
word edge phenomena, thus throwing no light on word-internal cases; and B) postulates 
a constraint involving the J edge alignment' of articulator features without justifying 
this in relation to competent phonology, raising a general issue about the status of 
constraints which are universally demoted in the course of development. 
In the context of what they take to be a fully developed OT account theory of child 
phonology, Bernhardt and Stemberger (1998) propose a separate constraint for every 
process in child phonology. One of them is fronting. This leads to a combinatorial 
increase in the number of constraints and consequently in the size of the learnability 
space. And it entails the existence of constraints which are universally down-ranked. 
Bernhardt et al do not discuss what this means for the theory of phonological 
learnability or for ~T. Without reference to any of Bernhardt et al's constraints 
applying specifically to child-phonology, Tesar (1998) argues that a system of 20 
ranked constraints is learnable in principle. But as shown in Section 1.4 below, it is 
hard to see how 20 constraints are sufficient to define either child phonology or the 
known cross-linguistic variation. Bernhardt et al's account of long-distance consonant 
harmony is less than complete. They ignore epenthesis, metathesis, and articulator 
harmony other than on the word edge. They give neither a complete description of 
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children's errors, nor an account of the leamability implications of the mechanisms 
that they propose. In relation to the more subtle incompetence of HL featured in the 
Introduction, we might ask: What constraints have yet to be ranked in relation to 
each other? The answer is not obvious. 
OT takes the abolition of both rules and derivation to be necessary and desirable as a 
research goal. But there is a down-side. Derivation reconciles representational 
parsimony with redundancy at the phonetic surface - an obvious plus in terms of 
functional communication. (See Davenport and Hannahs, 1997, Honeybone (1997, 
McMahon, 1999, for critical dicussion of other issues concerning OT). 
It is not a solution to any of these questions just to enrich the conceptual armoury, 
either of UG or of the system of constraints. Here I shall seek to combine different 
versions of the PPT framework with the aim of developing a parameterisation which: 
A) describes the data here; and B) is internally consistent. 
1.2 Clinical asymmetry and variability 
Section 1.2 identifies asymmetries in the distribution of children's speech errors in 
clinical data collected by the author, characterising one aspect of this by the formula 
U => (3 and. (3 => u, as suggested in the Introduction. Each asymmetry is exampled 
in Appendix 3 from a group of children each of whom was at some point being 
treated on his or her own for at least half an hour at least once a week. (These 
numbers are amplified in Chapter 3, reporting on a larger cross-section of normally 
developing children.) 
The idea of pnxesses, context-sensitive and context-free, informs generative approaches 
to the analysis of early and/ or disordered phonology, currently and in the past (as in 
the work of Chin and Dinnsen, 1992). Grunwell's problem, noted above, reveals a 
flaw in the generative approach: if the difference between "incompetence' and 
'competence' is defined entirely on 'processes' exclusive to the former: where do the 
'processes' come from? Grunwell's point is echoed by Mohanan (1992) who notes 
that incompetence/ disorder is not well-defined unless it is expressed notationally by 
the loss of organisation, and that the idea of organisation of an ontologically different 
sort is incoherent. I shall argue A) that Grunwell's problem should not be lightly 
dismissed; B) that there is, for linguistic theory, a rich source of data in the distribution 
of speech errors; C) that there is simply no coherence in the notion of a 'process/ 
domain', as implied by the restriction of a process to one or more domains. 
Common, context-free errors in incompetent phonology of all sorts, both normal and 
impaired, include 'stopping', i.e. neutralisation in favour of non-continuance in 
obstruents, e.g. / s/ =:> / t/, and ' gliding', collapsing the liquid, / r /, into some 
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approximation of the semi-vowel, Iw/.4 In disordered phonology, there is also 
'fronting', as Ikl => It I and I gl => I d/. But these processes are common only in 
this polarity. Hence, .1 wI=> I r I .5 Fronting is characteristic of the speech and 
language therapy population. In a way which has become standard since the work of 
Halle and Lad efoged (1983), articulations are defined here by the articulators, Coronal, 
Labial, and Dorsal, rather than by the site of the primary obstruction (See Chapter 5 
for more discussion). With three contrastive places of articulation between the stops 
(one respect in which English is typologically typical), there are thus six logical 
possibilities of substitution. But it is only Dorsal which loses out to Coronal as a 
general rule. The asymmetry is noted both by Cruttenden (1979) and by Jakobson 
(1941 - p. 22 in the 1968 translation). The incidence of fronting can be (loosely) 
surmised from the clinical data sets provided by Grunwell (1987), describing the 
phonologies of 45 children with varying degrees of phonological disorder. Of the 45, 
there were 20 who fronted consistently, 12 with stopping, and 1 with an extreme 
degree of articulatory neutralisation, with It I and Idl as the only stops. IBacking' is 
not unattested, but uncommon, hence the diamond bullet in • I tl => I k/. The 
inverse polarity of stopping is spirantisation. But while commonly attested in the 
competent phonology of many languages including English, spirantisation is rare in 
child phonology (never having been observed, at least context-freely, by this author).6 
Broadly speaking, stopping, fronting, and gliding are all unipolar - in one polarity. 
A context-sensitive error re-writes a as f3 in a context, i.e. a :::;> f3 I X_V, as in little 
as [, J tic U].7 In the acquisition of English (and other languages), there are more 
clearly harmonic errors between non-contiguous, word-internal consonants. (l.I1.a) 
shows one from Smith's A at 2;2 (see Smith, 1973), where the harmonic source is 
seemingly Iw I. (l.l1.b) is attested clinically, as shown in Appendix 3, seemingly 
beyond the developmental point in (1.11.a), where the source is I d I and I or I n I. 
(1.11) Word int£-'11lal harmony 
a) squeaky 'gi: p t 
b) cardiga1l 'k a:d tdan 
4 As is obvious, this process is not universally overcome in the process of acquisition. 
5 But we shall discuss the case of one child with an evident speech disorder who 'rhoticised' 
the / w / in qllestitm. 
6 Two rare cases of seemingly context-free spimntisation are described by Dent and Letts 
(1994). Less rare is context-sensitive spirantisation on the right and stopping on the left, leading to sea 
as [t i :] eat as [i : s], and sit as [ t l s], observed by the author once and by Grunwell (1987). 
7 EdlOing discussion in Sectionl.1.4, in response to a question by the author in plenary 
discus...uon at the 1 m GALA conference in Edinburgh (Generative Approaches to Language 
Acquisition), Smolensky noted that this was unaccountable in aT. 
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In both (1.11.a) and (1.11.b), Dorsal on the left edge of the final syllable is targeted by 
a different articulator, one with a source or possible source in the previous onset, 
Labial in (1.4.a), Coronal in (1.11.b). In (1.11.a), the trigger does not surface. 
As noted above, disorder is expected to entail a loss of organisation, tending to 
chaos. In some environments, in some words, the null hypothesis of randomness in 
the error distribution is met. But across the clinical population as a whole, in some 
words, such as cardigan, there are asymmetries - ['ka:dtdan] commonly, but 
~'ka:gt.gan] and +['ta:dt.gan], and soon. 
Smith (1973) makes the claim in (1.12). 
(1.12) "'Examples of consonant harmony are frequent and exemplify most of the 
logical possibilities." (Smith, 1973, p. 163). 
Smith's framework includes what is referred to here as a 'process-domain' (not a 
term used by Smith). Here I am concerned about the extent to which Smith's 'logical 
possibilities' are not always attested, at least not typically. In (1.13) below, I contrac;t 
clinically common and unattested errors in hip1'opotamus with harmony and hospital 
with metathesis. Here I ignore rare cases such as hosf1ital as [. h u ~ b ;) b u] from the 
child with soldier as ['hauwuv].In (1.13) the phonetic detail in the final syllable of 
hospital bears on the point under discussion. It may have a role as one of the triggering 
conditions. But the data as recorded do not allow this point to be taken any further. 
Relevant examples of some attested cases are given in Appendix 3. 
(1.13) Asymmetry in the distributum of context-sensitive errors 
Word Common errors Unattested errors 
hospital 'host tpU "host ttat/"hostatu 
hippopotamus h tta' puta ma s • htpa'topamas 
Between the two cases, there is an asymmetry. The idea that processes occur in 
domains is implicit in the 'qualitative' aspect of the Edinburgh Articulation Test, 
henceforth the EAT, of Anthony, Bogle, Ingr~ and McIsaac, (1971) who distinguish 
between I atypical' and other I substitutions'. I Atypicality' points towards asymmetry. 
In a way similar to the cases in (1.13), in yellaw lateral harmony as [, if: tau] appears 
to be by far the commonest error. Much less often, it is realised with a I glide 
harmony' as ['jEjauV 
IJ In l~'1.rners of Scottish English,. Anthony et al (1971) observe patterns which seem to be 
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Traditionally, harmonic or assimilatory errors in speech are treated in terms of left-
to-right directionality, as 'progessive' or 'regressive'. Cruttenden (1979) notes the 
predominance of doggy with a regressive harmony as ['gug t] rather than ['dudt]. 
Smith (1973) describes both progressive and regressive forms of harmony. But, as we 
shall see, significant generalisations are lost if we take the directionality of harmony 
as a primary classification. 
In the clinical population, in spoon and smoke, each with a contrast in respect of 
sonorance as well as articulators, there are significant asymmetries in the error pattern. 
Anthony et al (1971) include these words in the EAT. They discriminate statistically. 
(1.14) shows an asymmetry in these words. The non-attestation is with respect to the 
clinical observation of both the author and Chin and Dinnsen (1992). 
(1.14) Coalescence/mutual hannony 
a) spoon 
fu:n 
Coalescence (Labial, Continuant) 
b) smoke 
fa uk: 
Coalescence (Labial, Continuant) 
• tu:n 
Coalescence (Coronal, Stop) 
• nauk: 
Coalescence (Coronal, Stop) 
The diamond bulleted cases in (1.14) are each the mirror-image of an attested case. In 
each word, there is an asymmetry in favour of both both Labial and continuance. 
(1.15) contrasts attested and unattested errrors in respect of cardigan, listed by frequency 
of attestation, from frequent to infrequent. This corresponds, in each case, to the 
derivational complexity. In each case, as the scale of the problem increases, there is 
an unattested, but logically possible form which is simpler than the attested case. 
The terms 'onset' and 'coda' are used, shown as 'On' and 'C', to denote the right and 
left edges of the syllable. (See Chapter 5 for more discussion). An element in the 
rightmost or final syllable is characterised as Rmost. Examples of symptomatologies 
involving such forms are given in Appendix 3. 
different from those in learners of Greater London English. Anthony et al treat / I /, / r / and / w / as 
all equivalently immature in tlle first syllable of yellcTw, and [p] and [h] as atypical. This does not 
reflect tlle experience of this author, but the discrpancy may be due to sampling. 
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(1.15) Derivationally unique hannony and ollla ,1TOCesses in cardigan 
a) 'ka:dtdan 
Coronal harmony, Rrnost On 
b) 'ka:dttan 
(i) Coronal harmony, Rrnost On 
(ii) Devoicing, Rmost On 
c) 'ka:dtntan 
(i) Coronal harmony, Rmost On 
(ii) Devoicing, Rmost On 
(iii) Nasal copying, C 
.'ta:dt.gan 
Coronal harmony, Lmost On 
.'ka:gt.gan 
Dorsal harmony 
• 'ka:dt.kan 
Oevoicing, Rmost On 
• 'ka:d\.ndan 
(i) Coronal harmony, Rmost On 
(ii) Nasal copying, C 
The data in (1.15) suggests the possibility of an exclusive, derivational order on the 
basis that for each step in the derivation there is an independently attested surface 
form, In relation to the realisation as [. k a: d t-n ta n], we might postulate two successi ve 
intermediate forms, both independently attested-as ['ka:d tdan] and as ['k a:d t.tan]. 
Putting on one side the question of how to define the three attested processes so as 
to exclude the unattested, diamond bulleted forms in (1.15), recalling a suggestion by 
Smith (1973 p.189), one way of blocking the unwanted derivations is by (1.16). 
(1.16) Ordering convention 
Within a corpus of realisations from a given sample of speakers, given two 
alternative derivations, Dl and D2, of a form, where these differ in terms of the 
intermediate representations, IR's, which they entail, IR (01) and IR (D2), if there 
is an attested instance of IR (Dj ) as a surface realisation, but no corresponding 
instance of IR (DJ, derivation D2 should be rejected in favour of Dr 
Assuming that phonological processes' do one thing at a time' (see Goldsmith 1995), 
(1.16) is neutral between the leamer's experience and linguistic analysis. 
Consider now the data in (1.17), representing two other sorts of error with respect to 
ca1"digan, the first clearly a one-step process, the third seemingly derived from the 
second. 
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(1.17) Metathesis and deletion in cardigan 
a) 'ka:dtan 
b) 'ka:gtdan 
c) 'ka:gt.an 
Deletion, Rmost On 
Metathesis 
(i) Metathesis 
(ii) Deletion 
In the Appendix 3 data, one surface form of the b) form was as ['ka:gtdEn] and of 
the c) form as ['k a:g;eu] - with metathesis, deletion, and two additional harmonies, 
one involving the vowels. Given the attestation of the metathesis in [, k a: g 1. da n] 
and, conversely, .[, k a: g 1.ga n], the analysis and ordering in (1.17,c) follows directly 
and naturally. But to account for what is observed - by (1.17.c) - and what is not 
observed, it seems necessary to say that the deletion is conditioned, or preceded, by 
metathesis. Even in pathology, we need to postulate at least the effect of derivational 
sequence. 
In simpler environments, the harmonic asymmetry is easier to state. 
(1.18) In bi-syllabic words, harmony involving just the articulator was, in clinical 
cases observed by the author, typically unipolar, at the expense of Coronal, 
in button as ['bApan] and +['dAtan], fussy as [TAft] and .['SA51.], 
Sophie as ['fauft] and .['saust], ticket as ['ktkt'] and .['ttttt], dmila.':y 
as ['gugk t] and .['duntt]. 
In more complex environments, the asymmetry is more subtle. Take diplodocus. Here 
I shall adopt from Liberman and Prince (1977) the idea of the 'strong foot', essentially 
the stressed syllable and the unstressed syllable to its right (see Chapter 6 for more 
discussion). The data in Appendix 3 is consistent with the claim in (1.19). 
(1.19) In diplodocus, 'one-step' errors not involving deletion consisted in copying 
or harmony at least in the strong foot. Hence [gltpla'glaukad], 
[d lpa 'gausas], [pJ tka 'gautas], [d 1.pJa 'gla utas], [d 1.pJa 'da uklas], 
[d€bla'kauJas], [dtpla'klauklas], [dtpla'dauklas], but 
.rd tkla 'daukas], +[d ttla 'daukas], +[btpla' daukas], .[g tpla' dau tas], 
.rd1. pIa' ba ukas]. 
In another case, that of asbe::.i:os, the domain of vulnerability seems to be quite different. 
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(1.20) In a .. :ibestos, the codas harmonised in various combinations, but in 3 cases 
in Appendix 3 in favour of Labial in the most distant target position from 
the only consonantal source, as [an 'b Est u f]. In no case was the other 
onset or the coda of the stressed syllable selected as a single harmonic 
target; i.e . .r:e.l'bESpUS], .[an'bEftus], and .[:ev'bEfpnr]. And there 
was no coronal harmony, i.e . .r:eZ'dEstUS). 
Different again were the error patterns in archeopte:rix, like diplodocus in having all 
three articulators, 
(1.21) In archeopterix, coronal harmony in the onset Ikl and stop deletion in the 
final coda were common. But there was no 151 deletion, or a single harmony 
in either coda, or polarity reversal, or labial harmony, as an isolated process. 
Labial harmony in either Ikl involved other processes as well. Hence 
[a:k i 'u p tar ts], [a:ti 'u ptar tk s], .[a:k i 'n pta rtk], .[a:k i 'uk ta rt k s] 
.ra:p i 'up ta r tk s], .[a: ki 'n ptar tts], +[a:k i 'nptar t p 5]. 
Asymmetric error patterns, as listed above, involving a co-variance between processes 
and featurall prosodic domains, have not attracted much attention. I shall test this 
asymmetry in Chapter 3, and then consider how to explain it. 
(1.22) summarises and extends the data so far, listing both comparable cases and 
non-attestations. Here I introduce these terms: A) the 'root' as a category comprising 
the melodic aspects of the segment (see Chapter 5); B) 'migration' from Shriberg and 
Williams, (1983), where a root surfaces in the wrong position; C) 'degenerate foot' 
(from Liberman and Prince (1977), where the stressed syllable is preceded by a single 
syllable (see Chapter 6); D) 'rime', as that part of the syllable comprising the vowel 
and any following consonants (see Chapter 5); E) 'ambi-syllabicity; as a way of 
defining the role of a singleton onset on the right of a lax stressed vowel, as a coda in 
relation to the syllable on its left and an onset in relation to the syllable on its right; 
F) 'realignment', where as a result of deletion, the onset of an unstressed syllable 
becomes the onset of the stressed syllable.9 Descriptive statements in (1.22) are given 
here, not to mimic phonological rules (an idea it would be desirable to eliminate), 
but to define the singularity of certain environments. The data is clinical, i.e. non-
quantitative. The definitions are tentative. In hippopotamus in (1.22.a), the coronalisation 
is treated as harmonic, not disharmonic, on the grounds that the singularity is most 
easily stated in this way. Justification for this will be given in due course. In the case 
of diplodocus a square bullet. denotes that a form is relatively uncommon. 
911lis is using the notion with no implict commitment to Optimality Theory, OT, in wllich 
the notion is often appealed to. By the reasoning in Section 1.1.4 above, or is rejected here. 
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(1.22) Ab'Ymmetries in the distnbution of one-step, contl'Xt-sensitive errors 
a) Coronal harmony occurred between oral stops in unstressed onsets differing 
only in articulator, both ami-syllabic or neither ami-syllabic, by definition 
neither of them in the onset of the stressed syllable, where there is another 
case of the vulnerable articulator (not subject to harmony) in another stop, 
and the rightmost consonant is a coronal. 
hippopotamus htta' pnta mas • htpa'tnta mas 
archeoptl~lx 
cardigan 
calculator 
a:t 1, 'nptartks 
'ka:dtdan 
'k rel ta If:tta 
• a:kt 'nktartks 
• 'ka:gLgan, 'ta:dtgan 
• 'krelkalf:Lka, 'trelkalf:lta 
b) Dorsal harmony, triggered by one such element, occurred in a coronal focus 
between stops, separated by a single vowel, in two heavy, rightmost syllables, 
one in the stressed syllable, necessarily in the same foot, with the same exclusive 
constituency, either onsets or codas, with a voicing rontfdst such that voirll\l 
is in the stressed syllable, where the specified contrasts are immediately 
preceded by labiality and sonorance (necesssarily in the adjacent onset), where 
all onsets contain either oral or nasal stops. 
magnet 'mregnLk • 'mzdnt.t, 'm:egnLp 
diplodocus dtpla'gaukas • dtkla'daukas 
c) Labial harmony was between consonants, matching in obstruence/sonorance, 
one in the stressed syllable, with a voiced trigger with an onset role, in a 
target with a coda role, one of these in the final syllable, where there was, in 
addition to the target non-labial, another matching it in sonorance, continuance, 
and articulator, and backnessl roundness on the right edge of the final syllable, 
underlyingly or by derivation in the case of 11/. 
asbestos 
animal 
rez'bf:stnf 
zmtmu 
• an'df:st 'Os, :ez 'b£s pns 
• 'ren lnu 
d) In a word of at least three syllables, with labiality or surface roundness on the 
right edge or in the stressed syllable, one feature metathesised between the 
onset of the final syllable and an onset in the foot, one a Coronal. 
hospital 'hnst l pu • 'hush tu 
animal 
pentagon 
'zm lnu 
'pf:gkadan 
• 'ren lnu 
• 'p£ndakan 
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e) Strong foot elements were targeted at the root by lsI and Iml, with surface 
gemination in the case of the former. 
escalator 'ESS3b:tt3 • 'Ekk31Ett3 
eskimo 
Geronimo 
diplodocus 
ESStm3U 
d~a'mnnLmau 
d Lp13' d3US3S 
• 'Ek.k1.mau 
• d~a'rnn uau 
• dt.pla'd3ud3s 
f) Reduplication involved coronality, copied from elsewhere, both positions 
having the same syllabic constituency. 
diplodof1Lo; dLpJa'dau.k:Jas • dtpa'daukas 
d tpla'glaukas 
budgerigar 
Manc~-ter 
skeleton 
'bAd~artga:d 
'm:entJ tnsta 
'skEltntan 
• 'bA~3rtga:, 'bAd3rtga: 
• 'mretJtst3, 'mrentJutOlm 
• 'skEhan, 'skEht3 
g) Migration (or movement) of a feature or segment involved sibilant features 
surfacing in the onset of the stressed syllable. 
spaghetti ~3'5kEt"t • s3'bElL 
soldier 'J3utd3 • 'd3Utd~3 
h) Affricate movement and harmony affected only the affrication, not the voicing. 
digital 'dtd~ttJu, 'dtdttJu+ 'dtd~td~u 
i) The sonorant onset of a stressed syllable with a round vowel and the vowel of 
a degenerate foot were lost, leaving friction in the surviving onset. 
thennometer ' fn m L la 
/e:tusalem ' d ~ U: 5313 m 
Geronimo 'd~nn t mau 
j) What might be regarded as a form of compensatory lengthening affected the 
coronal fricative in the degenerate foot in a..;;b~-tos. 
asbestos re: 'bEstns • re'bEstns 
k) Disharmony occurred in the I p I in monopoly. 
monopoly ma'nnk3it • m3'mnp3it, m3'nnt3lt 
1) In the final coda of the word archeopterix, deletion affected only the I kl . 
archeopterix a:kt'upt3rtS • a:kt'upt3rt.k 
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m) Between Ill, I r/, and I j/, III was harmonically favoured 
yellau.1 
lany 
rult':,. 
'if: lau 
'101 t 
'lu:la 
• 'j E j a u (with 1 exception) 
• rort. 
• 'ru:ra 
n) Between two onset elements differing in two respects (the domain), where the 
stressed syllable is round, mutual harmony or coalescence preserved criterial 
labiality and continuance in the domain elements. 
spoon 
smoke 
, fu:n 
'f3Uk 
• 'tu:n 
• 'n3uk 
The environments in (1.22) are characterised in terms of their Isingularity'. The 
harmonic behaviour of each articulator is distinctive. In all the cases of Ilong range' 
coronal harmony and metathesis, the singularity consists in a minimally trisyllabic 
domain. Outside the terms of the singularity by (1.22.a), there is crocodile with a 
mismatch with respect to voicing between the Ik/ and the I d/, doggy and diplodc.JL"U.<;, 
where the harmony was dorsal rather than coronal, with a mismatch with respect to 
stress, magnet with a mismatch respect to stress and voicing, and asbesta; with 
mismatches with respect to stress, voicing, continuance, and syllabic constituency. In 
relation to the two labial harmony cases in (1.22.c), although Melanie, monopoly and 
aluminium occasioned lateral and nasal harmonies, none occasioned simple articulator 
harmony in the stressed syllable. In relation to dorsal harmony, in the cases of 
cardigatt and crocodile, one or more of the terms of (1.22) is not met. In cardigan, with 
respect to the I d I and the / g/ , they are not in the same foot, and there is no voicing 
contrast. In crocodile, by virtue of the shortness of the preceding stressed vowel, the 
syllabic constituency of the singleton Ikl is shared, i.e. non-exclusive. Between the 
/kl and the I d/, the voicing contrast is not as specified. And there are two dorsals. 
(1.23) defines some aspects of the singularities where particular processes seemed to 
occur. In all, there are five common source I focus relations in articulator harmony in 
the speech errors occurring in phonological disorder. 
(1.23) A,ticulator harmony in phonological disorder 
Harmony Focus Word Realisation Domain 
Coronal Labial hippopotamus h 1.ta' pot3 ma s V oiceless oral stops 
Labial Coronal asbe:.i:a; :eZ'bEstof Obstruents 
Dorsal Coronal magllet 'm:egnLic Oral stops 
Coronal Dorsal cardigan 'ka:dtd3n Voiced oral stops 
Labial Dorsal an~heopterix a: p1. 'opt3rl.k s Voiceless oral stops 
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For a set of relations between elements (ranging over features, phonemes, syllables, 
feet, and the null element) achieving the effects of harmony, disharmony, coalescence, 
metathesis, epenthesis, deletion, migration, and compensatory lengthening, the set 
of logical possibilities which are not attested seem non-trivial. I am led to these 
generalisations. 
(1.24) In a particular cohort of phonological disorders of various degrees, 
a) In words with at least one closed syllable, articulator harmony had a 
stop as a trigger, and in an onset was not triggered by a coda. 
b) Harmony is typically by one step in one element - unlike many harmonies 
in competent phonology, which are often unbounded (see Piggott, 19%). 
c) Harmonies involving Dorsal, Labial and Coronal went all ways but one; 
there is key data in the words archeopterix, gobbledigook and diplodocus. 
Dorsal did not harmonise in a Labial focus.lo 
The asymmetry, the context-sensitivity of the error distribution, is best described by 
a model which relates both prosody - with respect to stress - and melody - in a way 
not attributable to the properties of articulators. 
To summarise, I have demonstrated what seem like some significant asymmetries in 
the distribution of errors in children with speech disorders. Some' processes' that 
have been listed here do not need to be named other than in the context of child 
phonology. If we are not going to enrich the descriptive framework.. it will be necessary 
to say that these are not 'processes'. This is an issue to which I shall return. 
1.3 A common factor 
If, as shown in Section 1.2, there are systematic asymmetries in phonological disorder, 
it is plausible to suppose that there is a common factor, leading to the introduction of 
a novel term, Specific Speech and Language Impairment, SSL1. Section 1.3 outlines 
three sorts of evidence in support of this. Section 1.3.1 reviews conclusions from the 
literature about 'Specific Language Impairment', SLI, (see Hewitt, 1996) or 'Specific 
Expressive Language Disorder', SELD, (see Paul. 1996). Section 1.3.2 looks at some 
cross-linguistic data. Section 1.3.3 notes one aspect of what is referred to here as 'the 
extended natural history of speech disorders'. 
10 The case of monopoly disharrnonically as [ma'nokall] does not contradict thlsdaim. 
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1.3.1 A syndrome with an epidemiology 
In Section 1.3.1 I note the breadth of the agreement between researchers on points 
consistent with the claim that the acquisition of speech and language is a single 
process with a biological basis - hence the term, Specific Speech and Language 
Impairment, SSL!. 
Ward (1999) took what she presented as the evidence of a particular (general and 
non-specific) approach to treatment to rebut the notion of SLI. But her methodology 
has been criticised (See Yoder, 1999, Letts and Edwards, 1999, and Hall 1999). Ward's 
argument does not bear sharply on the issue of specificity. Law (1992) emphasises 
the role of deprivation and other sociological factors. Hill (2001), reviewing the evidence 
of concomitant sensori-motor disorders, shows that these are common. She takes this 
to contradict the very notion of a specific disorder. In Chapter 7, I shall seek to 
resolve the apparent contradiction between the notions of SLL SELD and SSLL and 
the evidence of concomitant, sensori-motor disorders. 
SLI and SELD have the problem of a negative definition - as problems which cannot 
be reduced to deprivation, medical trauma, hearing loss, intellectual defect, and so 
on. But negative definitions are weak. In this study, I am aiming for a non-negative 
characterisation. My point of departure is the substantial agreement in the literature 
on the points in (1.25.a), (1.25.b) and (1.25.c). 
(1.25) Syndromic/epidemiological aspects of t:tpeech and language impairment - SSLl 
a) There is a genetic factor in about 30% of cases. 
Lucksinger (1970) found that out of 127 children with a diagnosed pathology, 
35.5% had a parent who had previously had a related condition. Tomblin 
(1989) found that out of 97 second grade children in therapy, 23% had a 
first degree relative with a positive history of a related disorder whilst out 
of 255 controls, only 3% had a similarly affected relative. Parlour and Broen 
(1989) found individuals in their 30's, previously the subjects of a study of 
phonological disorder in children, now often the parents of children with 
similar disorders. Neils and Aram (1986) concluded that genetic transmission 
provided the only plausible account of such data. Gopnik (1990) reports on 
a case study of 3 generations with divergent levels of what appears to be a 
common morpho-phonological deficit. 
b) SSLI is typically multi-factorial- with a highly significant co-variance with 
respect to problems in speech and in language. 
SSLI tends to affect anyone or more of a set of skills including phonetics, 
phonology, morphology, syntax, metalinguistics and literacy, but not what 
Chomsky (1995) refers to as the Conceptual/IntensionaL C / L interface, where 
the grammar intersects with properties such as logical scope. There is a 
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corresponding distinction between the cluster of syntactic, morphological, 
and phonological problems characteristic of LBroca's aphasia', and the CII 
effects of 'Wernicke's aphasia'.11 Lieberman (1984) addresses the question: 
why do speech and language disorders tend to co-vary? His explanation is 
in terms of frequency of occurrence: syntactic and phonological problems 
co-vary because of the lack of rehearsal in both areas. But the notion of 
rehearsing syntax is not convincing. For the multi-factorial linguistic and 
educational issues in L1 development, see Hall and Tomblin (1978), Leonard 
(1982), Lieberman (1984), Tunmer, Pratt, and Herriman (1984), Kahmi, Lee, 
and Nelson (1985), Tomes and Shelton (1989), Bishop and Adams (1990), 
Klein, Lederer and Cortese (1991), Ruscello, St Louis and Mason (1991), 
Whitehurst, Smith, FischeL Arnold and Lonigan (1991), Paul and Jennings 
(1992), Weston and Shriberg (1992), Leonard, McGregor and Allen (1992), 
Catts (1993), Magnusson and Naucler (1993), Stackhouse and Wells (1993), 
Weismer and Hesketh (1993), Hewitt (1996), Singleton (19%). 
c) SSLI has an extended Jnatural history' (in the medical sense). 
Lewis and Freebaim (1992), find that "remnants of a preschool phonology 
disorder may be detected at school age, adolescence and even adulthood" 
(p. 827). Hall and Tomblin (1978) re-investigated a number of the 
phonologically disordered subjects from Templin's original (1966) study. 
Using parental report, they found that 50% of these young ad ults were 
viewed by the parents as still having a degree of disorder. See also Paul 
(1996) and Joffe, Penn, and Doyle (1996), looking at the issue over a typical 
clinical time-span - within childhood. 
The idea in (1.25.c) is reflected in the histories of two unrelated children, PR referred 
at the age of 3;10 (see Appendix 3) and one other child of a similar age, both fronting, 
and both prod ucing scores on the EAT more than 2 Standard Deviations below the 
norm.12 In both cases, the fronting and other context-free processes were successfuly 
treated in the first phase of therapy. For different reasons, both children were kept 
under review for a number of years. Both were subsequently found to have a number 
of context-sensitive processes including the ['ka:d1.ntan] realisation of cardigan in 
(1.15) One way of describing this is to say that the coronalisation is initially context-free 
and later on context-sensitive in a particular i derivational' sequence. This aspect of 
the data will be referred to in this study as Ldevelopmental continuity'. On the most 
parsimonious account, there is a single phenomenon which is expressed in different 
ways at different points in development. 
n In discussion at the 1 m GALA ronference, Scobbie noted th. .. t in children with early 
phonetic problems, typically the phonology is involved as well. 
12 With a small approximation, EAT scores can be converted from 'standard scores' into 
Standard Deviations. The EAT was in commoner clinical use at the time of these observations in the 
1980's than it is today. But for all its defects, it still provides a rough index of pathology. 
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The ideas in (1.25.a) and (1.25.c) are both consistent with the family history of HI 
mentioned in the Introduction and the occasion when a child's grandparent deliberately 
drew the author's attention to the fact that "his uncle sounded just like he does at the 
same age", decisively confirming a diagnosis of phonological disorder (when the 
case-history information had seemed, up to then, to point in a different direction). 
Summarising this Section, I have introduced and justified the idea of Specific Speech 
and Language Impairment, or SSLI, as a syndrome. Foreshadowing more discussion, 
I shall seek to explain the properties of SSLI in terms of the learning process, what I 
shall call the 'leamability space', and the way these interact with the AlP interface. 
In this way, I shall address Hill's 2001 co-morbidity thesis. 
1.3.2 Cross-linguistic evidence 
In Section 1.3.2, I tum to cross-linguistic data on children's consonant harmony. 
Vihman (1978) surveys a number of observational and diary studies, covering the 
phonological acquisition of Chinese, Estonian, Czech, Slovenian, Spanish, and English, 
including data from Smith (1973). Except for two of the Chinese subjects, they were 
all under 2.6. She notes that the rate of consonant harmony ranges from 32% in the 
case of A, the subject of Smith (1973), down to 5%,3%, and 1% in the three Chinese 
subjects. The variation was thus over idiolects as well as target languages. Vihman 
notes that, lithe children divide fairly evenly into those using harmony and those 
preferring to omit troublesome consonants" (p. 300). She finds that:A) of the harmonies 
that occurred, most were regressive; and B) the greater the amount of consonant 
harmony in any particular case, the greater this skew became. She rejects Smith's 
claim that consonant harmony is universal in child phonology, partly on account of 
the variability, and partly because it does not always apply to the earliest forms. She 
claims that the variable rates of consonant harmony reflect strategies in relation to 
lexical growth, 'fast mapping', as it is now known, from the activation of the acquisition 
device, postulated here (see Section 1.4.5). But Vihman's claim fails to capture the 
relation between immaturity and pathology. H the latter is defined, as it usually is in 
the clinical literature, on the distribution of 'processes'involving consonants, including 
consonant harmony, it is counter-intuitive to describe such harmony as an adaptive 
strategy. The most startling aspect ofVihman' s data,. noted by Vihman herself, concerns 
the exceptionality of harmony in Chinese acquisition. Given the characteristic poverty 
of coda representation in Chinese languages, (see Duanmu, 1994, and references 
therein), Vihman's data is consistent with the claim in (1.26). 
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(1.26) Long distance, harmonic, relations between consonants are characteristic of 
the speech of children learning languages like English with richly contrasting 
melodic contrasts in the syllabic coda. 
1.3.3 Extended natural history 
I turn in Section 1.3.3 to some consquences of the point in (1.25.c), according to 
which SSLI has an extended natural history. 
As is easily observed, difficulties with Ir I and I sl commonly persist into adulthood. 
It might be said that both must entail complex neuro-muscular co-ordinations. The 
problem with this intuitive linterface account' is that it does not square with the 
cross-linguistic evidence. While a voiceless, coronal fricative is part of the phonemic 
inventory of most languages, many languages have no phonological contrast between 
liquids. English Irl is typologically uncommon in terms of its phonetic retroflexion. 
So English Irl and I sl are at opposite ends of the scale of cross-linguistic attestation. 
Now contrast both of these segments to lal, also typologically uncommon, as a 
non-strident fricative of a particular sort. In the acquisition of English, where the 
target dialect has such a form, I a I tends to be late. In terms of social psychology, the 
non-acquisition of I a I is stigmatised. But despite the lateness of I a I acquisition, its 
replacement by I f/ is not commonly found by clinicians to be a developmental 
problem, requiring treatment. Nor is it commonly found as a speech defect in teenagers 
and adults.13 It is not easy to provide a consistent interface-based account of the 
typological distribution and acquisition facts regarding I a I, lsI, and I r I. 
To varying degrees, some adults (like the mother of HI, mentioned in the Introduction) 
find some words 'hard to say'. The problem does not seem to be directly related, if at 
all, to whether the words are in common use by the speaker. It is as though they 
were I easier to hear or say' with an alteration of their phonological structure. Such 
errors are often not noticed by the speaker and are resistant to correction - unlike 
I slips of the tongue'. Some errors in adult speech can be characterised as either 
prevalent within a community (at least at some point in time) or consistent within an 
idiolect. In some cases, such as etcetera as [~k.·s~tr~], anemone as [~'nEnamt], 
tJilobite as ['tratb~la ttl, there is an obvious analogue - in exception, an enemy, 
tribal, etc .. But in one case, namely phenomenon as [fa'nnmanam], there is no 
l3 Exceptionally this author has encountered an eighteen year old, self-referrred for therapy, 
with difficulties with both Irl and 18 I. The latter was dors.-ilised. The effect was magnified in three. 
Apparently a similar disorder affected many members of the family, one half living in Eastern 
Europe, the other h.ill in Britain, in a way that seemed to take no account of geography or 8ep<'l.ration 
over many years. This and other similar case with dorsalised coronalis do not contradict the main 
point being made here. Such cases may involve a funcamental misanalysis of coronality. 
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available analogue. Here, in an environment similar to the one defined in (1.22.c), 
there is harmony between an ambi-syllabic Labial and a target in the rightmost coda. 
(1.27) The (TroT'distllUution in realisations of p#retlomenolt 
fa 'n 1) mana m Progressive harmonic labialisation, rightmost nasal coda 
• fa' n 1) mOl mOl n Progressive harmonic labialisation, adjacent syllable onset 
• fa' m 1) ma na n Regressive harmonic labialisation, adjacent syllable onset 
.. fa' m 1) m a mOl n Harmonic labialisation, adjacent syllable onsets 
• fa' m1) mOl ma m Harmonic labialisation 
• fa' n 1) na na n Harmonic coronalisation in nasals. 
As is well known, children's speech errors aren't usually stopped by overt correction. 
For [fa'n1)manam] speakers, as this author once was, the difference between the 
canonical and the idiolectal form tends to pass unnoticed. Even after correction, care 
may be needed to inhibit such an error. It is not a slip of the tongue. With reference 
to a familiar term for reluctance to take correction, let us refer to these hard-to-correct 
errors in adult speech as 'cloth ear errors', 14 Here I shall make this assumption. 
(1.28) To the extent that cloth ear errors are consistent over time and across 
individuals, they seem to be the residue of developmental incompetence 
and diagnostic of the case where the individual has failed to pass from 
Stage n-1 to Stage n' 
Given the anecdotal nature of the evidence, cloth ear errors are peripheral to this 
study. But the idea in (1.28) will allow us, in Chapter 2, to simplify our general 
typology of speech errors. 
In Section 1.3, I have noted three pointers to the idea that the systematic asymmetries 
in phonological disorder may have a phonological basis. FIRST, phonological disorder 
seems to be part of SSL!. SECOND, there is cross-linguistic variation with respect to 
harmony in child phonology. THIRD, there are cloth ear errors. 
14 This term is due to CI."U'e Gallaway in private conversation. They seem to wh.'lt Berg (1991) 
is referring to when he talks about 'true malapropisms', on the basis of 'a wrong permanent link 
between sound and m&wing ... in the spec'lker's mind' (p.270). The p<"U'ent of one child then being 
treated by the author drew attention to a corre,-ponding problem in her own speech. Offered a 8eSb-;'on 
of tr&'ltment by the author, she r&'ldily accepted, and responded in the manner described in the 
Introduction. 
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1.4 Leamability in phonology 
Section 1.4 turns to phonological leamability, pIcking up points by Ingram (1992) 
and Dresher and van der Hulst (1995), and adopting the Dependency view (see 
Anderson, 1987) that generalisations should be sought across syntax and phonology, 
rather than the opposite view - from Halle and Bromberger (1988) and Chomsky 
(1995b). Here I assume obviously and non-controversially that the theory of 
phonological acquisition must guarantee finite leamability. From this it follows that 
the acquisition of a particular, target instantiation of CHL cannot be a matter of 
accident. But given some aspects of representation, there is a learnability issue which 
may be reflected in the child's learning process. 
Section 1.4.1 considers aspects of the input, i.e. competent phonologyn. Section 1.4.2 
considers one assumption about learnability. Section 1.4.3 outlines a general problem 
for parameterisation, and makes a proposal. 
1.4.1 Some issues in English phonology 
In relation to the asymmetries described in Section 1.2 above, is there any leamability 
justification for a separate treatment of each articulator? One such justification can be 
found in the morphology.15 
(129) Where the structure contains a nasal and an oral stop coda, only coronality 
is phonetically realised in all cases, dorsality being realised only in the case 
of long, strong, and young, in derived forms. 
Root Comparative Superlative Participial Past Agetttive 
bomb 
rmg 
long 
blolld 
milld 
looger 
blonder 
ltltJ.gest 
blondest 
bombing 
nngmg 
minding 
bombed bomber 
ringed nnger 
minded minder 
The derivational productivity of the I ndl forms contrasts with what - in dialects 
like those of Greater London - is a special case arising in young, long and shnng, as 
n A~], [l n ~], and [st rn~] in their root forms and as n D ~g~], [OJ A ~g~], etc. in the 
comparative (and similarly in the superlative), contrasting with sing, ring, 'Cuing, etc., 
15 In limber and clamber, a voiced stop is phonetically realised as an onset next to a 
homorganic nasal. H limber is etymologically related to limb, Iltld clamber to climb, the voiced labials in 
the Spelfulg testify to an oral stop in the monosyllabic forms at some historical point. But while the 
semantic connection is detectable, it is no longer recoverable. Syndrronically, limb and limber, and 
climb and clamber, are separate items. 
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where in neither the root nor in the derived forms as singL>r, singing, ring(;;r', etc., is 
there any surface evidence of an oral stop. The issue seems to be whether the stop 
element is required to play the role of an onset in a syntactic head position within 
the same maximal category, something which seems not to happen in tkingy as 
retlJt]. In a derivational framework, in 'g-drop' dialects the surface dorsality is by 
harmony preceding deletion, where the second process does not always apply in 
'g-preserving' dialects of the English North-West, where the roots may surface as 
[s tlJg], [r t gg], etc .. Hence (1.30). 
(1.30) Productive, structure-preserving word-internal harmony/assimilation in 
English involves adjacent elements including Dorsal- not Coronal or Labial. 
A similar case arises in what may be regarded as a gestural aspect of Southern 
British English dialects like the author's, in ,.nince as [p r i n t s] and l'!P"Ph as [It mP r], 
but not in derived princes or lymphatic, where the fricative is not in the coda. By the 
superscription, the epenthesis is not equivalent to a segment, but a gesture.16 So there 
is a sub-phonemic contrast between prince and prints. As shown by the b) cases in 
(1.31), the criterial features of the environment are syllabic constituency, nasality and 
edgemost voicelessness. 
(1.31) Epenthesis in South-East varieties (fEnglish 
a) pri1u'e p r t nts * prtns pnnces * p r t nts 1.Z pr1.ns 1.Z 
length lEOta * lEge 1(~bTfhen * 'IEgtean 'If:g9a n 
wannth w:>: mpe * w:>:ma 
b) filth * f1.. fta hfe filthy * fttle ftfet 
Hdnz *ha tOdZ hatRZ 
But there are no cases of this in a mono morphemic root involving dorsality. Given 
this and (1.29), the L1learner of English can infer that each articulator has a unique 
status. But how are gaps detected if this can only be determined when the lexicon is 
complete? In (1.32) two learnability conditions are proposed, one defining gaps as 
something the learner is on the lookout for. 
16 TIle special cases of glimpse and tempt may thus arise by virtue of the orthography 
wrongly encoding information which is, for the speakers concemed, predictable. We shall in Section 6 
provide t1le basis for a derivational, but non-epenthetic treabnent of the dialectal epenthesis. 
(1.32) Two conditions on finite learn ability 
a) The probability of the L1 leamer's experience of a given set of (criterial) 
inputs approaches certainty. 
Phonological acquisition cannot depend critically on the learner 
happening to encounter positive exemplars embodying particular 
contrasts, such as those between sing and t:.'i.nger, long and longer, 
non-native and innate, unknowing and innO'oati'(Je. 
b) All paradigmatic systems are expected to be complete. Any gap, as perceived 
by the learner at any stage of the acquisition process, is significant. 
A gap is never more visible than in child phonology. By the 
disconfirmation of the expectation of perfection, the acquisition process 
can be driven forward by the evidence of gaps, as this emerges. 
In the light of these considerations, let us turn now to the liquids, significant here 
because of their interactions with adjacent coronal stops. Regarding dark Ill, Sproat 
and Fujimora (1993) argue that the darkening is a gradient artifact of phonetic 
implementation (see Huffman, 1997, for comments on this claim). Clearly the phonetics 
are relevant. Even in those dialects with all laterals said to be light, there may still be 
some darkening. And while there are dialects with all laterals dark, there are none 
with darkening just in the onset. Here I shall uphold the view of phonological 
conditioning - but on the basis that onset darkening and coda lightening is impossible. 
Non-categorial, non-structure-preserving variations with respect to darkening might 
be treated as examples of what Kiparsky (1985) calls 'gradience'. One seemingly 
categorial property is' intrusive I r/' - tending to co-vary with' r-drop' (see McMahon, 
Foulkes and Tollfree, 1994). But many properties interacting with intrusive-r may be 
non-categorial. In (1.33), where the spaces in the transcription are just for easier 
reading, I set out some forms in which liquidity is involved in what might be 
characterised as 'r-drop dialects', including the RP described by Gimson (1970). As 
noted above, the term 'r-drop dialect' assumes the possibility of an abstract IrIon 
the right edge, an abstraction not sanctioned by Gimson, who categorises Irl as as a 
"frictionless continuant" with "more phonetic variants ... than ... any other English 
consonant" (p.208). (1.33) lists some of the grammatical properties which, one way 
or another, have to be defined. 
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(1.33) Liquidity in the competent phonology of 'r-drop' English (see Gimson, 1970, 
Kiparsky, 1985, Nespor and Vogel, 1986, Giegerich, 1992, Kenstowicz, 1994, 
McMahon et al, 1994), viewing phonetics as 'late phonology': 
a) [r] 'intrudes' after a non-high vowel before another vowel, in hosannah in 
excelsis ... as [h~u'zrena r tn .. ,], the media are wrong as [(Sa mi:dta r a 
ruU],It'sthelaw.Evenyouknaw ... as[tts (Sa I:) r 'i:van ju: nau ... ],etc .. 
b) [r] 'links' in hearing, beming, jarring, paUling, whirring as ['h tar tU], ['b Ear tu], 
[. d~a: rt 9], ['p:): r t 9], ['W3: r t 9], with minimal pairs - in pouring as [p:): r t U], 
paMng as [p :): t 9], and similarly sawi.ng and soaring, cawing and coring. 
c) In the onset 
a) Irl and coronal continuance coalesce in shred, shroud, etc .. 
b) A liquid in an onset cluster next to a voiceless obstruent is variably devoiced 
(adding some new environments to those listed by Gimson, p, 205, ff): 
a) completely devoiced: 
a) in a stressed syllable after a stop, not specifically voiced, on the 
left edge in try, cry, pry, p1n.y, clay; 
b) in a stressed syllable after an obstruent where the preceding vowel 
is schwa in supply, apprai..;;e, asleep, afloat; 
c) in the phrase, compound, or complex NP, in an initial unstressed 
syllable preceded by a voiceless obstruent, in ma...;;s-renewal, Nuff-
Respect, chief reporter, top nporter, base recordl7, kit removal, wet 
linoleum, like LeSaux; 
b) otherwise, 
a) partially or slightly devoiced: 
a) in a syllable with non-primary stress after a single stop in 
Gertrude, subtly, quickly, upright, nitrate; 
b) in a syllable with primary stress after a fricative (no matter 
whether there is a stop) int-l'ling, string, screw, fry, three, shrink; 
c) (tentatively, by the author's observation) in the onset of the 
right branch in a left-headed compound - in horse-race, t-'Urf 
rider, ba...;;e-line, cuff-link; 
d) in the onset of an unstressed syllables after a fricative, in 
belfry, saffron, mushroom, iceland; 
c) minimally devoiced before a stresssed vowel, after a vowel other 
than schwa: 
a) after I sl in the word in dislike, dislodge, misrule, icelandic; 
b) (again tentatively) in the head onset of a phonologically right-
headed compound, in pet-lunatic, pot-luck, pot-roa...;;t, Mi..:;..:; Ru .. "0ia, 
t-l'oof reasoning, 
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c) A liquid interacts with coronality in an adjacent oral stop: 
a) in the case of I rl in the same onset, apart from being devoiced, affricating 
or palatalising the stop - train, drain, strain, vestry, astride; 
b) next to an underlyingly syllabic lateral- in little, middle, kettle, meddle -
the coronality of the lateral effectively blocking the release of the It I , 
but not its coronality, so the release is not apicaL but lateral - as 
[I t t· t] -like the velopharyngeal release of I tl in button as [b At· .n]; 
d) Otherwise - necessarily in the rime: 
a) a liquid, as a coronal sonorant, is potentially syllabic in an un-stressed 
syllable; 
b) Irl is either: 
a) blocked (in some dialectsl idiolects - see discussion in Chapter 6); or 
b) exclusively underlying, not surfacing as such; either 
a) with a lengthening effect, in some cases, in some dialects, triggering 
a schwa vowel in others, in saIlor, plaster, fear, fair, fire, Sl'U1eT, dour, 
sour, only surfacing phonetically by virtue of another step of word 
formation in sailori..:;h, plastenJ, fiery, fairer; or 
b) with a long vowel in monosyllabic her, CUI·, fir, fur, soar, core, pour; 
c) Otherwise, necessarily as 11/ (on the observations of Gimson, 1970): 
a) lowering and centering a tautosyllabic schwa, especially in cases where 
the onset is labial, and the syllable is word-final - in beautiful, careful, 
people, table, as ['b j u:ttfo], ['kEafo], and so on; 
b) is 'darkened' to a variable degree subject to factors noted in (1.33.c). 
(see also Gimson, 1970, Giegerich, 1992).17 
By (1.33), whatever the analysis of ['b j u:t 1.fo], ['kEafo] in (1.33.d.c.a), all interactions 
can be defined on strict adjacency. Harmonic/ assimilatory interactions in the onset 
between sonorants and obstruents go both ways. In (1.33.d.c.a), the non-apicality of 
the sonorant harmonises with the obstruence of the stop. This is characterised as 
I coalescence'. But the effect is not categorial. In the case of the lateral coda, the 
lowering (and centering) affects both the nucleus and the lateral itself - as darkening. 
In (1.33.d.c), there are various contributory factors. The most important of these 
seems to be stress. But the effect of this works in opposite ways in words and 
compounds, increasing the devoicing in words by (133.c.b.a.c), diminishing it in 
compounds by (133.c.b.b.c). 
In (1.33), as noted above, an abstract Irl is assumed, reflecting a surface Irl in the 
17 This reinterprets Gimson's pre-generative observations in the light of generative research 
by Nespor and Vogel (1986). Basing himself on previous remarks by Abercrombie, Gimson notes that 
the phenomenon seems to be sensitive to the 'rhythmic group', and he distinguishes between feeling 
and feel il.. But it seems clear that t1,e phenomenon may be conditioned by phonological level in the 
Nespor and Vogel sense, possibly over a range of levels. 
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same position in more conservative dialects, such as those of the West Country. 
For speakers with no r-drop, with sawing and soaril1g both as [. s :): r l g], the only 
contrast underlyingly and on the surface between III and I rl is in the onset. But the 
effect of this is not just one of where Irl is allowed to appear. H I rl is restricted to 
the onset, underlyingly and on the surface, it is at least open for re-categorisation 
and I or re-analysis in terms of roundness rather than stricture and I or sonorance. 
R-drop contrasts with the dialect of younger speakers for whom [s :) : t g] is impossible. 
The non-release of a coronal stop before a syllabic lateral (or nasal) in (1.33.c.c.b) is 
characteristic of RP. In the derivational pairs, bottle and bottling, middle and middling, 
this gives an alternation between surface forms where the property of non-release is 
more or less consistent in ["b '0 1" '] and rb '0 t ·It g], r m t d· t] and [" m t d·lt g] - where 
the lateral is alternately syllabic and an onset. 
(1.34) contrasts the surface forms of bottle and button in three dialects, Gimson-type 
RP, Estuary, and Cockney. Each form is defined by particular features. Coronal is 
shown as Cor, non-continuance as -Cnt, lowness and roundness, as Lo and Rnd. 
This sets out the idea that these are three closely-related dialects. 
(1.34) bottle and button -ullderlyingly Ibnt}/, / bAt pI (on assumptions here) 
Gimson-type RP Estuary Cockney 
Ibnt, ,II IbAt, n/ . Ibot, JI IbAt, p.1 Ibut ~I /bAt, .n/ 
Cor Cor Cor Cor Cor Cor Cor Cor 
-Cnt-Cnt -Cnt -CJlt -Cnt -Cnt -C,nt -Cnt 
Lo Lo 
Rnd Rnd 
['b nt· t] 
. 
['b A t· n] , ['b 0 t 1'] ['bAt p] ['bn "l 0] ['bA? n] . 
The outputs in (1.34) are reconstructed from Gimson's 1970 transcriptions. To different 
degrees, in each of these dialects vocalic features are added to the lateral, but in no 
case is there a surface collapse with a vowel. In each case, in both words, the stop is 
released. But in RP the release is lateral or velo-pharyngeal, rather than coronal. The 
variation in (1.34) is with respect to: A) the release of the /t/- coronal in [t] or 
non-existent in [t .]; B) the coronality of the I tl - as [t] or lost to glottalisation in P']; 
C) the coronality of the lateral- as [i] or (vocalised) as [If] or [0]; D) the rounding of 
the vocalised, non-coronal lateral- slightly as [1'] or rather more so as [0]. 
While the transcription of the outputs understates the commonality and recoverability, 
the feature stacks encode the specifics and the generalisations across the three dialects. 
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Coronality is implemented in all four segments only in RP, in Cockney only in the 
nasal, in Estuary in all cases, other than next to the lateral. The non-continuance is 
not implemented in the oral stops in RP, other than as a release gesture. Darkening is 
expressed by lowness in RP and Estuary and by Roundness in Estuary and Cockney. 
In Cockney and RP, the nasal contrastively preserves one of the underlying features, 
coronality in Cockney, and non-continuance in RP. Conversely, in each of these 
dialects, in the distinctive environments in (1.34), one aspect of the plosive is omitted. 
In RP, the omission of the release gesture is reversed in a special register, when a 
word is used either in citation form, subject to heavy emphasis, as an insult, for 
clarification, and so on. 
The contexts in (1.34) are similar to that of one case of lexicon-internal glottalisation 
in RP, in ointmertt as ['» tfl? m p.t], consistent with previously considered evidence 
available to the L1 learner pointing to the distinctive treatment of coronality. 
(1.34) does not do justice to the phonetic complexity. But the interactions between 
stress, liquidity, coronality, voicing, word or phrasal category, and the mid-foot 
prosodic juncture, all fall within one learnability space. 
In (1.33) and (1.34), I have been concerned with the interface between the phonetics 
and the phonology. In Chapter 7, I shall consider the possibility of reducing this 
interface to a point at which the quantal and categorial properties of phonology 
merge into the analogically defined gestures of phonetic implementation. 
Let us now turn from what I am characterising here as the 'word-internal' cases to 
the evidence of articulator harmony between adjacent, voiced stops - at least in 
speech at a certain tempo - (see Kaisse, 1985). The alternation between harmonic and 
non-harmonic cases may be significant for leamability. The harmonic properties are 
Labial and Dorsal and the target is a voiced coda Coronal on the immediate left of 
the trigger. Jun (1996), using an experimental technique involving both production 
and subjective perception, argues that the harmony is partial, defined on a reduction 
in the 'degree' of coronality. Attested and unattested forms of this are shown in 
(1.35.a) and (l.35.b). 
(1.35) Articulator harmony in allegretto English speech (variable or optional) 
a) Coronal target, lAbial or dorsal trigger b) Labial or d015al target, Coronal trigger 
good morning g ub 'm:>n q) 
ten girls tt IJ 'ga: lz 
ten brownies tEm 'brauntz 
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cheap nightie 
black knight 
* tJi:t 'na tt t 
* bl~t 'natt 
crellm doughnut * kri:n 'daunAt 
In this harmony, there is asymmetry with respect to coronality. The pattern in (1.35) 
matches that of the error data with Labial and Dorsal targeting a coda. This is only in 
allegretto speech. But Kiparsky (1992) notes that phonological acquisition may be 
helped, rather than hindered, by optionality or variability in the way processes apply. 
In the case of nasals in the coda, in ways which are sometimes dialect-specific, the 
articulators may be treated differently. 
(1.36) Processes involving coda nasals, dialectally l1ariable in some cases 
a) In some dialects surface realisation of final oral stop in the coda in a 
dialect-specific way in root morphemes, depending on voicing and 
articulator - in sing, long, pong, hang, young, and in others colescence, but 
in sink, sank, sunk, with just the dorsal harmony in the nasal, with overt 
labiality just where the stop is voiceless, in lump, lamp, etc., with 
unconditioned bi-segmental coronality in paint, find. 
b) In some dialects, coalescence in superficially ambi-syllabic environments 
in derived thingy, singer, singing, pongy, pongier, hanging, hanger, etc .. 
c) In all dialects surface realisation of final oral stop in the onset in all 
monomorphemic cases including lumger, finger, anger, etc .. 
d) In a dialect-specific way surface realisation of the final oral stop in the 
onset, seemingly where maximal projection is involved - in comparative 
younger and superlative youngest, etc .. 
d) In all dialects, allegretto articulator harmony in a coronal coda, 
regressively in [tED Iga:lz], [tEm 'brauntz] etc., and progressively in 
syllabic coronal nasals, in ['r tba m], triggered by Labial, and (perhaps 
less so), in organ as ['!): gag], triggered by Dorsal (see Gimson, 1970). 
To summarise, in Section 1.4.1 I have looked at cases where the articulators interact 
with each other and with other features and also at cases where the articulators are 
acted upon. Phonotactic, harmonic, and allophonic phenomena all demand the special 
treatment of coronality, the topic of Paradis and Prunet (1991), and one to which I 
return in Chapter 5. 
1.4.2 Surface cues and the 'Continuity Criterion' 
In Section 1.4.2 I consider the relation between the input - competent speech - and 
the leamability output - grammatical competence. In any conceivable framework, 
the learner has to learn the phonemic inventory, the phonotactics, and syllabic and 
prosodic structure (to the extent that these can be characterised as properly separate 
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from each other). But what is the nature of the input/ output relation. Is it direct? 
Most versions of both OT and PPT assume a strong version of what Pinker (1984) 
calls the 'Continuity Criterion'. Pinker explains the Continuity Criterion as follows: 
"In the absence of compelling evidence to the contrary, the child's grammatical 
rules should be drawn from the same basic rule types and be composed of 
primitive symbols from the same class as the grammatical rules attributed to 
adults in standard linguistic observations" (Pinker, 1984, p. 7). 
Borer and Dresher (1990) argue that the Continuity Criterion should be set aside in 
favour of maturation. Here I shall retain the Continuity Criterion on the basis that 
the process of parametric settings have internal structure (developing an idea from 
Blevins, 1995). By this idea, the learner may be unable to set one parameter before 
setting another, so that at a given (early) stage, a particular sort of input evidence 
may be uninterpretable by the acquisition device. 
On one widely held view, phonological learning proceeds by direct induction from 
the phonetic surface. On this view, there is a one-to-one - or'cued'- relation between 
the learnability 'input', what the learner hears, and the output (what the learner 
concludes), i.e. the grammar. The phonemic inventory, the phonotactics, the syllabic 
temp late, the branched ness of syllabic constituents, the form and directionality of 
stress-contours, might all seem to be learnable in similar ways. Dresher (1999) develops 
this idea in relation to the stress system. A learner infers the existence of a property 
from the mere fact that it is attested. Each property is necessarily treated in isolation. 
In the case of the syllable, to arrive at the correct settings, the learner has to make a 
series of adjustments to a default CV structure, each time prompted by the cue that 
such and such a word is undefined by the current setting, until eventually there are 
no more such cues, because the correct settings have in fact been reached (see Blevins 
1995, and Tesar and Smolensky, 1998, for two very different accounts of this, but 
both taking the syllable to be a category which is learnable in isolation). Obviously, 
since the surface is all there is in OT, Tesar and Smolensky are committed by the 
logical constraints of their OT model to the notion of direct cueing from the phonetic 
surface. But this assumption is also made quite explicitly by Smith (1973. p. 13) and 
implicitly by Macken (1995), like Blevins, both working in frameworks quite different 
from each other's and from OT. 
Here I shall refer to this idea, involving the direct cueing of parameters, as the 'Cue 
Based Learner Hypothesis'. According to Dresher (1999), for every parameter there 
is a 'correct cue' which A) reflects one of its fundamental properties; and B) is either 
given by UG (in Dresher's model) or is derivable from the input. But cue-based 
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learning is problematic in six ways. 
FIRST, it seems obvious that the notion of parameterisation has been invoked in a 
number of ways, not all compatible either with each other, where for cue-based 
learning to occur there is a clear entailment that the cueing is formally consistent. As 
an example of the problem, Backley and Takahashi (1996) suggest that melodic elements 
#I ••• are arranged according to a language-specific melodic template, established 
according to parametric choice." This is said to define the possibilities of certain 
forms of vowel harmony. But the number of possibilities which this entails is not 
easy to compute. In what sense is such variation properly parametric? Consider the 
variation descriptively. The listing in (1.37) shows 22 areas of variation, some explicitly 
claimed to be parametric, the rest implicit in the literature, set out in various 
terminologies, reflecting various theoretical traditions. These are not parameters. 
The formulations just describe what the parameters (minimally) have to express. I 
look beyond the stress models of Halle and Vergnaud (1987), Halle and Idsardi 
(1994), Hayes (1995), the feature / segment model of Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994), 
and the syllable model of Blevins (1994), all presented as separate and to some 
degree mutually incompatible exemplifications of the parametric hypothesis. In (1.37), 
I show in curly brackets just some of the apparent variables. 
(137) Some hypothetically paraml.1ric cross-linguistic phonological vanaticms 
a) The phonetic exponence of a phonological property is defined with respect to 
laryngeal variation as {voicing/ aspiration/voicing and aspiration} (see Iverson 
and Salmon, 1995, Rice, 1995), or in voiced stops {with/without} redundant 
nasality, in rho tics as {uvularity / coronality}, if the latter as {retroflex/tapped}, 
{with/ without} co-articulation, by {vocalic/ consonantal} properties (see 
Crothers, 1973). 
b) A prosodic category, word (perhaps of a given category, as in English) or foot, 
fist isn't} permissibly unbranched, degenerate, or conversely, ternary or dactyllic 
(see Hayes, 1995), or forcibly branched. 
c) Prosody is {tonal/pitch-accentual/by stress} (see Haulde, 1991, Hayes, 1995). 
d) Word stress is {accentual/ derivational}, and to the extent that it is derivational, 
based on {bounded / unbounded} constituents {of two elements/ allowing three} 
counting from the {right/left}, {discounting/not discounting a particular rime 
element}, {allowing/disallowing} secondary stresses (see Kaye and Dresher, 
1990, Halle and Idsardi, 1995, Harris, 1995, Kager, 1995, Hayes, 1995). 
e) Heavy edgemost elements are {allowed/ disallowed}. 
f) Phonological association is from the {left/right/both edges} (see Marantz, 1982, 
Yip, 1990, Roca, 1994), with edgemost elements {contoured/ associated on an 
adjacent bearer} (see Hyman and Ngunga, 1994). 
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g) The syllable {is/ is not} optionally closed; the onset {is/ is not} optionally null; 
the rime minimally consists of {one/two} elements (see Blevins, 1994, Tesar 
and Smolensky, 1998); a particular feature/features {occur/ do not occur} in a 
given sy llabic/ prosodic constituent (see Goldsmith, 1991, Piggot, 1996, adopting 
different notions of 'licensing'); a syllabic category is {branched / unbranched} 
(see Levin, 1985, Blevins, 1994); in the case of a glide between an onset obstruent 
and the vowel, it clusters with the {onset/vowel}; the syllable structure is 
scanned from the {left/ right} (see Noske, 1993). 
h) The vowel {is/is not}, variably {vocalic/ sonorant/ free} and/or contrastively 
{long/ tense/ diphthongal}, where a diphthong {is/ is not} invariably long. 
i) A given {root/ skeletal} element is {c~articulated/ compounded/ contoured/in 
groups of more than two} (Sagey, 1986), or, in a partial restatement of this, two 
sets of features are {in sequence / unordered in a single syllabic constituent}. 
j) Sonority sequencing {is/ is not} observed in the {onset/ coda} (see Selkirk,1984). 
k) All surfacing values of a feature {are/ are not} underlyingly specified (see 
Archangeli, 1984, for an unqualified statement of underspecifiation, Archangeli 
and Pulleyblank, 1994, for a more qualified statement, or as a markedness 
condition on a lexical stratum, see Kiparsky, 1985, 1993). 
I) An alternation between a vowel and zero is treated by a rule or principle 
effecting {epenthesis/ deletion} (see Charette, 1991) or, in the case of a dialect 
variation, by gestural {loss/ addition} (see McMahon, et aL 1994). 
m) A given set of featural properties is {segmental/ autosegmental/segmentally 
complex} (see Evans, 1995). 
n) The presence of a coda {is/ is not} equal to a long nucleus in the computation of 
syllabic weight (see Hyman, 1985, and Roca, 1994); compensatory lengthening 
{is/ is not} triggered by elision (see Bickmore, 1995). 
0) Within a given domain, a substring of the featural geometry harmonises as {a 
trigger/target} on the {right/left/both}, {opaquely /transparently / as a blocker}, 
{changing/not changing} underlying properties (see van der Hulst and van de 
Weijer, 1995), {locally / over a long distance} (see Gafos, 1998). 
p) Consonants and vowels {are/ are not} on separate planes (see Macken, 1995), 
permitting long distance harmony (see Archangeli, 1984) or involve c~ 
occurrence restrictions or the derivational morphology (see McCarthy, 1989, 
McCarthy and Prince, 1995).18 
q) The morph~phonology {permits/prohibits} the copying/reduplication of 
segmental sequences (see Gafos, 1998). 
r) The Obligatory Contour Principle {is/ is not} violated with respect to a set of 
melodic featural contrasts F (see Hume and Odden, 1995). 
18 This work, on Semitic langTh'l8es in pc"U"ticuL"U", most recently reported in McCarthy and 
Prince (1995) is now recast in the OT framework of ranked constraints, not parametric alternation. 
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s) A rule or process effecting {deletion/insertion/lenition/fortition/harmony} is 
defined on one or more members of a continuous series of lexical strata (see 
Mohanan, 1993) or levels on the prosodic hierarchy (see Nespor and Vogel, 
1986, p.182).19 
t) A prosodic dash or conflict arising in the course of derivation {occasions 
adjustmentl is ignoredl, if the former by {lengthening I shortening/ redefinition 
or revocation of more general principles} (see Harris, 1995). 
u) A set of one or more elements have more than one categorial or representatonal 
analysis, e.g. /r/ as {glide/liquid} (see Kahn, 1976), or a glide in a prevocalic 
cluster with dialect-specific analysis as part of the {onset/vowel} (see Davis 
and Hammond, 1995). 
v) The formation of phonological constituents {follows/ precedes} affixation (see 
Inkelas, 1993). 
All cases in (1.37) have to be learnable.20 The fact that only some of these have been 
treated parametrically is not the issue. The issue is the sheer diversity of (137). 
Plainly the listing in (1.37) underestimates the variation. But (1.37) does not seem 
plausible as a description of what the learner has to attend to in order to reach a 
given learnability target.21 As Kiparsky (1995) notes, it may not be immediately 
obvious, in respect of a given variation, which parameters are involved. 
SECOND, there is an issue (noted by Ingram, 1995) in relation to Macken's (1992 and 
1995) application to phonology of the Subset Principle (see Manzini and Wexler, 
1987) - that the learner seeks to disconfirm too inclusive a grammar. Macken suggests 
that before the input data has been evaluated, i.e. in the default condition, the realisation 
of articulators should be defined in terms of some universally available maximum 
domain, such as the word or morpheme. Such a state is reflected by the case of A 
(Smith, 1973) who for a period at the age of 2;4 said snake as ['UE t.le]. By the evidence 
of both coronality and continuance in the / sn/ onset, the learner is forced to retreat 
to a more restricted domain where the target is an adjacent coda element. But what is 
the status of the default? A postulated developmental default should have cross-
linguistic justification. Mohanan (1993) shows that many languages harmonise what 
we might for the moment call' non-coronality in a nasal to an immediately adjacent 
oral stop. Coronal harmony is almost unattested, as in English. But there are two 
problems in the case of Russian. Barry (1993) shows that in two loans, neither in 
19 Nespor and Vogel assert that this hierarchy is universal. From tlus it does not follow that 
this universality is always exploited. (See Section 6 for more discussion). 
20 Macken's discussion refers implicitly both to the work of Archangeli (1984) on the Toot 
morphology relations in Yokuts dialects and to the (early) work of McCarthy (see note above). 
21 The point at issue is similar to Webelhuth's (1995) list of distinct functional projections 
each witll a supposedly parametric variability - including both negation and gender agreement. 
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common usage, functi{m and point there is surface coronality in [" fun k t s t a] and 
(punk t] - contrasting with surface dorsality in bmrk as [bagk]. Russian would thus 
seem to spread dorsality only where it is not the case that there is a coronal immediately 
to the right of the dorsal. By what seems like a typologically marked condition, the 
dorsal harmony is then blocked. But how does the learner learn this? In the framework 
here, this is not finitely learnable unless it is expressed elsewhere in the phonology. 
For the learner of Russian, there is another learnability issue in respect of voicing 
harmony where the domain is larger than the word. Putting the two cases together, 
harmony in respect of voicing and articulation, it is not obvious what sort of evidence 
would force the learner to retreat from two defaults in opposite directions. It is 
possible that the Ll learner progressively narrows the scope of one harmony and 
extends that of another. But this seems arbitrary and unconvincing. It is clearly 
preferable to define the learn ability space in such a way that we do not have to 
stipulate defaults with respect to the harmonic scope of particular features. 
THIRD, there is an issue about syllable structure. In English, apart from a and the, 
the minimal word has either a closed syllable, a long vowel, or two syllables, i.e. as 
'bi-moraic'. But given the frequency of a and the, how does the native speaker of 
English determine that they are exceptional? Alternatively, given the evidence of the 
non-lexical phonology, how does the learner determine that a mono-moraic lexical 
item would fall outside the permitted phonotactics? On set-theoretic prinicples, there 
is no hypothesis from which a cue-based learner can be forced to retreat so as to 
define learning on this point. The evidence of type- and token-frequency seems to 
point in opposite directions. One way to ensure learnability in such cases is to invoke 
labeling under the categories, 'functional projection' and 'lexical item'. But this is not 
allowed within the Cue-based Leaner Hypothesis. 
FOURTH, by (1.37.u) there is an issue with regard to abstract exponence with respect 
to lit, Iwl, III and Ir/.22 In the case of Irl, there is reason for doubt about its 
categorisation as a liquid. The problem is compounded when there is an independent 
variation with respect to syllabicity. In the American English of Davis and Hammond 
(1995) and the British English of this author, it is necesssary to differentiate between 
Ijl as a singleton onset, in yew, and where it occurs between a consonant and the 
nucleus, in dew, new, etc .. On Davis et al's analysis of the two glides Ij/ and Iwl, 
only Iw I clusters in the onset in twin, queen, quite, etc., while /j/ in tune, few, mite, 
etc., is said to form a ' co-moraic' element with the nucleus. In the idiolect of this 
author, there is an intuitive argument in support of this: squire, cJwir, wire, higher all 
22 The evidence of this study does not seem to bear in any direct way on the question of 
whether the glides constitute a distinct category or whether they are suffiiciently defined by their 
featl.1ral representation and by their 'consonantal role' in the syllable. 
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rhyme; but while skew, stew, due and queue rhyme with each other, neither rhymes 
with Sue or do, (This intuition is not shared by all British English speakers). There is 
a learnability question here. How I why do learners like Davis et al and this author 
discount the obvious idea of a simple symmetry of I Cw I and I Cj I onsets, settling 
instead for the less obvious analysis of asymmetric syllabification? In order to 
distinguish between ICwV I and ICjV I structures, hypothetically 'co-moraic' in 
ICjV I, not in ICwV I, the syllabification has to be encoded separately from the 
phonetic melody. In away more or less represented by the orthographic representation, 
the [+high, -back] values in the ICjV I environment must be finitely determinable as 
vocalic in dialects like that of Davis et ala Chapter 7 considers a hypothesis according 
to which there is a surface cue defining both vocalic and non-vocalic analyses of the 
Ijl element in ICjV I structures, but this involves reference to the derivation of the 
element in a way not permitted by the Cue-based Leaner Hypothesis. 
A similar issue arises in the Canadian French of Charette (1991) and the American 
English of Kaisse (1985). In the case of Canadian French, the learner's experience of 
common, utterance initial demande moi, reprends la, as [d mad m'IV a.] and [r p r a. I a.] is 
open to mis-interpretation as syllable initial I d m I and I r p r I unless these and other 
cases with a pre-tonic schwa are correctly syllabified. In Kaisses's dialect, the same 
process occurs in Toledo as ['t1E1.dau). In relation to such dialects of English and 
French, the learnability system has to ensure that these superficially empty vowel 
slots are recognised by the learner as such. 
FIFTH, there is an issue concerning the lexicon-internal I post-lexical distinction. Here 
the term Ilexicon-internal' is introduced for the sake of darity, in contrast to rule 
domains characterised as I post-lexical' (see Rubach, 1992, Kiparsky, 1995). A cue-based 
learner depends on finding minimal pairs such as nitrate/night-rate. Here the 
interpretability of the input evidence depends on the labeling of the relevant 
boundaries, involving the elements in a compound in one case and word-internal in 
the other. This is exactly the case ruled out by the learn ability condition in (1.32.a). 
Conversely, a learnability algorithm with the power to resolve the issue of lexical 
level entails a procedure of evaluation which is both top-down and bottom-up. This 
cannot be cue-based. 
SIXTH, there is a problem from the results of Bertolo, Brohier, Gibson, and Wexler 
(1997): given two weakly equivalent grammars, finite learnability cannot be ensured 
by the Cue-based Leaner Hypothesis. Weak equivalence arises wherever it is possible 
to give more than one account of the same data. Bertolo et al construe their point in 
relation to syntax. But it applies no less sharply in phonology. Consider the case of 
autosegments, templates, complex segments, epenthesis, and deletion, in some 
instances more than one of these being available to describe a set of data. Consider 
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the following cases. A) In some Australian languages there is a choice between 
autosegmental and complex-segment analyses (see Evans 1995). B) In French and 
Portuguese the contrast between nasal and non-nasal vowels can be treated 
autosegmentally or by virtue of an underlying property. C) In English, to characterise 
a number of Greater London dialects including RP, it is necessary to postulate deletion 
in long, sing, etc., and epenthesis in plince, length, lymph, etc., in the lexicon-internal 
phonology. So both devices must be available to the L1 leamer. The learnability 
issue is with respect to / s, z/ in plurals and third person singulars. The alternation 
between cases where the root has a sibilant on the right edge, surfacing as [tz], and 
all others, surfacing as [s] or [z], is open to analysis either by deJetion or by epenthesis.23 
On one analysis, the vowel is epenthetic in edges, catches, wheezes, misses, wishes, and 
now rouges. On another analysis, it is deleted in all other cases. H so, we have a case 
of weakly equivalent analyses of the number morphology. On the results of Bertolo 
et al (1997), this is unleamable by the Cue-based Leaner Hypothesis. 
This Section has provided six reasons to reject the Cue-based Leaner Hypothesis. In 
relation to the sixth we can: A) abolish weak equivalence by prohibiting one or more 
of the mechanisms bringing it about; or B) characterise acquisition in a different way. 
In Chapter 7, I consider some possible ways of addressing both of these objectives. 
1.4.3 A IParameter Setting Function' 
In Section 1.4.3, addressing emerging concerns about phonologicalleamability (see 
Ingram, 1992, and Dresher and van der Hulst, 1995), foreshadowing further discussion 
in Chapter 7, I shall assume that the input/ output relation cannot be determined a 
priori. I shall allow the possibility of an abstract relation between the form of the 
parameters and the nature of the criteria! learnability evidence. This will entail a 
correspondingly subtle evaluation of the input by the L1learner. In Chapter 7, I shall 
advance some hypotheses concerning a leamability device capable of 'crunching' 
indirect evidence, as a way of addressing the problem of phonologicalleamability. 
Recall the cases of squeaky as ['gi:pt] and calculator as ['luett31Ett3], at different 
levels of development, but both reflecting grammars in which long-distance articulator 
harmony is not disallowed. The problem is that no parameter defining such a grammar 
is justifiable by any form of competent phonology, since no natural language permits 
any such harmony. It appears that idiolects with ['gi: pt] or ['k~tt31Ett3] involve a 
parametric selection outside the set of those made available by UG. Call this the 'No 
Proper Subset Problem'. 
23 The fact that an under-specification approach is adopted in Chapter 6 does not affect the 
point at isb"'Ue here. 
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Before the activation of a specific learnability device, the decisive input evidence 
may be both inductive and stochastic - on the basis of distributional asymmetries or 
absolute definitional properties of the inventory. A stochastic learner is sensitive to 
features relevant to the target language, breathy voice in South-East Asian languages, 
diphthongs in English, the evidence of paradigms - sal, pat, spat, sprat, and more. 
But as the learner becomes sensitive to meaning, and relates this to the categories of 
grammar, a stochastic approach to phonetic and phonological learning is likely to be 
quite misleading. The learning device has to be re-organised so that it is not misled 
by data such as a and the. From this perspective, the idea of a genomic adaptation for 
speech should be considered in two parts, the representational principles, and the 
input-output relation in speechllanguage acquisition. Consider the claim in (1.38). 
(1.38) By an interpretive Parameter Setting Function, or PSF, categorial aspects 
of phonological variation (as featured in the input) are mapped onto linguistic 
properties. The PSF is species-specific. It is distinctively, and perhaps 
definitionally, part of the human genome. The developmental activation of 
this funtion is revealed by a simultaneous increase in the lexicon, phrasal 
complexity, phonological analysis (and possibly in metalinguistic 
awareness). Without a generalised function of this sort, the simultaneity 
and multi-factoriality of language development is just coincidence. 
(1.38) postulates a function of some power.24 Evidence for (1.38) is from the data 
here. It is a consequence of (1.38) that all aspects of the learnability space are subsumed 
within one set of variations. All aspects of phonologically variable information are 
encoded in the same way. The mapping referred to in (1.38) is repeated over and 
over again for all aspects of phonetic/phonological competence. Necessarily the 
mapping is indirect, hence the term 'function'. There is thus no reason to expect the 
criterial aspects of the input to be of a particular form. In fact, the inputs and the 
outputs of the system may be non-isomorphic. But the key idea is that the function is 
uniform. Learnable variations are entirely expressed in terms of a small set of finitely 
variable properties, defined as parameters in terms which go beyond an inventory of 
elements, conditions on their co-occurence, and allophonic rules. To address all of 
the questions implicitly raised by (1.38), it would be necessary to specify, not just the 
parameters, but the relations between them, the leamability space, and the input 
2.tsuch hmctions are not lmcommon in psychology. At a relatively low level of phylogenetic 
development, there is significant computational power in stereo-scopic vision and the plotting of 
direction from binalUm hearing. In both cases, the function seems to be both top-down and bottom-
up. In hearing, for example, it is top-down in the sense of identifying a sound source of a particular 
kind and the characteristics of its modulations, and bottom-up in the sense of plotting the time-
rel."ltion between the stimulltS of a given modttl."ltion in the two e..'U8 respectively. The case of stereo-
scopic vision is similar. Both of these faculties are shared by human beings and mice. A hmction 
mapping the input evidence of competent speech onto a grammar is obvioltSly human-specific. 
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variables. In this study, I shall focus mainly on the form of these parameters. Given 
A) the asymmetric error distribution; B) SSLI as a syndrome; C) the learnability 
argument from weak generative capacity, 1 propose that: 
(1.39) The PSF is a 'parameter independent general algorithm for parameter setting' 
to use a phrase from Dresher (1999). (Dresher denies that there can be any 
such thing). On the 6 grounds in Section 1.4.2, the PSF is not cue-based. It is: 
a) such that it permits an indirect relation between learning inputs and 
outputs; 
b) like other aspects of psychology / biology, variable across the population 
with respect to the speed and absolute completeness of its operation; 
c) open for a finite period (as a necessary condition of finite learnability). 
Unlike the capacities available during the first year, the PSF maps a set of inputs 
indirectly, i.e. non-inductively, onto parametric decisions. A defect with respect to 
the PSF (often genetic) may have correspondingly long-term consequences. The idea 
of a PSF addresses Grunwell's problem by implying a set of states in which one or 
more mappings is incomplete. The disordered state, characterised by a PSF defect, 
leads to a general inability to compute the necessary mappings. 
The PSF is consistent with Lenneberg's 1967 theory, according to which there is a 
finite window for what is now referred to as 'parameter setting', maximally 'on line' 
during a finite period, opening between 1;6 and 2;0, as noted above, and not normally 
closing (by the evidence of the study reported in Chapter 3 below) before 8;6. This 
notion of a finite window for parameter-setting is not uncontroversial (see Archibald, 
1995, Schwartz, 1997).25 The phonological case is complicated by the evidence of loan 
phonology. The author has observed monoglot speakers of Greek with the English 
loans, sex and sportsman as [s E k.. s] and [s p:): r t sma n], with the surface forms violating 
in different ways the standard phonotactics of the Greek coda. But such toleration is 
not universal. Blevins (1995) observes Chinese speakers, with some knowledge of 
English, unable to pronounce Nixon and lulid - re-analysing them as [ntkEsun] 
and [d~Uh.jE] or [d~uhjEdE] (adapting the transcription for the sake of consistency). 
25 There seem to be at least two ways of defending the lfinite-window-hypothesis' against 
evidence of the sort adduced by L2 theorists like Archibald. One is to say U\at there is variability 
across the normal population wiU\ regard to the closure of the window; that in some individuals it 
does not dose completely, resulting in an 'ear for languages'. The other, from Tsimpli and Rou8...<;Ou 
(1991), is to say that L2learners mimic the effects of parameter setting by a different set of 
psychological resources. Taking this conclusion from syntax, and adapting it to phonology, some L2 
learners may mimic the effects of normal L1 parameter setting by an extreme form of what might be 
cl\aracterised as 'late phonetic adjustment'. In the framework here, the former approach is more 
parsimonious, and thus preferred. 
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Here, on the evidence of this study, the idea of a finite time window is assumed. It is 
a consequence of the PSF and the time-window idea that the rate of phonetic/ 
phonological acquisition may itself be not constant. There is evidence for this in a 
plot of this rate across social class. Anthony et al (1971) show that the rate of 
development doubles, in their social class 1 between 3;6 to 4;0, in classes 2, 3 and 4 
between 3;0 to 4;6 and in class 5 between 5;0 to 6;6 (table V. p.16). 
To conclude Section 1.4 I have argued that parameter-setting is: A) not cue based; B) 
fully functional only during a finite period.; C) selectively vulnerable; D) mediated 
by a Parameter Setting Function. 
1.5 Summary: the strong parametric hypothesis 
In Chapter 1, I have demonstrated some asymmetries in the distribution of some 
consonantal errors in some children with phonological disorders. Some aspects of 
this asymmetry, like the prevalence of the dorsal or velar form of articulator harmony 
in doggy, are observable in early child phonology. Other aspects of the asymmetry 
like the special distribution of coronal harmony are only visible at a point closer to 
Stage". At this point the errors may be only observable in a small number of words. 
In the limit, these environments may represent singularities. But it does not follow 
from this that the environments are marginal. A generalisation over phenomena 
with a low rate of attestation is not diminished, in terms of its significance, by the 
rate of attestation. Rather the significance is enhanced. 
Some environments, like the one for coronal harmony, seem to have a lowermost 
threshold. It is not obvious how this could be expressed in any sort of bottom-up 
model, whether based on articulation, perception, or both. 
Are the asymmetries set out in (1.22) specific to the clinical population? If they are, 
this may say something interesting or significant about the condition. But this would 
have no necessary or general significance in relation to phonology. But if the 
asymmetries in (1.22) are not specific to the clinical population, but a reflection of 
phonological in general, this may tell us something about the nature of the process, 
one that is not easily explained by a bottom-up approach. I shall tum to the empirical 
question here in Chapter on the basis of evidence from normally developing children. 
By any theory, phonological competence is reached at Stage". But what guarantees 
the completeness of this process? What sort of input evidence is criterial? Do 
exceptionless, structure-preserving processes like those of regular English inflection 
provide more easily interpretable evidence than those which are a function of speech 
rate and so on? Or the other way round? Do allophonic alternations provide useful 
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clues or cause confusion? Do learners vary in what evidence they find easiest to 
interpret? If there is evidence for the learner in gaps in paradigms, how is this 
evidence interpreted and understood? Why, at a stage of incomplete competence, is 
there evidence of organisation in the distribution of children's speech errors? What is 
the reason for the asymmetry and apparent singularities? 
Here I shall lead towards the idea that these questions are best addressed in the 
framework of Principles and Parameters Theory, or PPr. This raises the question of 
phonological learnability and what I shall refer to here as the 'learnability space'. 
PPr is interesting in inverse proportion to the number of parameters. A surface-cued 
parameterisation defining the variables in the 52 sets of curly brackets in (1.37) 
generates 252 posssible instantiations of CHI! a quite uninteresting statement, explaining 
nothing. Here I shall explore the idea of a PSF, or Parameter Setting Function, as a 
way of defining the acquisition of phonological competence. 
In the framework here, this competence includes the dialectally variable 'gestural 
epenthesis' in prince, length, etc., coda lateral darkening, epenthetic / r / in India and 
Asia, what has been characterised here as 'g-drop', and the syllabification of the glide 
in / CjV / structures. In all of these cases, Southern dialects pattern differently from 
at least one dialect in Scotland or the North of England. Phonological competence 
also includes the relatively extensive vowel lengthening effect of voicing in the coda, 
greater in English than in other languages with the same contrast (and thus not 
attributable to phonetic implementation), and the subtle interactions between 
continuance, liquidity, voicing, and stress, in (1.33). Treating this parametrically entails 
a 'strong interpretation' of PPT. The parameterisation must include the whole set of 
J characters' which are recognised within a community of speakers, however small, 
as defining their dialect or accent, i.e. all definable aspects of linguistic learnability, 
including what is sometimes regarded as 'phonetic detail'. It might seem that the 
effect of this is simply to increase the explanatory issue emerging from (1.37). But in 
Chapter 7, I shall consider a set of hypotheses according to which the expanatory 
issue is not increased, but decreased. 
I have already noted that from the idea of a PSF, we might expect significant variations 
across individuals. In Chapter 7, I shall consider how for some individuals, in most 
cases to only a small degree, the indirectness of the mapping may pose a problem. 
Chapter 2 asks how PSF defects, effectively SSLI, can be described in a general way. 
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2 A principle in disorder 
Chapter 2 works towards a general characterisation of asymmetries in error patterns 
in terms of 'Phonological Parapraxis', or PP. The indulgence of the reader is sought 
on the point that PP is a reasonable hypothesis. It is based on a substantial body of 
data, as reported in Chapter 1, from the literature and from my own clinical practice, 
the latter summarised in Appendix 3. Collected for treatment, not research, this data 
consists only of errors.l shall, in Chapter 3, seek to provide a quantified basis for PP. 
To express its Variability, it is characterised here in terms of 'limits on association'. 
By the notion of I association', a melodic element is related to phonological time as a 
derivational event. This idea is discussed further in Chapter 5. 
Section 2.1 introduces PP. Section 2.2 introduces a 'Representability Inspection'. Section 
2.3 proposes that the Inoisy' data of PP is analysable and relevant. Section 2.4 describes 
more clinical and other data. Section 2.5 returns to the question considered in Chapter 
1 concerning an alternative approach to the data here, namely as SOT's, and concludes 
that the approach here, in terms of PP, is justified. Section 2.6 relates PP to the PSF. 
2.1 Phonological parapraxis 
Use of the term, parapraxis, in relation to speech errors is due to Hockett (1967) who 
takes the idea from Freud's Pyclwpathology of Everyday Life. Stacey, editor of the 1966 
English edition, notes that Freud's term for parapraxis was Fehlleistung - a 'fault 
function'. The term parapl'axis is due to Brill, the first English translator. Stacey 
comments, "It is a curious fact that before Freud wrote this book the general concept 
seems not to have existed in psychology, and in English a new word had to be 
invented to cover it" (Freud, 1966, p. viii). Freud's data on this point consists of 83 
observations of his own and 11 from an independent source. 
(2.1) sets out what seem to be the main, distinctive properties of PP. 
(2.1) Properties of Phonological Parapraxi..:;, or PP 
a) Special involvement of coronals 
By the experience of the author and numerous other therapists, common 
speech errors in children and adults involve the coronals I sl and I II, the 
former referred to as a lisp. 
b) Long-term expression or developmental continuity 
In Chapter 1, I described the cases of PR (see Appendix 3) and an unrelated 
child with fronting in infancy and later on in development what seems like 
context-sensitive coronal harmony in cardigan and other words. Seemingly 
similar errors are sometimes made by the parents of affected children, 
suggesting that this is the residue of a greater problem in infancy. 
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c) Prevalence within a population or consistency in an idiolect 
Particular errors, such as hippopotamus as [h t ta . p u ta ma s], are heard in 
diverse individuals, including some adults. 
d) Involvement of both melody and prosody 
Melodic properties seem to be vulnerable in prosodic environments, e.g. the 
articulators in the onsets of the weak branches of both feet in hippopotamus. 
e) Some lowermost thresholds 
Using the term threshold to refer to a criterial degree of structural complexity, 
there seems to be a lowermost, dactyllic threshold for both metathesis and 
coronal harmony. 
f) Multiple triggers 
An error of a particular sort is occasioned at a certain threshold where 
various effects combine. For instance, in the case of coronal harmony, there 
seem to be always two coronals, one in the final syllable. Wherever labial 
harmonises or metathesises, there is also vocalic roundness. And so on. 
g) Asymmetry 
One sort of asymmetry consists in a uni-polar relation between two elements 
- in cases of harmony - as a => f3 , but not the inverse, i.e .• f3 => a, where 
a and f3 denote any set of one or more phonological features, e.g. cau:ulator 
as [, k le t ta lE t t a 1 not +[, k le t ka lEt k a 1. Another asymmetry involves a target, 
for instance, gobbledigook as ['gubaldl.gu :p), not ~'gubaldl.bu:JcJ. A 
third involves a particular process, as in the case of diplodocus with copying 
as [d tpla 'daukJas], rather than deletion as +[d tpa 'daukas). 
h) Autonomy or non-reducibility to sensori-motor or other 'interface' factors 
In their form and distribution, these errors are not reducible to the 
Articulatory/Perceptual or A/P interface. In hChl'ital as ['husttpo], two 
elements, in this case the articulators, are just re-ordered. 
i) Non-detectability by the speaker 
Unlike slips of the tongue, parapraxic errors are commonly undetectable by 
the speaker, and correspondingly resistant to correction. 
j) The appearance of derivational depth 
In a case discussed in Chapter 1, there was distributional evidence of an 
ordered sequence of three steps in cardigan as ['ka:dtntan], where the 
relevant processes are not attested other than in realisations such as 
['ka:dl.dan] and [ 'ka:dttan). 
k) Long range 
Whereas harmony in competent phonology appears to be exclusively local 
(where the issue of locality is discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6), some 
aspects of parapraxis seem to be 'long range'. For instance, in hippopotamus 
as [h tta' puta ma s1, there is a potential target which seems to be 'skipped'. 
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1) Finite variation or variability 
There is a limited degree of indeterminacy / inconsistency / variability. In 
diplodocus, all one-step errors seem to be in the strong foot, as [ d 1. pia' d auk I as] 
epenthetically, and as [dtpla'gaukas] or [d1.pla'dausas] harmonically, 
where the focus of one harmony seems to be the trigger of another. 
m) Specified target 
Across a wide range of development, articulator harmonies tend to have 
one target. They are mostly 'bounded'. Unbounded harmony is characteristic 
of disorder, e.g. [a ma'd~tlam lb ma palm a ·wauba.k:] representing a 
magician is a kind of robot. 
As a way of referring to phonological incompetence of various degrees, what does 
the notion of parapraxis buy us? 
(2.2) Consequences and reflections of phonological parapraxis, PP 
a) Without PP, it is hard to find a non-negative characterisation of Specific 
Speech and Language Impairment, or SSLI from Section 1.3. By PP, it is 
possible to explain the three distinctive properties of SSLI, its heritability, 
multi-factorial expression, and extended natural history, and the nove] idea 
of a genetic leamability trigger. 
b) PP achieves a conceptual economy. H the asymmetry in children's speech 
errors is red uced to speech errors in general, the fact that the former are an 
aspect of development is co-incidental. H children's errors are defined as 
prolonged immaturity, the fact that they are similar to some speech defects 
in adults is co-incidental. If speech defects are as the residue of childhood 
disorder, the fact that the former pattern with' cloth ear errors' is co-incidental. 
(But see Vihman, 1996, p.49, for an opposite view). PP allows generalisations 
across: A) 'articulatory disorder' including lisps, B) 'phonological disorder', 
'dyslalia', 'developmental dyspraxia of speech', C) Smith's (1973) 
'incompetence rules', D) speech disorders persisting into adulthood, E) 'cloth 
ear errors' . 
c) By (2.1.a), the notion of PP underpins the common clinical observation that 
'articulatory problems' with / r / and / s / seem to co-occur with' phonological' 
problems more often than would be predicted by chance. 
d) In respect of disorder or pathology, PP reflects a defect in the Parameter 
Setting Function postulated in Section 15. In relation to Principles and 
Parameters Theory, or PPT, PP characterises the situation where a parameter 
is either yet to be set or inaccessible to the PSF. Unusually, HL featured in 
the Introduction, also had harmonies involving the functional, or non-lexical, 
categories. One interpretation of this is that he did not have a fuJJ grasp of 
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the lexical! non-lexical distinction, H so, this must have had consequences 
for his acquisition of syntax. In point of fact, HI's syntax had previously 
been very delayed,andwasstill,at9;O,delayed to some extent. Foreshado wing 
more discussion in Chapter 7, his 'labeling' of the input data was defective -
with serious and far-reaching consequences. 
e) In Freud's use of the term, 'parapraxis' represents a continuum between 
pathology and everyday dysfunction, replacing the rigid pigeon-holes of 
'sanity' and 'insanity'. The idea here is similar. The scale and significance of 
PP varies across individuals, conditions and stages of development. For 
most adults, for most of the time, it is insignificant. At earlier stages of 
phonological development, especially where the degree of incompetence 
has led to referral for speech and language therapy, it is very significant. In 
relation to a single, notionally-incorrect realisation, it is worth distinguishing 
between the threshold and the scope of PP, where the former defines the 
degree of complexity at which it occurs and the latter defines the difference 
between the actual and the canonical realisation, Dorsal harmony in diplodocus 
as [dtplaOgaukas] would not seem to entail ticket as ["ktktt], The 
scope! threshold distinction avoids this absurdity, It ensures, in other words, 
that the account does not 'over-generate'. In this case, the threshold ranges 
from two to four syllables. The greater the disparity between the phonological 
complexity of the target and the individual's threshold of parapraxis, the 
wider the scope of the parapraxis. Take diplodocus as [d t pia ° g 1 auk as], with 
the copying of the lateral as well as the dorsal harmony. Here the scope of 
the parapraxis comprises two steps, articulator harmony and lateral copying. 
At a given threshold, the speaker's phonetic! phonological competence is 
overwhelmed, as in the case of a realisation as [g lpJa'gJau k lat], where the 
only undisturbed consonantal constituent is the !pl! onset. As a function of 
development, the scope of parapraxis declines, while the thn'Shold tends to 
rise. In the case of adults' cloth ear errors, the parapraxis is (typically) narrow 
in scope, at a high threshold. Conversely, to characterise the scale of a disorder, 
as opposed to a single error, I shall speak of the denf;iity of the parapraxis, 
referring to both the scope and the threshold. On such a scale, a six year old 
saying diplodocus as [g 1. pia' g 1 auk I at], or the normally developing child at 
what Smith (1973) called 'Stage 1', both display a relatively dense parapraxis. 
At any level of development, for any density of parapraxis, it is possible to 
plot similarities or differences between individuals. 
g) In the context of both child phonology and paediatric clinical practice, the 
notion of PP suggests a methodology working backwards from Stage If_ 
It is obvious that no absolute claim can be made about the limits of parapraxis -
either in terms of scope or threshold - since for any case it is always possible to find 
a more extreme one. Consider the seemingly common metathesis in hospital. One 
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child, the speaker of soldier as [, h ~ u w u v ], said (consistently) hO&l'ital as [, h D S P ~ P u] 
with labial harmony. This was exceptional. But not one child has been observed by 
this author with a coronal harmony in this environment, hence +{' h D S t ~ t u]. While 
these were not the only errors with respect to this word, the total range of errors 
was, in fact, quite small. To this extent, the claims being made here are claims of 
general tendency, measured in this study in terms of prevalence. 
Treating SOT's as matters of performance, I shall assume here that these must occur 
as part of the everyday human operation of a skilled system, or due to some extraneous 
factor, such as a psychiatric condition in general, or the special set of conditions 
studied by Freud. But in a way quite different from that of the Freudian tradition, I 
assume also that some errors are inconsequential. At the point where a skilled system 
has reached its limit, it must occasionally fail. Some aspects of this failure may be 
random - mere noise in the data. The notion of PP thus allows that SOT's do occur 
as one-off, phonologically-describable, events, but are not necessarily organised in 
such a way as to constitute data for phonological theory. 
The idea of PP emerges in a framework quite different from the study of SOT's. The 
research methodologies are necessarily quite different. As I shall seek to show in 
Chapter 3, PP seems to be measurable, at least in principle. It is not obvious how this 
might be said of SOT's, although I shall describe an attempt to do just this in Section 
2.5 below. Points of similarity between PP and SOT's may emerge. But there is no a 
priori reason for or against any such expectation. (In fact, as shown below, there are 
both similarities and differences). SOT's and PP seem to be related, but distinct. A 
hint along these lines is given by Berg (1992). Given the notion of J cloth ear errors' 
from Chapter 1, it might be said that some SOT's are more accidental than others. 
Defined on a degree of incompetence, rather than competence, PP is not a dialect. 
But although there are broad patterns in PP, at a certain level of detail, the distribution 
may be unique for every individual. To this extent it is possible to speak of idiolects. 
I shall exemplify the notion of PP further in this Chapter. 
2.2 Representability Inspection 
This Section proposes a 'Representability Inspection', used by all competent speakers, 
operating parallel to, but separate from, phonological competence, monitoring speech 
for purposes of speech production and processing, and involved in the recognition 
of an error as such, as part of a normal feed-back process (see Nunes 1994). 
Consider the judgement that words such as monopoly are 'hard to say.' What faculty 
is being addressed? Assume that the idea of a I difficult word' reflects an 'Inspection' 
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- which can be failed. Let us postulate a JRepresentability Inspection', applying 
generally to the representation of a word in the lexicon -uttered or not. The R-Inspection 
is called up: A) when a sound is heard where there is doubt about about whether it 
is a sound of speech; B) when the competent speaker hears a word from a non-native 
speaker; C) when a non-native loan word is being assimilated; D) when the hearing-
conditions are adverse; E) by the experience of /b n l k/ and other such structures 
imposed on the listener as a linguistic or psycho-linguistic exercise. The R-lnspection 
determines whether or not a particular phonological structure should be treated as 
interpretable - with a mapping between surface and underlying form. A difficulty in 
the mapping triggers an 'R-Inspection alert'. 
There is some independent justification for an R-Inspection from the notion of a 
'buffer', or temporary store of information, postulated in Nunes (1994), on the basis 
of work by Caramazza, Miceli, and Villa (1986), Bub, Black, Howell, and Kertesz 
(1987), Romani (1992), as the faculty which is damaged in the case of stammering. 
On this account, in the normally fluent population, the buffer permits the accurate 
integration of least three sorts of on-line feedback, auditory, proprio-ceptive, and 
tactile, and it facilitates the accurate phonetic control of phonological time. One 
input to the buffer is thus the phonetic surface. By the claim in Nunes (1994), this 
buffer is on more than one leve1.26 If one such level is the word, the action of the 
buffer and the detection of (some) sar's by some speakers presuppose both a 
representation and the process characterised here as the R-Inspection. On grounds of 
parsimony, the R-lnspection is likely to be within the buffer. On clinical evidence, 
the buffer does not come into operation until some time after the beginning of 
connected speech. The clinical evidence consists in the fact that in the literature on 
stammering, surveyed in Nunes (1994), there is not a single case of a child stammering 
on the first words. At the very earliest, the symptom seems to appear around 2;0 in 
children who have already been talking for several months. 
The R-Inspection is different from A) the SPE evaluation metric computing the 
number of steps in a mapping from one representation to another; B) 'morpheme-
structure conditions' as discussed (critically) by Smith (1973); C) Goldmith's 1990 
licensing of features in particular syllabic environments. The R-lnspection determines 
26 Evidence for such a buffer in NWles (1994) is from the different effects of delayed auditory 
feedbaCk in the normal population and stammerers, covert stammering, and a phenomenon which 
seems to be the equivalent of stammering in the signing population. Extending this idea, it seems 
possible that it is also involved in the psycholinguistics of syntactic movement, or 'Feature-Attract', 
where at the highest level in this buffering, the Wh morpheme is stored, at least until the speaker or 
hearer arrives at the corresponding trace, possibly on the right edge of a sentence with an unlimited 
degree of embedding. TIus is consistent with the fact that while the leftwards movement of Wh 
morphemes is common, the rightwards movement of this morpheme seems to be unattested (see 
Radford, 1998). Given the notion of the buffer, this has an articulatory /perceptual explanation. 
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whether or not a representation is I difficult'. But it is not all-or-nothing. It tolerates a 
degree of exceptionality in loan words. It measures the distance between a given 
structure and a current lexical item, recapitulating the process of learning a word. 
Neutral between processing and production, the R-Inspection defines an individual's 
threshold of parapraxis. It may influence the way a newly encountered word is 
entered into the lexicon. This does not mean that the incompetent speaker's UR is the 
same as his or her realisation. But it allows that such a UR may be different from that 
of a fully competent speaker. So the incompetent child is likely to make more sorts 
of errors and more errors overall than the competent adult speaker. 
Phonological progress requires a continuing re-evaluation of the R-Inspection. At 
any given point in the process of acquisition, the R-Inspection is sensitive to a 
particular set of factors. At Stage n-1 it comes into play only at a high threshold of 
structural and/ or syllabic complexity. At earlier stages, the threshold is much lower. 
It follows that at any point there may a Lexical Item L~ stored in parapraxic form 
following an R-Inspection sensitive to one set of properties and a more recently 
acquired item, LI" minimally different from L~ but not subject to the same parapraxis. 
The effect of this situation is that acquisition may seem - misleadingly - to be by 
diffusion rather than across the board. 
Plainly, while the principle of the R-Inspection is universal, its content is language-
specific, at least to some degree determined by the PSF. For any target language, the 
learner has to learn what is representable and what is not. But equally the R-Inspection 
is separate from the grammar. Empirically there is the 'fuzziness' of the loan phonology 
(see Coleman, 1998), where items violating the phonotactics of the loaning language 
may be realised without effort and without instruction, but variably even within a 
dialect. By the claim here, conscious judgements about the phonotactics are thus 
exercised by a separate module, namely the R-Inspection, not part of the grammar.27 
If the phonotactics are judged by the R-Inspection, as claimed here, this capacity is 
accessible to a stochastic device, postulated here as the first step in identifying the 
featural/ prosodic properties of a target language. By the idea of an R-Inspection, it is 
possible to explain how children who detect an error such as Melanie as [. m E na n It] 
in their speech sometimes repeat the word, still incorrectly, but in a way that does 
not violate the phonemic canons of English, say as r m E na it]. Subject 32 in the 1997 
experiment reported in Chapter 3, was one such child. In the framework here, this 
was by an R-Inspection alert. 
The R-inspection is called up, at the level of consciousness, with respect to particular 
27 In this respect, the phonotactics may be similar to sty listics, dismissed from the grammar 
in alOmsky (1995a) 
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forms. This is regardless of whether the structure is novel or with an existing lexical 
representation, or whether the issue arises in production or processing. The R-
Inspection does not predict the form of an error. It just identifies an environment 
where one or more errors are likely. 
2.3 A failure of determinacy? 
In Section 2.3, I note that from a linguistic perspective, the relevance of pathological 
data is not obvious. It is not only complex. It may also seem to be approaching the 
point of indeterminacy. Generative linguists assume a determinate 'competence' or 
'I-Language' (see Chomsky 1995 a), with the effect in (23). 
(2.3) The data of phonological performance is significant only to the extent that 
it reflects the I-Language of one or more individuals. Consistency is criterial. 
At least in relation to the word-internal phonology, variablity and/ or alternation are 
diagnostic of malperformance, as by the effects of disease or trauma,. and nothing to 
do with I-Language. H the same word is elicited on 10 successive days, an I-Language 
effect should apply consistently in all trials; as competence is approached, variability 
is expected to diminish. But there are three problems. FIRST, the requirement is 
unnaturalistic. The task is hard to present. And it is hard to tease apart the subject's 
performance and his or her interpretation of the test situation. SECOND, performance 
may be enhanced if a test is repeated at a given level of frequency, confounding the 
analysis. THIRD, the procedure would be an unethical intrusion. The one time such 
a criterion was adopted was in a study of the acquisition of American Sign Language 
by a chimpanzee (see Fouts, 1998, for a critical evaluation). 
In this light, consider the process, pivotal to the main argument in Smith (1973), by 
which a coronal stop becomes dorsalised between a stressed vowel and a UR syllabic 
lateral, e.g. most famously, puddle as ['pAgat]. For Smith, this is "one of the most 
widespread rules found in children acquiring English as their first language" (p.14). 
It was one of the few processes which persisted throughout most of the two years of 
the study. Of all the processes described by Smith, this is the only one which approaches 
universality (the limit case of prevalence) for children learning English. But as pointed 
out by Macken (1980), in an influential critique, there are exceptions. From the first 
coronal realisation of the ambi-syllabic stop in little at 2;2 it was not for another 20 
months that this was reflected in all environments. Macken proposes that some 
items are wrongly lexicalised by an ' auditory filter'. Her rejection of Smith's across-
the-board, Nco-grammarian approach was subsequently accepted by Smith himself 
(Smith, 1991). But he may have abandonned the original insight prematurely. 
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Consider the case of two speakers, AB and MN, one with finger as ['ttnna], the 
other with ['d tnda], actually identical twins, In neither case is it obvious how these 
pathological surface forms are derivable from the input of the surface forms as 
spoken by competent speakers. In the framework here, there is no way of determining 
how these realisations were formally distinct. Both might be transcribed as 
['<t/ d>tn<d/n >Q], 
On the same point, take the case of BC. At 5.3 he said soldier as ['sau!da] and at 5;6 
as ['J ~ \I t d ~]. On the most parsimonious account, the criterial non-apical or lamina! 
property is first lost, then realised in one of the onsets, effectively by I floating'. This 
does not imply that an I-Language is not involved here, but just that the I-language 
is not yet fully developed. (See Appendix 3 for more data on the course of phonological 
development in BC, AB and MN). 
From the odd I cloth ear error', marginal in relation to normal adult competence, to 
dense parapraxis, variation can be defined in terms of a set of elements, E, contributing 
to the error distribution as characterised in (1.22). The elements comprise the 
articulators, continuance, sibilance, affrication, roundness, etc .. They are distributed 
in relation to a set of phonological structures, P, involving syllabic constituency and 
'foot structure' or word stress (See Lieberman and Prince, 1975, Halle 1995, and 
Chapter 6 here). In this terminology, it is usually the rightmost complete foot and 
the left branch within it which are 'strong', i.e. stressed. Using this formalism, it is 
possible to describe the case where processes alternate in a domain or set of domains, 
where the variation is within narrow limits. Here I shall treat the errors neutrally as 
a set of relations R,. each r of R mapping e; to e, an approach for which more 
justification is given in the form of a tentative series of hypotheses, in Chapter 7. 
(2.4) (In)competence, structural description, and change dtfine.d on variables 
In a set of phonological structures P {p;, ... ,p,,}, by a set of relations R {r;, ... ,rJ, where 
for all r of R, the effect of r is a mapping involving one or more of the elements E 
{e;, ... ,e,J, where at most one e of E is null, by the relation r, e; maps to e;-
In (2.5), I derive, from (2.4), a set of criteria which define phonological significance 
in speech-error data. 
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(2.5) Criteria of signficance 
a) Prevalence 
lj (ej maps to ej ) prevails over Ij (ej maps to ei ) in p, 
In the limit, prevalence is absolute. There are no cases of li' Otherwise, if 
there are cases of lj,they are significantly (statistically) rarer than lj. 
b) Productivity 
ri holds in pj and Pj 
A process is productive to the extent that it occurs in various domains, as 
in the coronal harmonies in hippopottl11lU..';; and archeopterix, identical in their 
foot structure, similar in their phonemiC structure, as [htta'putamas] 
and [a: tt 'uptaftks]. 
c) Implicational predictability 
r in p. implies r in p. 
1 1 " 
H ri implies ri , all speakers with If also have rio In a parametric framework, 
speakers with rj have more than one parameter to be set, and are therefore 
not at Stage n-J' but at Stage n-lc! where k is greater than 1. 
d) Recoverability of derivation 
For r of R, all e of E are minimal and positively identifiable. 
Derivation is recoverable to the extent that it either involves one step, as in 
hippopotamu..<; as [htta'putamas] (the dearest case), or there is, by (1.16), 
on account of the error distribution,. only one plausible derivation,. as in 
the case of cardigan as ['.k: a: d tn ta n], with the coronalisation feeding 
devoicing, and the resulting structure being selectively open to epenthesis. 
e) Singularity 
Gi ven a I process', rj in Pjl there are no cases of rj in P j' 
Subject to the limits of observation (a limits imposed by practical necessity), 
a class of data is unattested, e.g. mom1poly as.r· ma n uta 1 t]. 
f) Idiolectal consistency 
At a time tj for a given child not yet at Stage n' for all r of R in P, r is consistent 
As is obvious, most children grow out of most errors, Development can 
occur in a clinical or experimental situation itseU,28 But some consistency is 
expected, even if this is less than in competent phonology. 
28 Such an effect is not fanciful. The therapy described in Chapter 4 consislB of an induced 
change at the focal point of the investigation. For this to 0CClU' by ch .. mce in any assessment 
e>"-perimental or otherwise, is therefore not surprib--mg, but even to be expected in some cases. 
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g) Developmental continuity 
For ri in Pi at a time ti and lj in Pi at ti~l , Pi is a proper subset of Pi' 
A 'process' may be context-free at some early point in phonological 
development and subsequently become context-sensitive, like fronting in 
infancy, followed a number of years later by context-sensitive coronal 
harmony. Or the threshold of r may rise. Or the scope of r, by p, may be 
reduced. Essentially the idea here amounts to a phonological interpretation 
of Atkinson's 1982 Condition 11 (p.ll), disallowing ad hoc and unrelated 
descriptions of data at different stages of development. 
h) Phonological plausibility 
For attested rj in P and unattested rj there is no plausible or obvious non-
phonological account of the asymmetry. 
In the case of Cheshire cheese, there is a common error as [tJ ES., "tfl:z). The 
rare case of a harmonisation in the opposite direction/ polarity, as [t f E J a 
't f i: ~ has a voiced non-apical edge most coda The segment is attested in 
this position in beige and rouge. But these words may not feature in the 
lexicons of some younger speakers. Such an asymmetry has a plausible 
explanation in terms of phonotactics: the phonotactic violation is avoided. 
By (25.h) such asymmetries are not significant. 
The criteria in (25) apply to any child phonology data. Clinical data may be misleading, 
by the mere fact that it is clinical. One realisation ofgobbledigook was as ['h nga j tj u t]. 
The only undisturbed element is the final coda, targeted in realisations such as 
['gubatdtgup]. In a derivational framework, assuming an adult-type DR (neither 
the framework nor the assumption accepted here), this might be defined as follows. 
(2.6) Four steps ill a disordered realisation oj gobbledigook 
(i) Realise Dorsal in 1 stress syllable;::::::> ['gngatd tguk] 
(ii) Delete Sonorance;::::::> ['gugadtguk] 
(iii) Delete Consonantal properties outside 1 stress syllable;::::::> ['gngaj tj uk) 
(iv) Delete articulatory properties with no coda role;::::::> [, h nga j tj u t] 
Here the surface [g] is treated as ambi-syllabic, raising an issue to be discussed 
further in Section 5.2.1. Does this realisation counter-exemplify the claim that Dorsal 
does not target Labial? No: for these reasons: A) the observation was made once in a 
child with a phonological disorder; B) the (2.6) derivation is ad hoc, C) it is tortuous. 
Proceeding in the opposite direction, working backwards from Stage n-J' I adopt the 
working principles in (2.7): 
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(2.7) Spe.t'C1t errors and linguistic t1teory - working principles ItlTe 
a) Data 
The more of the criteria in (2.5) that are satisfied by a given set of data, the 
greater its significance. 
b) Methodology 
Linguistic theory addresses a class of phenomena, including Ll acquisition, 
and developmental disorder, in terms of properties, as justified and shown to 
be necessary for the sake of learnability, descriptive adequacy, representational 
minimality, and conceptual parsimony. 
To summarise, by (2.5) and (2.7), despite the linguistic difficulty of variable data, I 
have identified some criteria of significance, based on a notation in terms of variables. 
Such a notation is consistent with the idea of an R-Inspection as a process that only 
needs to be run once, where no questions are begged about the outcome. 
2.4 A longitudinal test of parapraxis 
Section 2.4 tests the idea of parapraxis longitudinally. If PP is a proper characterisation 
of phonological incompetence, it should be possible to trace particular expressions of 
it across different thresholds. I shall distinguish here between: A) the almost competent 
phonology of children, originally referred on account of some phonological problem, 
after they have had some treatment; B) the less competent phonology of Smith's A 
(see Smith 1973) from 2;2 to 3;11, treated here as early child phonology; C) disorder 
expressed by PP qualitatively denser than by A). By (2.5) there are I criteria of 
significance' in respect of errors, as measured by prevalence, recoverability, and so 
on, even if the consistency is much less than in competent phonology at Stage n. 
By defining errors in terms of variables, with limits on the way they are represented, 
it is possible to avoid the implication that these errors are somehow defined by 
phonological rule, and to characterise what are simply tendencies in their distribution. 
Section 2.4.1 looks at articulator harmonies across the broadest possible range of 
parapraxic thresholds - in dense and not-so-dense parapraxis. Section 2.4.2 looks at 
other processes. 
2.4.1 Articulator harmony in parapraxis 
As noted in (1.24.c), over a given range of thresholds, we can identify articulator 
harmonies in five out of six logically possible polarities. The sixth case appears as a 
disharmony. There seems to be a dactyllic threshold for parapraxic coronal harmony. 
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In A (see Smith, 1973), the only coronal harmony was in connector as [ta·REtta] at 
2;9, meeting most of the conditions of (1.22.a). Let us assume that A's case is typical. 
FIRST, there is no reason for assuming otherwise. SECOND, a set of EAT results can 
be constructed retrospectively for A at 3;0, showing A's development to be within 
normal limits - marginally below the mean. See Appendix. 7 for a summary of what 
Smith treats as the stages in A's development. 29 
In (2.8), A's early articulator harmony is re-interpreted in terms of articulators and 
syllabic constituency. Smith's Icategorial' transcription is slightly modified. 
(2.8) A's Labial and Dorsal hannony at 2;2 
a) Bi-directional Labial hannony (Rule 8) 
twe.et-tweet b i:b i: p 
b) Regressive Labial hannony (Rule 19) 
a) stop bup/dup table 'bEtbu 
b) knife matp nipple 'mtbu 
c) shopping 'wubtn zebra 'wi:ba 
d) rubber 'bAba slipper 'btba 
c) PmgTl'SSive Dorsal harmony (Rule 17) 
data from Smith (1973) 
Targets in all constituents 
I w I in onset duster as the trigger 
Target in onset 
Oral stop as target 
Nasal as target 
Fricative target, surface glide 
Liquid in target, root involvement 
Between obstruents, target not in 
stressed onset 
a) gcxxi g u g biscuit 'b tg t t Coda target 
b) cloth g:) t kiss g l k Fricative target, surface stop 
c) glasSl':S ' g a : g t kitchen 'g tg t n Between onsets, Root involvement 
d) Regressive Dorsal harmony (Rule 19) Target in onset 
a) dark ga:k 
b) snake gEtt 
c) singing 'g tg 19 
d) leg gEk 
e) taxi 'gEgt 
drink glk 
nng gtg 
chockie g :) g t 
Oral stop as target 
Nasal as target and on surface 
Fricative as target, surface stop 
Liquid as target, surface stop 
Stop as target, surface voicing 
'l9 In Smith (1973) the first 4 Stages follow one another exactly, the first treated by Smith as 
lasting some 2 months, the second 2 weeks, the third and fourth. 4 and 3 days, respectively. Smith's 
Stages 5 to 29 imply a sequence of periods, each 10 or so days in leng tit, each separate from the next 
stage by about 4 days, seemingly equivalent to his periods of observation in a fortnightly sched\de. 
Smith's use of the term 'Stage' does not imply any ontological reality, just a point in sequence. It is for 
this reason - to avoid any possible confusion. to avoid what would otherwise be an incongruity 
between Smith's notion of a stage as a point in sequence and the more Piagetian notion which I adopt 
here - that I have re-c:omputed Smith's' stages' as single points in the middle of the month during 
which he tn.'lde his observations, assuming an average month of 30.5 days in length. 
There is a clear asymmetry in the treatment of the articulators. As far as Dorsal is 
concerned, noting that Smith makes the opposite analysis, there is evidence that A is 
already a J g-drop' speaker. Given A) root harmony in glasses as [. g a : g t], B) surface 
IfJI as a coda and harmonic output, C) surface ['gtfJlfJ] and ['gtfJ], not ['fJlfJlfJ] 
and [, 9 t g], on the simplest analysis, the trigger in the C) cases is a UR I g Iwhich 
has separately J coalesced' with nasality. Where the harmony is progressive, sonorants 
are not targeted, hence skin and corner as [, g l n] and [, g :l n a ], not [, g t g] and [, g :> 9 a]. 
(2.9) makes a general distinction between the two main cases. The appearance of 
directionality is claimed to be an artifact of stress and syllabification. 
(29) For A at 2;2 
a) Other than in connaiar as [ta'DE.leta], Coronal was the harmonic target, not 
the source. 
b) In dorsal harmony, targets not in the onset of the stressed syllable were 
non-nasal, i.e. not in skin. 
c) In labial harmony, semi-vocalic representation is involved - either in the 
trigger, in the case of I Cw I onsets, or in the output, in cases where the target 
is a fricative, e.g, zebra as ['w i:ba]. 
Both labiality and dorsality are differentiated from coronality, the surface expression 
of the latter limited only by the harmony in (2.9.a). 
5 months later, at 2;7, there are just two sorts of long-range articulator harmony, a 
labial harmony triggered by a ICw I cluster in the stressed onset), and a regressive 
dorsal harmony, targeting the stressed onset. 
(2.10) A's labial and dorsal hanmmy at 2;7 
a) Pl'Ogressive labial hannony (RuleS) 
squat g:>p 
squawk k:>: p 
squeeze g i : b 
squeak ki:p 
data from Smit~ 1973 
Target in coda 
queen gi : m 
squash k:>f 
quick kip 
twice daH 
b) Reg·,.essii.1e dorsal hannony (Rule19) Target in stressed onset 
truck g J A k drink g r l 9 .Ie tnJddler g J D g t a 
desk duck drunken g A k a n 
At 2;7 the dorsal harmony is about to disappear. The labial harmony lasts longer. At 
2;9, it becomes variable in monosyllabic, mono-morphemic roots. But in derived 
forms, it persists, ordered after both elements of the phonological word, the root and 
the morphological suffix, have been defined. 
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(2.11) Labial hannony in squeak and its d£7i'uati'l1£'S - 2;8 to 3;3 
Age Age 
2;8.22 squeak k: i: p 2;10.20 squeaker . k: i: pa 
2;9.5 squeak ki : k: 3;2.28 squeaking 'ki:p1.n 
2;10.20 squeaks k i : p t 3;3.25 squeaky's k wi : k i 
At 3;3, the round glide becomes expressible as a co-articulation in the onset of a 
monosyllabic root, and the harmony disappears. 
Putting aside a number of alternatives, in (2.12) I present one analysis of the data in 
(2.7), (2.9) and (2.10). This will reflect an approach to be developed and justified in 
the rest of this study. I shall set aside: A) the relation between harmony in parapraxis 
and in competent phonology - between the stops in long, longer, etc.; B) the root 
involvement in glosSt..'S as ['ga:gl.]; C) the 'misreading' of continuance in zebra as 
['w i : b a]; and D) what I shall characterise here as an' appropriate syllabic constituent' 
(here a consonantal one), all matters to be discussed in Chapters 5,6, and 7. 
In (2.12), the harmonising element is characterised as e, and the stressed and unstressed 
~yt1#b1#~ 41:; tbtt btmwlw,. at 'I"gt', It iff then possible to define the result as a limit on 
the representation of e of E. This: A) characterises phonological incompetence in a 
way which is consistent with Pinker's Continuity Criterion: B) addresses Grunwell's 
problem; C) defines diminishing degrees of parapraxis over time; D) lays the basis 
for a numerical evaluation of parapraxis in Chapter 3, generalising across different 
processes. The most long-lasting case, that of labial harmony, is defined in (212). 
Here I adopt from Kiparsky (1982) the Elsewhere convention according to which (in 
the terminology here) a parapraxic relationr;, involving E in the context X is universally 
ordered after ri involving E' in X' where E is a proper subset of E' or X of X'. 
I assume that the critical step is a failure of representation, triggering harmony. 
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(2.12) For A 
where there is underlyingly 
a non-coronal, e j, and a contrasting element, e; 
Represent e of E as e j 
a) where ei is Round/Labial 
and/ or e j in an onset cluster with / k/ is shown as /kw_/ 
i) at 2;2 once in / kw_/ 
otherwise in the onset (triggering regressive harmony) 
ii) at 2;7 once in /kw_/ 
iii) from 2;9 to 3;3: once in /kw_/ after the morphology 
b) where e j is Dorsal 
i) at 2;2 other than as a nasal coda (not in skin) 
ii) at 2;7 in onset, with voicing contrast in target and trigger 
By (2.12), two articulator harmonies are progressively reduced in scope without 
saying anything about the size of the domain. At 2;2, they are almost whoJJy bi-
directional in respect of dorsality, and marginally so in respect of labiality. At 2;7, 
roundness in the stressed onset is realised as Labial in any final obstruent. This 
persists until roundness is realised in the onset as a phonetic [kw]. Assuming [t r 1) g J 3] 
as an intermediate form in [g I'D g 13], dorsal harmony is now exclusively regressive. 
Now contrast the relatively dense parapraxis in Smith's A between 2;2 and 3;3 and 
higher threshold cases closer to Stage n--l' In terms of processes and domains, without 
the notion of variables, it would be necessary to say that the functional roles vary, as 
in the case of diplodocus as either [d t.pla 'gau t3S] or [dt.pla 'dausas], where the /k/ 
alternates between trigger and target. To avoid such absurdity we might extend the 
mathematical logic in (2.12) to define all featural and prosodic elements in 
corresponding ways. This would have the advantage of defining: A) elements seeming 
to have more than one role, like the /k/ in diplodocus as both a harmonic focus and a 
trigger; B) the case where one role is played by more than element, as in the case of 
labial harmony with both labiality and right edge roundness; and C) where there is 
variability with respect to the outcome, reflecting different thresholds and idiolects, 
but within limits. This would define parapraxis as a tendential phenomenon. This 
would be quite different from the statement of rules in competent phonology. The 
notion of variables encodes the idea that the learner has no privileged information 
about the nature of the process by which the target grammar combines the elements 
of phonology. But the necessary formalism is tortuous and non-perspicuous. While I 
shall continue to use the notion of variables, I shall do so cautiously and only as 
necessary. 
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(2.13), taking account of these considerations, identifies two aspects of early phonology 
in Smith's A at 2;7. 
(2.13) A at 2;7: Articulator harmonies between non-adjacent elements: 
a) Labial harmony: roundness in the structure, a triggering element in the 
onset (in this case in the same segment), the target in the coda; 
b) Dorsal harmony: a voicing contrast. 
Naturally and unsurprisingly, as competence develops, the threshold of parapraxis 
rises; the conditions which limit association become more restrictive. By (2.14), as 
development proceeds towards the level revealed in the data in (1.22) above from a 
sample of unrelated, older children with various degrees of phonological disorder, 
the terms of (213) apply more restrictively - as follows. 
(2.14) In a sample of idiolects, over a range of phonological competences, 
a) Labial harmony: the elements listed in (2.13.a) are all separate. 
b) Dorsal harmony: voicing contrast with additional structure on the left. 
In a way suggestive of processes applying late, across this wide range of thresholds, 
there is evidence of a criterial element which may be either derived or underlying. In 
A's phonology at 2;7, the dorsal trigger is underlying in duck as [gAt], and derived 
in troddler as [gJngla]. Similarly, at the later stage, the roundness condition for 
labial harmony is underlying in asbestos, and derived in animal. 
In relation to the daim in (2.1) that there is a general phenomenon which can be 
characterised as phonological parapraxis, it is significant that a commonality can be 
traced over the range from A at 2;7 to the speech of mildly disordered older children 
as described in (1.22). 
By (1.22.a), effectively defining a dactyllic threshold in coronal harmony, this is not 
expected in early phonology. But this makes the threshold a very odd thing. It 
cannot be said that coronal harmony is conditioned by factors which tend to become 
more complex, i.e. restrictive, if there is no case of anything simpler. 
Against this background, let us turn to two cases of coronal harmony below the 
dactyJlic threshold in (1.22.a). In the idiolect of AC in (2.15) there is also labial 
harmony. In one realisation, where there are what might seem to be sources for both 
coronal and labial harmony, it is the former which prevails. 
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(2.15) Bi-directional articulator harmony: AC at 5 years 
data from Grunwell (1987), p.p.66 & 164 
a) Coronal hann01l .II 
pocket 'potu neck DEt 
6"IUn dAn dagger 'dredQ 
carl ta:t take tEtt 
b) Labial hannony 
cup PAP peg pEb 
comb paum back brep 
game bEtm 
The condition for the loss of dorsality in (2.15) is not the articulator itseU. The words, 
egg, go, cake, king and car, not shown in (2.15), were realised correctly. Nor is the 
issue just the presence of more than one articulator, as shown by the similarly 
correct realisation of structures containing a Labial and a Coronal e.g. tap and bat, 
The condition is just stops differing in dorsality. By characterising the domain in 
terms of two elements, ei and ej , both stops, it is possible to account for the case of 
pocket as ['potu] rather than +['POP1.t] or +['tuut], by (2.16.a) or (2.16.b), both 
implying an extrinsic ordering in the' association' of an element, as mentioned above. 
(2.16) In AC's idiolect, where a phonological structure p contains ei and ej of E, 
both stops, where ej is Dorsal, representation is limited: EITHER a) or b) 
a) Coronal first 
(i) Associate e i (Coronal) 
(ii) Associate ei (Labial) 
(iii) Associate ej 
b) Labial first 
(i) Associate e i (Labial, if ej is not preceded by a stressed vowel) 
(ii) Associate ej 
Both (2.16.a) and (2.16.b) involve extrinsic ordering, but quite differently in each 
case. By (2.16.a), Coronal associates first, at least in this idiolect. By (2.16.b) Labial 
associates first, other than under a special condition applying in pocket. 
Before trying to decide between (2.16.a) and (2.16.b), consider another case, observed 
by the author, where articulator harmony went left and right for all three articulators. 
The child concerned, LM at 3;6, was largely incomprehensible to adults (even to her 
own mother) in continuous speech. A sample of LM's speech is shown in (2.17). 
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(2.17) Bidirectional articulator and root hannonies in the case of LM at 3.6 
a) Progressive labial hannony 
park pa:p part 
bridge b t b bottle 
b) Regressive labial hannony 
sleep b tp 
pa:p 
bop 
watch 
~1'00n 
c) Regressive dorsal harmony (articulator alone) 
drink g l t talk t:>: t 
d) Regressive dorsal ROOT hanmmy 
sugar guga smoke taut 
bop match b:oep 
bu:m 
e) Regressi'l1e dorsal ROOT hannony urith 'lloicmg of the stret::.'Sed onset 
string g t {) monkey' g A {) Ie. t 
£) Progn~ive dorsal harmony 
coat taut 
g) Coronal sonorant ROOT harmony - effectively coalescmce in one case 
glo'l1e dAd finger 'dtnda 
Although I am not taking a templatic approach here, I consider in (2.18) how this 
(bizarre) phonology with (positively) the realisation of a voicing contrast in both the 
onset and the cod~ in mcmkey and coat, bridge and sleep, and (negatively) 'post-tonic 
deletion', might be described in terms of' negative templates', J filters', or what followers 
of the NP tradition tend to call an II own system". 
(2.18) In templatic terms, at 3.6, LM's phonology is limited by the following factors: 
a) There are no superficial liquids or glides; all consonants are stopped. 
b) Nasals appear only in the coda. 
c) There is only one articulator in the word. 
d) Coronals are voiced, and dorsal obstruent codas are voiceless. 
e) All syllables have a UR vowel; the second syllable of bottle is deleted. 
£) There is one surface consonantal segment for each syllabic constituent-
with the effect of cluster reduction. 
LM's finger suggests an abstract UR, not motivated by the canonical form. But given 
that articulator harmony displays this complex polarity/directionality, what 
determines which way it goes in any particular case? 
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(2.19) A three-way clash in LM' s articulator harmonies 
a) A bleeding effect of labial harmony in parle, spoon and sleep. 
b) Dorsal harmony in a labial focus in smoke and monkey, not in park. 
c) Treatment of Nasal as Coronal in finger, despite the cases of string and 
monkey. 
d) Root harmony in finger and glO'lJl", containing the coronal sonorants, 
/ n / and / 1 / , coalescing coronality and obstruence in the onset of glove. 
By abandoning the notion of templates, it is possible to resolve the clash in (2.19), 
and characterise LM's idiolect by ordered limits on association, the first three harmonic, 
each applying twice, first under a condition, shown in brackets, then generally, the 
last effecting a general neutralisation by stopping. In (2.20), a non-affricated plosive 
is called a 'plain stop'. 
(2.20) In LM's idiolect, where a phonological structure p contains more than one e 
of E (the consonantal articulators), for all e of E, Associate e (a specified 
property of E), in the following sequence: 
(i) Labial (in an oral stop where every syllabic constituent has a plain stop), 
(ii) Dorsal (where every syllabic constituent has a plain stop), 
(iii) Root (where there is a both a plain stop and a Coronal), 
(iv) Stop. 
Harmony is effected by the fact that in a given domain, articulation is only associated 
once. The innermost condition in (2.20.i) stops the labial harmony from applying to 
watch, match, ~..,noke, fingl':r and monkey. (2.20.ii) allows the harmony in monkey, but 
not in fing(7 or glave. (2.20.iii) effects a coronal Root harmony not applying to the 
initial element of the affricates in match and watch. This allows the labiality of the 
nasal and the glide to harmonise under the general condition. Showing intermediate 
representations abstractly - capitalised - the association limits in (2.20) account for 
the surface distribution of articulators in (2.17). Showing intermediate forms in capitals 
and faint type, sample derivations are given in (2.21). Each association limit is listed 
in one vertical column, the first three applying twice, i.e. cyclically. 
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(221) Sample derivations involving the association se.quence in (2.20) 
Special (bracketed) condition Unconditionally 
Lab (i) Dors (i) Root (i) Lab (ii) Dors (ii) Root (ii) Stop Realisation 
spoon bu:m 
watch 
drink gtk 
sugar 
smoke 
string 
monkey 
coat 
glove 
finger 
gtg 
'GAgk t 
kauk 
DAD 
'Dtnda 
Bup 
guga 
kauk 
bop 
bu:m 
bup 
gtk 
guga 
kauk 
gtg 
'gAgk t 'gAgk t 
kaulc 
dAd dAd 
'dtnda 'dtnda 
As derivations, these involve the ordering in (2.20), effecting three articulator 
harmonies, under a bizarre set of conditions. But notice that the condition on Labial 
association in (2.20.i) is formally not unlike the condition in (2.16.b) in an unconnected 
idiolect. On standard parsimony, let us therefore conclude A) that (2.16.b) is correct; 
B) that a default principle of 'Labial first' in association sequence accounts for two 
very disordered idiolects, those of LM and AC. In broad terms, it is significant that it 
is necessary to postulate the principle of ordering in such cases. The principle seems 
likely to be robust. In Chapter 5, the argument is put that the sequence in (2.20), 
Labial, Dorsal, Coronal, is either unlearnt or at least a default expectation. The idea 
has obvious implications. If such ordering is not only preserved, but irreducible at 
extreme densities of PP, it requires no independent justification as a UG principle. 
At least one aspect of 'Grunwell's problem' can be set aside. 
By the sequence in the melody/prosody relation, similar in both (2.16.b) and (2.20.i), 
it is possible to account for the oddness of coronal harmony in a monosyllable. In 
more typical idiolects at this threshold, there is no harmony because coronal association 
is ordered last. This leaves open the question of why it kicks in only at higher 
thresholds as phonological development develops - a question I shall pursue. 
To conclude this Section, I have shown that general properties of parapraxis are 
mirrored across a wide range of development, that even in severe disorder, it is 
appropriate and necessary to sequence harmonies involving Coronal and other 
articulators. (I shall take up the issue of cyclicity in Chapter 6). The case for parapraxis 
as a construct is given some validity by the fact that I have been able to state some 
non-trivial generalisations - in (2.14) - over a wide developmental spectrum, and to 
do so in a way which satisfies the continuity condition in (2.5.g). 
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2.4.2 Other forms of phonological parapraxis 
Section 2.4.2 considers forms of parapraxis other than articulator harmony. Here, it 
is necessary to ensure that the descriptive mechanisms both encode what actually 
happens and explain the fact that in parapraxis as in natural language, harmony is 
commoner than disharmony. But the less common cases, some satisfying all the 
significance criteria in (2.5), can't be disregarded. In some cases, more than one 
process occurs. One apparent process, the migration or harmonisation of affricate 
properties, seems to have been overlooked in descriptions of child-phonology hitherto. 
As previously, my interest is only in cases where the error distribution is asymmetric. 
Section 2.4.2.1 looks at metathesis. Section 2.42.2 looks at errors involving sibilance. 
Section 2.4.2.3 looks at disharmony and mutual harmony. Section 2.4.2.4 considers 
the contrast between epenthesis and deletion. Section 2.4.2.5 considers a phenomenon 
described here as 'realignment'. 
2.4.2.1 Parapraxic metathesis 
In Section 2.4.2.1, I look at the general distribution of metathesis, including cases 
observed by Smith (1973). Smith does not doubt that the re-ordering of the segments 
is not random. But he notes that, "many of the examples cited also occurred in 
alternative forms" (p. 100). 
In hospital, there is both metathesis and vocalic rounding - transcribed here as 
[, h n s ta p u]. 30 (There is a practical limit to the closeness of transcription which can 
be achieved by on-line transcription in the clinic.) In some idiolects, we find the 
criteria} consistency, as defined in (2.5.f). Other less frequent realisations were 
['hnfpatu] and ['hnspapu]. The common ['hnstapu] pattern co-occurred with 
various processes involving the adjacent obstruents, e.g. glottalisation or root 
metathesis. But these processes seem to be fed by metathesis, as displayed in 
realisations as ['hn s sa b u],[' hn? dab 1I], [, hn?pdadll], ['hn? sab 1I]. The data suggests 
the ordering in (2.22): A) by the ordering convention in (1.16); B) by virtue of the fact 
that the rounding of syllabic laterals is not preceded, in Smith (1973), by any rule 
affecting the articulators, other than the dorsalisation in little. 
30 In lIoo1,ital, Smith (1973) observed the ivclarisation process i, surfacing as [h:>splka I]. 
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(2.22) The appearance of ordered roles in the case of hospital 
(n 'hnspatu 'hnspatu 'hnspatu 'hnspatu 'hnspatu 
(ii) 'hnstapu 'hnslapu 'hnstapu 'hnstapu 
'hnssapu 
'hntpatu 
'hn?tapu 'hn?sapv 'hn?patv 
'hn?ptatv 
Rounding 
Metathesis (a) 
Metathesis (b) 
Root harmony 
Stopping 
Glottalisation 
Epenthesis 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 'hn"dabu 'hn ssab u 'hn"sabu 'hn1pdadu Voicing 
A priori, we might expect the data to pattern with all the logically possible combinations 
of the eight processes in (2.22). In fact the variation is much less. Of course, the 
derivations in (2.22) raise Grunwell's problem in the sharpest possible way. But it 
may be possible to resolve the issue here in terms of sequential association. 
Many have treated metathesis quite separately from harmony (see, for instance, 
Grammont, 1950, Bailey, 1970, Ultan, 1978, Besnier, 1987, Yip, 1989, Hume, 1991). 
Well known cases include modern Spanish milagm from late Latin miraculum and 
English pMable and palaver, where the loan source for the latter is by metathesis. In 
both cases, given the similarity of stress in Latin and in modern English (see Halle 
and Idsardi, 1995), the diachronic change may have effected a prosody I melody 
relation similar or identical to that of Jerusalem, parapraxically as ['d~a'lu:saram]. 
Having noted that the involvement of liquids is 'proverbial', Ultan writes: 
'~e proneness of different phonetic das...<>es to metathesis tends to stand in 
direct corelation with a hierarchy of resonance. Mutatis mutandis, the more 
resonant a sound the more susceptible it is to metathesis." (1978: 374). 
But in the context of parapraxis there is a case for bringing metathesis within the 
ambit of the system used to explain harmony. In animal and other words, the two 
processes alternate. Here I shall invoke the notion of 'floating' as a cover term in 
cases where metathesis and another process (either harmony or migration) alternate. 
(2.23) shows cases of metathesis between non-contiguous elements. The listing includes 
only one of Smith's items, namely difficult as [tgt.fatatt].31 All other cases are from 
the clinical data. All cases are significant by the (2.5.d) criterion, i.e. one-step, involving 
one element in two roots, and either attested in a number of idiolects or consistently 
31 Most cases of metathesis in Smith's data do not seem to have applied consistently. The 
case here appears significant in as much as the process applied over a number of Smith's stages. 
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represented in at least one, or both. The commonality between the elements is shown 
as'Comm'. 
(2.23) Metathesis as a single-step process in Joot-piu.. ... ' structures 
Word Realisation Comm E Position E Position 
Jerusalem d~a'lu:saram Liquid Irl 1 strOn II/ RmostOn 
difficult 'g1.fa taH Cont Idl 1 strOn Ikl RmostOn 
pentagon 'pEgkadan Cont IntI 1 str CIO str On IgI RmostOn 
cardigan 'k. a : g 1. dan Cont Idl OstrOn Igl RmostOn 
animal ':em "nu Cont Inl OstrOn Iml RmostOn 
hospital 'hnstapu Cont Ipl OstrOn It I RmostOn 
nobody 'naudabt Cont Ibl OstrOn Idl RmostOn 
somebody 'sAndab 1. Cont Ibl OstrOn Idl RmostOn 
Geronimo d~a'rn m 1.na u Cont Inl OstrOn Iml RmostOn 
Melanie 'mEnah Cor I Son II/ OstrOn Inl RmostOn 
desk gEst CorlOb Idl On Ikl C 
NB: Commonality includes Cor(onality), Son(orance), Liquid(ity) and Cont(inuance). 
E(lement) and 'Position' are shown according to UR left-to-right order, where 
the position is characterised as 1 str(ess), 0 str(ess) or R(ight)most On(set). 
What defines the context here? 
In (2.24), with respect to all the examples in (2.23) apart from desk, the singularity 
and association limits are stated in terms of variables, both to state the double 
directionality of the process, and to express Macken's (1995) insight that coronality is 
always involved. Here I shall invoke the notion of 'markedness', as introduced into 
the study of phonological acquisition by Smith (1973), to be discussed further in 
Chapter 5. By this idea, within minimal pairs, there is a difference in the amount of 
phonetic information that is encoded underlyingly. In a way that is both influenced 
by the work of Rice and Avery (1991 and 1995), and with some amendments to be 
discussed and justified in Chapter 5, I shall accordingly treat one member of a 
minimal pair as marked in relation to the other. Accordingly, I shall treat III as 
marked in relation to In I, Irl as marked in relation to Ill, and either Labial or 
Dorsal as marked in relation to Coronal. 
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(2.24) Representation limit effecting metatlJesis in 'Words of at least three ~'Yllables 
Where a structure p contains e; and e; of E, differing only in markedness 
(ignoring Voicing) AND there is 
a) an e of E in the rightmost syllable; 
b) e; relatively unmarked, Coronal 
c) in the case of a dactyllic structure 
a) Sonorance in an edgemost syllable 
b) (typically) Labial; 
c) e of E in the onset. 
Associate e; In foot where the stressed syllable is light AND 
where there is roundness on the right edge 
OR where ej is Dorsal 
Otherwise outside foot 
(2.24) defines the directionalities in both (2.23) and the now seemingly re-Iexicalised 
sea anemone (once a doth-ear error in some idiolects?), as ['si: a' nEna m 1.]. 
The conditions on the association limit switch the linear sequence of elements subject 
to metathesis opposite ways round in a1limal and hf'Bpital, and treat Lateral differently 
from the other Coronal sonorant in Melanie and Jerusalem. By characterising the 
environment in terms of variables it is possible to express the fact that the role of 
sonorance in parapraxic metathesis varies between that of being one of the elements 
involved in Melanie and Jerusalem and one of the conditions in animal and ha;pital. 
What about metathesis at thresholds lower than those reflected in (2.24) - not satisfying 
one or more of the terms on which it was defined? Smith's data includes ask as 
[a:kt], milk as [mitk], shelf, as [tIEf], 'Wolfas [wufJ] (with an undarkened lateral), 
pl~lis as ['pi:tl,n],music as ['mu:g'L], copydex as ['dUP'LgEk], plastic as ['pl~k'Lt], 
magnet as ['m~ggt1], icicle as ['al,katat], bicycle as ['batkasat]. In all of these 
cases, at a lower threshold than (2.24), some of the terms in (2.24) still hold, as shown 
in (2.25). 
(2.25) Parapraxic metathesis 
a) occurs where the structure contains contrasts in respect of at least the 
articulator and either sonorance or continuance or both, and at least three 
syllables if all syllables are open, or two syllables, or a consonant duster; 
b) involves Coronal as one of the metathesising elements. 
By (2.25), there is, for parapraxic metathesis, a lowermost threshold, as previously 
found in the case of coronal harmony. Parapraxic metathesis does not occur in evc 
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monosyllables, CVCV structures, or CVCVC structures where all elements are oral 
stops, e.g. carpet and pocket. Given (2.25.b) and the notion of markedness, parapraxic 
metathesis satisfies the continuity condition in (2.5.g). 
In the data known to the author, there are just two cases of speech errors involving 
metathesis where neither element is a coronal. One is in a realisation of gobbledigook 
as [, g D gat d t b uk], observed by the author. The other is in a realisation of spaghetti 
as [ska' bf: t L], treated by Fromkin (1973) as a slip of the tongue, an SOT. I shall argue 
in Section 2.5 that SOT's should be treated as similar to, but separate from, parapraxis. 
Allowing that some errors may be just random, and that parapraxis reflects no more 
than a central tendency in errors satisfying the criteria in (2.5), it is clear that neither 
['gngatd tb uk] nor [ska 'bUL] satisfy (2.5.a). The general claims in (2.24) and (2.25) 
can thus be upheld. 
2.4.2.2 Errors involving sibilance and affrication 
In Section 2.4.2.2, I look at a set of cases, some reflected in the competent phonology 
of certain languages, three not reflected in the competent phonology of any language 
and apparently not previously noted in the context of child phonology. Shaw (1991) 
surveys long-range apicality harmony between sibilants in competent phonology. 
But in parapraxis, there is 'migration', harmony, and metathesis involving both 
sibilance and the property of affrication. Generalising across these 'processes', in 
(2.26) I use the notion of 'floating' as a cover term for several different processes, but 
distinguish between those cases where the floating of laminality I non-apicality and I or 
affricate-hood is harmonic, shown as H, and those where it is not. In one case there is 
affricate harmony and metathesis of voicing in sausages as [, S D d ~ t t J t z]. In another 
case (not harmonic), the floating involves both non-continuance and voicing - surfacing 
as [, d n s t j t z]. In other cases, the floating allows some part of the association to fail in 
the UR site, as in the common case where laminality floats left to the stressed onset 
in soldier, without associating in the rightmost onset, surfacing as ['Jautda]. This is 
shown as Non-A. In one case, this might be seen as harmonic. Laminality or non-
apica1ity is treated as a particular sort of tongue gesture, usually grooved, as a 
departure from 'bare coronality' in a sibilant. In some cases, this may be the object of 
the process, and in other cases its domain. The clinical data is supplemented in 
(2.26.e) and (2.26.0 by observations by Smith (1973). 
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"Vord Process Object Target site Output 
a) Soidie7.J2 Float Lam 1 stress Onset 'fautda 
Float Affric 1 stress Onset 't{autda 
FloatH Affic Onset 'tfaud~a 
FloatH Lam Onset 'fautd~a 
Float Stop 1 stress Onset 'taula 
Non-A Lam Final Onset 'sautda 
Non-A Stop Final Onset 'sau+~a 
b) sausages Float Lam 1 stress onset 'fDStZtZ 
Non-A Stop Final Onset 'SDSt~tZ 
Non-AH Cor/Cont Final Onset ·SDS1.Z1.Z 
Float (H) Affric/ Voice o stess Onsets 'sDd~ttf1.z 
Float Stop/Voice 1 stress Onset 'dDStjtZ 
c) digital FloatH Affric o stress onset 'dtd?;ltfu 
FloatH Affric Strong foot onsets 'd~td~ttu 
Float Affric Final onset 'dtdttJu 
d) spaghetti Float Cont 1 stress Onset ba'skEtt 
e) ~"Ul'Pose.d Float Cont 1 stress Onset a'spauzd 
f) position Float Lam 1 stress onset pa'd~tsan 
g) tlb-padistra Float lsI Root Strong foot res pa 'S1. S ta 
Float Affric 1 stress onset respa'd~tsta 
FloatH Affric Strong foot onsets respa 'd~tstra 
NB: Floating or Non-A(ssociation) of Affric(atehood), Lam(inality), Cont(inuance), 
the Root, Voice, or Stop is shown in the target site - always an onset. 
Where there is a surface lateral, the process is migratory, not harmonic. Noting that 
affricatehood does not harmonise in competent phonology, it may be significant that 
in all cases in (2.26) where the trigger is voiced, and the target is voiceless, the 
property of voicing has to be treated separately. The conclusions in (2.27) follow. 
32 The phonotactic sequence in soldier, consisting of a lateral in the coda of a stressed syllable 
WitJl a tense vowel and an affricate in the onset of tJte adjacent,. rightmost, syllable, is exemplified in 
English only by tJus one word. Without the tense vowel, the string consisting of a lateral coda 
followed by an affricate is rare. Examples are gulch, bilge, bulge, belch, mulch, squelch and welch. 
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(2.27) Parapraxic floating of sibilance and I or affrication 
a) involves melodic elements other than voicing, as a harmony or 
metathesis. Hence .[·d~3utd~3], +['d~DSld~tz], ~·dld~1.d~lI], 
~'d t.ttd~u], ~respatf ut3], +['SUd~ld~tz], etc., and exceptionally 
['sDd~l tftz] with harmony of the affrication and metathesis of voicing; 
b) only as a bounded processes, i.e. +[. d ~ l d ~ l t f u]; 
c) exclusively between the onsets of adjacent syllables, hence 
~·tfDS1.d~1.z], and harmonically only where these syllables are open, 
hence +[·tf3utd~a]. 
Given the notion of floating, an element can be realised in the 'wrong' position in the 
structure. All cases in (2.27) can be treated by 'limits on association'. In two cases, in 
~1'agI1l1ti as [ba' S kEl 1.] and soldier as [, fa u t d 3], a sibilant property, the root in one, 
and the non-apicality of the affricate edge in the other, is realised just in the stressed 
onset. Insoldil~" as ['tau 13] and sausages as [, dus 1.j 1.z), the non-continuance is realised 
only in the stressed onset. In ['sud~t tf tZ], the affrication is realised in the foot as 
well as in the final onset, whereas the voicing is realised only in the foot. In all of 
these cases, there are competitive, derivational analyses involving harmony, 
metathesis, and deletion in particular orders. But the notion of a limit on association, 
in some cases effected by floating, is simpler and, without evidence to the contrary, 
preferable. 
While it is obviously undesirable to enrich the representational system, weakening 
typological theory in order to account for such errors, it is still necessary to define 
the basis for them. How is it that affrication can float in parapraxis, but not in 
competent phonology? Why in ['Jautda], ['tfautda], ['fautd~3], ['JDSlZtZ], 
['d~ld~ltU], [ba'stEll3], ['s pau zd), [,s pau zd], [,s pau zd], [a 'spau zd], 
[respa'slsta], [re5pa · d~1.Sta], [re5P3'd~lstr3], is the target of the floating the 
acoustically salient onset of the stressed syllable? And how should the role oflaterality, 
liquidity, sonorance, rounding, and labiality, be defined so as to express the singularity 
of these environments without implausible and non-explanatory disjuncts? These 
are questions to which I shall return. 
2.4.2.3 Disharmony and mutual harmony 
Section 2.4.2.3 looks at disharmony in monopoly as [ mOl' n D k all] and coalescence or 
mutual harmony between adjacent onset elements, in spoon and smoke as [, fu:n] 
and [, fEUk] (as noted in "Chapter 1). 
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Consider first the disharmony in monopoly. Clinical data shows further errors as 
[ma'lnpalt], [ma'mopal.], [a'nopat], [a'nopall.], [ba'nopant], and ['nopah] 
Although on grounds of 'logical possibility' we might expect either coronal or labial 
harmony, neither seems to occur, at least not in isolation. Hence .[na'nopalt], 
~ma'notah], +[ma'mopah), As an aspect of developmentally disordered 
phonology, disharmony seems to be rare; it is barely mentioned in the literature as a 
developmental error. The structure as represented in this word may be a singularity. 
By the use of variables, and the notions of markedness, foot-structure, and foot-
structure, and the more specific notion of a Lstress domain', it is possible to define 
association limits across the structure as a whole. This is to say that every consonant 
is vulnerable, but in different ways, and none by articulator harmony. 
(2.28) In the case of monopoly, where there is a set of elements E, such that within 
E there are four sub-sets, any of which may be characterised as E' of E; 
a) Labials differing in nasality in the onsets of syllables not bearing primary 
stress, nasality being marked; 
b) Nasals differing in labiality in adjacent onsets, labiality being marked; 
c) Coronal sonorants differing in nasality /laterality in the onsets of non-
adjacent syllables, laterality being marked; 
d) Round/Labial elements with syllabic roles in the same syllable, one as 
a coda, one as the stresssed vowel; 
Associate at most one e' of E' in such a way that EITHER 
Marked elements are not associated in the full foot 
OR No unmarked elements are associated in the full foot 
ma'nokalt 
ma'lnpah 
OR Marked elements are associated only in the stress domain a' no pa ll. 
OR Marked elements are associated only in the full foot a' no pa t 
ba'nopant 
OR Marked elements are associated only in the foot structure m a' m 0 pa t 
OR Elements are associated only in the foot structure 'nopalt 
The formulation in terms of an association limit allows a finitely variable outcome. 
Why does a limit on Labial association, by (2.28), lead to dorsality? Foreshadowing 
more discussion below, in order to account for the case of disharmonic / p / ~ /k/ 
as a special case, I shall propose the notion of Dorsal as a default in relation to a set 
of two articulators, itself and Labial, and Coronal as a default in respect of all the 
articulators. I shall discuss the mechanism of this in Chapter 5, Foreshadowing that 
discussion., given the notion of defaults, there are then two sorts of association, 
representing the specified case and the default case, obviously in that order, Given 
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the distinctions so far, there is a sequence of association that seems to explain some 
aspects of the asymmetry of PP generally and of the singularity with respect to 
monopoly - as follows. 
(2.29) A sequence of association and non-association (proposed here) in relation 
to parapraxis: 
(i) Association of Labial, including the case where it applies too early, in 
cases such as asbestos, and the case where it fails in monopoly, 
(ii) Association of Dorsal, including the case where it applies too early, in 
magnet or where it is wrongly applied as in monopoly, 
(iii) Association of Coronal, either by copying or harmonically in the case 
where either Labial or Dorsal association has failed other than by (229.i) 
or (2.29.ii). 
I shaU return to this in Chapter 5. 
Now mutual harmony. Chin and Dinnsen (1992) describe some monosyllabic onset 
cases. Given the notion of markedness, and assuming, standardly, that non-
continuance represents the unmarked case, the asymmetry with respect to spoon and 
smoke as [fu:n] and [fa uk] and ~tu:n] and ~nauk] can be explained thus. 
(2.30) In particular idiolects, at moderate and severe densities of parapraxis 
Where the onset contains e j and e; of E 
Associate at most one e of E early and finally (surfacing as just the markedness) 
To summarise this section, by the notions of markedness and prosodic reference, it 
has been possible to provide a formally consistent account of two apparently quite 
different sorts of process over a wide range of thresholds, thus strengthening the 
idea that parapraxis is a single phenomenon. 
2.4.2.4 Copying and deletion 
I turn now to the relation between deletion and 'copying' or 'reduplication'. In the 
case of deletion, articulatory I perceptual factors seem to Joom large. But this sits 
uneasily beside the evidence of copying. The two processes cannot both be shoe-horned 
into the notion of 'naturalness' without some account of why it should take two 
opposite forms. 
In the case of deletion, some structure is simply not associated. In the simplest cases 
this is definable as a single step, in cardigan as ['ka:dtan], pentagon 'unnaturally' 
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with two adjacent schwa vowels as ['pEntaan], soldu.~· as ['saud~a], gObbledigook as 
['gobad1.gu:k], Jerusalem as [d~a'u:saJam] and [d~a'ru:saam], Genmimo as 
[d~a 'ro n tau], archeopte:rix as [a:k.i'optarts], or with only a subset of the gestures, 
as [a:k. t '01tan 15], hq'Popotamus as [h t' pota mas]. In asbestos as [re: 'bEst os] there 
is also what seems like the compensatory lengthening of the adjacent vowel Recalling 
the case of HI's ('Cstasy as ['Ekstat], in the Introduction, and other cases, it is clear 
that the incompetent speaker may seem to say the difficult part and leave out the 
eab)' part. But whatever is deleted it tends not to be a coronal stop. There is one 
exception, namely vegetables, commonly as [·vt:d~abatz]. 
(2.31) A coronal stop, It I , I dl or I nl tends to be invulnerable to deletion so 
long as it is not next to another coronal obstruent. 
As noted in (1.22.£), reduplication occurred in various environments. In each one, 
there is at least one DR instance of each copied consonantal property. The surface 
form is always coronal. In the case of ['bAd~artga:d], for instance, the copied 
property is on the left edge of the affricate. This leads to the claim in (2.32). 
(232) RIl'r£'sentation limit with the effect of 1'eduplication 
Where the representation p contains two elements of E, e j and e; with the 
same syllabic constituency: 
a) ej is null; 
b) e j is Coronal. 
In E in p, Associate ei• 
By (2.32), the melody is by the copying of existing coronal material. Given that it is 
coronal, plainly this represents the final step in a sequence of association. 
Copying is not the reverse of non-Association, but an error of a different sort at a 
different point in the association sequence. Assuming that the sequence is interupted 
at different points in particular ways, the parapraxic copying of coronals must arise 
as a final step in the sequence - ordered after (2.29.iii). 
2.4.2.5 The appearance of alignment 
This Section considers the case where deletion involves more than one segment, 
changing the prosodic structure. At a low threshold, originally by the observation of 
Smith (1973), but also by myseH in many children in my own clinics, where the 
structure contains a degenerate foot with Ib I in the onset, a coronal sonorant in the 
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stressed onset, and a separate nasal in the strong foot, both the stressed onset and 
the preceding schwa are commonly lost. This occurred in A's idiolect in baJ1.ana, 
belong, baloon as ['b an.,], ['b no ], ['b u: n] around 2;6. This was described in Chapter 
1 as 're-alignment', It might also be characterised as the loss of structure. 
On a loss of structure account, on the basis that phonological processes do 'one thing 
at a time', the vowel of the degenerate foot and the sonorant onset of the stressed 
sy llab Ie are lost separately, presumably in that order, suggesting Ibn an., I, I biD 0 I , 
and I b 1 u : n I as intermediate forms. 
On a re-alignment account, the Labial is aligned to the left edge of the foot as well as 
the word, blocking the association of any phonotacticaHy impermissible elements, 
necessarily the schwa, but also the nasal where this becomes part of an onset cluster 
with the Labial. On the face of it, the re-alignment account looks superior. 
The notions of 'alignment' and the 'edge' are both due to Optimality Theory (see 
MacCarthy and Prince, 1994). OT defines all edge phenomena in terms of 'Generalised 
alignment', GA, applying simultaneously at both edges, as seemingly evidenced in 
errors involving a non-prosodically defined sequence of elements, 
But despite the apparent plausibility of a re-alignment account of [, b ana] etc., here J 
shall argue that there is a better characterisation in terms of variables. Consider the 
alternations in (2.33), all obviously at a higher threshold than [, b ana]. 
(2.33) Two saris of errors involving onset liquitLo;; where there is a degenerate foot 
a) Re-alignment b) 1 str (m deletion c) Rlnst 011 deletion 
Jerusalem 'd~u: sal., m d~"'u:s"lam d~.,' r U :saa m 
Geronimo 'd~nntmau d~a'DntmaU 'd~Dnaau 
thlmnometer 'fDmtta fa'umtta 
NB: in rd~D naau], there is also a lowering of the penultimate vowel. 
Here, where the stress domain contains a minimally contrastive set of sonorants, the 
association of one, or in dense parapraxis, both, is imperilled. But this does not seem 
to occur in monopoly, hence +(' m n pal t]. 
In every case in (2.33), at least one sonorant is lost. Variably, the vowel of the 
degenerate foot and the final onset are lost as well. One or more of these may cause a 
vowel contour violation, such a violation being characteristically fixed by epenthesis 
in South-Eastern-type dialects of British English. All the items in the b) and c) columns 
in (2.33) contain structures which do not seem 'natural' in the sense that adjacent 
pairs of vowels with the leftmost surfacing as schwa are not commonly attested 
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cross-linguistically. 
While the I realigned' cases in (2.33.a) are commoner than those in (2.33.a) and (2.33.b), 
it seems to be missing a generalisation to treat them separately. 
In the framework here, it is possible to account for the singularity across a range of 
thresholds, distinguishing a Stage 1+;' representing A's phonology at 2;6 and a Stage 
n-if representing the cases in (2.33). In (2.34) the bracketed cases apply only at what I 
shall characterise as Stage n-if i ~ 1. 
(2.34) Representation limit with the effect of pmgrt"S...;;ive non-association 
Over the range between Stage 1+; and Stage n-i 
Where p contains 
a) a degenerate foot, 
b) ei and ej of E, sonorants in the stress domain (a minimal pair, onsets, in a 
trisyllabic stress domain), 
c) (roundness in the stress domain), 
d) a difference between e in the stressed onset and the adjacent onset, not 
just with respect to the articulator; 
Limits: Associate at most one e of E 
The notation captures the variability of the outcome at Stage n-i' By the interaction 
between the terms, the environment contains four syllables at Stage n-i' The variation 
between ['b ana], ['bug ], ['b u:n] at one threshold and [fa'um t tal,. ['d~u:sala m] 
and ['d~untmau] at another depends on a set of conditions which appropriately 
extend those at the earlier threshold. The characterisation of the domain defines the 
singularity and the involvement of both roundness and labiality. The fact that this 
does not involve monopoly, i.e +[. m up a 1 t], is defined by the terms of (2.28) precluding 
those of (2.34). Because of the singularity, it is not obvious how to take this further. It 
is possible to characterise the representation limit by (2.34) either as the progressive 
loss of structure or as realignment. The latter term is more perspicuous, and I use it 
here, but with reference to an analysis of the (2.34) sort, not GA. 
In this Section, I have taken the one case in the data here where OT might look to 
have the descriptive edge on PTT, and shown A) that there is an analysis in terms of 
variables which is descriptively superior; and B) that this is fully consistent with the 
notion of papapraxis as a phenomenon varying across different thresholds and with 
variable scope at anyone. 
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2.4.3 Singularities and limits - not 'rules' 
In sum., across a range of thresholds, for a given set of elements, the various parapraxic 
mappings characterised here as r of R are progressively reduced. I have illustrated 
an approach on which the context is defined exclusively on the prosody I melody 
relation, with no reference to left-to-right directionality. By the use of variables, it is 
possible to define finitely variable forms of parapraxis across a range of cases. The 
asymmetries are with respect to both harmonic and disharmonic relations between 
articulators, with metathesis and epenthesis always involving coronality, and so on. 
I have showed an inverse relation between the scope and threshold of a process as a 
function of development. 
Essentially, I am appealing to a relation between two structures, an underlying 
representation and a surface form. Some of the variability has been encoded in terms 
of 'floating', as in the case of affricatehood and the linked feature of non-apicality. I 
shall argue, in Chapters 5 and 6, that this is largely by the mis-application of defaults, 
at a given point in the derivation. An approach to explanation is hypothesised in 
Chapter 7. But in relation to child phonology, the term 'float' is both theoretical and 
controversial. The use of it here is justified by a degree of indeterminacy in the 
outcome, where a lexical representation may surface in more than one way in a 
given idiolect or set of idiolects. 
Floating can be taken as the process which allowed the historical metathesis from 
Old English brid and acsial1 to Modern English bird and ask. For each of at least two 
elements here, namely Irl and lsi, there must have been a point when, for at lea.<;t 
some speakers, these elements were floating, and subsequently a point at which, 
again for at least some speakers, the earlier sequence was reversed. Given current 
notions of a possible derivation (discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6), this sequence 
could not have been recoverable in the synchronic phonology. The underlying 
representations must have changed. But on the assumptions here, there must have 
been a period when, by the mechanism of floating, the linear sequence was 
indeterminate. 
In child phonology, even in cases such as LM's, from Section 2.4.1, floating is plainly 
within limits. If it wasn't, the output would be uninterpretable as speech. But floating 
has a wider distribution in PP than in competent phonology. 
I shall characterise other aspects of variability in terms of 'non-association', as in the 
case of cardigan with harmony as ['ka:dtdan] and deletion as ['ka:dtan]. Either 
the segment is not associated as a whole, or it is just the dorsality which is not 
associated. (See Chapters 5 and 6 for discussion of the relevant mechanisms,) Crucially, 
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in this case and others similar, the vulnerability concerns one unstressed onset, 
where some of its properties are shared by another unstressed onset. 
Non-association can be taken as the general mechanism of lenition. In competent 
English lenition applies to oral coronal stops on the right edge of the stressed syllable. 
The parapraxis might be characterised as an incomplete set of restrictions on lenition. 
My claim here is thus that parapraxis is mainly expressed by 'floating' and 'non-
association', and that elements from the underlying representation 'associate' (or 
don't) in particular parts of the phonological structure. The two mechanisms, floating 
and non-association, define different sorts of articulator harmony, both long-range. 
(This is not to say that there is no 'local' aspect to parapraxis, just that it is the long 
range aspect and the harmonising of Coronal which are problematic in relation to 
the No Proper Sub-set Condition). This notion of two mechanisms is justified A) by 
the different distributions, given in terms of variables in this Section, and more 
informally, but descriptively in (1.22); and B) by the fact that coronal harmony is not 
characteristic of early phonology, as shown by the exceptionality of the pattern in 
(2.IS.a). On the basis of better-controlled data in the next Chapter, 1 shall hopefully 
be able to characterise the distributions of floating and non-association more precisely. 
Within the framework of the association sequence in (2.29), under special conditions 
by the R-inspection, association may either fail entirely or be implemented out of 
sequence, and this may have a variety of effects. 
By the use of variables, it is possible to achieve the descriptive effect of rules while 
avoiding the theoretical problems which they bring. (I shall still use the term 'process' 
for descriptive convenience.) But there may seem to be a sleight of hand here. It may 
seem that the novel notation is just a device, restating the idea of 'optional rules', 
gaining nothing. In respect of any limit, there may seem to be something ad hoc in 
the way I have characterised it. For instance, I have given no account of why roundness 
and labiality should have the subtle and varied effects which I have claimed they do. 
My claims may seem to raise Grunwell's problem in terms only slightly different 
from those set out in (1.9.a). To wit: how is it that incompetence is expressed in such 
specific ways? To this matter, at the core of this thesis, I shall return more than once 
- with some hypotheses for future research in Chapter 7. 
2.5 Malperformance - slips of the tongue 
Under the heading of malperformance, Section 2.5 considers the general nature of 
parapraxis; is it no different from slips of the tongue, or SOT's? Except for what J 
characterised in Section 1.3 as 'cloth ear errors', disruptions of (relatively) competent 
speech are, by definition, accidental, characteristically one-off, affecting discrete 
phonological elements, a matter of perf01mance. Section 2.5 asks: how far is it possible 
to determine that a given error is not an SOT? 
Variability is clearly an argument for a performance-based approach to children's 
speech errors, as well as those of adults. Indeed, I assume here that there must be 
some randomness in all speech errors. A key assumption in relation to SOTs is that 
they are recognisable by the speakers themselves as errors - at least potentially. As 
shown below, self-corrections or repairs are observable in the speech of children 
younger than those in the study here. Can children's incompetence errors be viewed 
as SOT's? 
SOT research has generally been focused on adults. Freud's sources for the notion of 
parapraxis were in the work of Meringer and Mayer (1895 and 1908), now difficult to 
obtain. These works provided the basis for the studies of Lashley (1951) and Wells 
(1951). Wells proposed three laws: 
(2.35) First, Second and Third UTa'S of Speech Enors Wells (1951). p.86. 
a) II A slip of the tongue is practically always a phonetically possible noise." 
b) JIll the two original words are rhythmically similar, a blend of them wilL 
with high probability, rhythmically resemble both of them." 
c) "If the two original words contain the same sound in the same position, a 
blend of them will contain that sound in that position." 
Wells' laws in (2.35) have been supplemented and developed in various ways, as in 
the following claims by Nooteboom (1969): 
(2.36) The domains of speech errors N ooteboom(1969) 
a) II Anticipations far outnumber perseverations and transpositions." (p.147) 
b) 1/ ••• no errors are found in which a prevocalic consonant exerts influence on 
a post-vocalic consonant or vice-versa." (p.149) 
c) liThe distance between origin and target does not generally exceed seven 
syllables." (p. 148) 
d) " ... the two elements involved in a substitution error are phonetically similar 
[in terms of distinctive features: AN]to one another." (p.149) 
e) II •••• the elements involved in a phonemic speech error belong to any open 
class word rather than to a closed class word." (p.150) 
In relation to (2.36.e), in the terminology of Minimalist, syntax, SOT'S do not occur in 
functional projections, traditionally treated as articles, auxiliaries, and conjunctions. 
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Fromkin (1971) provides a list of examples, which, in the framework of contemporary 
phonology, would be regarded as embodying varying amounts of melodic structure. 
(2.37) Varying amounts of melodic shucture in SOT's from Fromkin (1971) 
a) Feature cedars of Lebanon 'IEm3d3n Nasality Onset 
spaghetti sk:,3 'b€tt Labial/ Dorsal Onset 
scattervl'ain 'sp:ed3grE In Labial/ Dorsal Onset 
big and fat plg n v:et Voicing Onset 
b) Surface root singfor the man S1.g .... mlEU Nasal Coda 
sticky point 's p1.k.t putn t Labial Onset 
auditory feedback '!):d t Crt .. _. Labial/ Cont Onset 
such observation SAb _.,_ Labial / Voice Coda 
c) Cluster ~;'weater drying 'drEda SWatjlU Onset 
d) Vowel feet mcming Cu:l mi:vtu Front/ backness 
e) Rime heap of junk bAnk: av d~i:p 
NB: For the sake of consistency, I translate Fromkin's ' phonemic' transcriptions 
according to the conventions here (see Appendix 8). Correspondingly, in 
the left-hand column in (2.37), I restate Fromkin's classifications in terms 
of the framework here, 
Seeking 'to shed light on the underlying units of linguistic performance', Fromkin 
notes that there is one sort of element not vulnerable to' structural loss - affricates. 
(2.38) SOT's involving wlwle affricate ha17nonies 
pinch hit 
in St Louis John ... 
pretty chilly 
Chom.o;;ky and Halle 
'p lntf h ttf 
tn sanl d~u:is d~un 
'tIttt 'pdt 
tJomskt n tJrelEl 
(F romkin 1971) 
Fromkin accordingly proposes a generalisation about the elements vulnerable to 
SOT's - in (2.39.a), and adds to the generalisations of WeJls and Nooteboom a list of 
'processes' - in (2.39.b). 
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(239) Elements and "rocesses in SOT's (Fromkin 1971) 
a) II '" affricates should be considered as single segments in the production of 
speech for speakers of English ... while [str], [pI], [kr], [bI] [fr], etc., as well 
as final dusters, reveal the splitting of dusters into segments, not a Single 
example in my own data, or the English examples cited by others, shows a 
splitting of [t J1 or [diJ into sequence of stop plus fricative." (p.222 & 4) 
b) ,uBy far the largest percentage of speech errors of all kinds show substitution, 
transposition (metathesis), omission, or addition of segments the size of a 
phone." (p.218) 
In general tenns, these results have been confinned in a number of more recent 
studies such as Dell (1990). 
Stemberger and Stoel-Gammon (1991) attempt to control the distribution of SOT's 
experimentally. According to these authors, many SOT studies have shown some 
asymmetry in the polarity of at least one harmony. For instance, between sibilants, 
the harmony tends to be in favour of / f /, as shown above. But widely disparate 
results have been obtained in attempts to determine the asymmetry in articulator 
harmony. Sternberger et al note some studies seeming to show that labial and dorsal 
harmonies are twice as common as coronal harmony. But they also draw attention to 
a study by Shattuck-Hufnagel and Klatt (1979), where the distribution of articulator 
harmony involving coronality was effectively random. Sternberger et al suggest that 
some of these differences must be attributable to task variables. 
The technique which Sternberger et al use to try and control the SOT distribution 
they call the 'SLIPS'. It runs as follows. A subject is presented with two 'bias pairs' of 
words. A difference across both pairs defines the presence or absence of a given 
structural property in a syllable which is then presented again in one member of a 
'target pair', in the opposite left-to-right order. For example, the presence of /1/ in 
the onset was presented in the bias pairs, plu...;;h pub and plug puff, and represented 
in the target pair, puck plump, with the lateral in the second rather than the first 
member. The subject is shown the pairs of words, one pair at a time, and asked to 
repeat both members of the target pair as fast as possible. The experiment measures 
the rate of errors in particular environments. By this SUPS technique, Sternberger et 
al claim that it is coronal harmony which prevails. But the technique has two inherent 
problems. FIRST, the requirement to repeat words as quickly as possible is quite 
unnaturral. The aim seems to be to maximise the corpus. But the results may be 
artifactual. SECOND, there is no way of ensuring that other features, such as VOICE 
in oral stops, do not interact. 
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I turn now to children's SOT's, studied by Vihman (1978 and 1981), Stemberger 
(1989), Smith (1990), Jaeger (1992), and Wijnen (1992). Wijnen finds that, "incidental 
speech errors are considerably more frequent in children than in adults", (p. 753) 
and that, in this population, SOTs involve features and segments in roughly equal 
proportions. To the list of SOT generalisations, Wijnen adds: 
(2.40) SOT's occur, "mainly in the stressed rather than the unstressed syllable." 
Jaeger (1992) suggests that the incidence of SOTs in children's speech may have been 
overlooked. She recognises the problem of distinguishing between SOTs and 
J incompetence errors', but argues that it is lessened if the subjects are personally 
known to the researcher. Her data consists of 829 naturalistic errors made by her 
own 3 children and 78 made by 29 of her children's friends and classmates. In 
relation to this study, the most important of Jaeger's findings concern the degree to 
which children's SOTs correspond to those of adults. She suggests that the timing of 
repairs provides the most reliable basis for comparison. Comparing her own data 
with that of Levelt (1983), she finds a close correspondence in the distribution of 
repairs within the word and at the end of it, and notes that this is unlikely to be 
coincidental or artifactual. But it is not clear whether Jaeger's confidence in her 
ability to distinguish between SOT's and incompetence errors is truly justified. 
While the SOT generalisations by Wells, Nooteboo~ Fromkin and Wijnen in (2.35), 
(2.36), (2.39), and (2.40), are largely vindicated by the evidence here, they do not 
explain either the asymmetries or singularities of parapraxis. 
2.6 Parapraxis and the parameter setting function 
By the argument of this Chapter, PP provides a generalised measure of phonological 
incompetence, essentially by mis-association, where the outcome is biased in non-
obvious ways. This allows a reduction in the number of theoretical categories which 
would otherwise have to be postulated. It is clinically apt, allowing the idea of 
disorder as a continuum. Across this continuu~ from serious disorder to marginal 
incompetence, there are common patterns. But it is not coherent to characterise this 
in terms of 'processes' in J domains'. Processes, properly so called, are learnt. They 
cannot, therefore, be part of the process which acquisition, by definition, resolves. 
Where have we now got? In relation to the asymmetry, the strongest generalisations 
are across limits on association. But what sense can we make of the notion of a 
lowermost threshold for coronal harmony? It seems absurd. The issue is one to 
which I shall return. 
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In a number of generalisations in this Chapter, it has been necessary to refer to the 
special, sometimes complementary roles of labiality and I or roundness. But the 
formalism developed in this Chapter says nothing about why such features should 
have the effects they do. 
H clinical asymmetries are significant, if phonological parapraxis is an appropriate 
way of conceptualising this, similar or corresponding asymmetries should be found 
in the normally developing population. I turn to this issue in Chapter 3. 
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3 The experiment here 
Chapter 3 reports on experimental work carried out for this study with children in 
main stream school, seeking to quantify the asymmetry of phonological parapraxis 
using data not subject to the various interacting variables which may arise in the 
process of referral, assessment, diagnosis, and treatment. 
The first step in 1991 was a pilot study with 22 children, aged from 4;3 to 8;6. The 
second step in 1997 was the experimental investigation with 97 children from 4;8 to 
8;6. In both, the age groups were continuous. In both, the intention was that the 
experiment should be 'pre-theoretical' to the extent of testing and measuring the 
claims from Chapters 1 and 2. Here I shall allude to the results of the pilot study 
only in passing and only where it is necessary for lack of other data - in the case of 
relatively uncommon processes. My main focus here is the 1997 study. 
The 1997 experiment ran in three phases. Phase One, discussed in this Chapter, 
involves 96 real words. Phases Two and Three involve nonsense words. Since they 
bear directly on the clinical issue mentioned in the Introduction, I shall describe the 
results from these Phases and discuss their significance separately in Chapter 4. 
The interest here and in this Chapter in particular is in any degree of asymmetry 
with no independent explanation. One case where there may be an independent 
explanation of the asymmetry is in cardigan unattestedly as +[. k a : g 1. g 3 n], intuitively 
harder than the real-word, and thus possibly insignificant. (On the way the issue of 
independence bears on probability, see Blalock, 1972, p. 145). In the event, there was 
more variablity than expected, and the error distribution in some words was less 
sharply asymmetric than expected. One ~-ingularity, with respect to vocalic 
disharmony, was unexpected. I shall group the data on the standard Occam principle 
according to which, without compelling reasons to the contrary, a simple statement 
is to be preferred over any more complex one. 
Section 3.1 describes the experimental design. Section 3.2 discusses the subjects. 
Section 3.3 describes the response. Section 3.4 describes the Phase One data. 
3.1 Goals, hypotheses, and methodology 
(3.1) sets out a series of interlocking experimental goals with the aim of showing that 
the asymmetries and singularities of PP and the manner of overcoming it are general 
and predictable over a range of thresholds, on the basis that if this could be done, the 
notion of PP, as an incompleteness in the work of the Parameter Setting Function, or 
PSF, would be given empirical support. 
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(3.1) EXI'l.'11mmtal goals in relation to the notion oJpltonological parapraxis 
a) Test and measure the claims from Chapters 1 and 2 about the hypothetical 
construct of 'phonological parapraxis', or PP, and determine whether its 
apparent asymmetry is specific to the clinical population or a general property 
of incompetent, phonology. 
Bearing in mind that PP, as a construct, emerges from work with children 
with a history of speech-disorder, the testing here is done with an 
across-the-board sample, where there is no reason for expecting any 
developmental abnormality. Here the testing is quantitative, relating 
prevalence and variability within the data. If the asymmetry is specific 
to the clinical population, it may say something about developmental 
disorder, but it says nothing about phonological/ phonetic acquisition 
in general. The asymmetry is of interest to phonological theory, only if 
it holds across the general population of Lllearners. Unless this can be 
shown, PP is just another term for disordered speech. 
b) Test the 'productivity' of anything which seems like a 'process'. 
Irrespective of whether a process I domain approach is appropriate or 
otherwise, it is at least necessary to show, in respect of any particular 
item, that it is phonologically derived. Phase Two represents an attempt 
to do this by a procedure like the'clinical examination' described above, 
varying features of the environment one step at a time. Alternatively, 
this can be done by an appropriate grouping of the Phase One data. 
c) Determine the thresholds of particular processes and the significance of 
any asymmetry at each one. 
II parapraxic metathesis or coronal harmony do not occur below a 
trisyllabic threshold, if a sort of error only occurs at and beyond a 
given threshold, this is something to be explained. More generally, 
there is an experimental interest in measuring any degree of context-
sensitivity or asymmetry of the polarity / direction in a particular case 
or set of cases, and using this to determine a level of significance in the 
data. But statistically this is difficult in cases such as monopoly, where a 
particular outcome may, hypothetically, be characteristic of PP, in this 
case [ma' n D k a 1 t], but where, by the very nature of disharmony, it is 
not clear what it should be measured against. 
d) Determine the existence of any implications within a set of test data. 
For any two or more errors, the strongest claim is to the effect that one 
asymmetrically and absolutely implies the other. By such a claim, there 
are errors such that if one cannot be avoided, there is another which 
cannot be avoided either. Assume a set of phonological relations R 
containing the members Ti and Tj, where Ti represents a process in a set 
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of words W, where If represents a process in W', where W and W' are 
complement sets. There is an asymmetric, implicational relation if all 
idiolects with rj also have If, but not vice versa. Implicational relations 
of this sort should be characteristic of acquisition by parametric settings. 
H there are no such implications, this casts doubt on the L strong 
parametric hypothesis' from Chapter 1 and on the notion of a 
corresponding learnability space. Conversely, if rj asymmetrically 
implies rjl it is plausible to suppose that speakers with rj and not r i 
have set one or more parameters in such a way as to differentiate them 
from the other group. The inhibition of ri reflects a diagnostic threshold. 
e) On the basis of (3.d), characterise Stage""'1 in phonological development. 
Treating processes abstractly and generally as cases of a relation r with 
respect to a set of phonological structures P, if Ii asymmetrically implies 
If, If does not characterise Stage ,....1· Idiolects with r i must be at Stage rH; 
where k is greater than 1. Stage ,,-1 can be characterised only by those 
cases where there is no such implication. 
f) Reproduce the approach to the treatment of phonological disorder described 
in the Introduction in a controlled way with normally developing children. 
H the therapeutic effect described above is real, at least some reflex of 
this should be demonstrable in a random sample of normally developing 
children. On the assumptions here, part of the clinical effect is by the 
expert clinician's on-line adjustment to the child's performance. This 
cannot be incorporated into an experiment not dedicated specifically 
to clinical effect. Here, for the sake of reproducibility, the procedure is 
standardised. A positive effect - in the direction predicted by the 
experiment - may be reduced by the mere fact of this standardisation. 
But if the clinical effect shows up in a a random sample of normally 
developing children despite this ad versity, the significance is increased. 
The clinical procedure referred to above and described in more detail 
in Chapter 4 may be reproducing one aspect of the natural process of 
phonological development. 
What was not appreciated in the experimental design was the conflict between (3.1.c) 
concerning the determination of thresholds for particular processes and (3.f) 
concerning the therapeutic effect described in the Introduction; any effect by (3.1.f) 
would tend to nullify (3.1.c). An idiolect in the process of change in real-time cannot 
be viewed as a system without making allowances for this process of change. To do 
so would require an experiment of a different sort. Accordingly, relevant aspects of 
the data here, from Phase Two and Phase Three, are discussed on their own in 
Chapter 4. 
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Putting this issue on one side, taken together, the terms of (3.1) bear on (3.2). 
(3.2) A hypothesis 
Lieberman (1998) argues that the first modern human must have been born 
into a culture with referential/ propositional communication using the vocal 
apparatus, but not a modern human language. On the basis of this and a 
similar idea from Glynn (1999), let us suppose that an adaptation about 
150,000 years ago enabled the first modern human to impose an optirna.l, 
non-subjective analysis upon a pre-existing system of vocal communication. 
In this individual would then have developed the first creole, as the prototype 
of a finitely-learnable modern language. Crucial to this is the time-limited 
window of learnability, noted by Lenneberg (1967). The adaptation offers a 
decisive advantage to a population. If a system of communication is finitely 
learnable, the success of the outcome is not subject to interacting variables 
such as intelligence or opportunity. The possibility of meaning, as a generally 
shared construct, becomes available to all inheritors of the adaptation. It is 
possibly the step characterised in the Bible as "making the word flesh". On 
the hypothesis here, there is a universal grammar because there is a universal 
way of learning it. This is the learnability space, defining Chomky's 19% 
Phonetic Form component. The corresponding biological character represents 
a recent, perhaps the last, addition to the human genome. 
The hypothesis in (3.2) goes beyond the' evaluation-metric' assumed in SPE. According 
to the evaluation-metric, the learner values a candidate rule in inverse proportion to 
the number of terms which it contains. This metric assigns a low value to a process 
such as 'gliding', in which a liquid /r/ is context-freely replaced by semi-vocalic 
/ w /, involving the simultaneous changing of five features. Given the frequency of 
gliding in L 1 learners of English, this cannot be right. A general algorithm for parameter-
setting has to do better than this. Such an algorithm must enable the learner to 
determine what sort of analysis to bring to bear. In the case of L1 English learners, 
this includes a liquid or a glide analysis of / r / . 
The evaluation-metric was effectively supplanted by an increasingly rich notion of 
UG, as in the work of Dresher (1999). But in the framework here, a highly enriched 
UG is untenable. 
Obviously, the hypothesis in (3.2) makes no sense other than by a set of positive 
results in relation to (3.1). Against this background, let us tum to the methodology 
here. 
It is obvious that childhood incompetence is not consistent. Variability is a factor in 
two ways. FIRST, a child may say a word both incorrectly and correctly (not always 
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in this order) in the course of a session. SECOND, the linear sequence of elements 
may be indeterminate, In aSbestos, Labial may float to the environment of a round 
vowel in a way that might be idealised as [rez'bEstuf], but in such a way that the 
degree and sequencing of the labial gesture are variable, crudely as [rez'bEslU<s/f>]. 
In monopoly, there is variation from what seems to be full disharmony as [m a' n 1) ka I t] 
to a more partial, 'non-phonemic' form as [m a ' n uk pa 1 t]. 33 Similarly, lateral harmony 
varies between [ma'nlupah] and [ma'jopah]. With some errors plainly non-
phonemic, there is an obvious question as to whether other errors were also non-
phonemic, but not audibly. In the most general way, any indeterminacy, always 
likely to be greater in incompetent than in competent speech, necessarily compromises 
any description. But no (3.1.d) implications within the data are detectable unless 
they are encoded categorially. There is thus a methodological tension between broad 
and narrrow transcription. This has no easy resolution. 
The experiment here was designed around a I clinical examination' (see Piaget, 1929, 
p.19) involving both real and nonsense words, the former selected on the basis of 
(3.3) or (3.4): 
" 
(3.3) On the evidence of Chapter 1 and 2, a given word may be hard to say. 
The interest is both in what the EAT authors call' discrimination', what 
linguists and clinicians might call 'diagnostic significance', and in the 
extent to which it is thought to occasion an asymmetric pattern of errors. 
(Here the evidence of the 1991 study was instructive). Alternatively, a 
word not meeting these criteria may be interestingly comparable to another 
which does. Thus pentagon, cricketer, and crocodile are interestingly 
comparable, in terms of melodic and prosodic structure, to cardigatl. 
(3.4) The word is either included in the EAT, or it extends the difficulty range 
downwards.34 
By (3.3) and (3.4), the difficulty range of the test items is wide. By the criteria in (2.5) 
the most significant data is· at the threshold where a subject's capacity for phonetic/ 
phonological implementation is just starting to break down. Below this threshold, no 
problem is expected. Above it, the individual's capacity is overwhelmed. But this 
33 This was one of the many ways in whidl the 19CJ7 phase of experimentation benefitted 
from the participation of ]W. As an acute and careful listener she immediately detected the anomaly 
of these indeterminate segments. 
34In 19Cf7 all but one of the EAT words were included. The original EAT selection was made 
on the b.'"lSis of the power of the words to discriminate statistically between subjects. This alone makes 
the words phonologically interesting. The one EAT item not included was Indian. It was repk'1.ced by 
engine. The author rould not find one appropriate and non-racist image to elicit Indian &om primary 
school children. It is not just in the case of Indian, that there is an ethical issue with regard to 
illustration. Geronimo was elicited by a picture of a child on a 'tarzan swing' and eskimo as the driver 
of a technologically advanced, tracked vehicle. But the isb"'Ues in such cases are not clear-cut. 
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point cannot be determined in advance. Nor is it obvious how to rank a given set of 
test items in terms of relative difficulty. In the event, three children could say diplodocus, 
but not desk. Another two could say diplodocus, but not sleeping. (3.3) and (3.4) lead to 
a methodological wastefulness. But in advance of experimentation, there is no obvious 
way of reducing this. 
The idea was that each word would constitute a significant phonological environment. 
In (3.5), the 96 test words are shown in italics, and listed in groups. Each of the 97 
subjects aged between 4;8 and 8;6 was invited to say every word by a novel procedure 
tobedescribed below. (See Section 3.2 for a more detailed discussion of the composition 
of the sample). The grouping is that of the presentation. This was d one in the multimedia 
software, Macromedia Director, and shown on a laptop computer. The master-screen 
showed nine pulsing squares, each defining one set of items, each square in a different 
colour with a written title, such as I animals', and an appropriate icon. From this 
display, the subject,S, was invited to make a selection. Each initial selection by 5 
buttoned a display of between 7 and 14 stills, as listed in (3.5). Each still buttoned an 
animation. Some of these were funny; the tiger is windsurfing; the toothpaste on the 
toothbrush is spotted; and so on. The ordering of the groups and of the words within 
each group was made by the child. This made the elicitation natural rather than 
'confrontational', and effected a degree of randomness in the presentation order. 
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(3.5) Real words in the 1997 expl~lmmt 
animal archeopteJu budgerigar caterpillar crocodile 
diplodocus donkey elephant fish hippapotamus 
horse monkey shark tiger 
Food 
bottle chocolate fridge ketchup milk 
orange sausage(s) t.."'Paglzetti t..poon sugar 
Going away 
tll~aplane bridge chq1shop lmgme escalator 
flower garage helicopter Jerusalem tmt 
train wlteel(s) wing(s) yacht 
Home 
at..1'idistra carpet chimney monapoly puddle 
red smoke squm'e yellau1 
People 
Barnaby cricketer eskimo feather finger 
GeJ"otlimo gobbledigook Melanie quem soldier 
teeth thumb 
School 
calculator certificate desk longitude magnet 
pmcil pentagon picture puzzle rul(~' 
teacher three 
Times 
birtlulay Chm,-tmas clouds digital (watch) queue 
sleep(ing) watch 
Things 
cardigan gltwe keyes) pocket stamp(s) 
shing ticket toothbrush umbrella 
Work 
aluminium asbestos axe ha.pital 35 mahogany 
match(es) saw SCl..-;sors thennometer 
Thanks to the generosity of the school concerned, the 1997 experiment was able to 
involve two adults, Al and Al" This made it possible to elicit the words in a natural 
way - as follows. S is seated between Al and A2• S is told by Al that A2 wants to be 
told what the pictures are. H S identifies an image simply by pointing to it, Al 
3'j Bearing in mind that some children may have experienced bereavement, the image for 
hospital is delIberately flip, with empty beds doing a kind of ballet. 
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supplies the word sotto voce in S's ear. S is thus required to repeat the name to A2 in 
a not unnatural way. From S's point of view, the activity involves the pretence of 
knowing something which an adult does not, a pretence which S's were more than 
happy to go along with. This technique effectively encourages S to use words, some 
of which may be new and unfamiliar, in a way which seems like a game. 
Al and Al had feedback as to which words had been looked at by the dimming of the 
item as soon as the animation had been run. H any of the pictures within a grouping 
had been viewed, the cell in the master screen was dimmed, and no-longer oscillated. 
H all the pictures had been viewed, the cell no longer appeared. 
Let us now return to the idea in (3.1.a). If harmony is commoner than metathesis, 
this has an explanation in the fact that only one element is being manipulated, rather 
than two. But there are other cases where an asymmetry or singularity has no obvious 
explanation by intuition, by known phonological principles, or by independent 
principles of complexity and information. This is so if the harmony of a given articulator, 
or the metathesis of two articulators, both apply under different general sets of 
conditions, as has been claimed with respect to data of a particular sort in Chapters 1 
and 2. This has not been demonstrated in a random sample from a normal population. 
But in order to do so, it is necessary to define what counts as significance in an 
asymmetry. Here I shall make the assumption in (3.6), focusing on minimally distinct 
singularities, such as those in cardigan and pmtag(m. 
(3.6) The most significant asymmetries are those with no independent explanation. 
In relation to a given 'process' in a given 'domain', there is a test of asymmetry by 
(3.7). By this notation, in an idiolect or a group of idiolects, it is possible to relate 
harmony in any polarity / direction to metathesis to epenthesis to deletion. This is 
parapraxis. 
(3.7) Ennr di..o:;tribution -general test of asymmetry 
In p of P, a mapping relation rj meeting the criteria of prevalence, predictability, 
recoverability, plausibility, and singularity or productivity - by (2.5) - within 
the intersecting sets E and E', is significant iff 
a) by rj ej maps to e' of E', E' includes e j , AND 
b) if it is also the case that by rj e j maps to ej 
Ii prevails over (occurs significantly more often than) rj" 
E is defined over a set including the null element. Different processes involving one 
or more of a set of elements, including harmony, metathesis, deletion, copying, and 
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migration, can be ranked according to their frequency. 
Informally, there is an asymmetry if, for a given process, it is either not reversed, or, 
if it is reversed, the two processes are not randomly distributed, and there is no 
independent account of this, for instance, by acoustic salience. 
3.2 Subjects 
In the 1997 design, the experiment was to be run across the whole school. In the 
event, due to lack of time, it was not possible to include the nursery children or 
children older than 8;6. 
There is no reason for thinking that the 1997 sample does not represent a reasonable 
cross-section of the population. While many children in the school came from non-
English speaking homes, only one child was excluded; he had only just started in the 
school, and had thus only been learning English for a few weeks. 
In many studies of language/ phonological development, subjects are screened for 
hearing loss and abnormal/ delayed phonology. But this is problematic in two ways. 
FIRST, there is an equivocation about normality. Eliminating just one end of the 
ability curve distorts it in an arbitrary way. SECOND, there is no way of telling 
retrospectively whether the patterns of referral and diagnosis are objective, or whether 
the corresponding experiences are interpreted consistently by parents. What is being 
removed in the name of normalisation may reflect differential expectations about 
boys and girls. In the author's experience, adjacent speech and language therapy 
clinics may have a 2 to 1 variation in the proportions of boys and girls. This points to 
a lack of objectivity in the referral-and-diagnosis procedure which might constitute a 
significant interacting variable. But the effect is difficult to estimate. 
Turning to hearing loss, it is similarly unclear after the event what may have been 
found, how accurate or reliable the results may have been, or how the parents may 
have interpreted the information. Neither a "history' of hearing loss nor a speech and 
language therapy diagnosis can be treated as simple facts. Both may be mediated in 
socially significant ways, making it difficult to replicate the methodology. 
On this basis, the sample here represents L1 learners of English across a particular 
age range. In 1997, the ages of the subjects at the beginning of Phase One of the 
experiment were as shown in (3.8). 
IOI~ 
(3.8) 97 Subjects from the 1997 explmment, coded by o,.dl~ of age 
S1 4;8 SIS 5;1 S44 6;0 S63 7;0 SfJ7 8;0 
S2 4;8 S16 5;1 S45 6;1 S64 7;0 S88 8;2 
S3 4;9 S17 5;1 S46 6;2 S65 7;0 S89 8;2 
54 4;9 S18 5;1 S47 6;2 S66 7;0 S90 8;2 
SS 4;9 S19 5;2 S48 6;2 S67 7;0 S91 8;3 
S6 4;9 S20 5;2 549 6;3 S68 7;1 S92 8;3 
S7 4;9 S21 5;2 S50 6;...1 569 7;1 S93 8;...1 
58 4;9 S22 5;2 S51 6;4 S70 7;1 S94 8;4 
S9 4;10 523 5;2 S52 6-1\ ,- S7l 7;1 S95 8;4 
S10 4;10 S24 5;2 S53 6;5 S72 7;2 S96 8;5 
Sl1 4;10 S25 5;2 S54 6;6 S73 7;2 S97 8;6 
S12 4;10 S26 5;3 555 6;6 S74 7;4 
S13 4;10 S27 5;...1 S56 6;6 S75 7;4 
S14 4;11 S28 5;3 551 6;7 576 7;8 
S29 5;4 S58 6;9 S77 7;8 
S30 5;5 S59 6;9 S78 7;9 
S31 5;6 S60 6i10 S79 7;9 
S32 5;6 561 6ill 580 7;9 
S33 5;6 562 6;11 S81 7;9 
S34 5;6 S82 7;9 
S35 5;8 S83 7;9 
S36 5;8 S84 7;10 
537 5;8 S85 7;11 
538 5;8 586 7;11 
S39 5;10 
S40 5;11 
S81 5;11 
S42 5;11 
S43 5;11 
Given that we are concerned with the distribution and direction of asymmetries in 
speech errors, the all-inclusive and cross-sectional nature of the sample makes it 
likely that any interacting variables, such as sex and social class, will be factored out. 
3.3 Three phases and spontaneous development 
Partly as a result of the length of the sessions in Phase One, in a way that was not 
expected in the experimental design, there was a four- to five-month gap between 
the first two phases of the 1997 experiment. This meant that the subjects could be 
expected to develop phonologically in that period. And so it turned out. Many 
words which had been judged non-canonical in Phase One were judged canonical in 
Phase Two. Phase Three took place between two and four days after Phase Two. 
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3.4 Phase One data 
In Section 3.4 I describe and discuss the real word data from Phase One of the 
experiment. There are two questions to ask: A) does the real word data satisfy the 
test of asymmetry in (3.7)? B) Is the asymmetry significant? 
If the relation between two sets of elements is symmetrical, possibly random,. this 
does not undermine the claims here. In such a case there is nothing to be explained. 
Our interest here is just in asymmetries and singularities in the error distribution. 
Appendix 4 summarises all responses from all subjects in respect of those words 
where an asymmetry or a singularity was most clearly displayed. 
Section 3.4.1 reviews the claims so far, as hypotheses. Section 3.4.2 summarises and 
classifies the data from Phase One of the 1997 experiment. Section 3.4.3 looks at it in 
more detail, and evaluates it statistically where possible and appropriate. 
3.4.1 Hypotheses bearing on acquisition theory 
Recall from Section 1 the idea that we might anticipate a learnability issue on points 
which are complex and subtle in the learnability target, like the special treatment of 
'mid-foot coronal stops' in numerous forms of English - see (1.27). Adopting the 
notion of phonological parapraxis, or PP, to characterise a degree of incompetence, 
obviously unlearned, for a set of relations between elements, ranging over features, 
phonemes, syllables, feet, and the null element, we expect the outcomes are less 
than the 'logical possibilities'. 
(3.9) Testable properties of PP are as follows - by current claims: 
a) The onsets of stressed syllables are harmonically vulnerable only to 
laterality, dorsality, affrication, the combination of labiality and nasality 
in Iml as a Root trigger, sibilance or a sibilant property, and conversely 
invulnerable to coronality. 
b) Articulator hannonies involve at least two nasals or obstruents, at least 
one a stop, and, in the case of coronal harmony, structures containing 
singleton onsets with matching syllabic roles, necessarily unstressed (not 
in animal or Genmimo). 
c) Labial is not harmonically targeted by Dorsal. 
d) The gap by (1.24.c) is filled by dis-harmony in monopoly, by I pi => Ik/, 
the singularity involving sonorance, coronality, labiality, nasality and 
roundness in particular prosodic conditions, one the degenerate foot. 
e) A coronal root element is copied where both elements have the same 
syllabic constituency. 
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f) For coronal harmony and metathesis also involving Coronal, there are 
lowermost thresholds defined on the prosody and melodic structure. 
g) In two cases, both with a degenerate foot, / s/ is not associated canonically, 
in spagheHi migrating to the stressed syllable, in asbestos represented 
only by compensatory lengthening in the degenerate foot or by Labial 
harmony on the right edge. 
h) Where there is a source in the onset of an unstressed syllable, just affricate 
structure itself or a non-apical element is parapraxically vulnerable. Hence 
digital and soldier as ['dtd~ttJ~"'] or ['dtd~ttJu] and ['f~utd~], but 
~'dtd~td~u], .[·dtd~td~at], and ~·d~autd~a]. 
i) In a set of configurations including Jl~tusalem and yelIou" laterality floats, 
harmonically or otherwise, with respect to the other liquid in Jerusalem, 
and harmonically with respect to the glide in yellow. 
3.4.2 Judgements about the realisation of real words 
The experiment here is to test the claims by (3.9) in relation to the goals in (3.1). 
In 21 words, there was an asymmetry in respect of at least one process/ polarity / 
domain, or at least one gap or non-attestation, with no independent explanation as 
an interface effect. 
(3.10) Asymmetries or singularities 
animal archeopterix a.:·;bestos 
Qt,pidistm Barnaby budgerigar 
calculator cardigan C1'OCOdl1e 
digital diplodocus C£7onimo 
gobbledigook hippopotamus hObpital 
magnet monopoly pentagon 
soldier ~paghelti yellOUJ 
With 96 test words and 97 subjects, one of whom, 519, had had enough after 42 
items, there were 9,258 attempts to elicit. A response to a real word was judged a5 
canonical by (3.11.a), or as falling into one of the 16 categories in (3.11.b), not all 
necessarily errors, but none necessarily implying the corresponding competence. In 
the last resort, canonicality judgements are subjective, some of the most difficult 
cases concerning lsI and frIo The two rightmost columns in (3.11) display in the 
one case the numbers of responses falling into a given category and in the other the 
proportion of all responses which they represent. 
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(3.11) Categories ofrespon8e 
a) Canonical 
in terms of any of a set of dialects of English, including 
the RP of the author, the 'Estuary English' or 'Standard 
SouthEast' of IW, and Cockney. Dialect variation is 
recorded, but not treated as non-canonical. Accordingly 
no account is taken of differences with respect to roots, 
e.g. aeroplane as rEaplE1.n], chimne,l/ a.s rtJtmlt] where 
diachronic change may be in process. Hippopotamus as 
[h 1. P a . P 1) '7 a ma s] is treated as canoni~ harmonised 
[h t?a"pD?a ma s] as non-canonical 
b) Otherwise - as a set of mutually exclusive sub-categories 
a) Simple cluster reduction or segment deletion, 
e.g. aspidistra as [zsp 1." dl.StaL yacht as [D t], 
archeopterix as [a: k t • u P t r 1. k s], compensatory 
lengthening, e.g. asbestos as [Z:"bESt1)S] 
b) Consonant deletion leaving impermissible vowel 
sequence, e.g. pentagon as ["pEntaao] 
c) 'One-step' phonological errors involving more 
than one segment, including harmony, 
coalescence, metathesis, disharmony, 
reduplication, most typically harmony, e.g. 
cardigan as ["ka:d tdan]36 
d) Non-phonemic phonetic/phonological errors 
involving consonants in monopoly as [m a "n 1) p k a 1 t] 
e) Errors involving two or three steps, e.g. archeopterix as 
[a: 11..1) ptaru] with harmony and cluster reduction 
f) Prosodic loss or realignment, ego monopoly as ["1) pa It] 
or ["01) pa 1 t] with only the foot or stress domain 
elements realised or Jerusalem as ["d~u:sala m] 
g) Parapraxis involving more than three' processes' 
affecting consonants, beyond the point of 
reliable analysis or interpretation, with wide I scope' 
in the (2.2.e) sense, e.g. aspidi..:;tra as [de J ta °b 1.8 tal, 
orarcheopterix as ["a:katJt?a] 
Number % 
7,339 79% 
1,919 21% 
194 02.1% 
5 0.05% 
386 04.2% 
3 0.03% 
560 06% 
59 0.64% 
66 0.71% 
36 The idea of dish...-mnony necess .. uily involving more than one segment may seem arbitrary, 
but as will be shown below, the idea is supported by the evidence here. 
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h) Seemingly context-free, I articulatory' errors not involving 
vowels, variably phonetic or phonemic, e.g. incomplete 
rhoticisation or labialisation of / r/ - completely as 
[w] or partially and indeterminably as [<r /w>], 
indeterminate sibilance as [<s/J>], anterior, 
non-strident realisations of lsI as [a] or [~], etc. 
i) Standard reduction, e.g. hippopotamus as ["h tpau] 
or budgerigar as [·bAd~t] 
j) Re-analysis, e.g. budgerigar as ["b.Ad~art b3d] 
k) Morpho-syntactic error, e.g. tedh as ["ti:fs] 
1) Categorial change in a vowel, e.g. gchbledigook as 
r g n b a I d t g a u Ie:], often with another process 
m) Refusal, perhaps by what was called, in Section 2.2, 
an 'R-Inspection alert', or perhaps because S 
finds the stimulus inappropriate 
n) Alternative, such as when S insists that the crocodile 
is an alligator or that the fridge is a coole1~ or that 
the diplodocus is a bracchiosaums (!), or that the saw 
384 04.1% 
8 0.08% 
16 0.17% 
7 0.08% 
20 0.22% 
154 01.7% 
is a sword, etc. 34 0.37% 
0) Realisation only with care, and at an abnormally slow 
tempo, often with a comment to the effect that the 
word is felt to be 'hard to say', in the framework here, by 
an 'R Inspection alert' 17 0.18% 
p) Variability, e.g. bpaglzelti as (" s pie: E t 1.] and r p s Ie: E tt], 
pentagon as ["pEndagan] and ["pEn ta.k:an], or, in 
the case of any item realised twice, where one realisation 
is canonical and one is not 6 0.07% 
Some of the response categories in (3.11) may be treated (for some purposes) as 'not 
wrong'. But realisations such as ["b.Ad~1.] and ["b.Ad~ar1. b3d] do not tell us whether 
S could say budgerigar or not. A refusal might suggest that the word was too hard 
for S to say. But this says nothing about the likely form of any error, if Shad tried.37 
37 In a way that romplicates the de;ign of a dalabase to store and an.-uyse a response ~'1.ttem 
such as this, it should be noted that while (3.8.a) and (3.8.h .. '1.) to (3.8.h.k) encode judgements about the 
response holding for all respondents, (3.8.h.l) to (3.8.h.o) encode a judgement about the reb'}>01l8e as a 
single episode in respect of one individual S. (In the design of the pilot study the importance of the 
distinction here was not appreciated. Right or wrong judgements were made on-line and enteroo as a 
~-.rticular property of the individual response in a way that made it difficult to treat canonicality and 
non-canonicality in a more general way in Teb--pect of ~-.rticular errors. 
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The number of response categories for those test items judged 'non-canonical' is 
inversely proportional to what some statisticians call the 'flatness' of the data.38 
Absolute flatness is achieved by a simple right or wrong criterion, treatable statistically, 
but at the risk of analytic error. By (3.11.b.c), (3.11.be), and (3.11.b.g), it is possible to 
distinguish analytically between archeopferix as [a: it °u pta rt.k s], ["a: it on pta rt.s], 
and r a: ka t f t 7 a], with the parapraxic scope increasing from case to case, with one-step 
errors like [a:tt °u pta nk s] and [Oka:d tdan] by (3.11.b.c) having a special status. 
3.4.3 Points of central tendency 
Looking at the data in more detaiL hard to transcribe cases are counted as errors, but 
not as part of a pattern. My claims here concern cases which are not hard to transcribe. 
Looking at the idiolects in this experiment as a totality, I shall first identify points of 
central tendency, and then measure the likely significance of any resulting asymmetry 
or singularity, working towards a single summary tabulation. 
Focusing on cases defined by (3.3), where specific asymmetries were predicted, Sections 
3.4.3.1 and 3.4.3.2 look at phenomena involving articulators, roots and sibilants. 
Section 3.4.3.3 considers the issue of probability in general terms. Section 3.4.3.4 
reviews the real-word data in relation to the goals in (3.1). 
3.4.3.1 Processes involving the articulators 
First take Coronal harmony, by (3.9.f) detectable at Stage tt-ft not at Stage r Coronal 
harmony occurred in at least one word in 56 idiolects. In the children in this experiment, 
it was the commonest form of articulator harmony. It was occasioned commonly 
and asymmetrically in the sense of (3.7) above, but to varying degrees in archeopterix 
as [a: t 1. °0 pta r1.k s],calculator as rkoet1a lEI. 1a],cardigan as ["ka:d l.dan], hippopotamus 
as [h 1.taOp01amas], aluminium as [oe la Om 1.n tan], and (perhaps) thennometer as 
[f a ° m n n 1.t a] or [e a ° m n n t t a]. Marginally, it occurred in eskimo as [0 E S k t na u] and 
["Estt.mau], each twice and as ("ESStnau] once, in crocodile twice as ["krutada1.u], 
and in gobbledigook in 4 cases as [0 gob a t d 1. d u 1c], with no instances of Labial harmony 
in this target. Insignificantly it occurred in diplodocus, twice as [dt.plaodau1as], in 
~pidistra once as [re s 1 r a ° d t s 1a], in mahogany once as [m a ° h u dan t], in "mfagon as 
[" pEn t t da n] and [. pEn 1a ta n], once each, but with 8 cases of metathesis, in gobbledigook 
in the final coda, but less often than labial harmony, in cricketer as [" k r t 1 a 1 a], in axe 
as [re ';' t s] and clouds as [ d au d.l.], once each. In cases such as aluminium and thennomell~, 
38 On this point the author is endebted to Nick Bingham, who set out a number of key issues 
in a long personal conversation. 
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is this just auditory confusion? On the grounds of the distribution: No. H there is 
confusion here, why should it pattern the way it does? 
To measure the asymmetry, let us adopt the sort-procedure in (3.12), treating errors 
as relations between elements. Our interest concerns the point at which I organised 
complexitt begins, where the data is distributed with a significant asymmetry. 
(3.12) For all cases of a relation ri involving a maximal set of elements E, where at 
most one e of E is null, where there is a change with respect to ei of E, 
where ri occurs more than once in isolation, rank all cases of If involving e' 
of E', where E intersects with E', where the change is not with respect to e, 
(3.12) sorts error-data which may vary in n-ary ways into three classes, clear, simple, 
frequently-occurring cases, cases where one or more of the elements by the maximal 
case is involved a different way, and exceptional cases, not attested more than once 
in a clear way, and likely to be random. The last group is treated here as inconsequential. 
The interest is in the maximal definition of E, and the relation with E'. 
Consider first the case of cardigan. 568 has [·kQ:dt.?an]. Let us treat this as derived 
from rku:dtdan] and ["ku:dttan] by ordered derivational steps (by the reasoning in 
Chapter 1). By (3.12), let us treat as inconsequential 577's chaotic [kaOmAd1.gan] 
with the stressed vowel replaced by an entirely different one and with the addition 
of a degenerate foot. 
In the table in (3.13), speakers are identified in small type after each example of a 
process effected by a particular limit. 581 is the oldest speaker with the harmonic 
rka:d t.dan]. The limits apply in unstressed onsets, all but 3 in the final onset. 
Non-association is characterised as Non-A. Errors are scattered across the sample 
with no clearly marked concentration over anyone part of the age range. The 
number of idiolects displaying the effect of a particular limit is shown in the column 
on the right. The number of cases where the realisation is canonical is converted into 
a percentage in the rightmost cell on the bottom line, giving an index of the difficulty 
of the word; the lower this value, the more difficult the word. 
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(3.13) cardigan - error distribution across the sample 
Limit Effects of particular limits Total non-canonical! 
percentage canonical 
Non-A 
Harmony 
["ka:d ta n] 57,11, 12, 16,22.26,29,32, 33, 39,41,52, 67, 76 
[ ok: a: d t da n I 85, 38, 40, 44, 53,56, 59, 81 
Harmony + Non-A ,oka:dt ?an] S68 
Metathesis ["ka:gtdan] 542,61,74 
Inconsequential 
Canonical 
S77 
In terms of processes, we find deletion, harmony or metathesis. 
14 
8 
1 
3 
1 
72% 
But the simplest description is in terms of a representational limit. The data patterns 
as one non-exclusive limit on dorsality, expressed in 3 ways, in 14 cases on a dorsal 
segment in an unstressed onset outside the foot, in 9 cases on a dorsal articulator in 
this position, in 3 cases on a dorsal articulator not inside the foot. 
The 14 with the outright deletion are mostly younger than those with the harmony 
or the metathesis. Although the cross-sectional data does not allow us to be sure, it 
looks as though there are three stages here, one at which the non-association is 
complete, a later stage at which the non-association is of Dorsal, and a third at which 
the limit has been overcome. 
As expected, +['k: a:g tgan]. 
All but one of these speakers have a separate problem with a specified articulator in 
one or more environments. The exception is 516. In his idiolect the commonest 
process involves the loss of a degenerate foot, typically with the effect of I realignment'. 
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(3.14) Idiolect of S16 - all other words realised correctly 
Lowering 
goobledigook 
"gubald tgau k. 
Lateral metathesis 
Melanie 
"mEoalt 
Lateral loss 
helicpter 
"E Otk. up 1a 
Stopping 
gl(1l.1e 
"glAb 
Lateral harmony Voice harmony 
monopoly pentagon 
ma"lupalt 
Deletion 
digital 
"dtd~ttt 
cardigan 
lca:dtao 
Foot loss 
mahogany 
"mugaot 
asbestos 
"re:st us 
Jerusalem 
"d 1 39 ~u:sa am 
thennomder 
"moot?a 
The fact that the commonest error in (3.14) is the loss of degenerate feet is characteristic. 
All speakers with any error in respect of cardigan made at least one foot-structure 
error of the (3.14) sort or an error involving a phonotactic violation, e.g. budglmgar as 
rbAd~"Hga:]. There are numerous idiolects with one of the latter sorts of error, but 
no error in cardigan. There is thus an implication here of the (3.1.d) sort, an instance 
of a phonological relation r at Stage n-k' where k > I, such a case of r being not 
characteristic of Stage ..-1' The implication is asymmetric. Hence (3.15) and (3.16). 
(3.15) cardigan 
Limits: subject to appropriate conditions discussed in Chapters 1 and 2 
Wherek>i~l 
i) Stage 11-1: Dorsal in an unstressed onset outside/ not inside foot 
ii) Stage I..... Complete foot-structure andl or relevant phonotactics. 
(3.16) In cardigan, at the Stage represented in (3.15.i), there is one central tendency 
in the error distribution, defined on the non-surfacing of dorsaljty, as a 
segment outside the foot or as an articulator outside it, or as an articulator 
not inside it. Any other set of relations is more difficult to state. 
The justification for the class relations implicit in (3.16) is the Occam-type principle 
in the last sentence. I shall follow this approach in the rest of this Section. 
If the unattested cases of coronal harmony in the stressed onset, dorsal harmony in 
39 On the analysis in Section 2.4.25 this is by the progressive 10...<18 of structure - with the effect 
of realignmenL 
no 
either of the coronals or any combination of these, all have explanations of different 
sorts, standard probability tests are inappropriate. But there is still a singularity here. 
Ignoring one inconsequential case, cardigan errors tend in a single direction. 
With respect to cardigan, these speakers have been selected randomly. According to 
Enfield (1972), if all members of an arbitrarily selected set confirm an expectation, 
this is significant down to the limit case of a set with one member. Enfield's criterion 
is satisfied here in a set of 26 cases, i.e. strongly. 
In calculator, the loss of dorsality in the unstressed onset interacts with glottalisation, 
coda deletion, nasalisation, and raising. Along with 7 realisations surfacing as 
["kmttalE1.ta] and 2 as ['kmt?alEt?a], there are these surface forms: ["km7 alE1.?a], 
["kmtanE1.ta], ['kEn?alE1.?a], ["kmttl.lEl.ta], all clearly involving the coronal 
harmony as a derivational step. In 2 of these, there is also a non-canonical nasalisation. 
There are 5 realisations involving nasalisation - only once in isolation - and 2 one-offs, 
both involving the loss of dorsality in the second onset. (3.18) discounts as 
inconsequential only the marginal error in ["kmlkaJEua]. The cases of 539 and 541 
are shown twice - by harmonic non-association and by nasalisation. 
(3.17) calculator 
Limit 
Harmonic Non-A 
Gliding 
Root harmony? 
Nasalisation 
Nasalisation and harmony 
Inconsequential 
Canonical 
Effects of particular limits Total non-canonical/ 
percentage canonical 
l'kmttalE1. tal 52. 3, 6,7,11. 33, 39, 41, 46, 49, SO, 54. 69 13 
["k~jaJE1.ta] 5S3 1 
["kmttakEt ka] 54 1 
["kmtkanEtta] S59 
[k m'nmtkaJE ua] 514 
[km'nmtkanEtta] S32 
rkmtanEtta] S39 
["kEn ?alE t ?a] 541 
51 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
81% 
Laterality is lost in ["k~tanEl.ta], ['kmjalEl.ta], ['k:e?aJEl?a], [k:e'n:ei-kanEl.taL 
rkE n?alE1. ?a], and ['kretka nE t tal, but not in isolation - hence ~'krekalE1.ta]. 
In (3.17), in not one case is the loss just with regard to Coronal in the final onset, 
hence ~'kretkalEtka]. There is a central tendency, represented by 13 cases of 
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harmonic non-association in the first line and 4 more complex cases, in contrast to 5 
cases with nasalisation, only 2 the same, 1 in isolation, 2 with the harmony and the 
nasalisation. There are not enough clear examples of the non-central processes to 
justify analysis. Of the 3 cases with the vulnerable dorsality preserved, 559 had 
previously been referred for speech and language therapy and was, as a result of this 
experiment, re-referred.40 This was the child, mentioned in Section 1.3.1, whose 
grandfather gave information about the family history to confirm a diagnosis of 
phonological disorder. The central tendency, given by the simplest statement, is 
tested statistically in (3.18). 
(3.18) In cak"Uiator, in 16 cases, the articulator loss is with respect to Dorsal in the 
first unstressed onset. In I, as [".k.e +La.k E t..k a], the articulators metathesise 
and one harmonises at the root. There is not one case of dorsal harmony. 
The probability of the first, weaker asymmetry is X2 = 16, P < 0.001. 
For all speakers in (3.17), there is at least one separate response suggesting a foot-
structure difficulty, but not vice versa. This suggests that a difficulty with calculator, 
like one with cardigan, does not represent Stage.1' I am led to (3.19). 
(3.1 9) calculator 
Limit where k> i ~ 1 
i) Stage n-*. 
ii) Stage fI-i 
Dorsal in the unstressed onset in the strong foot 
Foot structure 
In hippopotamus too, most commonly attested errors involved the articulators. 23 
realisations involved coronal harmony, 21 as [h t ta·pnta mas], 1 as [h 1.. 7a·pn7a mas] 
and 1 with the limit set to include all unstressed onsets as [bttau·potOlnOls]. These 
contrast with 6 labial harmonies, 5 as [h 1.. P a . P n pOl mas], 2 with stopping as 
[h 1. P a· P n pa ma t]. Minor processes include simple deletion - in 2 cases as [. p nta mas), 
and 1 each as [ht'pn1 amas] and [bt.pa·potOlmOl], spirantisation in 2 cases as 
[h1..pa·pnsamas] ,nasalisation in 2 cases as [htpapunOlmas), and metathesis in 2 
cases, once each as [htta·popamas] and [ht'?a·pnpamas]. No other process was 
attested more than once. In (3.20), I discount 13 cases - 2 lisps, 1 refusal, 2 alternatives, 
1 realisation too disordered to analyse, and various processes only attested once, 
none involving labiality or coronality in the weak onsets in the feet. 
4/) At the author's request, he was not told of any prior concerns about the speech of a given 
child or of prior referral for speech and language therapy before the a&"Ie8Sment took place. Each 
assessment was, in this sense, carried out blind. 
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(3.20) hippopotamus 
Limit Effects of particular limits Total non-canonicall 
percentage canonical 
Harmonic Non-A [h 1.. ta·p otam as I Sl,6, 11, 14, 15, 19,20,22,23,27,30, 
~~~~~~n~~~~~W ~ 
Harmonic floating [h L P a . po pa mas I S7, 28, 40, 53, 56, 61 6 
Metathesis by floating [h 1.. ta . p 0 pa mas] S8, 10 2 
Inconsequential 53, 9,13, 17, 21, 24, 41. 44, 50, 57, 58, 66, 81 13 
Canonical 55% 
In the idiolects of S's 6, 15, 44, 49, 57, 92, and 97, there are no errors involving 
foot-structure. In the idiolects of S's 19,27,62, 93, and 94, there are no errors involving 
either foot-structure or a specified articulator, other than in the case of hipppopotamu..;;. 
as [h tta ·potamas]. There is again one central tendency, again testable statistically. 
(3.21) In hippopotamus, hypothetically at Stage 11-1' in respect of the articulators in 
the unstressed onsets in the feet, there is a central tendency, represented 
by 23 cases of labial loss in contrast to 8 cases of coronal loss, 6 of these 
harmonic in the opposite polarity. In terms of harmonic polarity with a 
distribution in the expected polarity, where this has no independent 
explanation, X2= 9.%" P < 0.01. 
In archeopt£~'ix, 6 harmonies and other processes interact. Given the complexity of the 
word, it is not surprising that only two processes are attested more than once in 
isolation, coronal harmony in 4 realisations as [0: tt'o pta r 1. k s], and reduction in the 
coda cluster, attested twice as (1I:k t ·optar1.s], interacting with each other in 8 cases 
as [1I:tL'optarls] and with other processes. Other proces...'tes are as follows: A) 10 
realisations where onset I k/ harmonises to Labial, but only once in a one-step 
[1I:pL'optartJc:s] surface form, in the others with varying degrees of complexity, all 
different, e.g. [II:P t'o star1..k s], [II:P 1.·optaw£s], some complex to the point of chaos; 
B) 6 cases with Labial glottalised, but in all cases with the harmonisation of the Ikl 
on the left, in 5 of these by labialisation, in 4 of these where the Dorsal on the right is 
also lost - in the simplest such cases, as [a:pt.o?tart.S] and [a:tto?tar 1.s]; C) 3 cases 
of the loss of Itl, as [a:kt·opar1.ks], harmonised by Labial in [a:kt'oppartks], 
and by Dorsal in [a:tft'opJc:a<r>Ls]; D) 4 cases of glottalisation in the final coda, 
once as [a:p1.o7paw1. 7s], in the other 3 without any surface Is/, effectively 
coalescence, in the simplest case as [a:k t 'optatrt?], but never as an isolated process; 
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E) 2 cases of I sl root harmony at the expense of the labial in [a: p 1. 0 0 S t ~ r 1. s] and 
[a: In" 0 S t~ n.k: s], the latter as the only case of this in isolation; F) realisations by 
processes only attested once or in interaction with others. 
(3.22) groups and organises the errors by processes as represented by typical surface 
forms. The grouping by process has the effect of under-representing the actual 
complexity of the surface forms. But if we are to measure the significance of a central 
tendency in the data, there is no obvious alternative. (3.22) includes the case of labial 
harmony as [0: p 1." 0 P t~ r 1. k: s], only attested once in isolation, and the loss of the final 
fricative, only attested once, interacting with the coronal harmony on the left. 
Realisations with labial harmony are relatively complex, averaging more than 3 
steps. Coronal harmonies tended to simpler, on average interacting with just one 
other process. By (2.5.d), derivational recoverability is a criterion of significance. 
Coronal harmony is formally and numerically more significant than labial harmony, 
the latter often, as in [a:p1."01pawl1 s], beyond reliable analysis. In (3.22), the 
discounted cases include refusals, root harmonies, and chaotically disordered 
realisations, in this case outnumbering the errors involving the articulators, but in no 
case by a process attested more than once in isolation. Despite the numbers, this is 
treated here as inconsequential. 
(3.22) arclreopterix 
Limit 
Harmonic Non-A 
Harmony by floating 
Floating and N on-A 
Non-A (stop) 
Non-A (fricative) 
Inconsequential 
Canonical 
Effects of particular limits Total non-canonical I 
percentage canonical 
[a: !t"o p t~ rlk: s] 5..1,45,54, 57,65,92, 96 
[a: tt 0 0 P t~ r1. s] 51,13,29,39,43,52, 6L 78,85 
[a:tftOopt~rtks] 589,91 
[a:tloptarl1] 517,44 
[a:tt"optar1.k] S15 
I a : p lOO pta rt k s] S2, 18, 33, 55, 6..1 
[a:p l"O ptar lsi 510,37,67,70,71 
[ a : k t 00 pta r t s ) 56,62, 64, 73, 76, 91 
[a:b.optatrt1] S47 
54,5, 7,8,9, 11, 14" 20, 21, 2..1,25,26,27,28, ..12, ..14,..16, ..18, 40, 41, 42, 
~n~.~~.n~~~n~~~.~~w 
7 
9 
2 
2 
1 
5 
5 
6 
1 
40 
20% 
Other than in one chaotic and unanalysable realisation as [" ro 1 k 1. P s], discounted in 
(3.22) there is not one case of dorsal harmony in the labial, hence +[ 0: k t"o k ka r t k s], 
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~ a : 1(1:u k tart k s], and so on, or of coronal harmony other than in the unstressed 
onset on the leftl hence '-[a:k1.°uttar1.ks], .-[a :.k1."optartts]1 or mutual harmony, 
hence+[a:k 1. °u ptar1. t], or of Labial targeting the final Ik/, hence+[a:k t °u ptar1.ps). 
Both dorsals are preserved in only 8 of the non-canonical realisations, each non-
canonical in a different way. I am led to (3.23). 
(3.23) ln archopterix, in respect of the articulators, there are three interacting 
expressions of one central tendency by which Dorsal is vulnerable. In the 
case where only the articulator is involved, in the weak foot in 21 cases 
Dorsal is lost to Coronal in contrast to 10 cases where it is lost to Labial. In 
terms of harmonic source, as predicted, where this has no independent 
explanation, X2 = 3.9, P < 0.05. 
In this word, there is one I process' attested three times, though not in isolation, 
namely the migration or loss of the I r I in the final syllable, leading to phonotactically 
odd forms, e.g. [a:ta °ru ptat.s), [a: tt °u pta u), and [a:tt °u pta tk§]. In all cases, onset 
Ikl is coronalised. Applying the same criterion as in respect of hippopotamus, 555, 
578, and 596, made an overt error on arche0l'tl~rix, and no errors in another word 
involving foot structure or an articulator. This suggests (3.24). 
(3.24) archeopterix 
Limits at 2 Stages, including a Stage k> i ~ 1 
i) Stage rH Ir/ root other than in foot structure/1 stress onset. 
ii) Stage n-i Dorsal other than in strong foot/ foot structure 
By (3.24), there is a developmental sequence. In a sequence of multiple parameter 
settings, the inhibition of the coronal harmony implies the inhibition of I r I 
loss/ migration. Given the wide scope of the disruption in forms such as 
[a:taOruptau], this is not a startling claim. But it is consistent with the idea that the 
limit by (3.24.ii) may characterise Stage n-l' 
In each of these 4 cases, in hippopotamus, cardigan, calculator, and archeopterix, there is 
a limit on the association of a non-Coronal in an unstressed syllable. In all of the 
onset cases, an articulator is vulnerable to coronal harmony. Where the prevalence 
can be stated statistically, it is significant at the 0.05 level or higher. 
What about the general claim about coronal harmony in (lo22.a) in these words? 
Taking account, not just of the prevalent processes, but also of the main interacting 
ones, by the sequential association idea in (2.29), in these cases the error consists in a 
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step in the association sequence being either delayed or failing altogether. Assuming 
that any error in respect of a given structure may be triggered by any of its elements, 
some variety in the outcomes is not surprising - even within an idiolect. 
(3.25) A gmeralised ha1monic limit 
Under the special conditions described in (l.22.a)1 essentially involving word-
internal, unstressed onsets, the representation of a non-coronal tends to fail, in 
an onset, typically with the effect of coronal harmony, and outside the foot 
structure with greater I08S1 including deletion and gJottalisation. 
An error in respect of cardigan does not predict an error in respect of calculator, 
hippopotamu..'i, or archeopterix. 3 S's got cardigan wrong, in 2 cases as ['k a: d 1.a n 1 
getting the other 3 words correct. This does not falsify (3.25). The fact that the 
harmony is overwhelmingly coronal is given by the Association Sequence. By (2.29), 
the sequence is delayed. 
Why do the processes take the precise form they do, under these singular conditions, 
and with not one case of a double harmony? Hence+[a:tt·optartts]. Why does the 
singularity of the environment occasion a particular range of outcomes? One possible 
solution, hypothesised in Chapter 7, will appeal to: A) syllabification; B) the interaction 
between defaults; and C) the way these are determined in the process of development. 
Having looked at the clearest cases, consider now the case of gobbledigook occasioning 
a total of 70 errors, including various articulator harmonies. The /k/ on the right 
edge was coronalised or glottalised in 9 casesl but labialised in 16. Coronal harmony 
was attested 4 times in the final onset as [·gnbald1.du:k]1 where both target and the 
notional trigger are in unstressed, non-ambisyllabic onsets. There were 2 cases of 
coronal harmony in the first syllable, ['d nb dguk] and ['dobaltdauk] neither clear 
nor simple. In this word, with two articulator harmonies in the final codal there are 
asymmetries, but these are distributed more complexly than expected. In the final 
onset and coda, coronal and labial harmony are prevalent, but only marginally. In 
crocodile, in the idiolects of 540 and 553, there is coronal harmony. There is no other 
process involving the articulators. Hence .("kro1caga1.u], +[·krntaga1.u]. But the 
numbers are too small to evaluate. By (2.5) and (3.13) we can discount a number of 
other casesl including those of pentagon, aspidibi:ra and diplodocus, where coronal 
harmony as ['pEntadan], [;esta'd1.stra], and [dl.pla'dautas] is outweighed by 
other processes involving the same elements. 
What about harmonies triggered other than by an oral stop? In Eskimo, discounting 
single cases of (" ESP 1. ga u] and [. f: J .Ie t. ma u], Coronal harmonised in rEs.ln na u] and 
as ["Esttmau], each twice, and the root harmonised in ["ESS1.mau] and ["ESS1.nau], 
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each once, in one of these with both harmonies. This is not prevalent, but there is a 
significant contrast with escalator, also occasioning root harmony, but not one case of 
coronal harmony. There was no coronal harmony in animal, hospital or escalator. 
Coronal harmony is distributed across the sample, but it is still active in the idiolects 
of 6 of the 11 eight-year olds. Coronal harmony in crocodile or eskimo represents a 
denser parapraxis than it does in one of the other four words. This is an implicational 
relationship. I shall test this in due course. But note that metathesis, like coronal 
harmony, has a lowermost threshold. There was metathesis in G£7ollimo as 
[d~3'rDmtn3u], animlil as ['remtnu], cardigau as ['ka:g1.dan], hippopotamus as 
[htta"popamas], and Jelusalem as [d~a·Ju:saram]" In htJSPital as ['hosttpu] and 
pentag(m as [pEgka dan], articulator metathesis prevailed over all other processes:u 
In Jrospitlil, I am discounting errors involving glottalisation other than in the It I as 
['?nsp1. ?u], [, ho?b t tu], a labial harmony as ['ho Cpt tu]. And I am disregarding the 
non-trivial, but separate, partly dialectal issue of how and how much the lateral is 
vocalised. We are only looking at the surface form of the stops. In pentagon, I discount 
20 cases of voicing harmony (equally in both directions) and 2 others, none relevant 
here.42 There are 3 coronal harmonies, 1 dorsal harmony, and 8 metatheses, all involving 
the articulators, 4 of the 8 also involving a voicing harmony (in both directions), 
surfacing as [pEggatEn], [pEggadan], and [pEgkatan]. 
(3.26) One limit - hospital- 'l1ariable limit - pentagon 
Limit 
Metathesis 
Inconsequential 
Canonical 
Metathesis 
Harmony 
Inconsequential 
Canonical 
Effects of particular limits 
[h 0 st t pa 1] 54,11. 44, 53, 59, 81 
53,8,18,26,28,40,60 
Total non-canonicall 
percentage canonical 
6 
7 
87% 
['pEuk.adan] S5, 25, 26,39,44,56, 73, 74 8 
['pEntadan] S3,31,59 3 
['pEgkakan] 561 1 
~~u~~n~n~~~~~m~~~~.~~wll 
65% 
41 Here I am ignoring 9 realisations of escalator as [' ek sal e L. tal, poSSlbly by reanalysis - by 
(3.11.j) - by the child taking the input form to h..1.Ve an initi.-ll / E k s /. 
42 The polarity / directionality of non-canonical harmony involving voicing In.'1.y be of interest 
or signficance. But issue does not feature in the hypotheses tmder cotlb--ideration here. There is no 
strong asymmetry on this point in the data here. 
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It is possible to define this distribution in terms of where the association occurs. It is 
as though Labial and Dorsal were' attracted' in opposite directions in relation to the 
foot structure. Characterising the process in terms of 'bearers' (foreshadowing more 
discussion in Chapter 5, a bearer is an element to which another can associate), the 
conclusion in (3.27) follows. 
(327) In respect of the articulators, there is a central tendency, represented by 6 
out of 6 cases in 1u:Jt.-pital and by 8 out of 12 cases in pentagon, where a 
non-Coronal element is associated wherever there is an adjacent bearer. On 
the Enfield (1972) criterioflt the case of hospital is significant. 
By the notion of an I adjacent bearer' labiality associates next to roundness, and 
dorsality next to nasality, in the case of the latter, as one constituent. The latter is 
dorsalised by the process. The claim in (327) can be re-expressed as a tendency. 
(3.28) In a dactyll with a heavy stressed syllable and a closed final syllable, the 
likelihood of non-coronal floating is in proportion to the sharing of an 
articulator within the syllable and the adjacency of the bearer. 
Both conditions are met in h()t,1ntal, one is met in pmtagon, and neither in cardigan. 
This determines the varying degrees to whch metathesis is prevalent in these words. 
Note that here, as in the case of coronal harmony, there is a lowermost threshold. 
The non-trivial issue of the mechanism is one to which I shall return, first in Chapter 
5, and then in Chapter 7. 
(3.29) lists cases where for any speaker with the metathesis in hospital or with coronal 
harmony in crocodile or eskimo, there is also an difficulty with one of the words 
which prevalently trigger coronal harmony at what seems to be a higher threshold. 
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(3.29) Testing implications: metathesi...:; alld coronal hanntmy thresholtL,,43 
Eskimo crocodile pentagon hot.-pital cardigan 
cau:ulator 
hippopotamus 
archeapterix 
53 "Esk l.nau a: t t "uptatk§ 
54 "ESStnaU 'hust1.pu "kle tta lE1. ta 
55 ° pEukadan °ka:dl.dan 
511 'hust1.pu h 1. tau"puta nas 
525 ° pEgkadan a:k t"u p parlks 
526 ° pEggadan °ka:d lan 
539 " pEgkatan "ka:d tan 
"kleltalE1.ta 
a:ttOoptar lS 
h t ta °pota mas 
540 Ok r u ta d a 1.1 °ka:dl.dan 
S44 ° pEgkatan 'hust l.pU "ka:d1.dan 
550 °Est l.mau °kleHalE 1.ta 
553 °kro?ada t1 'hosabu °ka:dtdan 
"kletanE1.ta 
556 ° pEugatEn °ka:dl.dan 
559 'husttpu °ka:d l.dan 
h t ta "puta mas 
573 ° pEugatan a:ktOoptts 
574 ° pEggadan a:kl.°ustarl.ks 
581 "E811. mau 'hust1.pu "ka:dtdan 
587 "Esk tnau h ttaOputamas 
Most of the errors in the rightmost column instance one or more of the prevalent 
coronal harmonies identified here - in 53~ s case, all four of them. If 5 has metathesis 
in hospital or pentagon or coronal harmony in eskimo or crocodile, both dactylls with a 
short stressed vowel, there is a failure typically harmonic in ca711igall, cait.:ulat01', 
af'cheopterix or hippopotamus - an implication of the sort in (3.l.d). This suggests the 
sequence of thresholds in (3.30). 
43 With no obvious impact on the claims here, S's 53 and 59 were identified as a reb'1..ut of the 
experiment as needing direct therapy. 
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(3.30) Prosodic weight limits on non-coronal elements in unstressed onsets at 
two stages, including Stage k > i oe 1 
i) Stage H In dactyllic structures with a short stressed vowel, i.e. in (':Skimo, 
crocodtle, hfhpital, or pentagon 
ii) Stage n-i a) in cardigan (and I or calculator?), i~l 
b) hippopotamu$ or archeopterix, i=1? 
There is no prediction here that every child with a single failure with respect to 
(3.30.i) will fail completely at (3.30oii). The prediction is only that there will be some 
failure at this or these thresholds. The limit may apply in anyone or more of the 
cases exampled here. 
(3.30) is consistent with the claim in (3.31). 
(3.31) In the parapraxis of normal development, the lowermost threshold for the 
prevalent, i.e. parapraxic, non-canonical surfacing of coronality - by 
metathesis or harmonically - is a dactyll with at least one heavy syllable. 
Here I am discounting, as exceptional, two single cases in the 1997 experimental data 
of axe as [~7tS] and clouds as [daudz] from phonologically disordered 559. 
At a level of competence lower than that of the speakers in the experiment here, 
there is one bisyllabic context where Coronal is systematically vulnerable - where 
It I or I dl falls between a vowel and a syllabic Ill, as in little and middle. Although 
not one subject in the experiment dorsalised in ,mddle as [. P A g u] or [. P A g a .t], S 11, 
S32, 550, S77, 586, and S95, dorsalised the It I in digital as ("dtd~lku], the youngest 
at 4;11, the oldest at 8;4, all making three other sorts of errors, as shown in (3.32). 
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(3.32) Harmonic and foot structure errors in idiolects with digitaz as ['d td~tkal] 
Harmony - Coronal trigger Labial Harmony 
511 httau'potanas dtpJa'daupas 
532 'gobaltgu:?, fa"montta rema'mtntam 
550 h tpa 'potanas, '£sttmau 
'gobaltgu:t, "krehalEtta 
577 'mregtt 
S86 restra'd uta 
595 rela'mtnaan 
ma:'mEskos 
"gob a Ib l..g u:k 
'mEJa ml. 
d~a"ro m t mau 
Foot structure error 
'pEntaan, 'd~om tau 
'krenretka nEt ta 
'ro m t ta 
'stftkat 
'hogad t 
rela'mtnaao 
NB Realisations of hippopotamus, diplodc.'Ols, pentagon, Geronimo, gobbledigook, 
thl'111lomeier, aluminium, calculator, asbl'Stos, Eskimo, magnet, certificate, aspidistra, 
Melanie, mahogany, spagetti, budgerigar. 
Commonalities between these idiolects are listed in (3.33). 
(3.33) Rl-11Tesentation at a stage in phonological development - digital as [, d t d~ 1.. ka 1] 
a) There is both labial harmony and at least one separate harmony in which, 
an element is vulnerable to a property of a coronal, typically Coronal 
b) There is a problem involving foot structure, e.g. pentagon as [. p£ n taa 0]. 
Given the two factors in (3.33), it is possible that the dorsalisation in digitaz represents 
the effect of both. In the case of (3.33.b) there is evidence of an incomplete idea of 
what foot structure represents. This may bear on the failure to implement coronality 
on the margin of a full foot. In general, it seems unlikely that both of these issues are 
addressed in a single developmental step. Hence (3.34). 
(3.34) Dorsalisation in digital as [, d t d~ t ka 1] is characteristic of 5tage rH;f k> 1. 
What about harmony involving the other articulators? 
Labial harmony featured in 44 idiolects. The clear evidence is in asbl'StoS. In this 
word, just two harmonies are attested more than once, a labial harmony on the right 
edge and lsI root harmony in the adjacent voiceless stop. There was 1 metathesis as 
[rez'dEspOS], 1 coalescence as ["vEstuf], and various disharmonies, one attested 4 
times as [rez·bEskos]. And there is compensatory lengthening, mainly in the initial 
syllable, but also in the final syllable. Discounting refusals, deletions, and various 
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errors only attested once, the data patterns as in (3.35). One case of metathesis is 
shown because of the elements which are manipulated. Cases such as 554' s [m : °b ESt 1) f] 
are counted as separate limits in respect of both codas, the root in one, the articulator 
in the other. For all but 25's, as for A2, there is no reduction in the final vowel. 
(3.35) asbestos 
Limit 
Compo Length. 
Harmony 
Metathesis 
Disharmony 
Root-harmony 
Inconsequential 
Canonical 
Effects of particular limits Total non-canonical/ 
percentage canonical 
[;e : "b ESt us] 516, 17,31,56,. 60, 79,80,87,91 
["sp£sto:] 57,10,13 
9 
3 
! ;e z"b Est 0 f] SL 3, 15, 18, 39, 45, 54 7 
[;ez"d£spos! S44 1 
[rez"bEskos! 529,30,5..':l,61 4 
!rez"bEssuS) S22,4O,60 3 
52,4,6,8,9, 11, 12, 14,20, 21, 24, 28,32,34,35,41,42,46,47, 48,49, 
~~~~~~~mn~nw ~ 
65% 
There is not one clear coronal harmony in the /b/ or labial harmony in the I t/, 
hence +[rez"dEstoS] and +[rezobEspOS]. Disharmonic [rez"bEslcos], harmonic 
[rez"bEssOS] and [rez"dEspOS! by metathesis, have effects which are mutually 
contradictory, and possibly random. Speakers with compensatory lengthening on 
the right have no surface phonetic trace of the underlying syllable on the left. The 
oldest of these is younger than the youngest speaker with [;e:"bEstuS]. In the codas 
of the unstressed syllables, there are clear singularities and one asymmetry. 
(3.36) In asbestos on the right edge of a prosodic element, the association of 
coronal / s / is limited at Stage 11-1: and Stage II-it k > i ce I, 
i) at Stage 11-1: as a coda in non-primary stres...'>ed syllables (3 cases); 
ii) at Stage II-f with effects due to the adjacent vowel: 
a) In the initial coda as compensatory lengthening (9 cases); 
b) In final coda, floating Labial (7 cases), compensatory lengthening (3 cases). 
Although there is an interface account of the non-attestation of the reverse polarity -
.rrez"dEstuS] - by acoustic salience, I draw this conclusion. 
(337) In a...:;besios, there is a singularity with respect to the target of the articulator 
harmony, significant on Enfield's 1972 criterion. 
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Other cases of labial harmony were as follows. In dq,lodocus, there were 3 realisations 
as [dtpla"daupas], in contrast to one coronal harmony and 2 dorsal harmonies, but 
in view of the distribution, with no significance. In gobbledigook there were 3 labial 
harmonies in the final coda, as [" g n b a I d 1. g u: p] and 13 variants, but none with labial 
harmony in the final onset. Hence +["gnbaJdtbu :Jc:]. In Bamaby, there were 4 
realisations as ("b a: mabt), but no coronal harmony hence ~"ba:nad t]. In llSf.ridistra 
there were 5 labial harmonies as [respa"dtspra] mostly with the loss of the / r/, and 
1 [~stra"dtsta] with /r/ migration. In aspidish-a, the Coronal and the Labial have 
the same places in relation to the foot structure as in hippopotaml.L.<:;. But the patterns 
go opposite ways. Recall from Section 2.4.1 the key role of the glide in A's labial 
harmony from 2;7 to 3;3 (see Smith, 1973). In aspidistra, the /r/ in the representation 
seems to reverse the polarity/directionality of an articulator harmony from the one 
in hippopotamus_ Although labial harmony was not prevalent in fl::>-pidistra (the prevalent 
harmony being triggered by the interaction between the / r / and the adjacent stop -
see below), it seems from this and the cases of Melanie and Barnaby that we need to 
distinguish different thresholds in labial harmony. In idiolects with labial harmony 
in any of these words, for the sake of accurate description the domain needs to be 
defined in a way which is suitably restrictive. 
Let us now turn to the simplest case of articulator interactions between sonorants -
in animal. The 10 inconsequential cases were all refusals. 
(3.38) animal 
Limit Effects of particular limits Total non-canonical/ 
percentage canonical 
Harmonic floating [";e m tm u] 58,29,40,44,53, 74, ["~m m u) 513, ["~m ma] 561 8 
Floating by metathesis r;em tnu] 546, 72,88, ["~m tu] 51, ["~ mu] 5n 5 
Non-association ["~nu] 522 1 
Inconsequential 52, 7, 9, 15, 19,38,47,67, 69, 87 10 
Canonical 75% 
In all cases, the surface roundness and backness on the right edge and the qualities 
of /;e / associate correctly. I can capture all three sorts of case, harmony, metathesis 
and the indeterminate case of [.~ m u] by the limit in (3.39). 
(3.39) In animal, Labial representation is free in the foot structure (12 cases). 
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This is almost the inverse of the prevalent pattern in hospital. There is no obvious 
intersection between idiolects with non-canonicalha.l'ital and those with non-canonical 
animal. In neither case does an error in one imply an error in the other. 
In Melanie and Barnaby, there is labial, but not coronal, harmony in a nasal target, 
hence ['mElamt], but +['nt>lant.], ["ba:mabt), but +["ba:nadt.). In Melanie, 8 cases 
of labial harmony are balanced by rmt>naJt], rmElah], ['mEnant] and the 
disharmonic [" m Ela d t), in almost equal proportions. The asymmetry is only in respect 
of one unattested case. In Barnaby, 6 out of 18 errors involved the articulators in the 
unstressed onsets, 5 as ["ba:mabt)1 as ['ba:madt), in the framework here, by the 
floating of Labial. There were 2 nasal harmonies as ["ba:na m t). Otherwise, in these 
two words, no other process was attested more than once. 
Unsurprisingly, for all 21 speakers with metathesis or labial harmony in dactyllic 
animal or Barnaby, there was at least one other case of harmony involving an articulator, 
in 20 of the 21, Labial. 
(3.40) Limits on coronals in unstressed onsets at Stage n-k and Stage n .... ' k > i ce 1, 
by prosodic weight 
i) Stage n-k Limit applying in a dactyli, i.e. in animal or Barnaby. 
ii) 5tage n.... Limit applying by other conditions. 
Let us now turn to dorsal harmony. There were 7 clear cases, 3 inmagrzet as [. m reg n 1. k), 
2 in diplodocu,-~ as [d1.pJa·gauf a s] and [d1.pJa·gJausas] and 2 in gobbledigook (against 
expectation) as ["gugaltgu:k] and ["gugaJtgu:k], the last outweighed by 16 cases 
of harmony in the opposite direction/polarity as ["gubald1.gu:p]. In sh1ts, there 
were four cases of dorsalisation as ["sk ats], contrasting with 8 cases of duster 
reduction, 4 as [ptUs] and 4 as [StUs]. Although there is no asymmetry here, let us 
treat this as a harmony triggered by the surface darkness of the lateral. This leads to 
the implication in (3.41) and the daim in (3.42). 
(3.41) In every idiolect with dorsal harmony in ["sk tHs], there is another 
realisation involving a non-canonical surface lateral, in 521' s yellaw as 
["1 E 1 au], in 524' s asbestos disharmonically as [re t bE: t D s], in 541' s Melanie 
as ["mElalt), chimnney as [tJtmbalt), ll~salem as [lu:safam], and in 
575's aluminium as [~lam tl ta mI. 
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(3.42) Limits on coronality at 2 Stages 
i) Stage n-k Limit in onset duster with coda duster containing dark Ill, 
i.e. in stilts. 
ii) Stage n--l Failure to inhibit lateralisation in an underlying coronal. 
In magnet, dorsal harmony was the only feature-changing process.44 No other error 
occurred more than once. Discounting one-off errors such as ["m:egnant] - by 
reduplication, there there is thus a small, but absolute, asymmetry with respect to 
magnet. To wit .["m<Edn ttl and ~·m<Edntp]. 
(3.43) magnet 
Limit Effects of limit 
Loss of coronal in coda r m <Eg n l k] S2L 3L 54 
Inconsequential 53, 6, 7, lL 13, 20, 40, 43, 49, 50, 57, 77 
Canonical 
Total non-canonicall 
percentage canonical 
3 
12 
85% 
(3.44) In the structure represented by magnd, in respect of coda articulators in 3 
out of 3 cases where these are involved, there is dorsal harmony. On Enfield's 
1972 criterion this is significant. 
Here too there is an implication. In all idiolects with the [, m<Eg n tk] error, there was 
a foot-structure error in a....."l~tos - in S21's as ['bEstuS], in 531's as [<E:'bEstuS], in 
S54's as [~:·bEstuf]. Not one of these speake.rs loses coda /k/ in archeopterix as 
[a : k. 1. '1) pta r l s] or any variant of this. In the cases of S21, S24 and 541, with [ . sit t tt s], 
the same pattern held in a.....,,(~tos. Stated in terms of articulator weakness, these 
co-relations are hard to explain. But they can be explained ac; variable exemplars of 
one limit relating coronal obstruents to the prosodic structure. 
"In the 1991 pilot study, there were also 3 exemplars of [-m(egnlk], and no other articulator 
harmonies_ 
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(3.45) Dorsal harmony and the vulnerability of one of a set of coronal codas near a labial 
Where A) all syllables are clo.sed; B) there is ro.undness in the stressed syllable 
(a labial in the stressed o.nset), C) there is a difference o.f voicing between coda 
elements such that o.ne (that o.f the final syllable) is unvo.iced and o.ne (that o.f 
ano.ther syllable) is vo.iced, if there is do.rsal harmo.ny in magnet, asbest{'13 is 
realised with so.me lo.ss o.f structure, implying separate limits at Stage fH: and 
Stage n-it k > i ce 1, with respect to. the associatio.n o.f coronals. 
i) Stage rH: Limit applying in ~iilts o.r ma~lJJd; 
ii) Stage 11-1 Limit applying in asbestos, by (3.36.ii). 
There were no. o.ther cases o.f harmo.ny invo.lving just articulato.rs. Fro.m the data here 
and previo.us claims, the mo.re general claim in (3.46) fo.llo.ws. 
(3.46) In all prevalent cases invo.lving two. articulato.rs in parapraxic hanno.ny o.r 
metathesis, at least one of them is coronal. 
No.w co.nsider disharmo.ny, no.ted in Chapter 1 in monopoly. In this wo.rd, 15 erro.rs 
invo.lved pr~to.nic deletio.n, 9 invo.lved harmo.ny o.r metathesis between the / n/ and 
the /1/, in all cases preserving the latter. And there were 5 refusals. The data in 
(3.47) leads to. the claim in (3.48). 
(3.47) mOllopoly 
Limit 
Disharmo.ny 
Harmo.ny at the ro.o.t 
Obstruence 
Inco.nsequential 
Canonical 
Effects o.f particular limits To.tal no.n-cano.nical/ 
percentage canonical 
[m ~ . no k ~ It 1 S6, 31. 39, 44, 88, [. n 0 k ~ n t] S5 6 
Im~'lop~Pt]S47,63 [m~'lopawt] 58 3 
[b~' no pan t] SlO, [ba 'n n paJt] 52 2 
Sl, 2- 3, 8, 9, 11., 12- 16, 18, 21. 'l2. 25, 26, 29, 34, 36, 40, 41. 46, 47, 52-
53, 57, 58, 59, 63, 76, 81. 84 29 
59% 
(3.48) In monopoly, with 6 articulato.r disharmo.nies replacing Labial by Do.rsal, 3 
harmo.nies invo.lving the labial root o.r ro.undness, 3 harmo.nies lo.sing Nasal, 
with respect to. the abso.lute prevalence o.f articulato.r disharmo.ny o.ver 
articulato.r harmo.ny, there is a singularity here. 
Hence .[ma' m npah.], .[na 'nopah], +{ma ·nDlah.]. In idiolects with any erro.r in 
invo.lving labiality in monopoly, harmo.nic o.r disharmo.nic, there was at least o.ne 
articulato.r erro.r in a wo.rd with three articulato.rs. 
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(3.49) Limits at Stage n-kand Stage n-i' k> i ~ 1, with respect to articulators 
i) Stage n-k Labiality error in monopoly - with two articulators; 
ii) Stage 11-1 No limit other than in respect of three articulators. 
To conclude this discussion of articulators, let us now turn to the case where Iml 
interacts with I r I and I nl in Geronimo - occasioning 56 overt errors. In (3.50) the 
floating of Labial from the final onset into the foot is characterised as Float Lab, 
non-association as NA, that of Irl as NA Ir/, of Labial as NA Lab, and the loss of 
foot structure as NA foot. 
(350) Limits ~ 1'Oots and articulators - Geronimo 
Limit 
Float Lab, N A I rl 
Float Lab, NA foot 
Effects of particular limits Total non-canonical I 
percentage canonical 
[d ~ a ' m u n 1. m au] 56, 8, 46, 57, 60 
[d~a' m u n 1. nau] S54, 81 
[d~a'munaau] 514 
[d~a'muttmau] S74 
[d ~a' m u n 1.a u] 54,5,22, 43, 44, 66,70,72 
[dja'mumamau] S3 
[d~a' m ullau] S17 
[d~a'mDm1.au] S97 
[d~a' m D m 1. maul Sl 
[d~a'rummau] S29,M 
[d~a' ru m La u] S1O, [d?;a 'ru m l.da u] S30 
[d~a 'ro m 1. maul S42,SO, 79,95 
[d ~ a . rom 1.na u] S21, 31, &,1),52,68,69,88,90,91 
[d~a'mumuau] S41 
21 
18 
Float Lab, NA Irl foot ['d~um1.nau] S24, ['d?;:emaau] S53 
NA /r/ foot 
NALab 
Inconsequential 
Canonical 
[d~a'umamau] S9,['d~um1.mau] 540, ['d~um1.au] 511 5 
(' d ~ u n 1. m au] 57, 56, 58, 67, 'if] 
[d~a'ontmau] 538, ['da'Entmau] S2 
[d~a'run1.au] S62, [d~a·run1.gau] 551 
S12, 18,83 
7 
2 
3 
42% 
In the 56 idiolects with any error in this word - in all cases involving at least one of 
the sonorants, in 44 cases Labial floats into the foot, harmonically, by metathesis or 
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by migration, in 21 of these at the expense of the I r/. In 12 cases there is some loss of 
structure on the left, in 10 as realignment and in 2 with some phonotactic anomaly. 
In 2 cases, Labial is lost, once by deletion, once by disharmony. There is not one 
simple coronal harmony; hence.[d~a·r1)n tnau]. By treating the non-association as 
progressive, it is possible to explain phonotactically deviant surface structures with 
two adjacent vowels of which the leftmost is schwa. Previously noted in respect of 
archeopbm, this non-association seems to occur characteristically where a liquid is at 
a foot-structure margin. This leads to (3.51) and (3.52). 
(3.51) In Genmimo with two coronal sonorants in the foot, Iml in the final onset, 
and roundness in the stressed and final vowels: 
a) Labial is associated in the foot in 44 out of 56 cases; 
b) Unless Labial associates in the foot, Coronal is not associated outside it; 
c) In 33 cases, Iml is associated and I rllost, in contrast to 2 vice-versa; 
d) In harmonic relations involving the nasals, in 8 out of 8 cases this is at the 
expense of Coronal, where the non-attestation of coronal harmony was 
predicted, with no independent explanation, and significant on the Enfield 
(1972) criterion. 
(3.52) Two limits with respect to Geronimo 
i) Stage II-k Limit on Labial in the stress domain with all sonorant onsets; 
ii) Stage II-I Limit applying in respect of any articulator. 
There were 34 speakers who could say animal, but who could still not say Gl7onimo. 
But for all 13 of the speakers in (3.38) unable to say animal, there was a problem in 
respect of Gl~ronimo, with a degenerate foot, an I rl onset next to the degenerate foot, 
and roundness in both the stressed vowel and the off-glide of the final vowel. This 
leads to an implicational claim, going one step further than previously. 
(3.53) Limits on coronal: a sequence of stages before Stage II-I 
i) Stage rt-mI m > 2: where there is no other surface coronal, i.e. in animal, 
Barnaby, or Melanie. 
ii) Stage 11-1;1 k> 1: by (3.52.i.), where there is a degenerate foot, i.e. in Geronimo. 
3.4.3.2 Other £eatural processes and singularities 
This Section concerns a set of cases involving nasality, liquidity, apicality, labiality, 
and vocalic roundness. 
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As in the case of Geronimo, in Jl.7Usalem, also with roundness in the stressed sylable, 
but with labiality, rather than roundness, in the final rime, there is evidence of 
positive interaction between the liquids. Unexpectedly, the non-apicality of Il'l 
sometimes floats rightwards. In (3.54), the main processes are characterised in terms 
of Non-Association, NA, and Floating, Fl. One realisation, as [d~O)rO)'tu:stO)m], is 
not clearly accountable. Refusals and various processes affecting the edgemost 
segments, none attested more than once, are treated as inconsequential. 
(354) Limits with n>spect to roots and articulators - /enlsalem 
Limit Effects of particular limits Total non-canonicalj 
percentage canonical 
NAIl'l 
NA Il'l as onset 
NA III 
Mutual harmony 
Vowel harmony, NA 
? 
Fl N Apic 
Inconsequential 
Canonical 
[d~O) 'Iu: sO) to) m] 538,70,76,94, 
[d~O)'lu:sO)rO)m] 527,33,54 
[d~O) 'J u:sO)nO) m] f;90, [d~a 'J u:sta m] 544,92 
[d~O) 'lu:sO) m] 566, [d~O) 'I u:sa ma n] 58,64 
['tu:sO)fam] 541 
(' d ~u: sa Ja m] 54,11,12, 16, 17,29,30,40,58 
[d~a '<r>u:sana m] 814 
[d~a'ru:stam] 563,97 
[d~a 'I' u:sO) m] S6 .. 'l, 71, 8..1 
[d~a' ru :sO) ma n] 55,31,56 
[d~a' ru: so) na n] 53, [d~a 'r u: sa rO) m] 561 
[d~O)'wu:sawam] 510,28 
[d~ u 'u :sO) m] 5..'i3 
[d~arO)'lu:stO)m] 562 
[d~O) or u:f 0) 10) m] S6, 26, 59, 79 
SI, 2, 7, 18, 23, 50, 52, 81, 87 
As in Genmimo, a central tendency is detectable - and testable statistically. 
14 
9 
11 
2 
1 
1 
4 
9 
47% 
(3.55) In J(~salem, I rl fails to associate in 23 cases in contrast to laterality in 11. 
In 3 cases both are lost. With a distribution in the expected polarity, where 
this has no independent explanation, i= 4.24, P < 0.05. 
Taking Geronimo and Jerusalem together, 71 S's got one of them wrong. In 74 idiolects 
there was at least one articulator harmony. The proportions are almost the same. The 
intersection is not significant. 87 SiS have either an articulator harmony or an error in 
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respect of Geronimo or Jernsalem. The relevant factors in these two words seem to be 
separate from those involved in articulator harmony. 
Unsurprisingly, all S's unable to say yellCfw, in 5 cases as ["If: tau], in 1 as ["h;wau], 
were also unable to say JLTusalem, Geronimo, monopoly, diplodocus, or digital, all with 
liquidity and labiality or roundness (derived in 1 case) in a stucture with more than a 
full fool. Before considering the obvious implication, I am led to the claim in (3.56). 
(3.56) Developmentally, the representation of roundness, labiality, liquidity and 
foot structure interact. 
The roles of sibilance, affricatehood and non-apicality are more salient in spaghl1ti, 
soldil':l', sausages, digital, chipshop and aspadisrra. In spaghetti, discounting unanalysable 
cases such as 54's [sa"bEk t], 550's [sa"bElt], 55's [skaba"tEtt], characterising the 
association of /s/ in the stressed syllable as 'migration', the data patterns as in 
(3.57), with a central tendency, as defined in (3.58). 
(357) spllghetti 
Limit 
Migration 
Non-association 
Inconsequential 
Canonical 
Effects of particular limits Total non-canonical/ 
percentage canonical 
[b a" s kElt] . [" p s kEtt.] . [" s kElt] S8, 11,1..2, 26, 32, 41. 
43, 46,47,52, 5..'l, 61, 64, 68,70,78,79, 81, 86,88,92, f1J 
[b a "g U t] 53, 7, 15, 31. 40, 54 
S4. 5, SO, 59, 60 
22 
6 
5 
66% 
(3.58) In spaghetti, /8/ floated in 22 cases, and was deleted in 6, by an expected 
distribution, with no independent explanation, "l= 9.14, P < 0.01. 
Not only is the chance probability very low, the case by (3.58) is the reverse of what 
might be suggested by independent interface considerations. 
In all idiolects with /8/ floating in spaghetti, there was articulator harmony. 
(3.59) Mi}:;rration and articulator harmony in ge1llTal - two stages - ('1.ridence of spllghetti 
i) Stage n - k Limit on / s/ in a cluster in a degenerate foot; 
ii) Stage n-1 Limit on an articulator, expressed harmonically. 
In aspidistra, in 10 cases the surface affrication of the final cluster containing stridency 
and non-apicality floated to the stressed onset, prototypically as [<espa·d~\.Stra).In 
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38 cases, leI was lost at the root, prototypically as [~S p~·dl.st~]. InS cases mentioned 
above, Labial harmonised in the final onset. In 2 cases Labial floated elsewhere. The 
floating of Labial and leI features did not co-occur. Hence .[~st~·d~l.spr~] and 
~~sp~·d~1.spr~] and related forms. But given the rate of simple duster reduction 
on the right edge, the asymmetry here is weak. 
In other cases, the non-apicality is underlying. Out of 12 errors in sausages, discounting 
411isp effects', such as [so §1.d~1.?;] and disharmonic [fustd~], all other errors involved 
de-affrication, possibly by an interface effect like cluster reduction. In 4 cases, non-
apicality floated into the stressed onset, in 553 - with a phonological disorder - as 
['ful t.~u], and otherwise as ['J us 1..j 1..z] and ['Jus ld lZ). These 4 cases are balanced 
by 3 as ['sus1.du] with the outright loss of the non-apical gesture. There is no 
obvious prevalence here. 
In soldier, the non-apicality was preserved in all cases. 7 errors involved migration 
or harmony in the stressed onset. Discounting 550's disharmonic ("sug~d~~], the 
loss of III as ["s~ud~~], and lisps, as ['§auJd~a], errors involving non-apicality 
pattern thus. 
(3.60) Limit on non-apicality - soldier 
Limit 
PI N Apic 
Deaffrication 
Inconsequential 
Canonical 
Effects of particular limits Total non-canonicall 
percentage canonical 
[·J~uld~~] 553, n.H/Ida] 539,40, ['J3ud~3] S5L59 
['fauda] S8,20 
r §3ud ja] 510, ("sau Idola] 52, ("sau l~a] S4, 45 
53, 6, 9, 15, 2L 36, 56, 25, 50, 58, trJ 
7 
4 
11 
77% 
Here there was just one realisation involving the loss of the non-apical I palatal property 
in ['sauldola], but not one losing the source element absolutely. Hence ~·sau.tda]. 
The mechanism by which non-apicality floats is a topic I shall need to return to. 
In digital, the final onset is damaged in 29 out of 38 errors. One, in 6 cases, to be 
considered further in due course, is dorsalisation. In (3.61), various limits are listed 
under 'Final onset'. But the greatest vulnerability in this position, attested in 12 
cases, involves the non-apicality of the affricate, shown in (3.61) as Fl N Apic. 
Conversely, non-apicality is lost in only 3 cases. De-affrication occurs in 6 idiolects. 
Discounting refusals, cases where 5 comments on the difficulty, and disregarding 
the surface form of the underlying lateral, the data patterns thus - where the realisation 
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of 553 is counted twice - on account of both de-affrication and loss in the final onset. 
(3.61) Limits on 110n-apicality and It I - digital 
Limit Effects of particular limits Total non-canonicalj 
percentage canonical 
Final onset rdtd~tt.at1 SlL32.50,77,86,95, ["dtd~tal]53L40, 
Fl N Apic 
Deaffrication 
Inconsequential 
Canonical 
["dtd~tlal] S5, 19, 39, ["dtd~att] 561 
rdt~aJaI] 5S3,rdtd~aaJ] 520 
["dtwawal]Sl ["dtd~t(f)u]56, ["dtdztsal] S2 
I"d l.d~ttlal1 S4, 10, 12. 36, 42, 68,71,90, 
I"d t d ttl all S27,63, 65,87 
rdt~ttaJ] 58,9,81, ['dldl~aJ]513, ["dt~aJaJ] 5S3 
53, 6, 7, 16, 33, 34,38,46,49, 59, 60, 66, 69, 72, 81 
17 
12 
5 
15 
62% 
Where non-apicality floats, just affricatehood is involved. Hence ~·dtd~td~aJ]. As 
noted above, the affrication/ palatalisation of the stressed onset is aJrnost prevalent 
in aspidistra, but it is unattested in digital. 
In errors involving sibilance, there seem to be three factors: A) whether the affrication 
is underlyingly in the foot; B) whether the structure contains a liquid; C) whether 
there is a contrast with respect to voicing. In the first of these respects, sau...:;ages is 
differenttosoldier, digital, and aspidi..-m-a. Confirming the claim in (3.9.h) that parapraxis 
affects affricatehood in isolation, I can now make the following claims relating sibilance 
to both laterality and foot-structure. 
(3.62) Parapraxis involving sibilance 
a) Where the structure contains a coda lateral (in digital and soldier, not in 
sausages), non-apicality is (characteristically - with 1 exception in the 
data here) preserved in at least one onset. 
b) N on-apicality floats between onsets, harmonically or otherwise in errors 
involving these features, in sau...:;ages in 4 out of 7 cases, in soldier in 7 
cases out of 11, in digital in 12 out of 18 cases, in all cases as predicted, 
in a way with no independent explanation. 
c) Where there is a contrast with respect to voicing, non-apicality targets 
the stressed onset - in aspidi..-m-a, sausages, and soldier, not digital. 
d) The harmonisation or floating of affricate or palatal properties does 
not involve voicing/ is not at the root. 
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e) Affricates and/ or / s/ clusters other than with / t / are realised only in 
a full foot - with different effects in the cases of h.o&pital, spaghetti, 
Geronimo and /lmlsalem. 
f) Root harmony triggered by /s/ approaches prevalence only in the 
coda of the stressed syllable - in asbestoo as [rez'bEssus], eskimo as 
["E s St m~u], escalator as rESS~ lEt1~] a::.pidistra as [res p~' d tss~]. 
In all 42 idiolects with non-apicality floating either from an affricate or the superficial 
affrication in a::.pidistra, there was at least one articulatory error either by harmony or 
by non-association. Hence (3.63). 
(3.63) Since it implies a limit on an articulator, the movement of coronal fricative 
properties is at a threshold represented by Stage n-!;' k > 1. 
Let us now return to the case of yellaw. More evidence of a Stage trm' 
(3.64) Since it implies (3.63), the prevalent lateral floating in yellvw is at a relatively 
lower threshold, Stage R-"fII' m> 2. 
In relation to the claims in (3.9), the most unexpected aspect of the data here was the 
involvement of vowels in what seems to be a disharmony because phonetic contrast 
is increased. 
(3.65) VocaJic disharmony occurred in words with a ternary foot, in budglTigar or 
gobbledigook, or with more than a simple foot and with all syllables closed, in 
asbestos, in all cases with a voiced labial stop in the stressed syllable. 
In 12 idiolects, the change is in a ternary foot item; in gobbledigook the final 
vowel changes to / a u / ; in budgerigar the stressed vowel changes to / re /; in 
the idiolect of one of the twelve, in 553, both of these occur; in asbestos the 
final vowel goes to / a u / . All of these categorial changes increase the featural 
contrast between the vowels, in the case of /~ u / introducing a diphthong, 
in the case of budglTigar introducing a backness contrast between the stressed 
vowels. 
In budgerigar, out of 38 non-canonical responses, in S the / d / was copied on the right 
edge - prototypically as [·bll.d~~Ttga:d]. In allS idiolects there were more cases of 
articulator error. But there were S cases of affricate reduction 2 as ['bA~~Htga:] and 
['b At~k t a:J, 2 with the disharmonic fronting of the stressed vowel as [bretar1.ga:d], 
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and 1 as ['b ref a tk. a:]. This is not prevalence. 
The other case of copying was in diplodocus with 4 forms, prototypically as 
[dtpla 'dauklas]. One realisation as [dtpla'dnklas], presumably echoing an adult 
dialect with the word as I d tpJa 'dnJeas/, suggests that this was not an accidental 
mishearing. These cases with the floating of Lateral into the strong foot contrast with 
one realisation with root deletion as [d tpa 'dauJeas]. This floating of Lateral becomes 
root harmony in 2 realisations, prototypically as [dtpla'daulas] and 3 as 
[d tpla 'laukas]. Various other sorts of copying and harmony involving the I sl are 
occasioned in this word, but none reaching the level of prevalence. 
3.4.3.3 Review of Phase One of the experiment 
In this review of Phase One of the experiment here, in relation to the experimental 
goals concerning asymmetry, thresholds and productivity in (3.l.a), (3.1.b) and (3.1.c), 
claims by (3.9) now need to be revised as follows. 
(3.66) Partially revised claim..., 
a) Other than at a low threshold at Stage n-i' i > 1, 
a) Articulator harmony is not prevalent in the onsets of stressed syllables. 
b) Each articulator is the prevalent harmoniser in particular environments. 
c) Articulator harmonies involve at least two nasals or obstruents, at least 
one a stop, in words with at least one closed syllable. 
b) Against expectation, there was dorsal harmony in the Ibl in gobbledigook, 
as [OgngaJtgu:Je] and ["gngaJtJu:k], not as a one-step process, and 
outweighed 8 times by labial harmony in the opposite directionl polarity as 
["gnbatdtgu:p] and related forms. 
c) Disharmony is prevalent, on a narrow definition, as predicted in monopoly. 
d) Reduplication is not prevalent in any of the environments here. 
e) Other than with respect to two marginal cases, for coronal harmony and 
metathesis, there are lowermost thresholds defined on prosody and melody. 
Prevalent parapraxic metathesis always involves coronaJity. 
f) Floating in ~l'aghetti and compensatory lengthening in asbestos are prevalent 
in a way suggesting a singularity in each case. 
g) In the onsets of unstressed, word-internal syllables, coronality is vulnerable 
in digital. Labial targets sonorants in the onset where there is roundness in 
at least one rime - in Geronimo and animal. 
These claims lead to one hypothesis and one further, more general claim, 
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(3.67) The lowermost threshold for metathesis and coronal harmony and the 
implicational relation concerning the dorsalisation of the final / t/ in digital, 
suggest a single factor in all of these cases. 
(3.68) There is no unbounded harmony as a prevalent form. Out of 45 parapraxic 
realisations of Genmimo with / m/ surfacing in the foot, there is only 1 as 
(d~~Jmu m t maul. 
Regarding the implication goal in (3.1.d), there are cases at Stage tH;I k> 1, and at 
Stage _, m > 2, by definition not Stage n--1" The phenomena in (3.69) are thus all 
diagnostic, what Anthony, et al (1973) call'discriminatory'. 
(3.69) Parapraxis by Stages 
a) Stage n--m , m > 2 
a) by (3.64) 
b) by (3.53) 
b) Stage n-k , k > 1 
a) by (3.24) 
Laterality floating in yellaw 
Labial floating in animal, Melanie or Btlmaby 
Non-association of / r / in archeopterix 
b) by (3.15), (3.30) Coronal harmony or metathesis in cardigan, eskimo, 
crocodile, Iwspital, or pentagon 
c) by (3.19) 
d) by (3.34) 
Coronal harmony in calculator 
Dorsalisation of /t/ in digital 
e) by (3.42), (3.45) Dorsalisation or harmony in stilts or magnet. 
f) by (3.36) 
g) by (3.59) 
h) by (3.63) 
i) by (3.49) 
j) by (3.52) 
Loss of / s/ in non-primary stressed syllables in 
a...;;/1estos 
The floating of / s / 
The floating of non-apicality in soldier, sausag(~, or 
aspidistra 
Disharmony in In<mopoly 
Any error in a sonorant in Geronimo 
From the rate of errors and by the interface factor of syllabic length.. monopoly and 
G:~ro"imo are much harder than eskimo and crocodIle. By (3.1.d), Stage n--1 is likely to be 
represented by errors such as Jerusalem as [d ~a '1 u: sa ram] and hipJ10ptamus as 
[h t ta'putamas], with no implications. 
Two aspects of parapraxis at Stage n--1 can now be characterised in general terms. 
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(3.70) In phonological parapraxis at a point close to Stage *"1' intersegmental 
processes relating articulators lead characteristically to 
a) Labial floating in proportion to the number of cases of roundness/ 
labiality; 
b) exclusively coronal surface forms where the domains consist of 
melodically and prosodically matched singleton word-internal onsets, 
where there is at least one other case of both the target articulator and 
Coronal. 
Although no figures are given in (3.70), on the argument above, the opposite central 
tendencies and the corresponding degrees of asymmetry are statistically significant. 
The claim in (3.70), based on quantitive data from normally developing children is 
based on a belief that the ideas in (3.9) have been largely confirmed, subject to 
revisions in (3.66) and (3.69). This data can't be summed because the cases on which 
it is defined are from prior expectation (clinical experience and the pilot study). The 
cases are not objectively determined by random selection or by some other technique. 
They are selected on the very property I am seeking to measure. So it would be 
statistically quite misleading to try and compute the proportion of errors generally 
by summing the numbers involved in each case. 
To clarify the claim in (3.70), it is re-worked in (3.71) as a graphical tabulation. 
(3.71) Two opposite polarities in parapraxis 
a) Labial floating 
El ........ -Roundness/_ Labiality 
b) Coronal surfacing 
o 
bl 
o Prosodic role 
Status as onset 
Voicing 
Continuance 
Obstruence 
By the b) case in (3.70) and (3.71) the difference between source and target is minimal, 
prosodically and melodically. By the a) case, this is irrelevant so long as a property 
of the target is echoed elsewhere in the structure. In Section 7, I shall hypothesise 
that the general case, by (3.70.b) and (3.71.b), extends to fronting. To do so, I shall 
have to assume that in very incompetent phonology (commonly in disorder and 
marginally in early phonology), both of the above generalisations apply across the 
lexicon and the individual word. I shall assume that this is not implausible. 
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(3.70) and (3.71) represent the simplest case, at a point close to Stage", hypothetically 
at Stage ,,-1' Other singularities such as those in respect of monopoly and hOSJ1ital 
occasion parapraxis of a sort which characterises an earlier developmental stage. 
3.5 Conclusion 
In relation to (3.1.a), I have tested and measured the claims from Chapters 1 and 2 
about phonological parapraxis, and shown that the asymmetry is a general property 
of incompetent phonology. I have shown that in both normal development and in 
cases of disordered development, both the error distribution and the response to a 
structured presentation of nonsense words are broadly similar. This justifies the use 
of the cover term, 'incompetent phonology' in relation to both groups. In relation to 
(3.1.b), the 'productivity' of articulator harmonies, metathesis, and the floating of 
non-apicality have all been demonstrated. The disharmony in monopoly represents a 
singularity. In relation to (3.1.d), there are significant asymmetries: A) at Stage n-l by 
(3.70); B) evident in both the early phonology of Smith's A at 2;2 and in severe 
disorder, by Section 2.4.1; C) close to Stage n-1" In the light of these findings, the 
notion of parapraxis seems to be well motivated. 
In the framework here, Stage n exemplifies a final parametric setting. There is some 
corroboration of this idea in the idiolects of S15 at 5;1, S19 at 5;2, 549 at 6;3, S55 at 6;6, 
S83 at 7;9, 589 at 8;2, S93 at 8;3, S94 at 8;4, and S96 at 8;5. In these idiolects there were 
none of the errors exampled in (3.69). On the simple criterion of the number of 
non-canonical responses, the most competent S in the experiment was 555 with all 
responses canonical apart from [a:plo1tarls], [hEJtJco"lta) and [gobad Lg u:.k:), with 
one harmony, one deletion and two cases of a glottalised /p/. It is not obvious how 
these would be inhibited by a single parametric step. On such reasoning, no S in the 
experiment here was at Stage ,,-1 - a single step from Stage n' Hence (3.72). 
(3.72) At 8;6, phonological development is normally more than one step from 
completion. 
While there was more variability in the data than expected, the experiment broadly 
confirms the testable claims in (3.9) - subject to the qualifications mentioned above, 
leading to the general claims in (3.73). 
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(3.73) General claims bearing on the experimental goals in (3.1) 
a) The asymmetry in the data is consistent with the idea that there is a general 
'pull' in a particular direction, on the hypothesis here, parapraxis. Even 
deletion, most easily explained as an interface effect, has a phonological 
aspect, with pre-tonic deletion prevailing over 'post-tonic' deletion by a 
factor of 2 to 1. 
b) Given the way that the prosody is critically involved, representation limits, 
and thus phonological parameters, involve sets of features, most economically 
stated as variables, in prosodically defined environments. Asymmetries in 
phonological development occur as complex variable interactions between 
melody and prosody, and as singularities where phonological elements are 
subject to particular effects. 
c) Thresholds of parapraxis can be defined in terms of asymmetric implication'S, 
some processes having lowermost thresholds. But it is not easy to determine 
the degree of context-sensitivity or asymmetry of the polarity I direction in a 
particular case. 
d) In relation to (3.1.d), a number of diagnostically-significant implications have 
been shown in (3.69). 
e) By (3.70) and (3.71), the characterisation of Stage .. 1 is by sets of features in 
prosodically defined environments. But given the claim in (3.72) that 
phonological development is typically still more than one step from 
completion at 8;6, and given that this was the age cut-off for the experiment 
here, the data here do not allow the full characterisation of Stage .. 1' 
f) Stage n in phonological development critically entails the representation of 
all features in all prosodically defined structures. 
By (3.73), there are connections between coronality and foot structure, between labiality 
and roundness, between the function of harmony and the form of the coronality. 
There is no obvious prospect of an explanation in terms of interface factors such as 
articulation, perception, or the feed-back function in speech. 
Returning to the issue of SOT's considered in Section 2.5, if the phenomena treated 
here as parapraxis actually consists of SOT's, the SOT generalisations above are 
contradicted in the following ways. Contra Wijnen in (2.40), the onset of the stressed 
syllable is a harmonic target only in special cases (involving particular features as 
targets and triggers). Contra Fromkin in (2.39.a), there are the cases where an affricate 
element 'migrates', e.g. soldier as ['~H11d3]. Contra Nooteboom in (2.36.b), at least 
one harmonic domain contains elements differing in their role in the syllable, e.g. 
asbestos as [~z'b E st Dr]. 
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Rather than abandoning these tenets of a well-established field, here I shall continue 
to construe the data here as ontologically distinct, as parapraxis. 
In this Chapter, I have shown that degrees of parapraxis can be identified and that 
the asymmetries and singularities hold across the normally developing population. I 
have shown evidence that phonological is still normally in progress at the cut-off age 
for the experiment here. So the experimental goal in (3.1.c) of characterising parapraxis 
at Stage n-I is one goal too far. What about the goal in (3.1.b) of characterising the 
'productivity' of anything which seems like a 'process' and the goal in (3.1.f) of 
reproducing the approach to the treatment of phonological disorder described in the 
Introduction? I shall tum to these issues in Chapter 4. 
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4 Reproducing therapeutic evidence experimentally 
Chapter 4 focuses on those aspects of the experimental study here which bear most 
clearly on the cognitive, phonological, symptomatic approach to therapy referred to 
in the Introduction. I shall hypothesise that this therapy brings about a gradual but 
measurable increase in what is'representable' by the child's system of R-inspection. 
But in an unexpected way, this therapeutic 5'Uccess tended to get in the way of any 
resolution of the context-sensitivity issue also mentioned in the Introduction. 
Section 4.1 turns to a research programme being carried out at exactly the same time 
at the same time that I was developing the therapy ideas mentioned above, both sets 
of thinking developing quite independently as far as I am aware. Section 4.2 describes 
a clinical session, seeking to convey my on-line clinical thinking. Section 4.3 describes 
my attempt to reproduce the same clinical effect experimentally by Phase Two of the 
1997 experiment and to test it by Phase Three. Section 4.4 returns to the threshold 
and productivity issues in (3.l.b) and (3.l.c), attempting to compare the realisation 
of real words with that of minimally or variably different nonsense congeners. 
4.1 Consistency and context sensitivity 
Following exactly parallel reasoning to the author, the research programme to be 
described here used nonsense words as away of investigating the issue of context-
sensitivity in phonological processes. Chiat (1983) describes the case of a child of 5;8 
with dorsal harmony in the onset, wherever there is a trigger not in the onset of the 
stressed syllable, and where there is otherwise fronting in the onset, giving stick and 
tiger with the harmony as ['gtt] and ['tatg3], and key, because, record and c.Dllect 
with the fronting as ['ti:], [b t 'dDZ], [rt'd:>:d], [da 'lEt]. Not using the conceptual 
framework here - it was only just emerging in phonology (see Chapter 5), Chiat was 
nevertheless able to draw confidence about the context-sensitivities here because the 
processes showed productivity in nonsense words. 
With their focus on voicing and fronting, Brett, Chiat and Pilcher (1987) set out to 
compare the realisations of common words, rare/unfamiliar ones, and nonsense 
words. On the basis that nonsense words, by definition, have no previous lexical 
representation, these authors conclude that the familiarity of the word is irrelevant 
to the phonetic/ phonological outcome. 
Chiat (1989), looking at a 4 year-old child, found that stopping was related to both 
stress and syllaibic role. An intervocalic onset was vulnerable only between unstressed 
vowels, as in Parsifal as [, pa:sabal] and Damson as ['detvtdan]. Stopping did not 
occur at all in the coda. It was not sensitive to sandhi effects in expressions such as in 
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his eye. 45 Non-words and familiar words, were all equally subject to the same effect. 
The foot, Chiat notes, /lis the prosodic domain to which stopping applies" (p.233). In 
the framework here, the stopping in Davison and Parsifal can be defined by a 
representation limit according to which in a dactyl with obstruents in the onsets of 
both unstressed syllables differing with respect to voicing and continuance, 
continuance is associated only in the foot. Chiat notes that errors are in positions not 
definable by perceptual salience, and that fricatives in complex sequences such as 
hospital and Q£cident are realised correctly, whilst those in less complex sequences 
are disrupted. Chiat concludes, liThe complex distribution of segmental substitutions 
provides a unique opportunity to investigate the relation between segmental features 
and prosodic structure". This idea goes right to the heart of this study. 
402 A clinical exploration of cardigan in one idiolect 
I turn now to the approach to therapy mentioned above which led directly to the 
present study. To recap, the child is given a structured sequence of nonsense words 
to repeat, each pronounced by the therapist as though it were a real word, each 
differing minimally from the last, typically in terms of the stressed vowel and in one 
other way. All trial items, and all errors if any of these occur, are transcribed. The 
therapy approaches points of difficulty one step at a time. Unless the child so requests, 
errors are not pointed out. All efforts are praised unconditionally. To a degree, this 
remodels a Piagetian 'clinical examination' (see Piaget, 1929). 
In this light, consider BC, at 4;7, with cardigan, with mutual harmony as 
f'k a:da<l/han]. As this example may show, he was mostly incomprehensible, other 
than in context, to adults other than his mother (see Appendix 3 for more examples 
of BC's speech from this assessment). Be's treatment consisted in 14 half-hour 
sessions, each focusing on a different phonological area. In a general assessment at 
5;3 the /g/ in cardigan was gestured non-specifically with dorsality but no true 
obstruence - in a way which might be represented as ['ka:dt<g>an], obviously an 
advance on ['ka:da<l/hag], but still with a non-phonemic error. By (1.22.a), both 
the stress pattern and the rightmost coda contribute to the common parapraxis in 
this word. The fact that in BC's case the parapraxis was different might be treated as 
part of the symptomatology. One session was devoted to structures of this sort. It as 
follows - where the' comments' in the righthand column represent a post hoc attempt 
to reconstruct my on-line, clinical thinking. In the column headed 'BC', realisations 
are shown only in the case of errors; realisations were canonical- by my own on-line 
judgement - unless otherwise indicated. 
6 The significance of morpheme boundaries was also noted by Gandour (1981). 
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(4.1) Tre.atmmt Sl..'SSion focu~'illg on cardigan - Be at 5;3 
Trial Therapist Be Comments 
1 ka'da1.kt ka'ga1.k1. Easier than cardigan 
2 ka·nauka With nasal, lessening the difficulty? 
3 ka'na:k1. With I t I on the right - increasing the difficulty? 
4 .k:a '1 u:.k: 1. With lateral- increasing the difficulty? 
5 ga'lE1.ka ga'ne:ka With voicing - increasing the difficulty? 
6 ga'di:ka With I a I on the right - easier than ka' d at k t? 
7 .k:a'du:kt Success - progress on trial 1 
8 ka'ti:ka ka'ki:ka Back to dorsal harmony similar to trial 1 
9 ka'n:>:ka Parallel to trial 2 
10 ka'ne:.k:t Parallel to trial 3 
11 ka'di:kt Success - parallel to trial 7 
12 ka'du:ka In view of trial 8 failure, seeking to generalise 
13 ka'da:kt Similar 
14 ga'de:ka Similar - but with voicing in leftmost onset 
15 'g1.nak1. Shifting to target stress contour 
16 'gnn1.ka Generalising 
17 'gEdak1. Target stress contour, oral stops throughout 
18 gnd1.ka Generalising 
19 'gAdak t Generalising again 
20 ka'tu:ka ka'ku:ka Back to dorsal harmony similar to trial 1 
21 ga'd:>:k1. Voicing in two onsets 
22 .k:a'dauka Devoicing leftmost onset 
23 'k:>:dakt Reverting to target structure - with tense vowel 
24 'k~d1.ka Laxing stressed vowel 
25 'kEtak \. Generalising 
26 'kntaka Generalising again 
27 'k ttak t Generalising again 
28 'k~tl..ka Generalising again 
29 'gu:ttka Voicing stresed onset and tensing vowel 
30 'ke:dakt Shifting the voicing 
31 'ka:d1.ka Generalising 
32 'ke:dagan Rightmost coda, voicing final onset 
33 'k:>:dak tn Reversing voicing contrast in final onset 
34 'ka:d1.gan Target - success! 
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In this sort of phonologically organised therapy, the nature and size of each step is 
obviously crucial. In (4.1) the first nonsense word occasions a dorsal harmony. The 
next three items are intended to be easier - with a coronal sonorant as the onset of 
the stressed syllable. The error on the fifth trial is not easy to analyse. This, like any 
error on the part of the child, is treated as an error by the therapist in the structuring 
of the nonsense word sequence. It requires a change of therapeutic direction. 
By 5;6, as can be seen from Appendix 3, Be's errors were of the sort discussed in the 
previous Chapter. They were age-appropriate. He was now comprehensible and 
within the normal range of speech development on standardised assessment. The 
therapy had achieved success, and was therefore ended. 
According to the therapy described here, the individual steps, i.e. the succession of 
nonsense forms, are perceptually and phonologically minimal. On an auditory basis, 
the possibility for confusion is maximised. Two predictions follow: 
(4.2) Two audit01'Y predictw11s 
a) Auditory confusion is concentrated in areas of greatest phonological difficulty. 
b) Accurate internalisation of barely-perceived minimal differences will be low. 
Taken together, these predictions are disconfinned by the therapy in (4.1). But this is 
consistent with the notion of a Parameter Setting Function, genomically sensitive to 
spoken input, focused on particular contrasts. The disconfirmation of (4.2.a) and 
(4.2.b) justifies the claim that phonological parapraxis is not red ucible to the interface, 
but' autonomous', by (2.1.h). 
By the therapy in (4.1), the child has an artificially enhanced experience of what PPT 
calls J theory selection'. This occurs in a perhaps more structured form than by everyday 
interaction. But it is like everyday experience in that there is no drilling, repetition or 
correction. The fact that it seems to be possible to mimic a natural process in an 
artificial way suggests that the idea of a parameter setting function may be on the 
right lines. I shall return to the more general issues here at the end of this Chapter. 
4.3 [d~a 'ru:salam], I can say that now 
Section 4.3. describes the attempt to reproduce the clinical effect in (4.1) in a controlled, 
experimental context with normally developing children. The reasoning was that if a 
clinical effect could be demonstrated in normally developing children, the use of the 
same procedure in the clinical context was soundly based. But for the sake of the 
experiment, the procedure diverged from clinical practice in four ways. 
(4.3) Exp£-7imental adaptation of a clinical examination 
a) The examination began with a series of trials in which the basic structure of 
the word was manipulated in relation to what clinical practice and the 1991 
experiment suggested was a more or less predictable bias in the outcome. The 
structure was changed in the predicted way, in the counter-predicted way, 
and with respect only to the vowel structure. The motivation here was in 
respect of the productivity issue in (3.1.b). H a given process was truly 
productive and not a random error occasioned by a given degree of phonological 
complexity, it should apply in some contexts and not in others. By contrast, 
with the aim of ensuring that the child achieved instant and consistent success, 
in my clinical practice, in the first instance I would seek to eliminate every 
aspect of the structure which seemed at all likely to occasion a parapraxis. 
b) In clinical practice, I presented nonsense words simply as nonsense words. 
By contrast, in the 1997 experimental study the nonsense words were presented 
as cartoon characters, each one different, on a computer monitor - with the 
deliberate aim of strengthening the relation in S's mind between a given 
nonsense form and a real word congener. For instance, in the case of magnet, 
the nonsense words were represented on screen as clowns with magnet-shaped 
bodies. In relation to the tarzan swing image for Geronimo, the 23 nonsense 
words were given as the names of adventure-sporting adults. The 19 nonsense 
words for digital were based on a character with eyes in the style of a digital 
watch. For monopoly, there were 15 characters, all in clothes seemingly made 
from the board of the well-known game. The 14 nonsense words for aspidi..o:;tra 
named characters dressed in green leaves. And so on. The motivation here 
was to red uce the extent to which the child's response to the requirement to 
repeat a particular nonsense form might be influenced by a real word congener. 
In clinical practice this hardly seemed to occur. But the 1991 experiment 
revealed a clear difference between the clinical and normally developing 
populations in terms of the extent to which they could relate a given nonsense 
form to a real word congener. Unsurprisingly, given the known linkage between 
phonological disorder and poor meta-linguistic skills, summarised in (1.25) 
above, phonologically disordered children did not seem very aware of such 
links. But normally developing children seemed to detect them with ease. 
And this threatened to make aspects of their data hard to interpret. It did just 
this in the 1991 pilot study. I changed the methodology in 1997 accordingly. 
c) For the sake of replicability 1 no allowance was made on-line for the individual's 
manner of response. This again breached the underlying idea of the therapy, 
described in Section 4.1 of trying to structure the child's experience so as to 
ensure an unbroken series of successes. 
d) In respect of any given structure, the number of trials was limited to the 
number of previously prepared cartoons - reduced from between 50 and 150 
to between 8 and 23. 
Each of these differences between clinical practice and experimental methodology 
could be predicted to make the latter less effective than the former. If the equivalent 
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of a clinical effect can still be produced in the normally developing population despite 
the factors in (4.7), the implications of such an effect for clinical practice are all the 
stronger. 
As noted at the beginning of this Chapter, in a way which was not obvious in the 
experimental design, the very idea of trying to reproduce the effect of the therapy 
experimentally bears directly on the 'threshold' and 'productivity' issues in (3.1.b) 
and (3.1.c). Both issues are formalised in (4.4). 
(4.4) For a postulated mapping relation r with respect to a phonological structure 
S; and a distinct form Sf ' r should be demonstrable in a set of one or more 
environments, where the difference between Si and s,. is varied in controlled 
steps, initially minimal, where by (2.1.f) there may be more than one criterial 
aspect of the environment. Productivity can be measured by the extent to 
which r continues to hold despite changes with respect to Si. The smaller 
the number of these changes, the more singular the environment. 
a) Is rindeed a mapping relation? 
b) If ris a mapping, which factors are criteria}, and to what degree? 
In principle, one way of characterising r is to look at the effect of small changes in 
the structure. But a 'clinical effect' by (3.1.£), compromises (4.4.a) and b). Consider 
the idea in (4.5). 
(4.5) Experimental assessment with respect to r effects a learning experience .46 
Call this the I dynamic hypothesis'. H (45) is true, the reliability of any testing of (4.4) 
is in inverse proportion to its thoroughness. Taking account of the considerations in 
(4.3) the effect by (4.5) was not expected to be strong in an experimental situation. 
Conversely, if (4.5) is true, this bears heavily on the treabnent of the data here. 
Obviously it was not possible to investigate the phonological environments of all 
errors by all subjects. In Phase Two errors were investigated subject to the criteria in 
(4.6). 
(4.6) Criteria for Phase Two investigations - in the case of a given S 
a) S's Phase One error took the form of a single step. 
b) S made an error (of any sort) at the beginning of Phase Two. 
c) For the Phase One sample as a whole, the word occasioned at least 6 errors. 
46 From the perspective of the profeSb'ion of speech and Lmguage therapy, this tn.'1y be a 
matter of some significance. It was the original motivation for the author. 
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Unsurprisingly some S's who had made a narrow scope error in Phase One made no 
such error on the same word a few months later. In these cases, the environment 
was not investigated further. 2 S's repeated all of the previously incorrect words 
without error. For them, the experiment terminated at this point. For anyone S, the 
Phase Two investigation concerned up to 8 sets of nonsense words, each associated 
with 1 real word. As soon as S got tired or bored, the investigation ended. 
As with the real words in Phase One, with the real and the corresponding nonsense 
words in Phase Two, Al quietly told S the character's name, and asked S to tell it to 
Al If necessary A2 repeated the request to S to repeat the name. For each nonsense 
word, a still was shown on the laptop monitor. 
With praise given for every response, Phase Two proceeded as follows. First, the 
environment was manipulated - always with a change in the vowel, with just this, 
with the effect of the prevalent process in the consonant structure of the corresponding 
real word, with the opposite effect, with that of a different sort of consonantal 
change, up to a limit of seven trials. Then the complexity of the structure was 
reduced, eliminating one or more elements. Then the original structure was re-built, 
element by element, with the child being asked to repeat the form at each stage. As a 
penultimate step S was asked to repeat a form, where the only change was in respect 
of one or two vowels. And finally S was asked to repeat the real-word target. 
In terms of both the responses and the effects, the case of magnet is typical. The form 
with a change in just the stressed vowel was /" m n g n1, t/. The prevalent process 
effect was mimicked in /. m 1, g n 1,k /. The effect of seemingly unattested processes 
was mimicked in /"mAdnnt/ and / "mAgn1.p/. The 'rebuilding' process involved 
/"hAknl/, /"mngn1,t/, j"hogntt/, /"w1,gn1.t/, /"mfignts/ and /"mogn1.t/. 
With only six phonemes in the word, the investigation sequence thus involved only 
11 trials, including the initial and the final repetitions of the target word. The 
investigation sequence was as shown in (4.7). In each of these cases, the still was of a 
clown with a body formed from two magnets. The J canonical' forms - as given to the 
child - are shown in slashes. The sequence is that of the numbers. 
(4.7) Investigation of the magnet environment 
1 magnet 2 /"mngn1.t/ 6 /"hAknl/ 10 /"mngn1,t/ 11 magnet 
3 /"mAdnot/ 7 /"hog n tt/ 
4 /"mAgn1,p/ 8 /"wt.gn t.t/ 
5 /"m t.gn1.k/ 9 /"mfignu/ 
Call this an 'investigation sequence', its length varying according to the complexity 
of the word involved. But for all S's whose idiolects were investigated in respect of a 
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given word, the investigation sequence remained invarient. Because the extent of the 
Phase Two investigation depended on 5's performance in Phase One, the set of 
environments investigated varied from 5 to 5. And 5' s varied in how much of the 
work they were prepared to take. 
It was expected that by the careful organisation of the investigation sequence and by 
emphasising the connection between a nonsense word and its real word congener 
(showing the former as some sort of lampoon in relation to the latter - in this case by 
clowns with magnet-shaped bodies) there would be minimal confusion between the 
two, and it would be possible to measure r by (4.4) with some accuracy. 
6 of the 214 investigations concerned the mabmet environment. One child, 521, in this 
case with the prevalent ["mreg n t.kl recorded on two occasions, in this case 5 months 
apart, says j"mngntt/ as ["mngnt.k], showing a degree of productivity, then says 
all the other items in (4.7) correctly, including magnet. For 521, this small experience 
of 9 nonsense words seemed to inhibit the dorsal harmony. Another, starting with 
rmregan ttl got the rest of the paradigm in (4.7) correct from the first trial. Four 
children either returned to the original error or made a different error. The other two 
5's with ['mregn t.t] at Phase One seemed to have grown out of this by Phase Two. 
Generally, the investigation sequence was longer and more complex than by (4.7), as 
shown in (4.8) in respect of cardigan and in (4.9) in respect of Geronimo. But the 
methodological protocol was the same as in respect of magnet. The child was asked 
to repeat each of these forms, one by one, being praised or thanked on each occasion, 
with no clue being given as to the success of the performance or otherwise, and with 
no reference being made to the phonological structure or form. 
(4.8) Investigation sequence - cardigan 
1 cardigan 2 /'ki:dagan/ 7 
3 /,kredagan/ 8 
4 /,ku:dagan/ 9 
5 /'k£t.gagan/ 10 
6 /'ka1..dadan/ 11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
/,hEttak t/ 
j'hautt.kal/ 
/'hat.dak t/ 
/'hretakan/ 
/'haud1.kal/ 
/'ku:tak t/ 
/'ki:taka/ 
/,ku:dakE1.n/ 
/'kaudt.gaul/ 
/'k:>:dakt/ 
/'k :>:d t.gal/ 
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18 /,ku:dagan/ 
19 cardigan 
(4.9) Investigation sequence - Geronimo 
1 Genmimo 2 /d~a·rt.ntmE1./ 7 /,rAnamu:/ 23 /d~a·r1.ntmEt./ 
3 /d~a'CAn1.m:J:/ 8 /ha'raJnaba:/ 24 Geronimo 
4 / d~a 'rE na m i:/ 9 /ha'CtntmEt/ 
5 /d~a'maJntmat./ 10 /da'JaJoamau/ 
6 /d~3'rtn3n3u/ 11 /da'rEnama1./ 
12 IS1.ra'nu:p'll 
13 Izora'da:mal 
14 IZaJca'd:J: m tl 
15 IZ1.ra' nau mal 
16 /d~Era'nu:mt/ 
17 Id~1)ra'nu:ma/ 
18 Id~3'ru:napt/ 
19 /d~a'ra:ntbau/ 
20 Id~a'r:J:dam'll 
21 Id~a'rEdlmal 
22 Id~a·ru:n\.matl 
The investigation by (4.8) for S74 is shown in (4.10). His Phase One realisation of the 
word is shown in the first line. The first and the last of a series of canonical realisations 
are shown in full. Apart from this a continuous series of canonical realisations is 
shown as .... Nonsense-forms as presented to the child are shown in slashes. The 
child's realisations (if different in any way from the form presented) are shown 
conventionally in square brackets. Aged 7;8 at Phase Two, S74 was the oldest child 
in the study with any sort of cardigan. error. 
(4.10) S74-cardigan Phase Two investigation. Phase One: ['ka:g'ldan] 
cardigan. ['k a:d tdan) 
j'ki:daganl ['ki:dadan] 
I'k:edagan 1 ['k~dadan] 
/'ku:dagan/ (canonical) 
cardigan (canonical) 
S74 has the prevalent coronal harmony in cardigan and the same process in 
/' ki :dagan/ and I' kaJdagan/, showing that the process is productive in his idiolect 
to this degree. Then I' k u: d a g a n I is realised correctly, and S74' s limit on Dorsal in 
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the final onset seems to disappear. And 574 says the rest of the items in (4.8) including 
cardigall canonically - the word cardigan itself, seemingly for the first time. 
In relation to the Gl';ronimo environment, 574 responded as shown in (4.11). 
(4.11) 574 - Geronimo Phase Two investigation. Phase One: [d~a' m un 1. maul 
Geronimo [d~a' m un ta u] 
/ d~a·rtn1. mEt/ 
/d~a·rAn1.m:J:/ 
/d~a'n"nami:/ 
/ d?,a' moen 1. ma 1./ 
Geronimo 
[d?,a'mtntmE1.] 
[d?,'mAntm:J:] 
[d?,a'mEnami:] 
(canonical) 
(canonical) 
Again there is evid ence of prod uctivity in the labial root harmonies in 574' s realisations 
of /d?,a'rtn1.mEt/, / d?,a'1'Antm:J:/, /d?,a'1'Ionami :/, similar to his realisation of 
G(7ollimo as [d ~ a ' m u n tau], with the sole difference that in the case of the nonsense 
word realisations, the source is preserved. Again the investigation ends with the 
target word realised canonically - again seemingly for the first time. 
Because the experiment ran out of time, Phase Two was only run with 63 subjects 
with 214 investigations of particular real-word environments. On the criteria in (4.6), 
investigations were run in respect of animal, archeopterix, asbestos, ato1'idistra, calculator, 
digital, diplodocus, eskimo, ghme, gobbledigook, h-q1J1Opotamus, hm;;Jrital, Jl~usalem, mahogany, 
mOllopolY,1,entagon, and spaghetti. 
In the limit case, the investigation effects no change. The target real-word is realised 
with the same error on the first and last trials. All the intervening nonsense-congeners 
are realised correctly. In such idiolects, there are two possibilities 
(4.12) Singularity 
EITHER b) A phonological relation r occurs only in the real word, not in any of 
a set of minimally different congeners; 
ORb) The word is wrongly lexicalised. 
The case by (4.12) is uncommon, occurring in an isolated way in two investigations 
of different words, but in a general way only in the investigation of monopoly. This is 
to say that in the case of this one word there was no evidence of productive disharmony 
in any investigation. 
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One investigation with respect to monopoly proceeded as follows: 
(4.13) 516 -monopoly Phase Two investigation. Phase One: [ma' nlupalt] 
monopoly [ma'nukaJt] 
/ma"ntpalt/ [ma'ntpan t] 
/ma"nrepala/ [ma'nrepana] 
/ma "JA paJa/ [rna "nA pana] 
/ma"ntpant/ (canonical) 
/ma"na:kal t/ ( canonical) 
/ma"n ttaJt/ [ma"n ttan t] 
/"nEpalt/ (canonical) 
/'nubalau/ (canonical) 
/fa"JufaJt/ [fa'J upaJ t] 
/ba"n u: fait/ ( canonical) 
/ba"n:>:bala/ [a " n :> : b a I a] 
/pa "drepalt/ [rna "nrepal t] 
/ ma"dE pala/ ( canonical) 
/ma"dEpala/ ( canonical) 
/ma"n tpalt/ [ma"n tpan 1.] 
monopoly ( canonical) 
Neither in this investigation, nor in any of the other 10 investigations with respect to 
this word, was there any reflex of the dorsal disharmony, not where the consonant 
structure was manipulated minimally - in / ma"nlpal t/ and / ma"nrepa la/ - or in 
any other case. Hence (4.14). 
(4.14) With respect to dorsal disharmony, the structure of monopoly represents a 
singularity. 
Within the investigations as a whole, there are at least 3 criteria on which the 
productivity of any particular sort of parapraxis can be measured. 
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(4.15) For a given 5, in 214 investigations of target-word environments, in 
realisations involving the mapping of an element e j onto a distinct element 
ei by a relation r, there was evidence of productivity in these proportions 
(the proportion shown as the number of cases and as a percentage): 
a) A generally prevalent r is attested across 5' s entire sample, in 5' s first 
Phase Two realisation, and subsequently in at least one nonsense-form. 
Example: 521 with dorsal harmony in magnet as ["mregnt.k] and 
j"mngn1.tl as ["mngn1.k] and S46 with lsI migration in 
spaghetti as [b~ 'sk€t 1.] and every relevant congener, namely 
Isp~'grett./, Ispa'bt.ta/, Ispa'gu:dt./, Ispa'greda/, 
and Is p a ' g n ta I , where, in both of these cases, on the final 
trial the realisation was correct. 
90,42% 
b) r is repeated as an aspect of 5' s idiolect. 
Example: 573 with, exceptionally, fricative deletion in archeopterix as 
[a:k t' op tartk] and the same effect in / l:t.k 1. 'reptan . .k s/, 
Iu:k 1. 'EptarEks/, and / au k 1.' Aptar1.ks/ m an 
investigation where there is no clinical effect. 
39,18% 
c) Prevalent r occurs in at least one of 5' s nonsense form realisations, but 
not in 5's realisation of the real-word congener. 
Example: 531 with digital with the uncommon root harmony of /1/ 
as ["d1.d~llt] and with non-apical floating in rdnd~ttal/ 
as rdnd~1.tju] and with the same in rd;£d~t.tal/, where 
this is also reflected in the final, seemingly-improved 
realisation as rd1.d~uiu], and 543 with, initially, epenthesis 
in the real word as ['mreoagt.t], and then /'h ngn t. t/ as 
("hngntk]. 
29,14% 
The strongest evidence of productivity is by (4.15.a). This is satisfied in 90 out of 214 
investigations. Weaker evidence of productivity - by (4.15.b) and (4.15.c) is satisfied 
in a further 68 investigations. There is one or another sort of evidence of productivity 
in 158 out of 214 investigations, i.e. 74% of all cases. 
Other than with respect to the special case of l1Umapoly, I am led to (4.16). 
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(4.16) In relation to the question in (4.4) about a relation r mapping ej onto ei, the 
data contain three sorts of evidence consistent with a relation r, expressing 
a central tendency in the error distribution with respect to a structure, a 
tendency manifested in different ways in different idiolects. 
What effect did the investigations have? H a phonological structure s was realised 
wrongly, both in the Phase One assessment and at the beginning of Phase Two, it is 
reasonable to assume that for S, over the time period between Phase One and Phase 
Two, s was beyond S's phonetic/phonological competence. One measure of the 
effect of the investigation is by the realisation at the end of Phase Two. Out of 214 
investigations concerning the environments listed above carried out with 62 children, 
the results were as follows. 
(4.17) A target word at the end of Phase Two was 
a) Canonical - by a reasonable presumption for the first time -
according to the judgment of At and A2 on line, where this is also 
supported by the tape record 
b) Unchanged - the null hypothesis- with no discernible difference 
between the first and last realisation 
c) Different, still not canonical, representing all other cases 
89 
61 
89 
H at the end of Phase Two a phonological structure s was realised canonically, it 
seems reasonable to assume that this was for the first time. Given the large number 
of actual forms of error, the chance probability of this result seems quite small. 
The case by (4.17.a) was reached in at least one investigation with 54 out of 62 or 81% 
of subjects. A structured investigation with respect to a set of up to 21 nonsense 
words led to a situation in which a phonological structure s could be pronounced 
canonically, presumably for the first time. This leads to the claim in (4.18). 
(4.18) In incompetent phonology (not just in pathology), an input-output relation 
r in respect of a phonological structure s can be inhibited in the course of a 
structured phonological investigation.47 
41 Given that the investigation was Tes&'U'Ch driven, it is significant that in munerous cases 
clinical judgement would have led to a complete restructuring of the nonsense word sequence. TIus 
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Is the improvement by (4.18.a) just a temporary enhancement of S's performance in 
an artificial situation? In the experimental design, as noted above, it was not expected 
that a brief experience with at most 21 nonsense words would have anything more 
than a marginal effect on the child's phonology. So a significant effect in relation to 
the 'clinical effect' by (3.1.£) and the 'dynamic hypothesis' by (4.5) was not expected. 
But conversely, it was expected that it would be possible to measure r by (4.4). So 
when experimental time started to run out, the latter seemed more important 
To test the 'dynamic hypothesis', Phase Three took place at least 2 days and at most 
5 days after Phase Two. Real words, of which the phonological environments had 
been worked on in Phase Two, were re-assessed to measure the effect, if any, of 
work done by the child in the context of Phase Two. 
Due to lack of time, Phase Three was run with only the last 18 S's to be seen in Phase 
Two. For all S's who completed Phase Three, complete details are given of their 
Phase Two and Phase Three performances in Appendix 5. To block any experimenter 
effect, neither Al nor A2 could see the result of the previous work. This was a blind 
trial. In Phase Three, there were 61 reassessments of a real word of which the 
environment had been worked on in Phase Two. In these sessions, typically lasting 
no more than a few minutes, there were, on average, just over 3 trials which were 
criteria!. 
In (4.19) showing the Phase Three results, the number of cases in which a particular 
result was achieved is shown in bold in the column on the right hand edge. 
(4.19) Phase Three results 
a) Phase Two realisation by (4.19.a). Phase Three canonical. Stable gain. 20 
b) Newly canonical. 6 
c) Seemingly an improvement on the form at the end of Phase Two. 1 
d) Phase Two realisation by (4.19.b). Phase Three error as at start of 
Phase Two. No stable gain. 5 
e) Phase Three error as at the end of Phase Two. Stable parapraxis. 21 
f) Phase Three error as at the beginning of Phase Two. Stable parapraxis. 8 
The 6 cases in which improvement occurred after Phase Two balance the 5 in which 
the Phase Two improvement did not last. Given the timescale, the specificity of the 
effect, and the fact that the purpose of the experiment was not disclosed to S, no 
more than a small part of this effect can be attributed to spontaneous development. 
Hence (4.20). 
----------------
might reasonably be expected to have raised the proportion of third time repetitions being judged 
canonical. But this would have made the experiment impossible to reproduce. 
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(4.20) After a clinical investigatio~ in 80% of those cases, where by the procedure 
exampled in (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9), a consistent parapraxis is inhibited in the 
course of the sessio~ this effect is: 
a) not an artifact of the clinical situatio~ but evidence of stability or 
permanence; 
b) mirrored in the non-impaired population as an aspect of normal 
development; 
c) not great in size, but robust enough to stand up in a standardised, 
experimental situation - by the the disadvantageous conditions of a 
replicable experiment in (4.3) above. 
The procedure has the potential to effect a lasting change in what the child knows. 
Given that the dynamic effect by (4 . .5) was stronger than expected it was not possible 
to measure the effect by (4.4) with any accuracy. 
4.4 Conclusion 
In this Chapter I have related A) the result of an experimental procedure carried out 
with across section of normally developing children; and B) a phonologically motivated 
therapeutic approach. 
With regard to the experimental procedure, more clearly than expected, the goal by 
(3.1.£) has been met. The dynamic hypothesis by (4.5) is either confirmed, or is at 
least supported. But as noted above, to an unexpected degree, this success by (3.1.£) 
compromises the goal by (3.1.c). If 5 is in the middle of a learning experience, it is not 
possible to determine the thresholds of particular processes and the significance of 
any asymmetry at each one, since it is not known where 5 is at with respect to this 
learning experience. Putting this differently, the experiment was more revealing 
therapeutically and less revealing as regards the context-sensitivity isssue from the 
Introduction than had been expected. 
Albeit on a small scale, the effect by (4.20) is consistent with the effect of the therapy 
as described in Section 2.5. The claim in (4.20) bears on 5' s competence in a small 
domain (on average 3 words) in a smalL but random,. sample of 18 subjects. The 
effect of the therapy described in Section 4.2 can be replicated in a randomly selected, 
normally developing sample. 
By the reasoning in Section 4.2, the auditory predictions in (4.2) are disconfirmed. 
By the apparent permanence of single successful trials, it is not likely that the core 
mechanism involves the rehearsal of a series of muscular co-ordinations; the effect 
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does not seem likely to be accountable in sensori-motor terms. A more plausible 
account, one to which I shall return in Section 7, is that the child is being helped to 
explore a relevant part of the learnability space - relevant for him or her at the time 
in question - by ringing a set of changes in a logical way. The process is an essentially 
cognitive one. It mimics a process normally carried by the child in his or her own 
mind. But even in the normally developing child it can be enhanced with adult help. 
In cases of disordered development, the value and importance of such help increases 
in proportion to the disorder. The fact that the enhancement can be achieved in both 
the normally developing child and in the impaired child suggests that a therapy 
based on this idea is securely based in theory and in practice. Going beyond the 
claims in (4.18) and (4.20), the data is consistent with the hypothesis in (4.21). 
(4.21) Mechanism of a cognitive, phonological, symptomatic approach to therapy 
A parapraxic association limit L effected by the R-inspection can be 
permanently inhibited by a process in which the child is led to explore 
in an organised and structured way the set of factors which define L, 
factors which exist in the form of an incomplete parameterisation. 
There is no daim here to the effect that the therapy described in Section 4.2 is the 
only way of inhibiting L by (4.21). Nor is there any attempt to discard traditional 
sensori-motor approaches to the treatment of phonological disorders. The mere fact 
that the process by (4.21) is an essentially cognitive one does not mean that the 
association limit L cannot be addressed physically. In Chapter 7, I shall propose a 
way of characterising phonological parameters which includes an irreducible physical 
element. The therapy in Section 4.2 just supplements traditional approaches on the 
basis of the (4.21) mechanism. legitimising a practice which starts from what the 
child can say rather than from what he or she can't say. Achievable goals are set 
session by session and trial by trial. Failures will occur, but these are to be seen in 
terms of an over-optimistic therapeutic path - in 4 out of the 34 trials in (4.1). 
By (4.21), the child is not confronted by failure, but encouraged by success. The 
process is one of exploration and discovery in the child's mind with respect to a 
given leamability space. There is no need for 'home practice' or 'reinforcement'. By 
the same token, the guidance has to be expert. It cannot easily be automated or 
managed in a group or devolved to an untrained person or incorporated into a 
'home programme'. 
(4.21) allows a 'child's own system', but of a constrained sort. While disorders group 
together, particularly within families, and even more so in identical twins, every 
incompetent idiolect may be unique. But the number of variables is quite small. 
What are they? The next Chapter takes one step towards an answer to this question. 
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5 Representational enrichment 
Chapter 5 looks at both context-free and context-sensitive phenomena in terms of the 
now well-established 'non-linear' model of phonological representation which gives 
us the notions of 'floating' and 'non-association', informally introduced in Section 
2.4.1. As noted in Chapter 1, this model is being increasingly invoked in work on 
both normal and abnormal aspects of child phonology. Here I shall use this model to 
account for some aspects of the asymmetry of parapraxis.l shall characterise parapraxis 
in terms of a failure at some point in a sequence of structure-building. This term is 
used here without implying a particular solution of the psycho-linguistic directionality 
issue in (1.1). I shall adopt the insight from Lodge (1995) and others that structure-
building is non-destructive. 
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 describe how representation in terms of 'feature-geometry' has 
replaced the 'linear segmentality' of SPE. Here it is assumed that A) the evidence of 
phonology at Stage 11-1 bears directly on the theory of feature-geometry, and B) 
conversely, this should not involve any weakening of the theory's assumptions. 
Section 5.3 introduces the notion of syllabic projection - little considered in Child 
Phonology until Iverson and Wheeler (1987). Section 5.4 re-defines the typology of 
speech errors. 
5.1 Geometrical approaches to quality and quantity 
In the framework of a universal 'hierarchy' or 'geometry' of categorial nodes, Section 
5.1 develops the idea of surface forms built derivationally from minimal underlying 
matrices, by a process of 'alphabet formation'. I shall argue for maximally-binary 
branched ness in respect of the geometry, and consider the implications of this. I shall 
layout a basis for the mechanism of various processes, some with what seem to be 
functionally quite different effects, e.g. harmony and metathesis. 
In relation to the domains of both harmony and neutralisation, Goldsmith (1976) and 
Kahn (1976) were amongst the pioneers in suggesting the need for a hierarchical 
model of phonological representations, i.e. with levels of dependency and projection. 
The main levels of projection (Kahn's insight) were the syllable and its constituents, 
including the onset. The main aspect of dependency (Goldsmith's insight) involved a 
formal distinction between units of timing and the melody, the separation of 'tiers', 
characterised as ' autosegmental', defining subordinate aspects of the melody, and 
the directional 'association' of elements, relating elements to 'bearers' - from left to 
right in the default case.4S 
48 Goldsmith's main empirical motivation was to account for the tonology of African 
languages, particularly that of IgOO. 
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On this approach, representations can be construed in terms of what will be 
chararacterised here as 'head/ dependency' relations - which may be one-ttrone, 
many-ttrOne or one-ttrmany in either direction. (5.1) shows two incorrect branchings 
reflecting different degrees of incompetence in English, both showing phonotactically 
non-canonical surface geminates - as [0 0] in two realisations of different words. The 
parapraxis is at different thresholds and in opposite directions. But both realisations 
fail to observe the prohibition in English on surface geminates in montrmorphemic 
environments. In the version of the non-linear framework assumed here, in the 
errors in (5.1), nasality 'spreads' from a node on the melody tier where it is correctly 
and / or underlyingly specified. (5.1.a) returns to the case of finger from the idiolect of 
a phonologically-disordered, 4 year-old, monozygotic twin. Here the spreading is 
from coda to the final onset where it displaces a separate melody. The notation does 
not reflect the fact that in both cases there is more than one 'process' - with stopping 
and indeterminate voicing in the leftmost onset and the fact that it is Dorsal which is 
lost on the right. In (5.1.b), the spreading creates an epenthetic coda. The spreading 
relation is shown by a dotted line, the displacement - or non-association - by a 
broken one.(5.1.b) shows monopoly with gemination and metathesis from S3 at 4.9 
from Chapter 3, with a phonological delay, not a disorder. 
(5.1) Two to one linkages in both dirediolIs in illcompetent representations of Ellglish 
a) finger - stopping, mot harmony b) monopoly - metathesis, gemination 
C On SYLLABIC CONSTITUENCY Co on
r PHONOLOGICAL TIME t/ d tIl n " a ", MELODY mal 1) {I a I.e ! n t "~ 
NB: The phonemic representation is just for the sake of exposition. I show only 
some of those aspects of the representation relevant to the point under 
discussion here - one difference and one similarity between the two cases. 
(5.1.a) preserves the underlying specification of two units of phonological time, the 
nasality in the leftmost, and the non-continuance of both, but loses dorsality and the 
contrast with the voiced oral stop. This speaker was barely comprehensible. In (5.1.b) 
the surface gemination presupposes an intermediate, independently attested form 
[ma·lupaot] - by metathesis. The process in (5.1.b) consists in the replication of the 
nasal by a second derivational step. The ordering is obvious; A) the data includes not 
one case of one-step gemination; hence ~ mao· 0 n D pa 1 t] and ~ m a ·0 D pall t]; and 
B) the metathesis under such a condition would be hard to define as a process.49 
(9 TIle separation between melodic and timing levels raises an obvious question about the 
ontological status of the phoneme, its definition seeming to refer either to both levels at once. Here I 
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The difference between the two cases is expressed in the different directions of the 
branching and by the fact that it is only in (5.1.a) that a link is broken (or not made in 
the framework here) as shown by the jagged line. The formalism describes the fact 
that a given phonetic surface is shared by two elements defining phonological time, 
part of the underlying structure in (5.1.a), by epenthesis in (5.1.b). 
The notion of spreading has been widely adopted because it provides a suitably 
restrictive and parsimonious account of harmony and assimilation, as aspects of the 
phonology of many languages, including English. In this study, applying the theoretical 
model implicit in (5.1) to the data here, I shall also be invoking the notion of structure-
building. Foreshadowing more discussion in Section 5.3 and subsequently, some 
aspects of prosodic and melodic structure-building are language-specific. 
Section 5.1. is organised as follows. Section 5.1.1 looks at various 'processes'. Section 
5.1.2 outlines the idea of unary articulators, contrast'S this to the notion of phonological 
gesture, and introduces the notion of a 'feature-geometry'. Section 5.1.3 looks at 
'fronting'in the light of the 'Coronal Hypothesis' and the organisation of the 'PLACE' 
node and its dependents and a notion of geometrical markedness. Section 5.1.4 
considers the position of coronality in a hierarchy where branching is maximally-binmy. 
Section 5.1.5 considers the issues of taxonomy and cross-linguistic typology. Section 
5.1.6 proposes a CAVITY node. Section 5.1.7 summarises the discussion, relating 
parapraxis to the failure of structure-building. 
5.1.1 Roots and skeleton nodes 
Section 5.1.1 looks at root harmony and compensatory lengthening by the approach 
illustrated in (5.1) at different thresholds of parapraxis. 
A well-supported innovation of this approach is the distinction between what was 
characterised in (5.1) as phonological timing and the phonetic melody. In (52) I 
distinguish between the 'skeleton-node', as the unit of phonological time and the 
'root', as a head of melodic structure. The Skeleton and the Root, as labeled in (52), 
comprise two 'tiers' of the representation. The spreading in (5.1) and (5.2) involves 
the root or the melody as a whole. In both cases in (5.2), the coda of the stressed 
syllable spreads to the adjacent onset, filling a skeleton slot left empty by a non-
associated consonantal root. The branched ness in (52), as in both the cases in (5.1), 
defines what appears on the phonetic surface as a geminate. One thing that is not 
shown in (5.2) is the fact that in both cases the adjacent stressed vowel is / f: /. 
shall continue to refer to a phonemic category shown traditionally in slashes for the sake of 
descriptive darity, but without any commitment to its ontological status. 
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(5.2) Root Itannony or a.·:,similation by means of ~l'reading 
SYLLABIC CONSTITUENCY 
SKELETON 
ROOT 
~! :f;i •••••• 
.. -
.- oeZ'bESS~S, 'f: ss~lf: \.t~ 
Within this framework, adopted here, a phonological structure can be be thought of 
as being on more than one tier. So a melodic element on one tier may comprise more 
than a segment on another, in this case on the skeleton, or timing, tier. Because of 
this autonomous behaviour, it is conventionally referred to as an 'autosegment'. 
In all of the 1997 data, spreading of the root, occurred in 4 sorts of error, 3 times as in 
(5.2) (both of these in the idiolect of 559 with a phonological disorder involving 
sibilance), and 8 times in the first syllable of asbestos as roe :obEstns] by 'compensatory 
lengthening'. On the evidence of Chapter 3 this is one prevalent process here. The 
same process occurred just once in the cases of ~l'idistra and magnet. Bernhardt and 
Gilbert (1992) note the same process in realisations of tap. (5.3.a) represents this in a 
low threshold case from Bernhardt et al. (5.3.b) is from the data here. In both cases 
the environment is a left-most syllable, and the lengthened vowel is phonemically 
I reI (in British English). In all cases in (5.2) and (5.3) there is some degree of stress. 
In (5.3) as in (5.2), all other aspects of structure are ignored. 
(5.3) Compensatory lengthening in children's speech 
a) tap (from Bernhardt et al) 
SKELETON req P I .•.•.•.•.•.• ~ 
o· b ROOT 
toe: 
b) asbestos, aspadistra, magll.et 
rei S/~~~1 
,., 
.' 0'" 
:e:'bEstns, :e:pa'dtstra, m:e:nt.t 
Spreading is subject to the condition that association lines do not cross. In early work 
this was attributed to the 'Phonological As..<>OC.iation Convention' (see Goldsmith 
1976) relating melody elements to corresponding 'bearers' automatically from left to 
right. Archangeli (1988) derives the same idea independently, not as the breach of a 
convention, but a principle of phonology. Call this the 'No Crossing Condition' or 
NCC. Pulleyblank (1986) proposes that association is by rule, cross-linguistically 
variable, therefore necessarily learned, and predictably the subject of some error in 
early I disordered phonology. On the evidence of parapraxis, association is learned. 
In this Section I have shown how 'geometrical', i.e. multi-dimensional adjacency can 
be used to characterise some aspects of parapraxis. 
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5.1.2 A featural geometry 
This Section tums to the definition of natural phonological classes by the feature-
geometry. It is assumed here that in many respects these classes reflect one or another 
aspect of the interface in a fairly direct way, by sensori-motor factors, by acoustics, or 
by some combination of these. From the leamability-perspective, these classifications 
would not seem to be difficult. This begs the question of why these classifications are 
phonetically vulnerable in the way 1 have shown them to be. This paradox is one to 
which 1 need to return. 
Clements (1985) postulates a universal articulator head, PLACE, dominating three 
unranked, unary, or monovalent articulator nodes. Labial defines bi-Iabial and labio-
dental articulations. Coronal defines dental, alveolar, palatal and palato-alveolar 
articulations. Dorsal defines velar and uvular articulations. On the basis of a suggestion 
by Lass (1976), Clements' model also includes two sub-matrices, characterised here 
as SUPRA-LARYNGEAL and LARYNGEAL, defining mutually exclusive aspects of 
the phonetic melody headed by the ROOT and the SKELETON.50 
(5.4) featUl'e-geometry - n-my dl1,endents and ullmnked al'ticuiators51 
(SKELETON) 
CORONAL 
±Distributed, ±Anterior 
A sub-hierarchy of articulators dependent on PLACE expresses one aspect of 'natural 
exponence'. Ibl, Ipl and Iml are natural exponents of labiality, Ikl and Igl of 
50 According to the model of Halle and Stevens (1971). parti."lliy incorporated in Halle (1995), 
[±Voice] is re-defined in terms of the laryngeal fe.'ltures [±Tenset [±Spread] and [±Constricted]. This 
modification is motivated by the distribution of laryngeal features in various languages and by 
bio-mechanical considerations. 
51The notion of a SUPRALARYNGEAL node is controven,--i<'ll In an influential article 
McCarthy (1988) dismisses it on the grounds that SUPRALARYNGEAL does not spre.'ld. He proposes 
that PLACE is the daughter of a ROOT node with a corre;pondingly larger set of dependents. Here it 
is assumed tlmt spreading is not the only sort of evidence relevant to geometrical theory. It is argued 
in Section 7 th.'lt the learnability advantages of constraining branchedness outweigh those of 
representational minimality. 
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dorsality, and so on. The notion of three Unranked Unary Articulators is now well-
established in phonological theory and (to a lesser degree) in the study of child 
phonology. By Clements' insight, what' spreads' in the case of harmony is a continuous 
substring of the structure in (5.4) under conditions of adjacency and commonality, 
most typically between members of the same class of elements. 
For some theorists, e.g. Barry (1993) and Fee (1995), the notion of feature-geometry 
provides a sufficient account of children's articulator harmonies. Here I shall argue 
that in order to account for the relations between context-free and context sensitive 
aspects of parapraxis it is necessary to go beyond current models (to amend the 
geometry in other words), and to invoke more principles. 
In most geometries, including those of Clements (1985) and more recent developments 
discussed below, there is a sub-hierarchy dependent on CoronaL defining various 
articulations, including apicality, grooving and retroflexion. One of these is widely 
taken to be [±Anterior]. This is different to the categorial feature in SPE, discussed in 
Section 1.1.6.1. But the problem with [±Anterior] as a Coronal dependent is that it 
adds to the exponence issue in languages like English where / J / can be defined as 
either [-Anterior] or [+Distributed], on either of these grounds, distinct from /s/. 
The point also arises in languages with sibilant harmony (See Poser, 1982, Kaisse, 
1985, Shaw 1991, for discussion of the various issues in one such language, Chumash). 
On the basis that / J / and English / .. / require a degree of concavity in the upper 
surface of the articulator, it is proposed here that this should be expressed as 
CONCA VITY, in what anatomists call 'sagittal section' for retroflex II' / and in 
'coronal section' for grooved / J / . Such an articulatory gesture involves two sets of 
muscle fibres in the tongue, defining the 'section' of the vocal tract at the point of 
maximum stricture, varying between 'grooving' in /J / and retroflexion in / r / . On 
the anatomical basis that different sets of interdigitating fibres are involved, transverse 
and longitudinal, and assuming that the default expression of Coronal is by apicality 
and that major classes such as liquidity and sibilance should be encoded geometrically, 
the corresponding sub-structure would then have the form postulated in (55). 
(5.5) A sub-hierarchy of CORONAL dependents 
Grooving Retroflexion 
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By (5.5) the unmarked interpretation of coronality is apical. Any specification for 
CONCAVITY reflects an additional degree of markedness. (5.5) is consistent with 
what might be called the I active articulator hypothesis', first proposed in Halle and 
Ladefoged (1983), further developed by Halle in subsequent work (See, for instance, 
Halle, 1995). It allows a non-contrastive, phonetic alternation between grooved and 
retroflex I r I in English; the possibility of distinguishing between liquids by the 
presence or absence of CONCAVITY (defining liquidity elsewhere in the geometry).52 
The idea of defining I rl by the presence of a node is modeled on the SPE definition 
of the liquid contrast (partly) with respect [±Anterior]. Ignoring phenomena such as 
trilling and tapping and palatal and dental forms of stop (none of these being involved 
in the data here), the model in (5.5) provides an articulatory account of sibilance and 
liquidity. I shall assume, on the basis of further discussion below, that the affrication 
of the stop in English hy and dry is by spreading from Irl to an adjacent coronal. 
A unary, privative, or monovalent approach to PLACE features is now commonly 
assumed. For the preservation of the SPE notion of binarity, see Kiparsky, 1993. For 
the extension of the principle of monovalency from the articulators to the feature 
system as a whole, see Anderson and Ewen, 1987, Kayel Lowenstamm and Vergnaud, 
1990, Steriade, 1995, Harris, 1994, van der Hulst, 1996, and numerous others. The 
idea is sometimes expressed as in (5.6). 
(5.6) * - F 
By (5.6) there are no negative values. It is thus impossible for a rule to refer to 
[~oronal], i.e. to labials and dorsals, as the complement of [+Coronal]. Both are 
prohibited. The model entails what Kiparsky (1995) calls I intrinsic under-specification'. 
Let us now apply the Unranked Unary Articulator model to child-phonology. Most 
developments of the 'geometrical' or 'hierarchical' approach assume that it permits 
just four operations: A) association; B) insertion; C) delinkage; D) spreading. 
'Delinkage' is equivalent to 'non-association', preferred here on the grounds that it is 
consistent with idea of structure-building as non-destructive. 
The Unranked Unary Articulator model thus permits any of six patterns of context-free 
substitution of the articulators. This give the following possibilities, showing Coronal 
as Cor, Dorsal as Dors, Labial as Lab, the associated feature as Ass, and the other as 
NA (non-association). 
52 It is possible in principle that any of the terminal nodes in (5.5) can itself be a he'l<l. This 
would provice an account of phonological competence in English in individuals for whom tongue 
grooving is phonetically impoSb--ible. But the issue is beyond our scope here. 
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(S.7) Six formally equivalent patterns of delinkage and reassociation at PLACE 
a) b) c) d) e) f) 
NA Dors Cor Dors Lab Lab Cor 
Ass Cor Dors Lab Dors Cor Lab 
1', 
'. 
,l\ ~-'\... !\, t-,. .''\... 
Dors Cor Dors Cor Lab Dors Lab Dors Lab Cor Lab Cor 
But this is arbitrary. As noted in Chapter 1, it is only 'fronting', by (S.7.a) which is 
characteristic of child phonology; (S.7.b) is rare; (S.7.c), (S.7.d), (S.7.e), and (5.7.f), 
even more so. In a random sample of 100 EAT records, the author found tent as 
[k: E 1J.k:) once, but no other articulatory, i.e. (5.7)-type, error in this word. The rarity of 
(5.7.c) and d) in parapraxis contrasts with the diachronic evidence of a dorsal fricative 
becoming a labial in laugh, enough, etc., underpinning the idea in Jakobson, Fant and 
Halle (1963) of one binary feature characterising both dorsality and labiality. Whether 
or not parapraxis should reflect diachrony, the possibilities by (S.7) are plainJy too 
strong. 
Let us now consider a singularity. If harmony or assimilation is by the' spreading' of 
a particular substring, consisting of all the dependents of a node, is it possible to use 
this idea to characterise what is happening incardigan as ["k a: d t da n]? Recall Macken's 
(199S) idea that child phonology is (partially) characterised by spreading in improperly 
large domains. Disregarding the restrictive nature of the model in (S.2) and (S.3), 
what about showing the prevalent parapraxis in cardigan as a spreading involving 
PLACE and S(upra)LARYNGEAL? 
(5.8) Attested and unattested hannonies in cardigan -a possible analysi...;;? 
a) Spread PLACE (CORONAL trigger) b) * Spread PLACE (DORSAL trigge:r) 
;~~YNGEAL kI dl ...... ~t DX kI t·· .... ~~ nX 
Cor Dors Cor DOIS 
'k:a:d1.dan 'ka:gtgan 
But there are three problems with (S.8). FIRST, like (5.7), (5.8) is as ad hoc as the 
linear analyses in Section 4. The same point also applies, in respect of magnet as 
[" m;eg n Lie], doggt} as ['g D g t], and other aspects of parapraxic asymmetry discussed 
above. SECOND, no account is given of any aspect of either the asymmetry or the 
singularity. THIRD, the domain eJements are non-adjacent. Here Macken's (1995) 
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idea is not accepted. I noted a serious learnability problem with it in Section 1.4. 
The problem is magnified in an Unranked Unary Articulator account of the prevalent 
harmonic errors in hippapotamus and archeapterix. as spreading. If this involves PLACE, 
there is a violation of the No Crossing Condition, as shown in (5.9) and (5.10). To 
point up the issue, the impermissibly-crossed association line is thickened. In 
recognition of the fact that these are non-analyses, they are both labeled as such and 
starred. In both cases, all other structure is ignored. No amount of additional structure 
would legitimise these spreadings. 
(5.9) * Coronal harmony, labial target - NCC znolation 
lJippopotanUls 
5-LARYNGEAL 
PLACE 
h 
Po P
J 
t l 
t .. ······· .. ··· ......... ... 
Lab Lab 
(5.1 0) * Coronal hannony, d01'Sal target - Nec vu:Ji.atwn 
archeopterix 
5-LARYNGEAL 
PLACE 
kO ..•• Pf t I ~ ...... . -------r- • .. • II • III •• o · I I 
DOTS Lab Cor 
Cor 
r 
m s 
h t.ta' pota ma s 
ks 
a:tt'optart.ks 
A more extreme case of the same sort of line-crossing arises in the case of asbt'Stos as 
['re z'b E st n fl. Here there are no targets other than coronals. The target is on the 
'wrong side of' two other coronals. 
(5.11) * Labial harmony, coronal target - NCC violation 
asbestos 
SUPRA-LARYNGEAL .~ 
Cor 
PLACE 
b ± S , ••• : ...... ~ •••••• ~ •••••• ' 
.. "..... 7 
........ ~ 
La Cor Cor Cor 
rez'bEstof 
A further problem with the schema in (5.11) is that it ignores the roundness of the 
rightmost vowel. 
In Chapters 1 and 2, it was noted that parapraxic coronal harmony is triggered in 
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structures with more than one underlying coronal - in all the cases cited in this 
Chapter. The issue is compounded in calculator as [·k~tta1Etta]. While no version 
of non-linear phonology allows the multiple sourcing of a harmony, the restrictive 
theory implicit in (5.2) and (5.3) is additionally violated in (5.12.a) with respect to 
commonality, by featuring laterals and a voiceless stop, and in (5.12.b) by assigning 
the laterals a triggering role as 'flanking elements'. The problems in (5.9), (5.10), and 
(5.11) are not helped but worsened. 
(5.12) Alternative non-analyses of coronal hann011Y - calculator- formal7.nolations 
a) * 2 Lateral triggers 
SUPRA-LARYNGEAL 
PLACE 
b) * 2 Lateral flanking elements 
SUPRA-LARYNGEAL it 1 
PLACE 
10 k., 10 
+··········f········~ 
t 
Cor Dors Cor 
·k~ttaJE1.ta 
Cor 
'k~ttaJEtta 
Now consider hospital as [. h n sta pa 1]. On reasoning roughly sketched in (4.10.k), let 
us set aside the transformational analysis of (4.9). As in various other models, in a 
geometrical framework with unranked unary articulators metathesis is problematic. 
The approach in (5.13) spreading PLACE in adjacent onsets in opposite directions 
grossly violates the NCC. The stretching of the formalism explains nothing. 
(5.13) * Metathesi..o:; - bi-directumal spreading, same domain, same tier 
hospital 
SUPRA-LARYNGEAL h SoP ~ ••••••••••• ~.~ I ...... 
.. , -'-ft» .' · PLACE 
Cor Lab Cor 
II 
Cor 
'hnsttpat 
In (5.8) to (5.13), there is a problem with the spreading of PLACE. One way of 
avoiding it is to suppose that it is the Articulator itself which spreads - not just in 
applications of this model to child-phonology, but generally (see Bernhardt et al, 
1992, and Halle, 1995). On this approach, the parapraxis in cardigan is not by (5.B.a), 
repeated here as (5.14.a), but by (5.14.b). 
(5.14) Cardigatl - an alternative analyses ofparaprtlXi....:;;? 
a) Spread PLACE (CORONAL trigger) b) Spread CORONAL? 
k d ; .~ n k d g n S-LARYNGEAL E ~ ~ ........ t " PLACE ,-I CORONAL Cor 
Dors Cor Cor DORSAL Dors Dors Dors 
'k.a:dtdan 
The analysis in (5.14.b) is consistent with a convention, proposed by Halle (1995) as 
an innovation in geometrical theory, according to which "terminal nodes spread in a 
given rule are all and only those dominated by by a single nonterminal node" (p.20.) 
The motivation for this proposal is that it describes cases - in competent phonology 
- where spreading involves nodes a and ~, but ignores y sister of a. and ~. 
The analysis in (5.14.b) - with incompetent harmony on the articulator tier rather 
than at the PLACE node - is rejected here. FIRST, it fails to account for the cross-
linguistic frequency of Coronal being targeted by Labial and Dorsal (see Mohanan, 
1993). Such patterning has to be treated as an accidental property of both Labial and 
Dorsal articulators. SECOND, it tells us nothing about the fact that the process 
which it seeks to define is characteristic of child phonology, not CHL• It over-generates. 
Rejecting the theoretical model implicit in (5.14.b), there is no reason to modify 
(5.15), as a theorem implicit in Clements (1985). It is adopted here. 
(5.15) Key m:;pects of the thinking of Clements (1985), summarised here 
All phonological operations 
a) involve elements under conditions of geometrical adjacency; 
b) apply in whatever way has the simplest and the most general description 
(on standard Occam grounds). 
By (5.15) phonological operations involve a continuous sub-string of a phonological 
matrix, defined both hierarchically and in the dimension of time, maximally at the 
root, between a consonant and vowel, and minimally at an articulator (between two 
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coronals - as in Uri:] in Sri Lallka). Both 'unnatural' harmonies and transformations, 
by (4.9) are prohibited. And regressive place harmony between adjacent elements 
within the phrase in English - by (1.35) - is defined as the spreading of GRAVITY 
from the onset. In relation to the concerns of this study, the effect of (S.lS) is negative. 
It does not seem to lead us towards an account of the context-sensitive aspects of 
parapraxis from (3.70), figured graphically in (3.71) - repeated here as (5.16). 
(S.16) In phonological parapraxis at a point close to Stage , ... -1' intersegmental 
processes relating articulators lead characteristically to 
a) Labial floating in proportion to the number of cases of roundness I 
labiality; 
b) exclusively coronal surface forms where the domains consist of 
melodically and prosodically matched singleton word-internal onsets, 
where there is at least one other case of both the target articulator and 
Coronal. 
The conclusion in (S.l7) follows. 
(5.17) No matter how the Unranked Unary Articulator model is interpreted - as 
dictating the spreading of the PLACE node as in (S.14.a) or the articulators 
by (S.14.b) - it does not account for the asymmetry of parapraxis, as presented 
in Chapters 1, 2 and 3 and exampled in summary form in (S.16). 
Insights similar to those based on unranked unary articulators are expressed rather 
differently in the various interpretations of Dependency Phonology, DP, with the 
articulators defined as combinations of features (see Durand, 1990). The patterns of 
combination are limited by the axioms of the theory - varying according to the way 
it is understood. The key idea is developed further in the Government Phonology of 
Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud (1985, 1990), Charette (1991), Backley (1993), and 
the Element Theory of Harris (1994 and 1996). Taking the latter as illustrative of 
what is, for our purposes here, a single approach, Harris characterises the articulators 
as R (Coronal), U (Labial) and @ (Dorsal). Attributing 'stand-alone phonetic 
interpretability to each melodic prime', Harris distinguishes the 'bare stopness' of [7] 
and 'bare noise (aperiodic energy)' of [h]. While conceding that some operations, like 
lenition, debuccalisation, vocalisation, may require some 'mopping up' or 'repair 
rules' Harris (1996) insists that " ... an element ... requires no support from other 
melodic primes (redundant or distinctive) in order to achieve phonetic substantiation" 
(p.5S9) and II ... all melodic operations take the form of element suppression or element 
accretion." (p.561). But since the articulators are primes, delinkage alone does not 
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account for context-free coronalisation, and it is necessary to posit an additional 
process of relinkage. 
DP is not adopted here for the reason that in relation to the issues of this study, it 
does not go beyond Unranked Unary Articulators. (5.17) applies to DP as much as to 
Unranked Unary Articulators. 
In a more radical departure from the long-standing phonological canon of segmentality, 
McMahon, ToHfree and Foulkes, (1994) propose a version of Articulatory Phonology, 
AP, in which gestures constitute 'primitives throughout the derivation.1 They see the 
UR as a score of gestures, phonetically implemented with various degrees of overlap 
in ways which have a critical bearing on language change. Commenting on Harris's 
account of lenition, they consider what sort of parametric setting would dictate a 
particular degree of delinkage. Citing Browman and Goldstein (1992), they describe 
the epenthesis in warmth as [w:>: m pel in terms of H a period when the bilabial 
closure is concurrent with raised velum and open glottis, transcribable as [p]" (p.284). 
In relation to the coda deletion in perfect memory as (approximately) [Opa:flJc: mEm rt] 
and assimilation in seven plus as ["s€va mplAs], they propose that the relevant 
gestures are 'not actually erased, but hidden'. On this version of AP, there are no 
well-defined quantal units of phonological timing .. AP is not adopted here for the 
reason that such a radical departure from segmentality only serves to makes the 
long-distance processes of child phonology all the more mysterious. But the insights 
of McMahon et al may have a bearing on the form of root harmonies in obstruent 
clusters - as in the case of escalator, and partial cases of harmony or disharmony such 
as monopoly as [ma"nnk.palt] and Melanie as ["m€lanlt]. Ignoring linear dictates, 
let us say that the [kp] and [nl] articulations are phonetically simultaneous. Because 
the methodology here was not an instrumental one, it is impossible to reconstruct 
the timing, the sequence or the articulations themselves. But impressionistically, the 
output is similar to the complex segments in some West African languages, described 
in segmental, not gestural, terms by Sagey (1986). On an AP approach some criterial 
aspects of the [m a "n n k. p a It] realisation might be represented as in (5.18). 
(5.18) monopoly - simultaneaus or nearly simultaneous artu.:ulatory gestures 
I Roundness Occlusion I Centrality I 
Labial 
I Dorsal 
ma'nnJcpah 
By left-to-right adjustment, the AP notation can express any degree of departure 
from absolute simultaneity. But the gestural approach in (5.18) fails in four ways. 
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FIRST, it does not identify the source of the dorsality. SECOND, it says nothing 
about either the initial labial or the roundness of the stressed vowel. THIRD, it 
allows the possibility that secondary dorsality might alternate with secondary 
coronality. FOURTH, it has nothing to say about the singularity of the environment, 
one which allows the dorsality to' overw helm' the underlying labiality, in an essentially 
disharmonic process, complementing the otherwise privileged status of Labial in 
relation to Dorsal. 
Generally, to the extent that both gestural and dependency models treat the articulators 
equally, in relation to the data here, all of these models run into the same problems 
as those based on Unranked Unary Articulators. While the notion of the gesture has 
led to important insights, discussed further below, in this study I retain the notion of 
the segment as a way of encapsulating both the melody and a unit of timing. 
Various alternatives to Unranked Unary Articulators have been proposed. In van 
der Hulst's 1994 Radical CV Phonology, dorsality is defined on an empty position. 
But in this framework, defined on the intrinsic properties of nodes, it is hard to 
express the contrast between the weakness of Dorsal in relation to fronting, and 
Dorsal as the harmoniser in doggy as [. g D g t] etc .. By the model of Keyser and 
Stevens (1994), the context-free substitution of Dorsal by Coronal is between the 
dependents of what they call a 'Lingual' head. But this does not explain the similarity 
between cases where the harmonic target is Dorsal and where it is Labial, and ignores 
the evidence which led to the idea of [±Grave] in Jakobson at al (1963). 
In sum, by the conclusion in (5.17), the Unranked Unary Articulator idea needs to be 
amended. But the geometrical model is an advance on the SPE 'feature stack' by 
virtue of the non-featural representation of quantity, the idea of PLACE as the head 
of what is essentially a generalised articulator node, and the more general reasons 
given above. 
5.1.3 Ranked articulators and geometrical markedness 
In this Section I shall develop a geometry which replaces the Unranked Unary 
Articulator idea by the 'Coronal Hypothesis' according to which Coronal is the 
unmarked articulator. I shall test the Coronal Hypothesis against the evidence of 
parapraxis. This hypothesis, tentatively considered but rejected in SPE, is commonly 
justified on various grounds (see Paradis and Prunet, 1991.a). According to these 
authors, 
liThe under-specification of coronals is needed for most empirical problems 
addressed here and in the literature, although it appears that none of the present 
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under-specification theories can account for the full range of the properties identified 
as constituting the special status of coronals" (p.24). 
The Coronal Hypothesis is motivated here by the need to explain singularities and 
asymmetries in (3.71) and (5.16) above. The distinctive role of Coronal in word-internal 
domains reflects the role of this node as the unmarked interpretation of Place. 
According to Rice and Avery (1991), Place, unmarkedly Coronal, has a dependent 
which they call PERIPHERAL heading a substructure consisting of two unranked 
sisters, Dorsal and Labial. This geometry, said to be universal, is shown in (5.19). 
(5.19) A 'Coronal hypothesis' - Rice and Avery (1991, p. 103) 
(fLACE) 
/ ,).-----
PERIPHERAL (CORONAL V 
This represents a different sort of intrinsic under-specification to that of Unranked 
Unary Articulators. Unmarked Lphonetic content' is not underlyingly represented. 
This presupposes the building of a Coronal articulation from an otherwise empty 
PLACE node. Putting aside the question of how this structure-building is done and 
the long range of the context-sensitivity, some seemingly criterial aspects of three 
aspects of parapraxis are informally schematised in (5.20). 
(5.20) PERIPHERAL Spreading andnon-tlt:t...~tion 
a) Coronal hannony (Non-association) b) Labial harmony 
PLACE 
PERIPHERAL 
g/k/p 
o 
i 
'ka:d ldan, 'k.eitaiElta, 
a:kt'uptartks, htta'pntamas 
z b st s 
o~ ,,0 
" 
" 
" 
~z'bEstnr 
c) MetatlU!sis 
'hustapu 
The coronal harmony in (5.20.a) is by non-association. The labial harmony in (5.20) 
and the metathesis in (520.c) are both by the spreading of the PERIPHERAL node. 
The association is lost at the source and re-made elsewhere in the structure. A sub-
structure dependent on Place, with Coronal interpreted by default, has these effects. 
FIRST, there is no surprise in the involvement of coronals in parapraxic metathesis, 
by (3.46). SECOND, the long-distance effects in (5.20) are not problematic. But (520) 
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does not explain the singularities. In all cases there is a problem in defining: A) the 
separate contributions of more than one element with triggering properties and B) 
the target or landing site. In the case of coronal harmony, the problem is how to 
characterise prosodic and melodic matching. 
By another of Rice and A very's proposals, there is a SPONTANEOUS VOICING 
node with a default interpretation as nasal and a marked interpretation as lateral 
(5.21) Supralaryngeal [Spontaneous Voicing]- Rice and Avery (1991, p.103) 
(SUPRALARYNGEAL) 
(PLACE) SPO~TANEOUS VOICING (Nasal) 
(LATERAf) (NASAL) 
A lateral is represented by a single (marked) property. The definition of laterality by 
geometrical markedness makes it possible to characterise aluminium as [z J a' m t.J 'ta m] 
and monopoly as [ma'1upaJ L] as the spreading of the marked interpretation of 
Lateral. This prevails (weakly, on the evidence here) over the loss of markedness in 
realisations as [zna om 'tn 'ta m] and [ma On opan t]. 
In a clinical development of this thinking, in what is referred to here as dense 
parapraxis, in a sample of children with severe disorders, Chin and Dinnsen (1992), 
explain the onset coalescence in (1.7) above, int.poon as [fu :n], smoke as [fau k], etc., 
by the Coronal Hypothesis. Characterising fricatives as having the property of 
continuance (in their framework, an immediate dependent of the root), their analysis 
of surface / f / in these onsets is as follows: 
(5.22) 'Coalescence' 
a) LABIAL in ca..c;e of Isml 
SKELETON 8 
ROOT 
5-LARYNGEAL 
PLACE 
SPONTANEOUS 
VOICING 
LABIAL 
Chin and Dinnsen (1992, pp. 276 - 8) 
b) LABIAL I [+ContJ in Ispl and Iswl 
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The analyses in (5.22) are the first step in the derivation; the second is degemination. 
Chin and Dinnsen produce evidence for the two-step analysis from a speech-pattern 
in which the second step is omitted. In the case of Isml Chin and Dinnsen assume 
that nasal spreading is blocked by a universal constraint on nasal fricatives. A universal 
constraint on nasal fricatives is counter-exemplified (see Mohanan, 1993). But nasal 
friction is typologically marked, most plausibly as an articulatory I perceptual interface 
effect, with the friction is drowned by the resonance. 
The Coronal Hypothesis relates to speech pathology in these ways: A) As noted in 
Section 1.1.6, the segments commonly involved in context-free errors in adult speech 
are all coronals; B) In what is perhaps the commonest of these cases, that of lisps, the 
output forms all tend to remain coronal, most often dental, less often lateral; q It 
bears on the case of fronting and the apparent over-richness of the delinkage patterns; 
D) Harmony and other sorts of process involve coronal and non-coronal elements in 
characteristically different ways. 
The idea of coronality having a special status in phonology is grounded in anatomy 
and neuro-physiology. The articulation target in coronality is the alveolus, with a 
separate innervation from the rest of the palate, and selectively vulnerable in various 
ways, most visibly in deft lip, and subtly where the impairment is to the sensory 
innervation, observed by the author in a father and son, the latter with I nl as [u ]. 
Like Chin and Dinnsen, Rice and Avery propose that continuance is a dependent of 
the root. They take the view, widely accepted since SPE, that continuance is a marked 
property in consonants. (One of the few authors to take the opposite view is Shaw, 
1991). H continuance is the marked property, the property of non-continuance (defined 
in terms of both articulation and the spectral distribution of aperiodic noise) still has 
to be built by a particular step of structure-building, one that applies only in consonants. 
While Rice and A very's notion of a marked privati ve hierarchy predicts the coalescence 
pattern in (5.22), it does not account for the singularity - consisting in the fact that in 
both cases the adjacent vowel is round - and otherwise as summarised in (3.71) and 
(5.16). Nor does it explain the derivation of Irl as [w]. 
Now, a question. 
(5.23) Two intL>rpretations of the Coronal Hypothesis 
a) Coronals have no PLACE node; 
b) Coronals have a PLACE node which is otherwise unmarked. 
Shaw (1991) adopts a (S.23.a) interpretation. She notes the seeming rarity of consonant 
harmony compared to vowel harmony, and distinguishes morpheme structure 
constraints involving PLACE, and true phonological harmony which entails action-
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at-a-distance, that is, across intervening classes of segments which do not participate. 
She discusses examples of long-distance laryngeal harmony and harmony involving 
sibilance and apicality in a small number of languages. In the case of Chumash, the 
spreading is leftwards from the rightmost sibilant.53 The spreading element has no 
bearer other than in the one class of segment. But such processes are cross-linguistically 
rare. Shaw proposes, as'a candidate for a universal redundancy rule', a rule inserting 
coronality into structures not containing a place node (p.147).54 
(5.23.b) is less radical than (5.23.a). Here, 1 shall assume (S.24). 
(5.24) If the feature geometry, FG, itseH is defined by the interface considerations 
of neuro-physiology and anatomy, etc., the interpretation of FG is learned. 
Given alternative theories of FG, relevant decision criteria include A) the 
number of phonological contrasts (valued positively), B) on-line structure-
building (valued negatively); and C) learnability. 
Applying the B) criterion in (S.24) to derivation, Shaw's candidate for a universal 
redundancy rule imposes an extra step. To allow the separate treatment of glottals, 
as segments with no PLACE node, in numerous languages, a Place node must be 
inserted to allow subsequent structure-building in all segments with an active 
articulator. By (5.24), (S.23.a) defines two structural contrasts between coronals and 
other segments, while (S.23.b) defines one. So (S.23.b) is adopted here. 
In this Section, it has been shown that Rice and Avery's interpretation of the Coronal 
Hypothesis bears significantly on the asymmetry of parapraxis by (3.71) and (S.16).1 
adopt here their proposals concerning: A) a ranking relation between Coronal and 
the other articulators; B) a geometrical relation between laterality and nasality; C) the 
notion of markedness encoded by the geometry. But the precise working of these 
ideas raises new questions about the geometry in general and valency in particular. 
Rice and A very's notion of a Peripheral node is substantially re-worked here. 
5.1.4 Binary dependents within the hierarchy 
With an eye to the descriptive challenge in (3.71) and (S.16) regarding the asymmetries 
and singularities, Section 5.1.4 contrasts two approaches to the feature-geometry. 
53 Both Poser (1982) and Steri'lde (1987) tr~'lt this as 'f~'lture changing' in both polarities. 
5. It is the (5.23.a) interprelntion of the Coronal Hypothesis which Kenstowicz (1994) 
criticises. He notes that Shaw's analysis of coronal harmony in Tahltan fails to account for the case 
where coron.ility is transparent. His criticib'ttl hinges on the point that/' one of the di.lgnostim of an 
undeI'b--peci£ied segment is its susceptiblity to assi:miL'ltion" (p.521). But on the evidence of Ch.."lpter 3, 
at 1~'lSt in the case of children l~-mti.ng English, and from the well known case of English allegretto 
speech mentioned in Chapter 2" such assimilation is common. 
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They both preserve the principles of derivation and binary representation. They 
differ on whether or not the principle of binary representation is exclusive. 
One of these is that of Halle (1995). It is the latest version of a model first suggested 
in (1983). In this model.. some nodes are bi-valent while others are monovalent. To 
provide an account of pharyngeal, uvular articulations, and intra-oral clicks, he adds 
to the geometry in (5.4) a GUTIURAL head as a sister of PLACE. He assumes that 
1/ all functional feature groupings have an anatomical basis" (p.2). He distinguishes 
between 'articulator bound' features such as nasality and 'articulator-free' features 
such as continuance. Articulator-free features assimilate both singly and at the RCX>T. 
[Consonantal] and [Sonorant], however, "never assimilate singly but only where 
there is total assimilation" (p.3). In (5.26), following Halle's presentatio~ features 
are characterised as [Sonorant], [Continuant], and so on. But the representation of a 
feature as [F] rather than [±F] has no implication regarding its interpretation as 
privative / unary . 
(5.25) Root dependencies - from Halle (1995) 
ROOT 
[ Consonantal Sonorant 
[Suction] 
[Continuant] 
[Strident] 
[Lateral] 
SOFTPALATE-- [Nasal] 
___ TONGUE ROOT - [Advanced tongue root] 
- GUTTURAL --... 
LARYNX ............... - [Constricted glottis] 
\ ----- [Stiff vocal folds] 
PLACE LABIAL [Round] ~ CORONAL __ [Anteriorl 
"'" [Distributed] 
DORSAL ~ - [High] 
~[Back] 
[Low] 
The geometry in (5.25) is intended to make it possible to characterise all phonemic 
distinctions in all known phonological inventories. It addresses descriptive issues 
not easily addressed in the framework of (5.4) or Rice and Avery's 1991/1995 model. 
It is thus possible to define dorsal laterals, uvular stops, pharyngeal obstruents, nasal 
fricatives, retroflex articulations, and so o~ as relatively marked sorts of segment. 
But (5.25) also suggests what is either weak equivalence or a degree of abstract 
exponence. Thus a nasalised vowel may be derived from an underlying structure 
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where nasality is spread from a consonantal element or by underlying specification. 
A long vowel may be underlyingly specified as tense (or 'peripheral' to use the 
terminology of Labov, 1994) with the length arising derivationally (by the insertion 
of a skeleton node) or vice versa. An obstruent can be defined on vocalic features, as 
in the case of Nisgha (see Kenstowicz, 1994, p.S38), with dorsal, uvular, and laryngeal 
stops categorised as [+back]. But not all of the geometry in (5.25) is required in all 
languages. The exploitation of its parts is language-specific. Which parts of (5.25) are 
needed for a given target language, and which are not, must be learned. 
As regards feature selection, it is possible that this is determined by a stochastic 
function, not taking account of meaning or syntactic form, available to the infant 
before the PSF has come on line. Such a function was discussed in Chapter 1 (see 
Vihman, 1994 for a survey of the general programme of research which this takes in, 
i.e. phonological development in the first two years). 
By (5.25) LABIAL, CORONAL, DORSAL, LARYNX, SOFT PALATE and TONGUE 
ROOT have a dual role as articulators and as heads, the last two involved in uvular 
and pharyngeal articulations.55 But the descriptive richness makes it necessary to 
stipulate negative constraints, for example * [-consonantal, +F] where F is 'articulator-
free'. Without this provision, the feature combinatorix generates an inventory including 
unattested segments, such as lateral nasals. 
Here the idea of [Consonantal] as a feature is rejected on account of the fact that it 
cannot be defined in a way that is consistent with the rest of the geometry (see Hume 
and Odden, 1996, for a detailed argument along these lines). 
Any descriptively adequate geometry must be at least equal in scope to that of (5.25). 
But (5.25) preserves intact the Unranked Unary Articulator structure of (5.4). So 
(5.25) throws no light on the parapraxic asymmetries in (3.71) and (5.16). While (5.25) 
is not adopted here, it constitutes a useful reference-point by virtue of its scope. 
A different interpretation of the geometrical idea has come to be known as 'Radical 
under-specification', RU, (see Archangeli, 1984, 1988, Pulleyblank, 1988 a, b). It emerges 
from earlier work by Kiparsky (1982 a, b). UG prohibits an underlying contrast with 
55 The notion of SOFT P ALA TE as the head of [Nasal1 is motivated by typological 
considerations on which the evidence of this study has no clear bearing, like the fact that uvularity 
must stand in a marked relation to nasality. And the term [Suction] (=]ngressive airstream) is 
motivated by the clicks of Southern African languages. Similarly TONGUE ROOT is definitional in 
the case of [±Advanced Tongue Root], But unless there is evidence of a language with underlying 
contrasts involving both tongue root advancement and tenseness (in SUcll a way that neither can be 
attributed to the geometry or wlderlying glides), it seems reasonable and parsimonious to assume 
that the two sets of properties are somellow related. While TONGUE ROOT is not obviously relevant 
here, we do need to consider the underlying representation of surface scllwa and syllabic sonorants. 
This is an issue to which we shall return. 
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respect to two values of a given, necessarily binary feature. Lexical representations 
are in part 'under-specified' or incomplete with respect to some aspects of the feature 
matrix. Gaps in the matrix are filled (necessarily for the sake of phonetic 
implementation) in the course of a derivation. Such under-specification is I extrinsic' 
in the terminology of Kiparsky (1995). 
(526) * -a F, in underlying representation 
While (5.26) extends the learned element of markedness, it seeks, on leamability 
grounds, to restrict this as far as possible. From the perspective here, the interest of 
RU is that one of the prime motivations for its development was to account for 
asymmetries in the behaviour of vowels - in the widespread tendency in diverse, 
unrelated languages to select one of a small number of vowels for epenthesis, as a 
harmonic target, or as a candidate for deletion in various contexts. 
(5.26) is assumed here. 
5.1.5 Markedness and structure-building 
In this Section I shall apply (5.26) to the feature-geometry, exploring some consequences 
of the assumption in (5.27). 
(5.27) In the feature-geometry, branching is maximally-binary. 
Exclusive binary branching is learnable in a way in n-ary branching is not. The case 
of ICjvl structures in dialects like the author's is not counter-evidence because this 
can be treated derivationally. The fact that three geometrical elements on the surface 
have a role in the nucleus is not represented underlyingly. Following previous work 
by Anderson and Ewen (1987), exclusive binary branching is suggested by Van der 
Hulst (1994), working in the very different framework of Radical CV Phonology, or 
RCVP, abandoning all direct phonetic exponence of phonological features, thus 
reducing to the limit the number of phonological primes. In RCVP, the terminal 
nodes vary only with respect to one property, defined on sonority. RCVP adopts the 
'extreme position'according to which lithe three elements A, I U (or rather their VIC 
definitions) and the notion of empty location are sufficient to represent all location 
categories of both consonants and vowels" (p.469). Assuming that coronals are'the 
least marked category', RCVP expresses the fact that they, rather than labials and 
dorsals, show sub-types. While dorsality, represented by an 'empty primary sub-
gesture' is the 'weakest place of articulation', ... ' empty structure is not at all unmarked' 
(p.458). While representational minimality throws no light on the data here, I shall 
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adopt from RCVP the idea of maximally-binary branchedness, not, as in RCVP, for 
the sake of representation,. but for the sake of learnability. 
By (5.26), the role of what SPE treated as redundancy rules is now enhanced. Treating 
this idea geometrically, terminal elements are likely to be grouped so as to effect a 
set of asymmetric contrasts between three features, Fi, F; and F", Fj under-specified 
with respect to F;, F; under-specified with respect to Fl' This is illustrated in (5.28). 
(5.28) Asymmetric three-way fi~atural contrast 
( Fi (unmarkedld 
__ ------~7__ \ 
( Fj (unmarkedly) ~ C-F-j -) 
ffi ( Fj ) 
The model in (5.28) predicts three-way contrasts within phonological systems, for 
our purposes here Coronal, Dorsal, and Labial dependents of PLACE, as in Halle 
(1995). It re-interprets the three basic elements of most versions of Element Theory, 
e.g. Harris (1994). Interpreted as an abstract representation of the Place sub-hierarchy, 
(5.28) does not prevent the occurrence or development of more complex sub-
hierarchies, as in the case of the Semitic languages, to take just one particularly 
well-studied case. From this perspective, the appearance of monovalence is an artifact 
of structures such as (5.28). The surface phonetic form of an articulation involves a 
degree of on-line structure-building. If this is at all context-sensitive, this may give 
us a handle on the asymmetries in (3.71) and (5.16). This is the path to be taken here. 
But to begin with, let us consider the more general question of fronting. Whatever 
account is given, it has to address the fact that fronting typically involves production 
alone. Being unable to discriminate dorsality / coronality in minimal pairs is not 
characteristic of the fronting child. 
Rice and A very's 1991 proposals predict / p / ~ [t] as well as / k/ ==:> [t]. In an amendment 
motivated specifically by the evidence of child phonology, Rice and A very (1995) 
propose a markedness relation between Dorsal and Labial, with Dorsal as the marked 
interpretation; fronting is defined as a lack of markedness within the system. The 
child stops fronting when his or her feature geometry gets a dorsal node. 
Rice and Avery's (1995) proposal is not accepted here. It raises two questions and 
leads to two problems. The questions are as follows. If phonological acquisition is by 
geometrical growth, what sort of learnability evidence forces such a step? And how 
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does geometrical growth manifest itself other than by the overcoming of fronting? 
The problems include the following. FIRST, it is hard to give a corresponding account 
of the asymmetry of articulator harmony. SECOND, at least one other common 
neutralisation in child phonology, namely stopping, does not seem to be accountable 
in any sort of parallel way. 
By (5.28), I adopt the idea of geometrically encoded markedness. On the reasoning 
above, the notion of default coronality, by (S.23.b), forces the notion of structure-
building. I shall now use this idea to define fronting in terms of the interaction 
between the geometry and structure-building, reversing Rice and Avery's 1995 idea 
of marked dorsality and unmarked labiality. Here, abandoning the term 
IPERIPHERAL' from (5.19), the head is named GRAVITY - on the basis that its 
dependents characterise what Jakobson et al (1963) characterised as [+Grave). The 
new term is used here: A) for the sake of clarity; B) because a Iperipheral' definition 
of dorsality obsures an articulatory definition of pharyngeal segments; and C) because 
the notion of I peripherality' is more relevant to the vowel system (see Labov, 1994). 
A corresponding set of marked and default interpretations is proposed in (5.29). 
(5.29) A hypothesi.<; regarding the unmarked exponence of the artu.:·ulators in English 
a) PLACE 
a) is interpreted by default as Coronal; 
b) dominates a class node, entitled GRAVITY; 
b) GRAVITY 
a) is interpreted by default as Dorsal; 
c) has a marked exponence as Labial. 
By (5.29) there are effectively two degrees of GRAVITY, differing in markedness, and 
two defaults. one with respect to dorsality, the other with respect to coronality. The 
term GRAVITY reflects one aspect of the feature system of J akobson, et al (1963). 
They define their binary feature [±Grave] as follows: 
"The gravity of a consonant or vowel is generated by a larger and less compartmented 
mouth cavity, while acuteness originates in a smaller and more divided cavity. 
Hence gravity characterises labial consonants as against dentals, as well as velars 
vs. palatals ... " (p. 30). 
The novel, and obviously non-standard markedness relation in (S.28.b) translates 
into the geometry in (5.30). 
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(5.30) PLACE dependl'1fcU.'S - implentation of (5.28) 
GRA VITY (Dorsal) CORONAL 
- -~ORSAL) 
(5.30) does not prohibit each articulator, Coronal, Dorsal and Labial, from constituting 
a head. The case for (5.30) rests on: A) the Coronal Hypothesis; B) under-specification; 
C) markedness and binarity in the branching. In the rest of this study, I shall argue 
that a sub-structure of the sort illustrated in (5.30) provides the basis for an internally 
consistent account of both context-free and context-sensitive aspects of parapraxis 
involving the articulators. I shall show that it provides an account of fronting in 
particular. 
Here it is assumed that markedness expresses a particular exponence. No further 
(underlying) specification is necessary. On this basis, the articulatory features are a 
function of markedness, either underlying, or, in the case of coronality, introduced 
by what I shall, for the moment, consider as a rule. 
The default exponence of a node implies the association of any underlyingly unmarked 
phonetic content. But if structure is contingent, it is necessary to limit such association 
to cases where there is no marked dependent. This implies that what I shall refer to 
as a Default Exponence Rule, DER, is necessarily preceded by a Marked Node 
Association Rule, MNAR. If the GRAVITY node has a default exponence as Dorsal, 
the rule is restricted to cases where the class node does not dominate the one marked 
dependent of this node, i.e. Labial. On such reasoning, GRAVITY dependents are 
associated in the following sequence of structure-building. 
(5.31) structure-building ntles for GRA VITY 
(i) [m] => Labial / GRAVITY [_m] MNAR 
(ii) [ 0 ] => Dorsal / GRAVITY [ _] DER 
(iii) [ 0 ] => Coronal / PLACE [ _] DER 
(5.31) represents the same order which was postulated in Chapter 2 in order to 
capture the rare case of three-way hi-directional articulator harmony in monosyllables 
- in the idiolect of LM. Note that this ordering mirrors that given by Archangeli 
(1984 p.nO) for what she treats as the (derived) properties of (binary) labiality and 
backness.56 The difference between Archangeli's rules and those in (5.31) is that the 
56 According to Archmtgeli (1984), only positive values for [Coronal] and [Anterior) are 
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latter are defined on a geometry with unary heads, marked or unmarked. If the 
Default Exponence Rule inserting Dorsal is omitted, the rule inserting Coronal applies 
instead. The GRAVITY node is effectively ignored. Its marked dependent, Labial, is 
treated as though it stood in an equivalent relation to PLACE. On this analysis it is 
not the geometry of the fronting child which is deficient. Rather, there is a step in the 
process of structure-building which is missed. As a context-free process, fronting 
does not commonly persist.57 
H redundancy rules define the phonetic implementation of markedness, is there any 
cross-linguistic variation? Markedness in the SPE framework is universal. In most of 
the discussion about coronality in the intrinsic under-specification framework, it is 
assumed that its unmarkedness is similarly universal. But according to Cho (1991), 
in Hawaian, there is evidence from the loan phonology that Dorsal is the default 
articulator. Cho proposes that PLACE is represented either monovalently or in 
terms of [±Anterior] and [±Coronal]. Representation in terms of binary features is 
thus a parametrical option. The evidence for the binary option is: A) the evidence for 
'natural classes' defined on all four of the logical possibilities; and B) a system of 
three articulator harmonies in Korean, where 'velar harmony' predominates, 
suggesting that this is the most highly marked articulator. Here, with the aim of 
restricting the power of parametric alternation, it is assumed that valency cannot be 
parameterised, and that there must be cross-linguistic variation with respect to the 
markedness and thus the structure-building sequence. The difference between 
languages with default coronality and cases such as Hawaian and Korean might be 
defined on this basis. 
Quite different possibilities are opened by the proposal of Keyser and Stevens (1994), 
mentioned above, who introduce the class node LINGUAL, defining coronality and 
dorsality, similar to the feature of the same name proposed (on different reasoning) 
by Coleman (1995). While this bears on context-free fronting in an obvious way, it 
throws no light on the claims in (3.71) and (5.16) concerning the asymmetric distribution 
of articulator harmony in high threshold parapraxis. 
Consider in this light the rare case of the 'backing' child - with tea as [ki:]. In the 
framework here, this involves both the misinterpretation of the geometry and the 
omission of the middle step of structure-building. A developmentally-untypical 
structure-building sequence, invoking this principle, is postulated in (5.32). 
underlyingly represented in Yawelmani, implying that this language similarly defaults to Dorsal 
57 It appears to be unreported as an adult syndrome in English speaking populations without 
access to speech therapy. It took a twentieth cenhny speech pathologist to invent the term 'fronting' in 
relation to children. If it ever persisted into adulthood as a specific disorder, it would surely h.we 
been observed in theatre, literahrre or the orthopeic tradition. 
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(532) Hypothetical SBR sequertce in a 'backing' child 
(i) [ m] => Labial I GRAVITY [_ ] MNAR 
(ii) [ m] => Coronal I PLACE [_ ] MNAR (Omission - •• ) 
(iii) [ " ] => Dorsal I GRA VITY [_] DER 
Returning to the prevalent case of fronting, there is a non-prevalent variation -
where it is restricted to environments where Ikl does not precede /1/. Such children 
can say clean and cle.ar, but not key. Encountered twice by this author, such fronting 
is accountable by (532), where the Default Exponence Rule for dorsality only applies 
in a particular sort of cluster, characterised here in terms of the phoneme 11/, and 
double-bulleted to denote the exceptionality.58 
(5.33) Alphabet formation for DorsaIity (doubly pathological) 
["] => Dorsal /[ GRAVITY _] [/1/] DER·· 
This context-sensitive fronting is not easily accountable in other ways - neither in a 
reductionist framework of the sort discussed in Chapter 4 nor by a purely geometrical 
approach - with reference to a 'LINGUAL' node, or by a missing Dorsal articulator. 
But as in the case of 'backing', the pattern in (5.32) is accountable as an uncommonly 
severe misconstrual of the input data - a point to which I shall return in Chapter 7. 
In the framework here, parapraxis can be generally characterised as points at which 
the structure-building sequence fails, either generally, i.e. context-freely, or under 
local conditions, i.e. context-sensitively. In this way, I have been able to explain how 
the representation limits in Chapters 2 and 3 work, without invoking any ad hoc 
mechanisms. 
In the case of the prevalent parapraxis in hippopotamus and archeopterix the structure-
building failure is with respect to (531.i) or (5.31ji) or both (in some idiolects). In 
these two cases, the failure is in what seem to be similar structural configurations. 
Why is the pattern so different from that of context-free failure? This is an issue to 
which I shall return. 
58 These children had no discernable problems with phonological perception. TIley were 
difficult to treat. One defeated all efforts at treabnent despite great diligence on all sides. 
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5.1.6 The soft palate, nasality and sonorance 
In this Section, I propose a CAVITY node, defined on acoustic and articulatory 
principles, collapsing the roles of Rice and Avery's (1995) SPONTANEOUS VOIONG 
node and Halle's (1995) SOFT P ALATE node. I shall use this idea to account 
phonologically for unipolar, context-free gliding, i.e. I r I => I wI, and for one or 
more limits on the representation of the various sonorants prevalently targeted by 
the lateral in yellaw; lorry, ruler, and Je1Usal(~m.s9 Coronal is involved in every case. 
Adopting Rice and Avery's notion of nasality as the default expression of sonorance, 
I nl has an underlying representation such that the nasality, coronality, oral closure 
and voicing are all built derivationally. By the proposals here: 
(5.34) There is a head characterised here as CAVITY, interpreted generally as 
sonorance.60 
a) by default, i.e. in the unmarked condition, as Nasal; 
b) otherwise, i.e. markedly, as an approximant (characteristically): 
a) a liquid (rather than laterality, as in Rice and Avery, 1991) 
b) a glide, a transition between vocoid and non-vocoid postures, where 
the underlying representation involves a Dorsal dependent 
c) in a way unexplored here, as uvular, defining a rhotic trill, perhaps 
where there is no PLACE node, in the classification of liquids in 
dialects of French and German with uvular I r/, alternating with 
coronal / r / in neighbouring, closely related languages including 
English. 
CA VITY defines a (variable) degree of enhanced resonance, effected by the tongue as 
well as the soft palate. It reflects what is typically the source of a contrast rather than 
its effect. It contributes to the definition of an approximant. It provides a non-
contradictory account of the contrasts in languages where nasality, laterality, etc., 
contrast in voicing.61 The CAVITY node may reflect a common innervation through 
one or branches of the trigeminal nerve, the largest cranial nerve, supplying the 
muscles of mastication and the nasal cavity (see Warwick and Williams, 1973, p. 
1001). 
----------------
59 In a ways that is outside the scope of this study, CAVITY may also be part of the 
classification of stops in langl:mges with uvular stops, where the interpretation somehow cross-
classifies with non-continuance. 
60 The bare structure proposed here means that existing aCCowlts of alternations between two 
representations of nasality (see Piggott, 1992) and Voicing (see Rice, 1992) have to be recast The 
model developed here has the power to do this, but the task is outside our purposes here. 
61 The SPE notion of Laterals as non-continuant in contrast to rhotics as continuant was 
motivated by cases where the liquids split this way between stops and fricatives. In the framework 
here, it may be possible to represent such cases by language specific rules entering appropriate 
values for [Continuant] in liquids. But the issue is outside the terms of this discussion. 
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According to (5.34.a), the unmarked interpretation of the CAVITY node, postulated 
here, defines the opening of the velo-pharyngeal sphincter. The marked interpretations 
in (5.34.b) define different configurations of the oral space, hence the chosen term, 
drawing on the separate insights of Halle (1995) concerning a SOFT P ALATE head 
for nasality and Rice and Avery (1991) concerning sonorance. Like GRAVITY, the 
CAVITY node is expressed phonetically in quite diverse ways. Like the SUPRA-
LARYNGEAL node, it does not apear to spread. By (5.24), the mere fact that a node 
does not spread does not constitute an ontological argument against its existence. To 
permit the cases of contrastive uvularity, contrasts with respect to liquidity, and 
guttural elements, there has to be some additional structure - a sub-hierarchy. The 
geometry implicit in (5.34) is an incomplete, partial statement. The learnability space 
must include the possibility of defining or re-defining the geometry within some 
overall limits. Here I am concerned with the (5.34.b.a) and (5.34.b.b) cases defining 
liquids and glides. 
In sum, the thrust of the proposal here is to preserve (or resurrect) the SPE view of 
liquids differentiated (in part) by their values for an articulatory feature. But I shall 
develop, in Chapter 6, the idea of an innovative dialect with Irl as an onset glide, 
with its liquidity built derivationally and variably, not as part of its underlying 
representation. 
To summarise, I have now postulated the following ROOT dependents (with a query 
about the default interpretation of concavity - with no evidence here): 
(5.35) A Marked hierarchical geometry with maximally-binary branching 
Voice 
(Retroflexion?) 
Round 
GROOVING ~ RlITROFLEXlON) 
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I postpone, until Section 5.3, issues concerning continuance and stridency. 
Featurally, the model in (5.35) is richer than (5.4), let alone a system of the GP-type, 
designed for representational minimality. The richness of (5.35) is not a theoretical 
weakness if the geometry is a function of the articulatory 1 perceptual interface. From 
this perspective, the power of the geometry is not an issue. The geometry is defined 
by what phylogeny gives us (but see Durand 1995, for the opposite view). 
Summarising Section 5.1.6, by the notion of a CAVITY node, it is possible to encode 
sonorance of all kinds and do without [son] as a ROOT feature. The node helps to 
express the phonetically very variable exponence of Ir/. And, as we shall see, it can 
be used to account for various processes involving sonorants, including Irl to [w], 
which is otherwise difficult to formalise as a natural and almost universal process in 
children learning English. 
5.1.7 The feature geometry and derivation 
In Section 5.1, the principle of derivation has been invoked in a way close to the 
thinking of Kiparsky (1995) and Rubach (1995), and in opposition to those geometrical 
models which seek to reduce derivation to the minimum, if not to eliminate it. 
In a framework where phonetically expressed elements are underlyingly bi-valent, 
there is an unmarked value of GRAVITY as [+Dorsal] and a marked value (-Dorsal], 
the latter equivalent to monovalent Labial, relevant only in the case of the GRAVITY 
node. But here, for the sake of clarity and familiarity, I shall continue to refer to 
labiality as the marked exponent of a GRAVITY node, and dorsality as the unmarked 
exponent, using the unfamiliar notion of GRAVITY, only as and when necessary. 
The notion of GRAVITY assumed here is different from the notion of [±Grave] from 
Jakobson et al (1963) in three key respects: A) GRAVITY represents a general headship 
- entailing that it is irrelevant in some cases, e.g. coronals; B) the notion of coronality 
is simultaneously enriched in a complementary way; C) the articulators in (5.34), are 
all heads. 
The model in (5.34) is similar to Halle's 1995 model in that it involves the same 
articulators. It is different with respect to: A) exclusively binary branching; B) extrinsic 
under-specification, as by (5.26); C) a relatively deeper hierarchy. This combination 
of intrinsic and extrinsic under-specification is also different from the approach of 
Pulleyblank (1995) whose addition of [±Labial] to SPE's [±Coronal] and [±Anterior] 
predicts unattested eight-way contrasts, and is accordingly rejected here. 
If Cho (1991) is correct on the point that the markedness of coronal is a cross-linguistic 
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variable, the the interpretation of the geometry must be language-specific. A possible 
mechanism for this is suggested in Chapter 7. 
It is assumed here that any under-specification over and above that of the geometry 
entails representational binarity, as agreed by Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994), 
Pulleyblank (1995), Rubach (1994, 1995), Kiparsky (1993 and 1995).62 Hence (5.36). 
(5.36) A deep hierarchy with maximally-binary branched ness and corresponding 
rules of sequential structure-building and systematic defaulting (redundancy 
rule application) opens up the following lines of explanation: 
a) Context-free fronting and coronal harmony both involve' non-association'. 
b) Dorsal does not spread or float to underlyingly Labial elements because 
Labial is associated before Dorsal in the sequence of structure-building 
(the special case of disharmony notwithstanding). 
c) At least in respect of the articulators, there is one common sequence of 
structure-building attested over a wide range of parapraxis, from fronting, 
perhaps the commonest sort of d eveJopmental pathology, to the three-way 
articulator harmonies in the idiolect of LM discussed in Chapter 2. 
While I have been able to describe some data which is otherwise hard to describe, 
the approach sketched in (5.36) carries a price. Archangeli (1984) proposed the idea 
of 'feature minimisation' according to which a grammar is valued by the number of 
features in the underlying representations. The lower the number the higher the 
value (p.50). Not only does a deep hierarchy not address the problem of the feature 
combinatorix; it seems to magnify it. Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994) suggest that 
the issue of the combinatorix is best addressed, not formally by feature minimisation, 
but in terms of the interface phenomena of phonetic 'groundedness' or 'path 
conditions'. Necessarily these must be phonetically motivated. One example might 
be the almost, but not quite, universal coronality of laterals. 
By the argument of Halle and Stevens (1971), there is a strong groundedness case for 
the voicing/ aspiration distinction. In this study, the notion of groundedness is broadly 
assumed. 
Here, Archangeli's 1984 idea is resurrected - with an adaptation. Chapter 7 considers 
a possible mechanism by which grammar is valued in inverse proportion to the 
D} The research of Arch.angeli and Pulleyblank has mainly concerned tone and vc'lrious vowel 
features including Advanced Tongue Root in a large sample of L1.nguages. The pioneering research of 
Archangeli (1984) concerned vowel hmmony in YawehThmi. The focus of Lexical Phonology as 
expressed in the work of Rubach and ~'1.rSky fu'1.S been on both consonantal and vocalic phenomena 
where most of the data has been from languages spoken in Europe, including Finnish. 
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number of features which the learner is forced to select from a universal, biologically-
given inventory. 
Turning to the issue of representation, I have assumed that the natural phonological 
classes should be encoded geometrically. At least in what are characterised here as 
'Greater-London' varieties of British English, these classes can be defined thus:63 
(5.37) Major class representations 
a) Vowels and semi vowels involve representation on a tier with an unmarked 
GRA VITY dependent, i.e. Dorsal (see Archangeli, 1984, Sagey, 1986, Halle, 
1995, but see Clements and Hume, 1995, for the contrary idea that Coronal 
heads vowel representations). 
b) All vowels have an underlying sylJabic projection (Archangeli, 1984). 
c) Sonorants have a CAVITY node, underlyingly only in liquids and nasals. 
d) Coronal sonorants have a syllabic projection if they are the exclusive dependent 
of the rime node in a righbnost unstressed syllable. 
e) Glottals have no PLACE node. 
In the modeling of the geometry here, the question of how vowels are represented is 
not raised. From the data here, it seems clear that there is a relation between labiality 
and roundness. In DP and related models (including Government Phonology, GP, 
discussed below), this observation is generalised by encoding the spectral properties 
of vowels and the articulatory properties of consonants by the same features. But 
there is a clear neuro-muscular opposition between the two sorts of gesture. The 
contraction is applied in opposite directions, to effect closure in labials and openness 
in vowels. Leaving the nature of the relation open, here I shall continue to refer to 
vocalic properties by their SPE classification - but with no theoretical commibnent. 
The issue is relevant here because of what is taken, in Chapter 6, to be the issue of 
where and how / r / and / a / fit into the representational system in contemporary 
dialects of Greater-London English. On the strength of Labov's (1994) analysis of 
(on-going) chain vowel-shifts in American English, it is assumed here that the feature 
[±Peripheral] is universally available. This provides more than one way of defining 
length or weight in vowels - geometrically by skeletal position and featurally as 
[+Peripheral]. The learnability issue here is one to which I return in Chapter 7. 
By the abstract schema in (5.27) and its partial instantiation in (5.34), there is no 
conflict between the appearance of monovalency and the underlyingly binary nature 
6..1 There are various ways of representing Ih/. Keyser and Stevens (1994) suggest a bare 
glottal specification. Or it may be a bare skeleton node. The isb'Ue does not bear on the central 
concerns of this study; I hi app&'\l'S to be transp.'ll'ent to all the phenonmena under discussion here. 
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of featural representation. This is not the binarity of SPE, but binarity which follows 
from the form of the hierarchy. If labials and dorsals represent different values of 
GRAVITY, neither has a well-defined negative value. They are both to this extent 
monovalent. But Coronal represented by a bare PLACE, node, distinctively does not 
have a GRA VITI node. 
Halle and Ladefoged's 1983 idea of the 'active articulator' is assumed here. The term 
PLACE for the class node is inconsistent, but now established. The centrality of 
articulation is taken to the limit in the Articulatory Phonology of McMahon et al 
(1994) - with the notion of 'gesture' replacing both features and the principle of 
segmentality. This principle is also assumed here, but the idea of a phonological 
gesture is not forcibly contradictory. This is a key part of the thinking in Chapter 7. 
I have been able to account for various aspects of early phonology such as fronting. 
But on the account so far, it is not possible to explain either the various singularities 
in (3.71) and (5.16) or the evidence of derivational sequence in some two-step errors 
described in Chapter 1, for example cardigan as ["ka:dtntan]. 
5.2 Immediate prosodic/suprasegmental projections 
Section 5.2, turns to what, in the name of theoretical neutrality, might be referred to 
as 'immediate suprasegmental projections'. Section 5.2.1 sets out key issues. Section 
5.2.2 considers seminal views of the melody/prosody interaction in child phonology. 
Section 5.2.3 looks at some pathological evidence. 
5.2.1 Issues 
Key issues are as follows. In each case, the assumptions here are spelt out. 
(5.38) L-.sues and assum1,tions here 
a) The category itself. 
Does the syllable exist or can its effects be red uced to the separate effects of 
onset and rimal projection? (See Harris, 1994, Blevins, 1995, for opposite views 
on this). Is the notion of the mora, defined exclusively on elements analysed here 
as part of the rime, sufficient to account for all supposedly syllabic effects. If so, 
is the notion of an onset necessary? Should the notion of the mora supplant or 
be added to that of the syllable? Is this the domain for the computation of 
stress? Is this the domain of compensatory lengthening? Is the notion of the 
mora undermined by the typologically marked case of gemination in a leftmost 
onset? (see Bickmore, 1995, Hayes, 1995, Piggott, 1996, Zec, 1995). In the child 
phonology literature, it is now sometimes assumed that the notion of the mora 
should supplant that of the syllable. (See, for example, Bernhardt, 1992, Fee, 
1995). Is this justifiable? Is there such a thing as the rime? Noske (1993) disputes 
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this, treating the syllable as having three unranked constituents, onset, nucleus 
and coda, resurrecting the view of Clements and Keyser (1983), but on different 
grounds. Is it descriptively necessary to have a three-way branching in the onset 
and coda? (See Cairns and Feinstein, 1982). Or a four-way branching in the rime 
- to account for next, lelb"i, wai.r;t, etc.? (See Hogg and McNully, 1987). In GP, 
there are only onsets and rimes, with only binary-branching in each one. As 
categories, neither the syllable nor the coda exist. To account for items such as 
chamber and strange, GP treats each of the edgemost consonants as having an 
empty nucleus, making both of these words tri-syllabic. By the centrality of 
what GP characterises as Government and Licensing, the onset/ rime typology 
is exhaustive. Denotations of stress-level and foot-structure are epiphenomenal. 
Kenstowizc (1994) proposes a model in which the onset branches no more than 
two ways and - following Kiparsky (1981) - the English rime dominates at most 
three elements. Onsets apparently containing three elements, the leftmost a coronal 
fricative, characteristic of a group of Indo-European languages including English, 
are analysed on the basis that the leftmost element is adjoined directly to the 
syllable. To account for cases such as paint, waist, sold, wound, noting that 
"dental/ alveolar appears to be the unmarked point of articulation for consonants. n 
(p.260), Kenstowicz suggests a rule adjoining a [+Coronal, +Anterior] obstruent 
on the right of the rime, similar to the rule adjoining / sl on the left of the onset. 
Assumptions here: 
Both the onset and the syllable are needed: A) to define the exclusive involvement 
of the onset in parapraxic coronal harmony, by (3.71.b) and (5.16.b); B) to explain 
the prevalence of coda deletion over onset deletion, found only once by Chin 
and Dinnsen (1992) in their survey of 47 children with phonological disorders; 
q to describe the symptomatology of stammering; D) for a uniform account of 
the prosody where this is taken to include stress. The category 'mora' may be 
reducible to the effect of a stage in rime formation. The issue here should be 
resolved separately. 
The syllable dominates onset and rime. The rime, if it branches, dominates 
nucleus and coda. The notion of the rime itself - denied by the 'flat' theory of 
Noske (1993) is strongly motivated by the different treatment of rime and onset 
consonants in early phonology}j4 Flat theories of the syllable make it hard to 
describe the clinical evidence of a diagnostic contrast between coda deletion 
(common) and onset deletion (rare). 
Developing the idea in (5.27), all branching (in phonology as well as in syntax) 
is maximally-binary . 
Empty nuclei, dummy consonants, adjunction, branchedness, reduplication, 
degrees of free ordering, and the syllabic adjunction of particular onset/ coda 
elements, occur as parameterised options, some of these raising issues to be 
6( Experimental evidence for the psychological reality of the rime has been produced by 
Treiman (1983), using novel word games. She found no distribution."ll evidence for any dependency 
relation involving onset and nucleus ('peak' in Treinmn's terminology), but strong evidence for the 
coherence of the onset. This conclusion is consistent with traditional poetics and children's rhymes. 
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discussed in Chapter 7. 
b) Projections: 
Are these underlying in the case of the nucleus? (See Archangeli, 1984). Are 
these irreversible in the derivation as in GP? (See Kaye et al, 1990). Are these 
possibly ambi-syllabic and / or open to re-syllabification, onto a coda at one 
point and onto an onset at a later point? Forcibly, if there is no syllable, there is 
no ambi-syllabicity or re-syllabification. Re-syllabification is dismissed by GP, 
but assumed in under-specification models such as that of Kiparsky (1995). 
Assumptions here: 
At least in typologically unmarked cases, the nucleus is underlyingly projected 
onto the syllabic tier. Projections are not forcibly implemented, contra GP. 
There is both ambi-syllabicity and re-syllabification. 
c) Rules or a template? 
Is prosodic structure built, asin the work of Steriad e (1982), Levin (1985), Kiparsky, 
(1993 and 1995) or as templates applying on one or more levels, as in the work 
of Halle and Vergnaud (1980), Selkirk (1982), Ito (1986, 1989)? The mora is 
usually seen as a template. H prosodic structure is templatic, and the template 
is language-specific, as it obviously has to be, and if there is any variation by 
rule, the leamability space is doubled. Noske's 1993 idea of 'true constituents' 
(functioning rather like autosegments) is pitched as an alternative to both rules 
and templates. 
Assumption here: 
For the sake of a minimal and consistently-defined leamability space, all prosodic 
structure is built, apart from underlyingly specified projections involving the 
syllable or the rime. 
d) Licensing 
Is licensing 'bottom-up', as in the prosodic licensing and stray erasure of Ito 
(1986), or Itop-down', as in the autosegmentallicensing of Goldsmith (1990)? 
Assumption here: 
By a hypothesis to be developed in Chapter 7, the notion of licensing is either 
unnecessary or it is simultaneously top-down and bottom-up. Parameters are 
defined on both geometrical elements and their projections. 
e) Definition 
Should a category, known as, or equivalent to, the syllable be defined as an 
entity composed of subordinate units with a peak of sonority in the middle, 
declining in steps of a certain minimal size on each side? (See Selkir~ 1984). Or 
does it express one or more degrees of grammatical headed ness, an irreducible 
effect of the asymmetry of headship/ dependency relations? (See Anderson and 
Ewen, 1987, Durand, 1990, for a DP perspective on this). Is the category part of 
the interface or part of UG. See Goldsmith (1990) for a discussion of the issues 
here. Alternatively, can sonority be derived from the geometry? (see Rice, 1995). 
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Assumptions here: 
The syllable has a sonority gradience for reasons associated with the perceptual 
aspect of the AlP interface. But as a parameterised category, the asymmetry 
between the onset and the rime is typical of linguistic categories generally. 
Sonority is part of acoustics. The feature-geometry is an adaptive exploitation 
of particular anatomical and physiological structures. 
f) Syllables and stress 
Halle and Idsardi (1995) assume that stress and syllabification are on separate 
tiers. But if there is no language with elements of a syllable having separate foot 
level projections, Halle and Idsardi's assumption looks weak. Its main justification 
is that their formalism does not refer to syllabic elements. It remains possible 
that their formalism could be recast to overcome this problem. 
Assumption here 
Stress, foot structure, and syllabification are aspects of a single prosodic tier. 
g) Labeling and the form of definition 
Assumption here: 
Given the principles of markedness and maximally-binary branchedness and at 
least one point of reference, the labeling of constituents is formally unneces......uy. 
In discussion here reference is made to categories such as the onset, the rime, 
the coda, and so on. But given suitable principles of interpretation and an 
acoustic characterisation of the syllable, these are recoverable. On this basis, the 
R-Inspection is independent from the grammar. But the issues at stake here are 
beyond the scope of this study. 
The assumptions in (S.38) cannot be justified in detail - each one being potentially 
the topic of a study in itseH. They are justified collectively to the extent that they are 
all embodied in the hypothesis to be developed in Chapters 6 and 7. 
The assumptions in (S.38) define the learnability space. English is more I permissive' 
than the Romance languages in allowing branchedness throughout, with adjunction 
on both edges of the syllable, an optional coda with one or two elements, and 
syllabic coronal sonorants. But other aspects of syllabification in English are relatively 
unmarked. 
Obviously the notion of 'projection' is rather different from the notion of association 
by convention. The latter is assumed in early versions of geometrical theory, and 
greatly developed in subsequent versions. The notion of projection is supported by 
the under-specification model to be considered in more detail in Chapter 6 below. 
A model, as defined by the assumptions in (S.38), might be challenged on the basis 
of the data in (S.39). They all seem to involve more than binary branching in structures 
where the adjunction idea from Kenstowicz (1994) cannot be applied. 
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(5.39) Er.ridmce for three-way branche.dness - challmging the assumptions here 
a) The treatment of affricates is sometimes dichotomous. In the English onset, 
an affricate in the onset seems to block any other element, but not in the 
coda. Relevant examples include range, launch, bilge, filch, and finch. The 
onset restriction can be explained by treating affricates geometrically - with 
a branching at a given level in the structure (see more discussion below). But 
there is a dichotomy if the I reading' of geometrical elements proceeds 
independently in the onset and the coda, in the latter allowing surface structures 
with three root elements. 
b) In many dialects of English (those characterised as Ig-drop' in Chapter 1), 
with a notionally underlying I gl dropped in the roots long and strong, and 
preserved in longer and stronger, in the special cases of lmgtlt and strmgth 
there is a superficial voiceless stop, effectively a release gesture, between the 
nasal and the fricative. This mirrors the case of mince as a near homophone 
of mints, both realised approximately as [mtnts] but with a phonetically 
measurable difference in the length of the occlusion, at least for some speakers. 
The same problem arises in respect of lmgth and strmgth in I g-preserving' 
dialects where the underlying dorsality is present throughout the derivation. 
c) A number of mono-morphemic cases including next, text, sphinx, lynx, glimpse 
and tempt, suggest to some authors, such as Kenstowicz (1994), the need to 
permit three-way branching in the coda, at least in principle. 
Dismissing the notion of a three way branching in the rime, it is proposed here that 
the cases in (5.39.c) have possible analyses in (5.40). Each of these analyses has major 
theoretical implications, which can only be loosely sketched here. 
(5.40) Possible ways of dismissing some counter-evid.e1lCe 
a) In the special cases of glimpse and tempt, the orthography is misleading. 
The stop is epenthetic, predictable from UR's expressing forms such as 
I g 1 t m s I and It., m t I , where the [p] is derived by general conditions, i.e. 
with no underlying representation. 
b) In the case of English coda Iksl, the voiceless coronal obstruents lsI 
and It I in next, text, linx, etc., adjoin to the rime. 
c) Cases such as warmth, length and stren.gth are underlyingly bi-morphemic, 
perhaps nominalised in the lexicon - with implications for the theory of 
morpho-phonology. 
The terms of (5.40) preserve the principle of maximally-binary branching. But the 
questions they raise go beyond this study. Accordingly they are left open. For reasons 
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which will become apparent in the next two Chapters (similar to those which have 
emerged in syntax), it is assumed here that three-way branchedness should be treated 
as impossible in theory. 
Without prejudging the issue of parameterisation, leaving open the sequence of 
structure-building, the syllabic assumptions here are sketched diagrammatically in 
(S.42). Here the labeling is for reference, not as a matter of definition. 
(S.41) A binary-branching thet.l1Y of syllabicity 
a) Underlying projection b) Rime projection c) Full constituent projection 
PROSODY 
(Nucleus) Prosodic head r 
Dependent 
(Skeleton) 0 0 0 
By (S.41.a) syllabic projection is underlying, typically in vowels, but also in 
parametrically-specified ways in other classes of segment - in both English and 
German, in sonorants. But in Semitic languages, there may be UR's with no nuclear 
elements. An intermediate level of rime projection is shown in (S.41.b), and full 
syllabification in (S.4l.c). It is assumed here that the steps in (S.41) involve a series of 
language-specific interactions with the rest of the phonology. I postpone until Chapter 
7 all consideration of how this might be parameterised. 
With some of the properties of a DP dependency tree, the (S.41.c) model A) defines a 
coda, B) is maximally-binary branching, and C) is organised in such a way that the 
onset and the coda can be distinguished in purely formal terms. 
In relation to the labeling issue in (S.38.g), the issue is by whether a given element is 
dominated by at most one branching node, A, such that A is itself dominated by at 
most one other branching node A'. This condition is met in the case of the onset, but 
not in the case of the coda. Given (S.41) the separate roles of the onset and coda can 
be re-analysed in terms of projection and a projection limit. 
The power of this model is illustrated in (S.42) with respect to tune and twin in 
dialects like the author's, showing the prosodic head (conventionally) as 0, and 
ignoring aspects of the representation not relevant to the point at issue. In such 
dialects, tune rimes with dune, but not with goon. By (S.42), the length of the vowel in 
tune is specified, not geometrically, as permitted by (S.41), but featurally. In Chapter 
7, I shall explore the possibility that this is a parameterised property of vowel length 
in English. 
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(5.42) Underlyingrepresentations- tune and twin 
PROSODY a a 
SKELEfON I I X X X X X X X X 
ROOT I I I I I I I I t J V n t w \ n 
GRAVITY (Dorsal) [Height, backness, etc.] 6 b b 
The two glides are defined as such by the underlying representation of vocalic features 
at least equivalent to those defining height and backness, dependents of the unmarked 
exponent of the GRAVITY node. But their different roles in the syllable are defined 
by the fact that in the one case, the quality of the vowel is built derivationally. The 
corresponding SBR's are given informally here because of doubts about the proper 
expression of vocalic features (irrelevant here). The evidence here does not bear on 
the ordering of the SBR's except that (S.43.b) must follow (S.43.a). 
(5.43) Some projection rules - infonnally stated - in American/Greater-London English 
a) A high, front GRAVITY dependent e projects onto a bare nucleus. 
b) A right sister of e is high, round, peripheral, and projects onto the nucleus. 
c) A back, round GRAVITY dependent projects onto the onset. 
A maximally-binary branching model of the syllable thus permits a parsimonious 
statement of syllabically conditioned alphabet formation rules. 
Where the input contains evidence of what might be construed as ternary branching, 
this may be open to mis-analysis. The leamability criterion in (5.24) notwithstanding, 
in Chapter 7 I shall consider the possibility of a pay-off in terms of representational 
simplicity at Stage n' 
5.2.2 Two views of the syllable in child phonology 
This Section focuses on proposals by Spencer (1986) and Iverson and Wheeler (1987). 
Spencer (1986) uses a syllabic template and Macken's 1980 perceptual filter to address 
the mismatch between children's phonological discrimination and their relatively 
poor production. He proposes that: A) the child's system provides less than the 
minimal information for maintaining the full set of phonemic contrasts; B) the syllabic 
template is under-developed; C) the output forms are derived from a distinct lexicon. 
Spencer's notion of a 'despecified matrix' as the basis of 'Output Underlying 
representations' - OPUR's - makes it possible to translate Smith's 1973 system of 
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more than twenty ordered rules into a non-linear framework. But Spencer retains 
Smith's idea of deriving the child's output from a formally distinct UR. 
In this study, following Spencer, the child's ability to parse and properly analyse the 
input is not presupposed. This is indeed part of the leamability task. But four aspects 
of Spencer's model are not accepted here. FlRSf, by (5.38.c) and on the reasoning of 
Section 2.4.1, I assume that child phonology is not accountable by a reduced syllabic 
template. SECOND, the notion of a distinct lexicon for the L1leamer's output seems 
unwarrantable. For the sake of what it is said to explain, this idea, now abandoned 
by its originator (see Menn and Matthei, 1992), is too powerful. THlRD, Spencer's 
model predicts spreading in unbounded domains, i.e. hippopotamus not just as the 
prevalent [h t ta'putamas], but as the rare [h t ta"puta nas], and the unattested 
~btta·tutanas]. This over-generates, and fails on descriptive grounds. FOURTH, 
the notion of a distinct output lexicon is hard to reconcile with Pinker's 1984 Continuity 
Criterion, quoted in Section 1.4.2. 
Following an approach originally due to Waterson (1971), Iverson and Wheeler (1987) 
suggest that particular constellations of features are associated, at a given stage of 
phonological development, with ILcertain suprasegmental constituents (rhymes, 
syllables, words, etc)" (p248) rather than particular 'slots'. This is an lLincorrect 
hypothesis" about representations; it leads to both harmony and reduplication. There 
is no derivational relation between the child's UR and the production form. ILThe 
hierarchical structures which are associated with the child's output representations 
may then be viewed as well-formedness templates which characterise, and filter, the 
set of admissible words in the child's language" (pp. 248 - 9). 
(5.44) Prosodic corcmali..;;ation and reduplicatitm (Iverson and Wheeler, 1987) 
a) car 
word 
[+ Anterior] 
~ 
to: 
b) dog 
word 
------............ syllable syllable 
------'dada 
On the analysis implicit in (5.44.a), in this untypical, coronalising idiolect, the SPE 
articulatory feature [+Anterior] is projected onto the category, Word, incorporating 
the insight in (5.45). 
(5.45) ILOne of the things a child learning a language such as English has to 
discover then is that features like [Voice], [Anterior], [Nasal] etc. are not 
properties of words, syllables or other supra-segmental constituents." 
(Iverson and Wheeler, 1987, p.249) 
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The broad thrust of (5.45) is adopted here; features can be 'projected too high' in the 
structure. The problem is that this predicts too much: how does a phonological 
system which is incompetent in the (large) sense that the projection of all features is 
indeterminate generate a correct left-to-right ordering of onset and nucleus? By (5.45) 
the speaker of (5.44) ought to be jumbling onsets and vowels. 
The predictive excess is revealed in the following remark. 
(5.46) uSince one of the most basic tenets of autosegrnental theories of phonology 
is that association lines may not cr06S, reduplication will not be possible 
without violating this constraint once the child posits internal structure for 
syllables ... " (Iverson and Wheeler, 1987, p.255). 
Counter-exemplifying (5.46), in the incomprehensible idiolect of XZ there were both 
post-nuclear consonants and reduplication (see Appendix 3 for a fuller, developmental 
account of aspects of XZ's phonology relating to the discussion here). 
(5.47) Syllabic and segmmtal harmony in XZ aged 4.0 
a) caterpillar ·gretabt.bt chocolate ·tlutl 0 k donkey ·dudulJ 
plastic . p Ire plrek Christmas ·tJtntltn picture ·ptbttl 
umbrella ·bEbe 
b) jillgl.>r ·htjtlJ fussy ·hAVAS sausages ·hoW'ul 
soldier ·hauwuv SCISsors ·hi:jaz 
c) buUon ·bAban mon1a~ ·mAmt cardigan . k a :gf> IJ 
porcupme ·p~ba?at Burlington ·ba:buuk boUle ·bubau 
In (5.47.a) there is reduplication; in (5.47.b) there is glottalisation of voiceless fricatives 
in the stressed onset, with vowel reduplication in 3 cases and surface friction in 4 
cases; in (5.47.c) there is both labial and dorsal harmony; but in all cases, in (5.47.a), 
(S.47.b), and (S.47.c), there is evidence of internal syllabic structure, falsifying (5.46). 
Here I shall incorporate the idea from Iverson and Wheeler of an improper relation 
between the feature-structure and the syllabification and from Spencer the idea of an 
incompetent parser - with some errors reflecting a non-adult-like lexicalisation. 
5.2.3 Evidence of incompetence 
In Section 5.2.3, I relate some parapraxic evidenceto the claims in Section 5.2.2. 
On the basis of simple and intuitive SBR's, it is now possible to simplify the account 
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of the coalescence in smoke and spoon as [r 3 uk] and [r u : n] in (5.22). It is not necessary 
to postulate a constraint on nasal fricatives or to account for the fact that [f3Uk] is 
superficially voiceless - always by the observation of Chin and Dinnsen (1992) and 
by that of this author. In such idiolects~ the continuance and labiality are projected~ 
not onto root nodes~ themselves projected onto the onset but onto the onset directly. 
Following Rice and Avery (1991), an AIRFLOW node is postulated as the head of 
continuance. I shall consider its place in the feature-geometry in Section 5.3. On this 
basis, the structure-building can be characterised as in (5.48). 
(5.48) Coalescence in what sulfaces as a mono .. segmental fricative onset 
Where, if a skeleton node e projects to the onset, e = e 
a) [m] => [Cont] I Onset [AIRFLOW _ ] • MNAR 
b) [m ] => [Lab] I Onset [GRAVITY _ ] • MNAR 
In relation to the voicelessness, two further steps are postulated, the first inserting a 
Laryngeal node, the second interpreting it as voiceless by default in the case of an 
obstruent. 
Now take a set of cases reflecting lesser densities of parapraxis, all involving liquids, 
A) context-free Irl to [w], often characterised as 'gliding', and B) the harmonic cases 
of yellow, mier and lorry, as ['If:13u], ['lu:13], and ['lull], and /ernsaIc.'1n, typically 
with the loss of I r I in the stressed syllable.65 Note that in Greater-London English 
there is no evidence of I rl outside the onset. Phonetically and phonologically it 
patterns with Iw I, In the framework here, glides have no underlying specification 
as sonorants, this being derivable from the fact that they are defined on vocalic 
features. An SBR inserts a CAVITY node wherever there is a GRAVITY dependent. 
In the case of vowels and semivowels, this allows the UR's in (5.49). 
(5.49) Three semi vocalic UR's 
a) Ijl GRAVITY [ _] 
b) Iwl GRAVITY [+Back, +Round] 
c) Irl GRA VITY [ +Round] 
In such dialects, if an underlyingly semi-vocalic Irl has any surface retroflexion or 
concavity, it must get it derivationalJy. This requires an SBR entering the property 
just in the case of roundness and non-backness, the latter by default. 
65 nus is ignoring the case of yellc.no as [' j e J au] where there is a context free substitution of 
/jl for /1/, a situation encountered once by this author, in contrast to the more common context-free 
substitution of /1/ for Ij I, both processes being irrelevant in the context of intersegmental relations. 
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(S50) SBR's differentiating the glides 
i) [ 0 ) => [-Back) / [GRAVITY _) DRR 
ii) [ 0 ] => CONCAVITY / [ +Round ] [-Back][ _] DER 
But in the clearest case of parapraxis, at Smith's 1973 Stage 1, / r/ and / w / are 
neutralised.. One way of accounting for this in the framework here is to say that such 
speakers represent only the roundness. If this applies to the input, as by (1.1), they 
will be unable to ditinguish rail and whale. Such speakers can treat the non-backness 
of / j / as a default consquence of non-roundness, and backness as a default consequence 
of roundness. These steps of structure-building apply late. 
From the uncertainty in the literature about the age at which /r/ is mastered (see 
Section 1.1), and from the observation of the two adults in the experimentation here, 
there is phonetic variation from / w / to / r / both within and between idiolects. In 
the framework here, one way of characterising this sort of intermediate case, transcribed 
here as <rl w>, is by the representations in (5.49) and the omission of (S.50Ji). This 
may be appropriate in the case of adults with a persisting speech defect of this sort. 
Bu t this does not account for those cases where, harmonically at least, the neutralisation 
seems to be complete. Spencer (1986) proposes the lateral spreading in (S.SI). 
(S.51) Lateral hannony by spreading - from Spencer (1986) 
a) yellow, nller b) lorry 
~--.... ! '" Lateral -'1 :!: ............. ~ 
'lEJau 'Ju:Ja 'loll. 
Here, disregarding the rest of the structure (including the head onto which the 
spreading occurs) to account for the asy mmetry, it might be claimed that only laterality 
can spread. But this is stipulative, and it makes the non-prevalent cases of Je1Usalem 
as [d~~'ru:l~l~m] or [d~~'ru:sar3m] hard to explain. A non-stipulative way of 
accounting for the prevalent case of lateral harmony at least is to say that the sonorance 
is underlyingly specified, associated early by virtue of the markedness, by (S.33.b.a), 
and having the effect of blocking the SBR in (S51.i) Accordingly, this applies only in 
those cases where there is no /11 in the structure. 
In (S.52) there are two degrees of qualification, the more general one applying for the 
majority of incompetent speakers, a narrower, foot-level restriction applying In 
idiolects with I rl as a harmonic trigger, but only in Jerusalem, not ruler or lorry. 
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(5.52) In structures containing no underlying CAVITY node in the foot/stress 
domain, in a round onset, a CAVITY node is inserted. 
In idiolects with a representation limit like (5.52), the alphabet formation in the glide 
onset cannot proceed. This triggers the association of the other sonorant. 
In this Section, I have shown that many diverse, but commonly-observed aspects of 
parapraxis across a wide range of thresholds can be explained by the interaction 
between syllabic projection and feature specification. 
5.3 (Non)-continuance, stridency, and sibilance 
Section 53 extends the notion of an under-specified featur~geometry to take account 
of continuance, non-continuance, stridency, sibilance and the class of obstruents in 
which these occur together, namely affricates. Lombardi (1990) notes that affricatehood 
does not spread. But in parapraxis we find 'harmony' or 'migration' in digital as 
r d td~t tJal] or [" d tdttJal], aspidistra as [.espa· d~tst raJ, soldier as [Otl aulda], etc., 
and other more disordered cases. The problem is that on our assumptions here, it is 
not permissible to enrich a theoretical model to characterise incompetence. We need 
to describe the harmony / migration as an aspect of incompetence. But this is prohibited 
in a competent phonology. How can we define the process other than by the spreading 
of affricatehood? 
Affricates have three definitional properties. They are A) continuant and non-
continuant on the right and left edges respectively; B) phonologically with the same 
articulator, though there may be some phonetic adjustment between the edges e.g. 
German I p r I and English I t f I; C) with a single value for voicing. They also have a 
general phonotactic property of weight, tending not to cluster with other segments, 
not at all in Greek, only in the coda in English, German and Russian, and where 
cases such as Polish represent an uncommon exception. 
Levin (1985) analyses affricates in terms of a branched structure projected onto a 
node on a 'higher' tier. This is developed further by Sagey (1986) and Lombardi 
(1990). Some of the best arguments for this approach are based on typology, where 
there is a split between languages without affricates, languages with affricates, and 
languages with different sorts of affricate. Roca (1994) upholds this view: affricates 
are defined on underlying branchedness; the root dominates both values of a binary 
feature defining continuance. 
As noted by Hualde (1991), if autosegmental theory underpins a branching relation 
in affricates with continuant and noncontinuant dependents of a given head, a 
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monovalent model of the Rice and A very type implies two roots, one unmarked, the 
other with the marked value for continuance. But formally there is no way for the 
representation to contain both the marked and the default value. And this gives no 
geometrical explanation for the fact that there is only one featural difference between 
the branches. One way of capturing this is by a redundancy rule entering a default 
non-continuance into a left-branching root node. But this loses the insight of a 
distinctive geometrical property of affricates in terms of branchedness. In the context 
of maximally-binary branchedness, it is necessary to ask two questions: A) Where is 
it in the structure? B) What are its properties? Unless the branching is at the root, the 
phonotactic equivalence to clusters is hard to understand. But if it is, we may then 
have to sacrifice the principle of maximally-binary branchedness. 
Rubach (1994) argues that affricates are strident stops, in a sense echoing Hualde's 
1991 idea of the fricative as the dominant branch of the affricate. 
Putting on one side the question of how to define the directionality with the stop on 
the left (see Sagey, 1986, Lombardi, 1990, Kenstowicz, 1994), let us try to reconcile 
Rubach's featural analysis with an under-specified feature-geometry. In English with 
only a voicing contrast between two affricates, there is no need for any underlying 
representation of the articulator, but just of the voicing and the affrication, the rest of 
the structure being defined by alphabet formation, 
Let us adopt from Rice and Avery (1991) the idea that the head of continuance 
should be characterised as the AIRFLOW node. By principles common to SPE and 
the marked, privative geometry of Rice and Avery (1991) and (1995), the least marked 
consonant is a stop. In the model of Rice (1993), AIRFLOW comprises a distinct 
sub-hierarchy, as an immediate dependent of the ROOT. But to express the phonotactic 
constraint on affricates in the onset - to the effect that they do not duster - it might 
seem that AIRFLOW must be an immediate dependent of the skeleton in consonants, 
unmarkedly as a stop, markedly as a fricative or continuant. By (5.37.a), a true 
consonant is a segment with no GRA VITY dependent. The default interpretation of 
continuance as a head is as stridency, strident by default, markedly non-strident, 
where the property is irrelevant other than in obstruents, characteristic only of 
fricatives. The corresponding sub-structure must be as sketched in (5.53). 
(5.53) AIRFLOW dependents 
( AIRFLOW (Non-Continuant») 
CONTINUANCE (Strident) 
Non-Strident (: Strideny 
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Assuming maximally-binary branchedness by (5.27) and a unary root node, itself 
dependent on the skeleton node, as a root dominating Laryngeal and Supra-laryngeal 
dependents by (5.4), AIRFLOW must be the sister of the root. But this is incoherent. 
H the root has a sister which expresses part of the melody, it is not a root. One of our 
assumptions must be wrong. One solution is to qualify the constraint on branchedness 
by allowing that it only applies in respect of markedness. In the case of nodes 
constituting mutually exclusive parts of the vocal tract, both involved in every aspect 
of the phonetic surface, there is no markedness relation. This allows(5.54). 
(5.54) Two claims: one geometrical, one theoretical. 
a) AIRFLOW is at the ROOT, where the same node expresses the LARYNGEAL/ 
SUPRA-LARYNGEAL dichotomy. Markedness is involved onJy in the 
former, and only in the case of segments with no terminal dependents of 
PLACE, i.e. obstruents. 
b) Where the featural geometry encodes a potential markedness relation, 
branching is maximally-binary. 
On the basis of (5.53) and (5.54), one contrast in English is modeJed in (5.55) -
underlying properties shown non-solid, the marked case square, and derivationally 
built structure solid. 
(5.55) Affricate and bare sibilant 
SKELETON 
ROOT/AIRFLOW 
Continuance 
(stridency) 
LARYNGEAL 
PLACE 
CONCAVITY 
In the affricates, the structure-building always invoJves a continuant interpretation 
of AIRFLOW, and grooving or non-apicality.66 
66 H surface affricates are built out of representations like (5.56), in dialects of Russian with 
more than one non -apical affricate, / t I I and I I t I I, the distinction needs to be encoded. On HaDe's 
1959 analysis I I t 1/ is a sequence of I I I and It fl. This loses sight of three things in Russian: A) 
affricates do not cluster in the onset; B) only II tIl clusters in the coda -as with Ir I in I borftIl;C) 
there is no phonemic equivalent to Is ts/. In the framework here, one way of encoding this 
distinction might be in terms of the presence or absence of an wlderlying continuant node. But this 
and the issue of complex consonants and consonant dusters in Polish go beyond this study. 
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On the analysis here, affricates are the only segments with, underlyingly, both a root 
node and a (marked) root specification. As segments, affricates of any sort are marked. 
Fricatives have the underlyingly specified, and therefore marked, property of 
continuance. Unmarkedly, this is expressed as stridence. Stops have the corresponding 
head inserted at a late stage in structure-building. Affricates are 'read' as branched 
structures with both sorts of element - thus. 
(556) Affricate sbudure-buildillg - in competent plumology - first stage 
i) m =:> CONTINUANT / [AIRFLOW _ ] MNAR 
ii) [(2)] =:> [AIRFLOW] / [_, CONTINUANT] DER 
(5.56) interprets the head of a marked sister of AIRFLOW as a second case of the 
same node. Subsequent rules, in (5.57), interpret the marked continuous case on the 
right edge as strident, and the unmarked case on the left edge of the structure, as the 
non-continuant gesture of occlusion. 
(557) Affricate structure-building - in comp(~tent 1,1u.mology - second stage 
i) [(2)] => [Strident] / [CONTINUANT _ ] DER 
ii) [(2)] =:> [Non-continuant] / [AIRFLOW _ ] DER 
Subsequent steps, by default in English, insert CONCAVITY as a head and the 
exponence as a non-apical, laminal tongue gesture on the right edge.67 
By (5.15) auto-segmental operations involve a continuous hierarchical sub-string. H 
A) the geometry is supplemented by structure-building; B) affricatehood is expressed 
by geometrical branched ness and featural stridency, digital as ['d 1.d 1.tJ31] involves 
melodic structure-building in the wrong slot. In (5.58) the assignment of branchedness 
- by (5.57 ji) - applies in the final onset, in what is characterised as a 'missed target'. 
Then stridency and laminality are wrongly assigned by default. Not defining any of 
the singularity / context-sensitivity, the rest of the structure is omitted. 
(5.58) The apparent miK'ation of affricatehood 
SKELEfON 
ROOT / AIRFWW 
Continuance 
Stridency 
CONCAVITY 
UR (i) Missed target d:t\ g ct .A (ii) Stridency (iii) Grooving d~ ?I 
':d ttl31 
67 For some speakers of English, seemingly with full phonetic competence, the property of 
tongue-grooving is impossible. A given phonetic reb"l.tlt can be achieved in more than one way. 
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(5.58) does not describe the spreading of affrication, but a step of alphabet formation 
in the wrong position, as an instance of parapraxis. But what about the context-
sensitivity? The critical step is the missing of the target in (S.56.ii). Taking account of 
the fact that the migration in (5.58) alternates, probably trivially, with a harmony, 
one condition in (5.59) is bracketed. 
(559) AffrU~ate structure-building - in parapraxi.. . - first stage 
In any unstressed onc;et (outside the foot) 
[ 0 ] ~ [AIRFLOW] / [AIRFLOW, _ m] DER 
In a...;;pidi..~ra, as [<esPt'd~l.Sta] and in soldier as ['laulda], the building of concavity 
and non-apicality is only in a singleton onset. In both of these cases it is possible to 
define a singleton segment as an element such that there is no other element with the 
same immediate prosodic projection. In aspidi..~ra as [<esPt'd~tstra], the structure 
building is in the foot, i.e. more freely, rather than less. 
In Section 5.3, by amending the constraint on maximally binary-branching I have 
been able to define the otherwise puzzling cases of affricate harmony and migration 
without raising the problem that this, like a number of other aspects of parapraxis, 
does not occur in competent phonology. 
5.4 Conclusion: the typology of speech errors 
The model here and that of Halle (1995) have in common the idea that aspects of 
geometrical-feature headship are language-specific. For instance, one Coronal 
dependent is CONCA VITY, heading two different sorts of' non-apicality', each defined 
on a different sort of muscular action, involving different sets of fibres, differentiating 
the sibilants by one of its values, defining retroflexed rhotics by the other. In a 
phonology without non-apical sibilants or retroflexion, CONCA VITY is red undant. 
By a development of the marked, but exclusively monovalent framework of Rice and 
Avery (1991) and (1995), taking the geometry itseH to provide the basis for 'under-
specification' of a particular sort (what Kiparsky (1995) calls 'intrinsic under-
specification'), I have developed a consistent and unified account of various' processes', 
both context-sensitive and 'context-free'. I have shown that a context-sensitively 
marked feature-geometry illuminates both low and high threshold aspects of 
parapraxis, including both fronting and the case of affricate migration/harmony. 
And I have been able to justify the idea from Chapter 2 that the articulators are 
associated in a particular sequence, Labial, Dorsal and Coronal. Crucial to this is the 
idea, first associated with the work of PuUeyblank (1986), that association is by rule, 
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i.e. learned. Given that I am postulating developmental limits on association, I can 
explain a degree of alternation, say between harmony and metathesis. And it is clear 
why parapraxic harmony tends to 'favour' a single target. If the association was 
effectively free, the notion of a limit would be obviously quite inappropriate. 
In all the cases where Labial floats, there is vocalic roundness in the syllable of the 
target, the trigger, or both. Standard autosegmental theory does not allow more than 
one trigger. The case of parapraxis does not justify a weakening of autosegmental 
theory. What is floating, the labiality or the roundness? In a derivational model, the 
building of labiality is repeated in the rightmost onset just in those cases where there 
is roundness in the target rime. It is worth noting that this relation between vocalic 
sensitivity and labial harmony is just what we might expect if, as I have argued in 
Chapter 5, Labial is associated early, but after the nucleus 
This reverses previous approaches, such as that of Goldsmith (1976), with association 
by convention from left to right (see Yip, 1989, for some critical discussion of this 
idea, where she points out cases where association seems to be from right to left or 
even from the' edges-in'). 
The idea of association by rule poses a learnability issue. While this increases the 
descriptive power of the geometry, I shall, in Chapter 7, consider a way of possibly 
eliminating the category' rule' in favour of a uniform learnability space. 
By a marked, hierarchical geometry, we can now distinguish between four sorts of 
association error, all parapraxic, each with a range of functional effects: 
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(5.61) A given element or set of elements is 
a) Not associated at alL with the effect of deletion or realignment 
in archeopterix as [a:.k: L • U pta r L s], monopoly as [' n 0 p a h), Geranimo as 
['d~on1 mau]. 
b) Not associated in fulL with the effect of harmony or disharmony 
in archeol'terix and hippopotamus with just the PLACE node surfacing, 
defaulting to coronality as [a:tt'uptan.ks] and [htta'putamas], without 
the markedness as an unmarked GRAVITY node in monopoly as 
[m a ' 00 k a It], with a stop implemented by a bare glottal gesture in 
arche.apterix as [a:k1'u7tar1'?s], with a fricative implemented only as a 
timing slot in asbestt)S as [~:' bESt us], with only the syllabic onset of a 
degenerate foot implemented in Geronimo as [d ~ , m 0 n 1 ma u]. 
c) Floated, associated in the wrong position, with the effect of harmony, 
migration, metathesis, or reduplication 
with a GRAVITY exponent floating to the right edge in hospital as [, h u s t 1. P u], 
asbestos as [~S' b Est u £], and magnd as [, m lie g n L k], with the affrication 
moving in the same way in digital as ['dldtt!al], with sibilant properties 
moving into the stressed syllable onset in ~paghetti as [ba' s kEt 1] and soldu~ 
as ['faulda], with the effect of copying inbudgeriar as [·bAd~artga:d]. 
d) Association of a contrastive element, with the effect of disharmony, partially 
in monopoly as [ma'ookpah], completely in [ma'ookalt]. 
In all of these cases the environment is defined on particular interactions between 
melodic and prosodic structure. 
None of the different failures of association are treated here as a generative step. By 
an R-Inspection, at any stage of phonological development, any word or words may 
be judged as being 'hard to represent' - with a degree of variability in the outcome. 
To the extent that this may apply to the input, this may lead to incorrect lexicalisation. 
This addresses Grunwell's problem to the extent that it reflects a strictly positive 
view of phonological acquisition; it does not attribute to the incompetent speaker 
something which is not part of competent phonology. 
In the framework here, the patterns in (5.61) are definable by the R-Inspection taking 
account of a particular, interacting set of properties. 
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(5.62) The R Inspection is particularly sensitive to 
a) Extremes of derivational length, involving roundness or labiality on the 
one hand and late default specifications on the other 
b) Minimal degrees of melodic contrast between elements with matching 
syllabifications; 
c) Branchedness of prosodic constituents including skeleton nodes, i.e. 
affricates, syllabic constituents, i.e. clusters, and rimes, i.e. codas, and metrical 
structure such as the feet. 
All three terms of (5.62) are sensitive to the complex metrical structures of long 
words - but unevenly, hence the asymmetry of parapraxis and the case of singularities. 
By (5.62.a), there is an effect due to the fact that every coronal entails a late specification 
for the tongue musculature, and every nasal entails late default specifications for the 
open velo-pharyngeal sphincter and the oral closure, while the labiality of Iml is 
early. By (S.62.b), in crocodile, at least partly by virtue of the difference of voicing 
between the I kl and the I d/, the structure is easier than cardigan, as shown by the 
much smaller rate of errors (see Chapter 3). By all three terms in (5.62), not part of 
the grammar but part of the interface, it is possible to make progress towards a 
definition of the special difficulty of words like Geronimo, Jerusalem, and monopoly. 
By the interaction between the feature geometry and structure building, it is possible 
to give an account of what seem like 'multiple triggers'. 
I have made some progress, but not on the following points. 
(5.63) An explanatory gap 
a) The combinatorix of (5.62) is too sweeping. 
b) Why is the R-Inspection biased in the way set out in (3.71) and (5.16)? 
c) The mere absence of structure does not explain the role of non-continuance.68 
d) What sense can be made of the notion of a lowermost threshold for metathesis 
and coronal harmony? 
e) How can Coronal, associated late in the derivation, occasion harmony or 
any other process involving Labiality or Dorsal, associated earlier? 
I shall address these points in Chapters 6 and 7, in the last proposing some hypotheses 
for future research. 
68 From a different point of view to the one adopted here, Mohannan (1993) draws attention 
to the characteristic role of obstruents, stops in pm:tirular, in such processes. 
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6 Derivation, context-sensitivity, phonetic detail 
At various points, I have suggested that aspects of the data here are hard to see other 
than in derivational terms, e.g. cardigan as ['.ka:d1.ntan), as in some sense derived 
from an intermediate ['ka:dtdan] form. In Chapter 2, I described AC's and LM's 
highly disordered phonologies, both with various interacting sorts of articulator 
harmony, in terms of a common derivational sequence, in LM's case, in a way that 
involved ccyclicity. In Chapter 5, I focused on melodic aspects of parapraxis. And I 
developed the notion of a marked hierarchical feature geometry with some aspects 
of under-specification as part of the learnability-space (and so not reducible to the 
geometry, as in Rice and Avery's 1991/1995 model). In Chapter 6, I shall develop the 
idea that this under-specification is defined with reference to a set of prosodic domains, 
one being the word. Accordingly, I shall exemplify a number of forms of context-
sensitive under-specification in English. From Section 5.2.3, I assume that in innovative 
English dialects / r / is no longer an underlying liquid, but a glide, with the surface 
liquidity built derivationally - adding a CONCAVITY node, defining a non-apical or 
non-anterior articulation. The phonetic surface is mapped onto the underlying 
representations by processes which are often assimilatory. In / t r / and / d r / onsets, 
the affrication is non-gradient. In /t r / onsets, the devoicing is gradient. Other cases 
involve lenition of one sort or another, as with coronal stops before syllabic sonorants 
in English. Here there are interactions between sonorants and obstruents which may 
seem to obscure the elements phonetically, but to identify them phonologically. 
A number of proposals have drawn attention to the need for some degree of abstraction 
in feature exponence (Pig got, 1991 and 1996, Rice, 1993, Iverson and Salmon, 1995, 
van der Hulst, 1996). The issue here is one of learnability - particularly with respect 
to /r/ in English: How does the learner learn to relate a form to its UR? 
The issues above interact with: A) projection and association; B) foot structure and 
word stress; C) phonetic detail, such as aspiration and gradient phenomena; D) the 
proper identification by the learner of the category 'Word'. 
In relation to the last, it is necessary to determine: A) what characterises the phonological 
word in the target language; and B) which processes apply to it. It is necessary to 
consider the theoretical implications of learnability in a domain where both the 
projections and the projection target are part of the learnability-space. It appears that 
the only way of doing this is by assuming some interaction between the phonology 
and the morphology, as argued by a number of the contributors to Hargus and 
Kaisse (1993). The nature of this interaction is a matter of debate. But I shall assume 
here that there is such an interaction. Correspondingly, I shall take the principle of 
cyclicity to be one that is universally available in phonology, as in syntax. 
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With reference to the learnability input, it is appropriate to ask how the learner 
identifies the proper domain of structure-building. Indirectly this bears on dialect, 
diachronic change, and aspects of phonetic implementation. 
I shall illustrate the issues in relation to the data here. But as in Chapter 5, because of 
the sheer scale of the issues, I can do no more than give just a summary indication of 
the approach I am ad opting - as opposed to giving a full justification in each case. 
Section 6.1 develops the idea of under-specification from Chapter 5. Section 6.2 sets 
out some models of of stress and cyclicity, and characterises the data here in a 
corresponding way. Section 6.3 considers one aspect of the learnability-space. 
6.1 Lexical Phonology and non-derivational approaches 
Section 6.1.outlines a number of current responses to the 'radical' under-specification 
of Archangeli (1984), contrasts non-derivational approaches and the framework known 
as 'Lexical Phonology', and suggests that the notion of' extrinsic under-specification' 
from Kiparsky (1995) contributes to a descriptive account of parapraxis. 
As noted by Archangeli (1984), harmonic asymmetries are predicted by her (then) 
version of under-specification, with underlyingly unspecified structure built on-line. 
I have shown that there are systematic asymmetries in children's errors, with labial 
and dorsal harmony prevailing in early child phonology and coronal harmony tending 
to prevail above and beyond a dactyllic threshold. 
The notion of on-line structure-building is now associated particularly with Lexical 
Phonology. The rai..;;on d'efre of this approach is the set of interfaces between the 
lexicon and the phonetic surface - see Kiparsky (1993) and (1995), and Rubach (1995). 
In the work of both authors, a given property may be treated in different ways at 
different points in this process. This mirrors the effect of a 'cycle' in derivation, an 
idea that looms large in SPE, but was subsequently rejected, partly on grounds of 
learnability. But in Lexical Phonology, the cycle is defined on interfaces between 
different levels or strata, at least one lexicon-internal, at least one external to the 
lexicon or post-lexical. While the details of this are not relevant here, if there are 
levels, and if there are language-specific phenomena occurring on these levels, this 
evidently has to be learned 
Since 1984, the theory of under-specification has gone in three directions. 
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(6.1) Three updatc·s on the RU of Archangel; (1984) with no undL'Tlying binary feature 
contrasts 
a) Steriade (1995) and others, e.g. Hualde (1991), put forward the idea of 
Contrastive Under-specification, according to which features are 
underspecified only to the extent that they involve no underlying contrast, 
as, for example, with respect to apicality in English stops. Steriade abandons 
binarity in featural representation in favour of exclusive monovalence. 
b) The 'radical' 1984 version of under-specification theory has now been 
abandoned by its author on the basis of what she sees as counter-examples. 
Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994) argue that monovalence is the unmarked 
case, an expression of general tendency, what the L1learner expects to find. 
'F elements', or features, are active or inert; either combining or being 
prohibited from doing so. In the default case they are underlyingly 'free', 
associated in the course of the derivation with respect to the morpheme, but 
subject to language-specific conditions of combination. The set of underlying 
F-elements can only be determined by inspecting their behaviour. The full 
combination of a set of n elements generates a set of 2n representations. 
Conversely, a prohibition on combination allows n+ 1 representations. In 
contra-distinction to RU "the only formal constraints on F-element 
combination are Representational Simplicity and Recoverability" (p. 392). 
Archangeli and Pulleyblank argue that what they call' combinatorial under-
specification' is consistent with 01'. In their final chapter, they propose that 
under-specification is a constraint which can be outranked. 
c) Kiparsky (1985) emphasises the difference between the structure-preserving 
properties of the lexicon-internal phonology and the non-categorial, 
sometimes gradient, but regular' sub-segmental' properties of the 'post-lexical' 
phonology. Indeed, he treats this gradience as a diagnostic of post-lexical 
application. Kiparsky (1993) suggests that by the very alternations involved, 
such phenomena provide telling learnability clues. This reverses the common 
stand that gradience is exclusive to phonetic implementation (see, for example, 
Sproat, 1993). In a way that bears directly on the issue of apparent gradience 
in parapraxis, as characterised here by forms such as [<r I w>], Kiparsky 
(1985) argues that phonetic detail is irreducible. Kiparsky (1993) proposes 
that under-specification is radical, but context-sensitive, that for a feature F, 
there is a universal default of the form [0] => [nF], which may be blocked or 
reversed in a language-specific, necessarily parametric way. The stopping of 
obstruents and the voicing of sonorants are perhaps the best two candidate 
cases. Kiparsky discus--~s a Finnish case where It I spirantises in derived 
environments before IiI, for example ItitaT+il as [tilasi]. He proposes 
that the process is triggered by a language-specific reversal of default non-
continuance in the morphology. The spirantisation is limited by a second 
rule, ordered by the Elsewhere condition, stopping obstruents. The restriction 
to the derived environment does not need to be specified, but falls out from 
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an ontological distinction, assumed by Kiparsky, between what I refer to 
here as 'lexicon-internal' and other levels of rule application, the latter ordered 
later by conceptual necessity. 
Kiparsky's (6.l.c) model of context-sensitive or extrinsic under-specification limits 
the RU claim in (5.26) to a specified UR environment, characterised as X_X. Thus. 
(62) * - aF in X X 
(6.2) avoids a critique of RU by Hualde (1991). Hualde's critique, invoking data from 
Basque morphology, was part of the motivation for Archangeli's perhaps premature 
abandonment of RU. In a way that is quite novel in the study of child phonology, 
(6.2) is adopted by Dinnsen and Chin (1995) to account for variability, as in cases 
where fronting does not apply across the board. Under-specification generally predicts 
asymmetries, as noted above, in a way not predicted in any other framework. (6.2) is 
adopted here. The learner' expects' that as much as possible of the surface form is 
defined by default structure-building, and that UR's are correspondingly minimal. 
Phonological acquisition consists in the progressive amendment of these expectations 
in the light of experience. The way UR's map onto the phonetic surface is language-
specific. The actual under-specification is part of the learnability-space. 
Kiparsky's notion of gradience raises two questions: A) When and how does the 
learner determine that a partial or gradient degree of neutralisation is restricted to a 
set of levels? B) How does the learnability algorithm encompass two sorts of input? 
To answer these questions it is necessary to relate new insights concerning prosodic, 
autosegmental and subsegmental representation to those concerning the 
phonology I morphology interface, involving both gestural and metrical phonology. 
6.2 Prosody, structure, level 
Section 6.2 sets out some general considerations. Section 6.2.1 considers the distinction 
between association and projection. Section 6.2.2 considers views of stress, as expressed 
by foot structure, taking as examples various forms of parapraxis involving different 
articulators - by (3.71) and (5.16). Section 6.2.3 turns to the phonology I morphology 
relation and the leamabilily issue which this raises - how the child construes the 
category, 'Word'. 
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6.2.1 Association and projection 
In (5.63.e), I noted the absurdity of defining coronal harmony in terms of the non-
association of Dorsal and Labial in favour of a property which, on the analysis here, 
is associated after them both. The harmony seems to be 'looking forward'. Section 
6.2.1 addresses this issue by distinguishing between association and projection. 
Take the critical, but clear, case of hippopotamus as [ht.ta'putamas]. Following 
Archangeli (1984), generalising from (537.b), 1 assume here that in the typologically 
unmarked case, the nucleus has an underlying syllabic projection. 
Projection is a representation of the speaker's knowledge. It defines the sequences of 
association, as a necessary aspect of articulate speech. Since all structure has to be 
grammatically projected, there can be no association without projection. By the 
distinction between projection and association, and the notion of one strictly 
hierarchical prosodic structure, the principle of cyclicity comes cost-free. 
6.2.2 Word stress 
In Chapters 2 and 3, I showed how stress interacts with melodic factors to determine 
parapraxis over a wide range of competence. Section 6.2.2.1 introduces three current 
approaches to word stress. Section 6.2.2.2 relates the data here to a generalised 
parametric model. 
6.2.2.1 Theoretical models of stress 
Here 1 consider various approaches to word stress in the parametric feramework, all 
building on insights both from SPE and from Liberman and Prince (1977). All of 
these approaches manipulate a small number of variables. The innovation of Liberman 
et al is the general framework of 1 metricality'. I have already referred to the notion 
of the 'foot'. Liberman et al also introduce the notion of 'extrametricality', whereby 
an edgemost or peripheral segment, syllable, foot, phonological word, affix, is 
designated as "invisible for purposes of rule application" (Hayes, 1995, p.56), 
unmarkedly on the right edge. 
According to Liberman et al, II ... stress is defined in terms of a 'hierarchical rhythmic 
structuring' which organises the syllables ... " (p. 249). In this original version of the 
metrical framework, there is a general principle in English which exhaustively parses 
the word into left branching J trees'. The projection of two adjacent nodes onto a 
strong node defines a J foot'. This approach provides a consistent and unified account 
of the relation between stress at both the word level and higher levels, including the 
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phrase and sentence. The relational property of stress is directly captured by the 
formalism. A distinction is drawn between rules assigning syllabic structure and 
stress and those assigning segmental or melodic structure. Liberman and Prince also 
note the cases of hullabaloo, mulligatawny, Winnel'asawkee, haJ1pygolucky, tyrannosaurus, 
and derivatives containing the morphemes ht"ll':ro-, helio- and anthrOl'cr where a 
surface foot has two adjacent weak branches on the right, counter-exemplifying the 
principle of binary-branching. The analysis of these dactyllic feet is a non-trivial, 
descriptive challenge. 
In the data here, there are the cases of gobbledigook and budgerigar, both occasioning 
distinct patterns of parapraxis including vocalic disharmony. 
Developing and extending previous work by Halle and Vergnaud (1987), seeking to 
unify and integrate the notions of metrical and constituent structure, Halle and 
Idsardi (1995), Kager (1995), Harris (1995), Hayes (1995), propose a small number of 
parametric alternations. Here I shall focus on the work of Halle and Idsardi (1995), 
updating the the work of Halle and Vergnaud (1987), here the Halle IVergnaud I Idsardi 
approach, and that of Hayes (1995). With different degrees of emphasis, on both 
approaches, metrical structure is built in the Kiparsky sense. Structure is added to 
the UR. 
By the Halle/VergnaudlIdsardi model, stress is defined on a bracketed grid and the 
edges of constituents, and computed step-wise on successive 'lines' of the grid. 
By the models of both Hayes and Halle/Vergnaud/ldsardi, variably, i.e. 
parametrically, the system generates (mostly) binary feet, and more than one level of 
stress, as in English, or an 'unbounded' string, i.e. with only one level of stress. A 
further variable parametrically defines material on the right or left edge of a stress 
domain (at most one syllable). Such material is discounted in the computation. It is 
, extra-metrical.' 
Here I shall adopt the perspectives and bracketed grid terminology of the parametric 
approach of Hayes and Halle/Vergnaud/ldsardi.69 
In relation to this study, the setting for English is for left headedness within the foot 
(on Line 1) and for right-headedness between feet (on Line 2). This provides the 
characteristic pattern of primary and secondary stresses in archeopterix, diplodocus 
and hippopotamus. 
The main differences between Hayes and Halle/VergnaudlIdsardi are outlined in 
(6.3). 
69 These authors' main concerns are typological descriptive, and theoretical. The problem is 
to find a model which both characterises the dala and does not predict unattested stress patterns. 
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(6.3) Hayes and Halle/Vergnaud/ldsardi 
a) Halle/Vergnaud/ldsardi treat stress as being on its own tier; Hayes projects 
it from the syllable, noting that the syllable, even if bi-moraic, is not split 
between feet.70 
b) For the statement of the relevant parameters, Halle and Idsardi in particular 
provide a very restricted algebra of bracketing, orientation, and projection. 
Constituency is defined exhaustively by the position at which the parse begins, 
and the syllable heads are projected onto the lowest line of the grid, numbered 
zero. On the next line, equivalent to foot leveL constituent heads are identified. 
Primary stress is defined on the next line, Line 2. Hayes allows more different 
forms of variation, for example with respect to the foot type, a moraic or a 
syllabic trochee or an iamb, with respect to whether degenerate feet are 
prohibited, and, if so, how strongly; whether dashes are resolved or not, 
and, if so, how. 
c) Hayes's notion of extra-metricality is part of a separate sub-theory. By an 
innovation due originally to Idsardi, Halle and Idsardi provide a uniform 
treatment of extrametricality. The fact that in English and other languages an 
I edgemosf element (rightmost in English) is ignored in the computation is 
one facet of a single theory. 
d) Halle/VergnaudlIdsardi permit the underlying representation of accent, 
important in the analysis of systems like Russian and Greek. This is disallowed 
in the Hayes model 
e) The Hayes approach assigns some significance to the perceptual interface, 
not admitted by Halle/Vergnaud/ldsardi. 
f) Halle I Vergnaud I Idsardi claim to account for all known stress systems; Hayes 
fears that Halle/Vergnaud/ldsardi are buying their theoretical parsimony at 
the expense of descriptive coverage. 
Here I shall assume A) a Hayes-type model of the stress as a projection of the 
syllable; and B) the notion of bracketing in the Halle I Vergnaud I Idsardi terminology. 
Regarding Halle and Vergnaud's original 1987 model, Blevins (1992) detects a weak 
generative equivalence problem; one stress pattern may be defined by more than one 
combination of settings. Halle and Idsardi (1995) respond that a homogeneous 
combination of settings is more highly valued than a heterogeneous one. By the 
hypothesis in Chapter 7, the learner approaches the leamability-space in terms of 
variables. H this is correct, Halle and Idsardi's defence of their model is plausible. 
71) Everett (1993) and (1996) argues for a distinct stress tier on the basis of data from B.mawa. 
This lang1.l<'lge seems to allow the syllables to be split between feet, falsifying Blevins' 1995 claim th.'lt 
the non-Qccurrence of such a process is an argument for the sylL'lble. The question is open. 
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The simpler the definition of a variable, the more easily it is learnt.Aspects of this are 
illustrated in (6.4) with respect to two stress patterns in the word diplodocus.71 
(6.4) Two patterns of sh"('Ss in diplodocus 
a) Penultimate (tense (lowel) b) Ante-penultimate (lax l1(rwels) 
Line 2 x 
Line 1 x (x) 
lineD (x x x) x x 
x 
x) 
(x x) x 
d 1- pi a dau k a s d t pI D d a .Ie a s 
Consider this in derivational terms. Halle and ldsardi suggest the sequence of steps 
in (6.5), exemplified here for the dominant pronunciation in (6.4.a). Assuming that 
the projection of the nucleus is underlying, there are seven steps, described here 
informally. 
(6.5) Seven steps in a derivation of word-level stress 
(i) Define rightmost constituent (with long vowel); 
(ii) Mark Rightmost syUable as extrametricaJ; 
(iii) Define leftmost constituent (weak foot); 
(iv) Define heads of feet; 
(v) Determine rightmost limit of stress; 
(vi) Define primary stress; 
(vii) Define secondary stress and successively declining levels in order. 
Stress is implemented phonetically in terms of relative prominence, as defined by 
the sequence in (6.5). In the account of parapraxis here, I shall have occasion to refer 
to this sequence. 
In conclusion, I adopt a generalised, parametric model of word stress. Descriptively, 
it is easier to relate the data here to the Halle/Vergnaud/ldsardi model. I shall 
therefore follow their terminology. But I shall do so without commitment, partly 
because I am also assuming a Hayes-type notion of the prosody as a single tier. 
6.2.2.2 Constituents and metricality in parapraxis 
In the hope of defining some aspects of singularity, I tum in this Section to the 
possibility of interaction between prosodic projection and structure-building. 
7J As noted in Section 3, one S plainly had this word differently lexicalised. 
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The commonality between the first Ipl and the It I in hippopotamus is shown in 
(6.6). In the spirit of compromise between Hayes and HVl, a grid is superimposed on 
the syllabic structure - with ambisyllabicity shown by displacing the symbols for 
Onset and Coda, 0 and C, downwards and upwards in the two cases respectively. 
(6.6) Itippofllmus - projections 
Line 2 x 
Line 1 x x) 
LineD (x x (x x) (x 
SYLLABIFlCA nON a a a a a 
CONSTITUENCY /~c/I /f,,/I /r~ (Rime/Onset) ? ~ .0 ~ o N Co N 0 N C I I I I I I I 
SKELETON X X X X X X X X X X X 
. . I I I I I I I ROOT h t P a P u t a m a s 
By (6.6), the rightmost syllable falls outside the structure of the two binary feet. 
These comprise the two stressed syllables and the syllables on their immediate right. 
In hippopotamus, both of the 'foot-internal' onsets are ambisyllabic. But in the case of 
[h t ta 'pnta mas], what is the process? This can't be by rule without running into 
Grunwell's problem. This can't be floating because an absence of structure can't 
float. This can't be by spreading because of the distance between the trigger and the 
target. This can't be by delinkage because the trigger, by the argument of Chapter 5, 
is the last association in the sequence. It must be as a consequence of more general 
phenomena. 
In the framework here, by (6.5), less stressed elements of the prosody project before 
more stressed elements. By (2.29) Labial associates before any other articulator. The 
association fails in the special case where there is a minimally different element with 
the same projection. The two items are subsequently associated by a step of default 
exponence. By the interaction between projection and association, the distinctively 
specified structure is now lost. 
The prevalent harmony in hippapotamus is thus effected by the sequence in (6.7). 
(6.7) A sequence of association and projection 
(i) Project all elements with underlying properties (if any); 
(ii) Associate projected elements subject to a set of conditions C j : 
By Cit given two minimally different onsets, ei and ej' of E, different in 
respect of projection of Coronal in ejl' 
The association sequence in respect of e; is delayed to that of of e j , 
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Projection precedes association. The free directionality, the fact that the two elements 
may be either way round from left-to-right, follows from the way C; is defined. The 
'productivity' of (6.7.ii) in an idiolect, whether it applies in just one word, or whether 
it applies more generally as in the idiolect of 539 mentioned in (3.29) above, is 
determined by the definition of C;. 
The limit by (6.7) is restated schematically in (6.8) 
(6.8) Two points in a sequence of association and projection 
(1) Underlying projection 
R R R R R 
I I I I I 
h t P a P 'D t a m a s 
(ii) Failure of association in one element with otherwise matching projections 
Line 0 ( x x) 
SYLLABLE a a 
RIME ~,,/r ~~A 
ONSET / NUCLEUS N 0 N N 0 N 
I I I I 
SKELETON h t P a P 'D t a m a s 
PLACE tlo db tI til, d GRAVITY 
(6.8) specifies the roles of two otherwise minimally different ambi-syllabic oral stops 
maximally projected onto Line o. The less specified of the two, the Coronal becomes 
a trigger. Subject to the definition of C;' taking account of the fact that both elements 
are replicated elsewhere in the structure (as specified in (1.22.a) above), in the target 
the association of the differentiating marked GRAVITY node, the GRAVITY dependent 
fails to associate. This is shown by the faint marking of the corresponding node and 
the absence of an association between it and the root. The link is not broken. It is 
simply not made. 
In asbestos and magnet, an extrametrical coda is targeted by an element with a stressed 
syllable projection. The floating of a node, markedly Labial, unmarkedly Dorsal, is 
conditioned by extrametricality, and projection onto Line 2 of the stress tier. By 
(6.5.vii), if there is no other interaction, an extrametrical coda is one of the last 
elements to become available for phonectic interpretation. By a set of conditions C;, 
distinct from C;, the relation in (6.6.iii) is reversed, and the articulation of the final 
coda is advanced rather than retracted. In a given idiolect C; and C; must be distinct, 
or there would be alternation between coronal and non-coronal harmony in some 
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environments. As I have shown in Chapters 1, 2, and 3, this is not generally the case. 
The distinctness holds across different idiolects. 
But why do Dorsal and Labial float more freely leftwards into the foot where sonorance 
is part of the target - in Geronimo, animal; pentagon, etc.? One factor is relevant in all 
of these cases. Sonorance represents an increase in the underlying specification. It is 
associated before the default interpretation of obsrruence. The other factor, relevant 
only in the cases of animal and Gt..."onimo, is that there is roundness in the final rime. 
For the roundness information to be available to the derivation, the relevant association 
must have been made, forcing a particular sequence of vocalic and consonantal 
associations. On the strength of Archangeli's 1984 notion of underlying nuclear 
projection in the lexicon-internal phonology let us assume (6.9). 
(6.9) In the typologically default case, the association of vowel features (GRAVITY 
dependents) precedes that of consonantal features. 
(6.9) is what the learner expects. This is a step towards an analysis, not by rule, but 
by the interaction between general principles. The threshold specificity of parapraxic 
environments is definable from the prosodic projection, where this includes syllabic 
structure, two levels of foot stucture, ambisyllabicity, and melodic interpretation. 
Without extrinsic ordering, aspects of parapraxis can be modeled by under-
specification. 
Such a relation between prosody and melody has been postulated for Yidijl; Crowhurst 
and Hewitt (1995) argue that in this language, #the construction of bounded feet and 
the implementation of metrical heads within them occur as separate events" (p.39), 
that foot construction is derivationally early, while headship is determined post-
lexically. On the analysis here, this is partly true of English. 
What I have not done is to show how two sets of conditions, C j and Cy prosodically 
defining particular sets of environments, are themselves deriveable from the learner's 
default expectations. I shall consider one way of doing this in Chapter 7. 
6.3 What interpretable parameters must do 
Section 6.3 focuses on A) well known problem areas in child-phonology - those 
concerning I sl and I r/, where at least some of the problems are not specific to 
English - by (1.2) above); and B) some descriptive issues which need to be accountable 
by the same rubric. I shall outline a derivational model in which segments vary in 
the degree of their under-specification. Some surface properties are gradient. All 
properties have to be parameterised as part of the learnability-space. 
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From an idea going back to SPE, I assume here that the lexicon contains no predictable 
information. By the marked feature-geomety from Chapter 5, underlying forms are 
minimal; It I is a bare consonant; I sl is a bare fricative; I nl is a bare sonorant; III 
is a marked sonorant; and so on. These classes are defined by a geometrical nodes 
such as CAVITY and AIRFLOW. Pushing this idea to the limit, regarding continuance 
and sonorance in English, let us make the assumptions in (6.10), with default rules 
varying by context, phonological leveL and dialect. 
(6.10) In English, the following surface features are given by default: 
a) in all dialects in 
a) an edgemost segment preceding an onset stop, surfacing as lsI; 
b) syllabic Inl, represented by a CAVITY node; 
b) in dialect-specific ways in 'r-drop' and more innovative dialects, where 
a critical diagnostic is the presence or absence of a contrast between 
sawing and soarillg;72 
a) in I r/ in the onset, underlyingly semi-vocalic, with a GRAVITY 
dependent, 
b) in rimes surfacing as schwa or a melodically similar, long vowel 
in her, fur, etc .. with two unmarked skeleton nodes, the leftmost 
underlyingly projected onto the syllabic tier; 
c) syllabic Ill, represented by a marked CAVITY node, in a position 
where syllabific projection is forced, surfacing with various degrees 
of darkness. 
By the argument in Chapter 5, the structure-building in (6.10) is ordered late. 
The notion of syllabic heads represented in the lexicon is now accepted in frameworks 
as different as GB phonology and OT. H a major class feature such as [±Consonantal) 
just encodes the fact that that a given element is not a syllabic head, there is a 
representational duplication. The feature is redundant. 
By (6.1 O.b.c), in the word little, only the vowel is underlyingly projected. The projection 
of the syllabic lateral is part of the derivation. By a number of hypotheses to be 
presented in Chapter 7, this may be by a language-specific, typologically-marked, 
and thus hard-to-Ieam, parameterisation of laterality. 
The claims in (6.9) are involved in the surface complexity of liquidity in English, as 
71 It is worth coltb"'idering what the appropriate diagnostic is on this point. Is it a toleration of. 
iItb--istence upon. consistency with re.-pect to, or seI\b"'itivity to, this contrast? The question needs to be 
asked - p.-U'ticularly in relation to a di.'1lect like the author's which allows the contrast but tIl£"\y, and 
does (on the observation of Mike Davenport), suppress it in per£OTtIl£"\llce. 
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surveyed in (1.33) above. Some of these phenomena are gradient. In the framework 
here, all of these cases manipulate only a small number of variables. The complexity 
stems from the number of interactions between the levels and the variables themselves. 
To account for dialect-specific forms of glottalisation, it is necessary to assume that 
in Cockney and RP the PLACE node is is built very late, hence the non-release, but 
in different environments. Here we are not dealing with a derived environment, as 
in the case described by Kiparsky (1993), but root forms. This failure of structure 
building must follow the definition of the' mid-foot' environment. 
In / t r / onsets, sonorance interacts with articulation on the one hand and voicing on 
the other. In the framework here, the affrication represents a geometrically unmarked 
case where non-apicality is associated before coronality. 
What is distinctive is the retroflex, phonetic character of English / r / and the lateness 
of the Coronal association. The gradient devoicing of liquids where they are clustered 
with obstruents in monosyllabic onsets is a function of the projection sequence. If 
language-specific variations in the effect of the coda on vowel length is any guide, 
one clue to the learner may be by (6.11). 
(6.11) The longer the delay between the first and last steps of structure building, 
the greater the vulnerability of late default rules to adjacency effects. As 
an expression of phonetic quantity or length, skeleton slot representation 
varies according to the point in derivational sequence at which unmarked 
projections are interpreted. The later this point, the greater the variability. 
By (6.11), the early projection of the stressed nuclei in plat) and sulprise makes the 
adjacent liquid maximally vulnerable to the spread of default voicelessness from the 
adjacent stop. But this vulnerability is red uced where there is a fricative in the onset. 
To explain this difference, it is necessary to adopt the key idea in (6.12), minimally 
reworked from Archangeli (1984). 
(6.12) Default rules apply as soon as the full terms of their structural description 
have been spelt out. 
This does not mean that default rules apply early, but just that the timing of their 
application is given by a general principle. For instance, the default rules which 
define the surface forms in (6.10) all apply late. 
(6.12) applies in the case of / s / adjoined to the syllable. While the treatment of 
stressed monosyllables and unstressed syllables in phrases and compounds goes far 
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beyond the scope and methodology of this study, (6.12) has the effect in (6.13). 
(6.13) In a typologically unmarked way, rules of prosody and melodic structure 
building are interleaved. 
Like (6.9), (6.13) is something the learner expects. The effect of syllabic sonorants on 
an adjacent /t/ or / d/ - by (1.34) above - is most easily stated by the order in (6.14) 
- avoiding the need for an underlying syllabic projection of the sonorant. 
(6.14) An association 8(~qr.llm:e in syllabic SOI101'ants in English 
(i) Sonorance 
(ii) Extrametricality 
(iii) Partial or incomplete release of the orals stop 
But even if such interleaving is expected by the learner in principle, it is not easily 
learnt - hence the long persistence of dorsalisation in little and other similar words 
and the repetition of the same process in dactyUs like digital for much longer, up to 
the age of 8;0 as shown in Chapter 3. 
Turning to the rime, (6.15) develops ideas from Kiparsky (1993) and Lodge (1996). 
(6.15) In the productive morphology of Greater London varieties of English 
a) The underlying specifications are continuance and nasality (and dorsality 
in the cases of Estuary English and RP). 
b) The default vowel is a lax, high,. front / t / - other than in respect of the 
laxness, similar to Yawelmani and other languages (see Archangeli,1984). 
Syntactic tense and number are defined on minimal specifications. Only non-nuclear 
slots are specified. Voicing and dorsality spread within this domain. Within the 
lexicon agentive U -er" and the comparative form, also surfacing as schwa, have an 
underlying unmarked skeleton node with a syllabic projection, not part of the 
morphology.73 Complementing (6.15), in the same varieties of English: 
13 Agentive -er" plays diverse roles in windsurft'T, either one who windb--urfs or what one 
windsurfs on. upper, that which. can be seen looking down in the case of a shoe,flipper, that which is 
flipped, /wat.f..'T, used for hooting, chopper, l1.Sed for chopping, hemler, a stroke using the head, dmoner, 
that which. puts one down. pm.yer, as the object of praying, terminator, a specialised tool, the 
technici.'U\ who uses it to tenn:iTh'"lte a computer connection. or that which terminates a chain of hard 
disks. This degree of semantic diveTb'ity is not consistent with productive derivation. 
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(6.16) In the lexicon-internal phonology, the default vowel is la I. 
English thus has two default vowels coming into effect at different levels, schwa 
lexicon-internally, and It I in the morphology, i.e. later. The extrinsic under-
specification by (6.15) and (6.16), is set out in structure building sequence in (6.17). 
(6.17) [NUCLEUS_] 
[ 0] ~ [-Peripheral] I Lexical word [ __ ] 
Elsewhere, [ 0] => [+High, -Back] 
The morphological elements are effectively archi-phonemic. The past tense morpheme 
is a coronal stop, either [t] and [d] according to the voicing of the right edge of the 
root rime. The third person singular verb form and the plural noun form, underlyingly 
both represented by a bare AIRFLOW node - an unmarked fricative, likewise display 
voicing by spreading - either from the consonant or from the vowel of s nucleus, 
inserted for the sake of syllabification where the right edge of the root is a sibilant, 
leading to surface forms as [9], [z] and [tz]. In this case (and that of the present 
participial form in RP-type dialects), vocalic epenthesis is syllabically conditioned. In 
Greater-London English as well as in the parodied, now archaic form of RP, with 
huntin', shootin', fishin', with no superficial dorsal in the morphology, the 11.1 
specification is determined by the point in the derivation at which this default applies. 
In parts of the North-West, including Manchester, there is a distinction between the 
nuclei of the inflections in fishes and fi..:;hing. In dialects such as Coventry, schwa 
insertion is more general.74 In both cases, the structure building in (6.17) needs to be 
slated somewhat differently. In relation to language I dialect-specific differences, it is 
necessary to specify not only whether the underlying vowel is schwa, but where and 
when it is inserted. In this way, morphological UR's in English can be simplified. 
And the correct output can be derived from a sequence of all-embracing, generic 
steps of structure-building. 
Following Giegerich (1992), Labov (1994), IGparsky (1995), let us assume that in 
English (at least in most dialects) the underlying contrast between vowels is featural, 
not geometrical. If so phonetic length is determined derivationally. If late 
implementation also tends to be variable, this is consistent with the well-known 
sensitivity of vowel length in English to the voicing and sonorance properties of the 
cOda - in I dELI, I dEZ/, I dEdI, I dEnl, I dElI, and the Ilong schwa' in monosyllabic 
fur and eliptical her and hers. In true Ir-drop' dialects in all of these cases, coda Irl is 
7,( This point is due to Andy Spencer who pointoo. out the dialectal alternations, and providoo. 
the Coventry dat."l. 
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underlying. This, along with stress, is part of the conditioning of surface length. But 
in dialects with Irl as a glide, this conditioning fails. In these dialects, by the analysis 
in Section 5.2.3, the phonological contrast between / r I and III is strengthened by 
retroflexion, defined by a late default rule. By (6.2), the default representation as 
non-roundness is reversed just in the case of a glide in the onset. 
At least since metropolitan I rl drop dialects started to develop (no later than the 
eighteenth century according to McMahon, 1994), the L1learner has to consider two 
candidate analyses of Ir/, the innovative glide analysis and a conservative rho tic 
analysis as an underlying liquid, kept apart from III by an underlying, marked 
dependent of CONCAVITY, expressing the retroflexion. The issue for the L1 learner 
is which analysis to prefer. The issue is both derivational and phonotactic. Choice 
between competing analyses poses an obvious learnability problem. 
Let us now turn to some coda phenomena involving stop dusters, all dialect-sensitive. 
The issue with regard to g-drop hinges on derivational sequence. The onset role of 
I gl in dinghy and finger and its re-syllabification in youngl71 longer, strong£71 involve 
a lexical-internal maximal projection - in the case of the derived forms into the onset 
of the suffix. The final syllable in t:.'ingl'1', singing, and tmnKY, is not lexicon-internal. 
In dialects of the British Midlands and North-West, g-drop applies only in a more 
limited if at all. With surface [g] in singer, t:.'ingingl and king, as well as the other cases, 
all aspects of the melody and the skeleton node are projected independently. If and 
when g-drop applies has to be separately parametised for each dialect. 
In Greater London dialects, in pl1ncel length, and, 'wannthl a default melodic gesture 
is inserted between a nasal and a voiceless fricative. Functionally, the release gesture 
sharpens the acoustic contrast between the nasal and the fricative. Phonologically 
the articulator spreads in opposite directions from the obstruent and the sonorant. 
The properties of voicelessness and stopping are by default. The process applies 
very late; the epenthesis is sub-phonemic, i.e. gestural. By (6.12), dialects with the 
epenthesis must be characterised by a relatively early projection of the relevant 
elements. The process is represented schematically, but illegitimately in (6.18), with 
the sub-phonemic gesture shown by a correspondingly small skeleton tier node. 
(6.18) * Gt.~tural epenthesis in the coda in metropolitan dialects of British English 
SKELETON 
CAVITY 
AIRFLOW 
PLACE 
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The illegitimacy of the (6.18) schema consists in the equivocation about the status of 
the epenthetic element. Is it a skeleton slot, or isn't it? But somehow this characteristic 
property of metropolitan English needs to be encoded within the learnability space. 
It is not, of course, the case that the two sorts of process, the g-drop and the gestural 
epenthesis need to be related to one another. But given that they co-occur in a large 
group of regional dialects there is an explanatory advantage in showing a relation. I 
return to both of these issues, the epenthesis and the g-drop, in Chapter 7. 
Now take the case of sibilance. A lisp represents the only sort of speech error to have 
a generic label in the non-technical lexicon. 181 is the least marked fricative on 
numerous grounds. But why is it developmentally hard? Assuming a universal feature-
geometry and minimal UR's, the voicelessness, coronality, apicality, and stridency, 
are all inserted derivationally as DER's. If so, the surface non-stridency of most lisps 
- dental, interdental, or lateral, is a failure to implement a late step in the derivation. 
The peculiarity of a lateral lisp is that there is not just a failure of structure-building, 
but an incorrect step, namely the building of a cavity node. The different patterns of 
lisps in English and Welsh speaking areas is likely to be related to different organisations 
of the default rules with respect to the voiceless fricatives. 
On the assumptions here, 181 is entirely unspecified on the left edge preceding two 
consonants. This entails an extrinsic reversal of the markedness of continuance. The 
extrinsic under-specification is defined by the structure-building sequence in (6.19)-
the fact that the onset is already full shown here as [Onset [X X] ]. 
(6.19) (i) ["] => [AIRFLOW + Cont] I Syll [_ ] [Onset [X X]]] DER 
(ii) ["] => [+Strident] ICONTINUANCE [_ ]DER 
To conclude, I have now found ways in which the notion of abstract exponence 
complements that of extrinsic under-specification, providing a plausible account of 
problems with Irl and 181, in some cases not resolved in adulthood. In normal 
development there is an an R-representation issue in polysyllables such as /ernsalem 
and Geronimo. This provides a I cognitive' account of an otherwise puzzling aspect of 
the distribution of disorder. 
Some, but not all, of a corresponding set of dialectal issues can be posed in the same 
rubric. I shall return to the obvious issue here in Chapter 7. 
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6.4 Conclusion - dismissing an objection 
Section 6.4 adds a post-script to the discussion on valency. Lombardi (1996) modifies 
the idea of exclusively privative articulators, conceding that negative values enter 
the post-lexical phonology. She maintains that underlyingly place is privative - on 
the basis of: A) multiply articulated segments; B) the fact that negative values are not 
referred to; and C) the fact that phonological processes are categorial- unlike non-
categorial, gradient phonetic rules. Developing this thinking, considering the case of 
privativity more generally, she surveys evidence for both 'non-Iabiality' in Slovak 
and in Danish and for J non-coronality' in Kalenjiin and in Llasa Tibetan. Her case for 
negative values in the post-lexical phonology includes [-Labial] - taking this to 
mean Dorsal or Coronal - on the strength of the Slovak and Danish data, and 
[-Voice] on the strength of German data. This post-lexical reference to [-Voice], 
necessarily following final devoicing, creates voiceless coronals, and leads to non-
structure preserving , desonorisation' as an exceptionless process applying only to 
derived forms. On her proposal, there are binary features just at a phrasal level. She 
proposes that the selection of a particular UR value is universal- by (6.20). 
(6.20) UG places no absolute restriction on when redundancy rules apply. 
(6.20) is adopted here. On this account, given maximally binary branchedness and 
universal markedness, the issue with regard to valency is not whether the 
representational system is monovalent or bivalent, but when in the derivation 
redundancy rules apply. 
In conclusion, I have shown that by combining featural geometry, prosodic structure, 
and extrinsic under-specification, it is possible to go some way towards an account 
of the role of Coronal in parapraxis. But this still doesn't fully address the explanatory 
gap by (5.63). 
The notion of a marked geometry, as modeled here, raises serious objections, put by 
Harris (1994, 1996) and elsewhere - summarised in (6.21): 
(6.21) Two leamability issues far lexical phonology from Harris (1994, 1996) 
a) Structure-building puts a premium on real-time computation - obviously 
costly in relation to phonetic implementation and processing. 
b) Under-specification implies a phonetic inventory containing? elements 
where n is equal to the number of markedness relations. 
The psycho-linguistic issues raised by Harris in (621) are perhaps non-decidable in 
phonological terms. But these issues are balanced by those in (6.22). 
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(6.22) Five issues for the.oril'S of representational minimality 
a) There is a trade-off in relation to Ifast mapping' and the storage of an 
indefinite lexicon from UR's as given by the under-specification models of 
Rubach (1994), Rice and Avery (1995), Pulleyblank (1995), and Kiparsky 
(1995), all containing a notion of markedness, but in some cases otherwise 
very different from each other. 
b) The derivational building of phonological structure increases redundancy 
in a way relevant to communication in a noisy environment. 
c) The combinatorial economy achieved by monovalency is an inverse function 
of the depth of the hierarchy, the degree of the branched ness, and the 
number of sister branches permissibly open at once. As noted by Ingleby, 
Brockhaus and Chalfont (1996), the adoption of a unary system does not of 
itself decrease the combinatorix.lt remains to be shown that the combinatorix 
is necessarily a phonological issue. 
d) The I cost' of building phonological structure is zero if its effects are red ucible 
to the layering of the phonology. 
e) There is a mis-match between the possibilites of phonetic implementation, 
subject to laws of inertia and the length of the neural pathway, and the 
potentially faster rate of auditory analysis via a shorter pathway and with 
no inertia effect. Given this mis-match, there is an adaptive advantage in 
the system being I geared' to allow for the bottleneck of implementation, 
while at the same time getting an economy in terms of lexical representation. 
The issue between representational parsimony and real-time processing remains an 
empirical one. 
How does the L1learner distinguish between quantal, categorial, phenomena in the 
word-internal phonology and gradient phenomena in the post-lexical phonology? 
Both of these issues are involved in what now appear to be representational failures, 
where the effect of coronal harmony follows the assignation of stress as a cyclical 
process. Against the background of some more general clinical and therapeutic issues, 
I turn to a possible mechanism for this in Chapter 7. 
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7 Some issues of theory, therapy and clinical practice 
Chapter 7 returns to the starting point of this study. By the ' strong parametric 
hypothesis' from Section 1.5, speech and language acquisition is entirely by the 
setting of parameters. By the strictly cognitive and symptomatic approach to therapy 
described in Chapter 4, starting from what the child can say rather than from what 
he or she can't, the therapeutic task is to provide some critical help to the process of 
parameter setting by exploring with the child a given learnability space. H a change 
is effected in the mind of the child, what is this in respect of? What is the underlying 
mechanism? The answer to be given here is designed: A) to address the explanatory 
gap by (5.63); B) to hypothesise a basis for the form of phonological parameters, one 
parallel to the form of parameters implicit in current syntax; C) to model a general 
object in the treatment of most phonetic/ phonological disorders. 
Section 7.1 sets out the main findings here against the background of some theoretical 
concerns. Section 7.2 sets out a hypothesis concerning gradience. Section 7.3 leads to 
a possible model of parameter-setting. Section 7.4 outlines some consequences of 
this. Section 7.5 sets out some lines of testing and development. Section 7.6 considers 
the application of these ideas. 
7.1 Findings and theoretical concerns 
Section 7.1 sets out the main findings here, developmental, clinical, and experimental, 
in relation to the general issue of phonological learnability. 
Empirical findings here can be summarised under three main headings. 
(7.1) Key findings 
a) By (3.71) and (5.16) and by previous results, there are singularities and 
asymmetries in the error distribution involving articulator harmony. 
disharmony, metathesis, segmental migration, and other processes, in all 
forms of incompetent phonology, in disorder, in normal development, and 
across the whole range of development. There is a lowermost threshold for 
certain processes such as metathesis and coronal harmony. What is referred 
to here as phonological parapraxis is generally characterised by extreme 
context-sensitivity, harmonic distance, and multiple triggering (Chapters 1, 
2 and 3). On all of these grounds a spreading account of such phenomena 
faces grave difficulty (Chapter 5). There is also Grunwell's Problem and the 
No Proper Sub-set Problem from (Chapter 1). Chapter 6 provided a partial 
resolution of Grunwell's Problem with respect to the description of coronal 
harmony, but without resolving the explanatory gap by (5.63). 
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b) Phonological development is not normally complete by the age of 8;6, most 
children of this age making errors of a sort and on a scale which would be 
unlikely to be judged as reflecting an adult level of competence (Chapter 3). 
It follows that it is not until some time after the age of 8;6 that it is possible 
(in principle) to determine for sure whether a normal, adult level of phonetic! 
phonological competence has been reached, or whether a problem remains?5 
c) A therapeutic procedure, intended originally for assessment, led to what 
seemed to be a successful therapy, consisting, essentially, in having a child 
repeat a highly structured sequence of minimally-different nonsense words. 
The child is led to explore the definition of a possible word. By an adaptation 
of this procedure for the purposes of a reproducible experiment, a positive, 
permanent change can be effected in most members of a sample of normally-
developing children. In this group, having worked on a few different word 
environments for between fifteen minutes and half an hour, and seemingly 
getting one or more of the corresponding real words right for the first time, 
when these words were reassessed a few days later, at least one of them was 
still correct. This was only a small change. But it was evidence of phonological 
learning happening in real-time (Chapter 4). H it is possible to reprod uce 
with normally-developing children the effect of a strictly cognitive, 
symptomatic, linguistically-driven therapy which also helps phonologically-
disordered children: A) this is unlikely to have a permanent effect unless it is 
addressing the fundamental categories of acquisition; B) this is potentially 
significant in relation to phonological theory; C) this leads to a non-negative 
characterisation of I specific speech and language impairment'. 
By (7.1.c), the therapist has a dual role - as an expert guide to the child and as an 
experimenter trying to determine the limits of what the child can say. The child 
learns how to go beyond these limits, following the phonological reasoning of the 
therapist. One seven-year old in the clinic did exactly this, beginning every session 
with a dozen or so nonsense words for me to say. While his word-sequences were 
less structured than mine, it was obvious that he was aware of the principles I was 
following. He progressed well with the therapy. 
By this approach, there are small but visible gains, visible in relation to the diagnosis 
of disorder, and visible from one session to the next. The approach is child-centred, 
linguistically motivated, and avoids distress or anxiety. An immediate goal (for a 
session) is a word which a child can nearly say, but not quite. The child is allowed to 
discover how the phonological space is organised by taking particular words as 
examples. No matter whether responses are canonical or not, praise is given 
75 The 'in principle' qualification is necessary because there no widely accepted criterion of 
norm..'ll adult phonetic /phonolot,>ical competence - de,pite the many refererences to such and such 
an individual having a 'speech defect', implying strongly, but falsely, th .. \t such a criterion exists. 
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unquestioningly - on the reasoning that any phonetic I phonological errors after the 
first trial are by a misjudgement on the part of the therapist as to the child's current 
competence; the child is just being hurried. 
Clinically, the approach by (7.l.c) seemed to work when nothing else did or when 
there was no other obvious avenue of treatment, as where a child could articulate 
every phoneme in every position, but still stumble over many words. Most of this 
work was done with a parent in the room. They were thus able to see the on-line 
progress being made. Finding that the gains were typically stable without further 
practice, parents were not motivated to ask for a' exercises to do at home'. This sort 
of therapy, like much else in health care, is best left to someone with training. 
Turning to the end-state, the process of acquisition is demonstrably and obviously 
finite and uniform in terms of its effect despite wide variations in input quality and 
consistency. Extending to phonology Chomsky's 1995 'Computation for Human 
Language',~, we are led to (7.2). 
(7.2) Where CHL with respect to phonology is defined as Stage n and anything 
less as Stage tI-f , ~ is finitely learnable. Phonological ~ includes: 
a) A given degree of abstract exponence, e.g. Irl as a liquid or a glide, as 
well as whether it is phonetically retroflex or with any of the various other 
surface forms that have been discussed above. 
b) The case where contrasting underlying forms seem to have the same surface 
melody, e.g. the rime in tu1le as [tju:n] not matching that in mOO1l as [mu:n] 
in some dialects, but not in all. 
c) Segmental organisation in a way that concerns A) what can appear as the 
head of a syllable, typically just a vowel, more exceptionally a coronal 
sonorant, as in English: and B) what can be adjoined to the syllable, just 
I sl in English; and in relation to A) and B) with many other possibilities. 
d) The relation between the morphology and phonological structure, 
whether the morphology is under-specified, and if so to what extent. 
e) The form of the prosody, whether this involves tone, or whether this takes 
the form of a stress system, the English case being of at least average 
complexity by the analyses discus.....oo in Chapter 6. 
By (7.2), leamability is fully determined in the limit; there is no possibility of variation 
across the outcome forms of 'competent' grammar. 
There is an important condition on (7.2) - by simple observation. 
(7.3) The language learner has no privileged information about CHL as a target 
system, where this includes the terms of (7.2) - as welJ as those listed in 
(1.37) above. 
(7.3) is an issue for all language learners, irrespective of the target language. Take a 
child who seems to be unable to carry out a particular articulation or set of articulations 
at a particular point in phonological structure. One example is 'final consonant 
deletion', with all syJJabJes open. At least in productive speech, the child seems to be 
treating all aspects of consonantal structure as properties of the onset - as is the case 
in many languages. It is possible that the articulation is not deleted, but mis-categorised. 
(7.2) and (7.3) thus lead to a view of phoneticl phononological disorders as having 
an irreducibly cognitive aspect. 
H something has to be learned, some learners may fail on some points. But if finite 
learnability by (7.2) is to be ensured, both the criterial input evidence and its 
interpretation by the L1 language learner are likely to be subtle. H all the points in 
(7.2) and the various other descriptive issues in (1.37) are to be expressed parametrically 
it seems necessary to consider a new, more abstract view of phonological parameters. 
7.2 A hypothesis concerning gradience 
On the basis of the idea in (6.12) relating surface forms and derivational history, 
developing and going beyond the model of sound-change in Kiparsky (1995: p.644), 
1 advance the hypothesis in (7.4): 
(7.4) A necessary aspect of finite learnability in phonology is a degree of variability 
in the input, including allophony and gradient, post-lexical processes in the 
phonology of competent speakers. 
(7.4) refers to variability of a different order from that which characterises child 
phonology. It tends to pass unnoticed, other than by specialist observers. But in a 
learnability space where categorisation is not labeled, a variation in variability is a 
potentiallearnability cue, albeit a subtle one. 
7.3 What sort of parameters now? 
On the basis of (7.1) to (7.4), Section 7.3 proposes a set of linked hypotheses about the 
organisation of the learnability space by the learnability mechanism itself. 
The fact that there is no evidence for floating as a lexicon-internal phenomenon in 
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English or for the various association limits described above does not mean that the 
learner has no reason to consider the poss.ibility of evidence existing. The fact of the 
parapraxis indicates simply that the learner ha'3 not yet determined that there is no 
such evidence. At a given threshold of phonological complexity, at a given point in 
the learner's exploration of the leamability space, say 8;6, this determination has not 
yet been made in fun. 
The input data is what the learner happens to hear. Mapping this onto a grammar 
requires a function which is powerful, as noted in Chapter 1, but indirect. It i'3 
powerful in as much as it has to address, simultaneously or otherwise, the 50 odd 
variables from (1.37), some of these restated as the intersecting set of issues in (7.2). 
The function has to set parameters over the whole range of phonetic/ phonological 
variation. 
Obviously we cannot resort to any theoretical machinery other than that which can 
be independently justified. But some aspects of the learnability space are defined by 
conceptual necesssity. One is the mere fact of physical implementation, characterised 
here as ASSOCIATE, equivalent to the notion of SPELL OUT in current, Minimalist 
syntax (see Chomsky 1995 a). SPELL OUT is a conceptually necessary operation 
splitting a structural description between those elements determined by the grammar 
and those determined by a universally available 'Logical Form'. In a similar way, 
ASSOCIATE implements both a phonetic melody and a phonological interpretation. 
Another property given by conceptual necessity is the sequential, linear alignment of 
elements of different sorts. This includes what the theory of feature-geometry treats 
as an n-dimensional, representational space. Here, this is characterised as the 
phonological manifestation of what Minimalist syntax calls MERGE. In a s.yntax 
without MERGE, words and phrases could not be ac;sembled into successively higher 
elements, starting from the finite set of lexical entries. Without MERGE in phonology, 
what appears on the surface as a sequence of synables with a linear melody could 
not be assembled from phonological elements, underlying organised on an n-
dimensional structure of tiers, defining register, tone, or stress. 
MERGE applies irreducibly to the native speaker's first experience of a word, within 
and between segments, underlyingly specified to varying degrees. In numerous non-
Indo-European languages, MERGE applies between segments and autosegments. 
Within limits, linear sequence can be free (see Evans, 1995). In such cases, an element 
appears to float, surfacing in two or more linear orders. In one such case, the floating 
element is an autosegmental, retroflex rhotic (Evans, p.740). In another it is schwa 
(Evans, p.745). But MERGE is also implicit in the derivation of a fully contrastive 
phonetic element from a radically under-specifed UR. For example, a voiceless coronal 
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fricative may be underlyingly represented by no more than one of its superficial 
phonetic properties. Such abstractness is not specific to fricatives, but general. In a 
language like English, the surface representation involves the metrical projection of 
bounded feet. In the case of hippopotamus, for instance, the two instances of I pI have 
quite different metrical projections. In French, but not in English, phonological MERGE 
involves an indefinite concatenation of melodic elements, where the left-t~right 
sequence of unstressed syllables (apart from an extrametrical, right-edge schwa) is 
defined by sequence alone. As in the case ofw hat Minimalist syntax calls a 'numeration', 
in away that encapsulates the original alphabetic insight, a phoneme can be repeated 
in any representation within the lexicon. In phonology, as in syntax, there is no 
formal bar on the repetition of a given item. In away that goes beyond this study, in 
both syntax and phonology, there is some principle which disfavours the multiple 
repetition of an element within a single numeration or phonological structure. In a 
way quite unlike syntax, the phonological numeration is 'frozen' by virtue of what a 
lexical entry is. Because of this, principles of representation come into play. Hence 
the appearance of an 'R-inspection', proposed above. Whereas MERGE in syntax is 
both exclusively binary and an active derivational process, in phonology it is a 
consequence of the internal composition of representations. But these representations 
have to be encountered by the speaker and entered into his or her lexicon. At this 
point at least, the principle of MERGE applies. 
By the research proposed here, parametric variation is with respect to projection -
what projects where, and with what effects. 
Given the idea of underlying nuclear projections (in the unmarked case - applying in 
English) and an association sequence determined in this way, the nucleus is projected 
before the onset. At least one aspect of melodic structure-building in vowels must 
precede the typically more complex (and more difficult to learn) structure-building 
of consonants. Building on the idea in (6.8), we get (7.5). 
(7.5) At least in the default case (applying in English) structure building begins 
with the association of at least one phonetic element of the nucleus (projected 
underlyingly). 
H stress depends on melody, the corresponding projection on the stress tier must 
follow at least one aspect of melodic association. 
In current, Minimalist syntax, one key mechanism used to define language-specific 
properties is 'feature attraction', defining movement, equivalent to 'Move-a' in 
previous models, and the directly related variable of 'Strength' {see Chomsky, 1995 
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a). One possible way of adapting the notion of Strength to phonology is sketched in 
(7.6.a) and b). 
(7.6) Strength 
a) H an element is 'Strong', it is projected: A) early in the derivation; B) cyclically. 
Strength breaches a principle known in Minimalist syntax as 
PROCRASTINATE, dictating that no derivational step occurs unless it is 
forced to do so. PROCRASTINATE is invoked in the name of computational 
efficiency, by the proposal here, in a way common to syntax and phonology. 
By PROCRASTINATE, in the default case, association is late. The leamability 
diagnostic of late association is a detectable surface phonetic effect of 
gradience, but to different degrees at different phonological leveJs, where 
these levels include at least a lexicon-internal level and a post-lexical level. 
b) UnmarkedJy, a projection is we~ Jeading to an association only at the 
point when this is otherwise forced. Markedly, a projection is strong, by 
(7.6.a). 
This is treating Strength, not as a segmental property or as some sort of diacritic, but 
as a parametric variable. A feature is Strong, not inherently, but by the languag~specific 
way in which it is projected in particular classes of case. 
By (7.6), the association of marked structure can be repeated, i.e. applied cyclically. 
So the principle of cyclicity is available to the process of structur~building, even in 
the case where this is not required in the phonology of the target language. 
Assuming Strength as a variable, the output of the PSF is a set of conditions on 
MERGE, defined by (7.7). 
(7.7) By MERGE, applied phonologically, two elements e; and e; are distinct 
to the extent that they are: 
a) underlyingly specified in a way not given by the AlP interface; OR 
b) given by a previous operation of MERGE. 
By (7.7), FIRST, a phonological element may constitute any amount of phonological 
structure from a feature to a foot; the elements ei and e; are not forcibly in different 
segments. And SECOND, there are aspects of phonological structure which are given 
by the AlP interface. 
On these assumptions, one possible formulation of the PSF is given in (7.8), defining 
how elements interact at different points in the derivation, enabling the learner to 
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build a grammar as an operation out of successive parameterisations, which arise by 
repeating the same procedure with an increasingly narrow focus - by the definition 
of the projection, P of P, a syllabic constituent, a syllable, a foot, a word, a phrase. 
(7.8) By the learner's expectation 
for a set of elements, E {eit···, en} 
for a set of projections, P {Pit···, Pn} 
E is minimal and complete (i.e. without gaps), AND 
a) for the maximally distinct member of E, ei or ej' Strong; 
b) otherwise, as late as possible where ei is minimally distinct from er 
Informally, take two representations. If they are dissimilar, neutralise the distinction 
in favour of the most marked, favouring low threshold harmony, where the elements 
have different prosodic projections, at the expense of CoronaL in knife as [mal.p] 
and doggy as ["gDgl.). Reverse the procedure only where the difference is minimal, 
in early child phonology favouring fronting in the case of minimaJly different onsets, 
and in later child phonology with a harmonic effect in environments such as archeopterix 
and hippopotamus where once again two elements with the same prosodic projections 
can be compared, where ei and ei are 'matching' in the sense of (122.a) or by (6.7) 
projected onto onsets with the same projection no higher than line 1. Because of the 
condition, (7.8.b) effects harmony only at a relatively late point in the development 
of phonetic/ phonological competence. This leads to what is effectively a dactyllic 
threshold for coronal harmony. (7.B.b) opens the way to a misinterpretation of the 
unstressed onsets in a singular set of environments, but only at a certain threshold. 
So it does not apply in knife or doggy because of the differences in syJlabic or 
prosodic projection of the two consonants. ei and ej are not minimally distinct. Below 
the (1.22.a) threshold, coronal harmony is A) not characteristic of early phonology; 
and B) diagnostic of severity in phonological disorder. 
By (7.8), at all levels of projection, the smallest set of categories is the highest valued. 
This expresses the notion of 'feature minimisation' from Archangeli (1984). (7.8) 
reflects the idea that representation should be economical in terms of features, but 
exploit the principle of derivation to the full. The a) and b) terms complement the 
general term, but in two opposite ways. 
Because the default expectations of (7.8) are genomic, i.e. universal, there are 
characteristic mis-representations of the input evidence. Hence parapraxis. 
(7.8) applies to a single feature. Here the procedure which properly unscrambles the 
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allophones is taken one step too far, collapsing not allophones, but features, by the 
single I step' of non-association, ie. default coronalisation. 
The effect of (7.8) is that distinctiveness is lost. This is a tyrannical procedure. On its 
own and pursued to the limit it reduces the phonological inventory to a single 
element. Phonological wipe-out. What forces the learner to retreat from the 
consequential mis-interpretations of the input? One possible explanation is in terms 
of an independent process of evaluation by a two-stage decision process, for as long 
as the PSF is operative. If no data is encountered which constitutes a positive instance 
of (7.8), whatever is not found is prohibited.l state this idea as a hypothesis in (7.9). 
(7.9) For a set of elements E, defined on a given state of the R-Inspection 
a) For an analysis, A, as required by (7.8), run a test T which applies A to a 
maximal set of objects, EP, consistent with e and p 
b) Adopt A, if and only if 
a) EP is non-trivial, AND 
b) there is no negative evidence. 
For the learner, the negative evidence for (7.9.b.b) capable of forcing the abandonment 
of an incorrect analysis A is most likely to come in the form of a new word - a real 
one in the natural order of things, or a nonsense one by the therapy or Phase Two of 
the experimental procedure in Chapter 4. 
(7.9) restates the principle of what Flavell (1963, p.205), summarising Piaget, calls 
Uhypothetico-deductive operations", but below the level of consciousness. By the 
hypothetico-deductive principle, coming into play around 11 or 12, the child starts to 
take account of negative evidence. Piaget and lnhelder (1969, pp. 146-7) got children 
to investigate elasticity as a function of length, sectional thickness, and material. 
Children younger than 10 were unable to treat each of the factors separately, or to 
draw the appropriate conclusions. They only started to do so, without any formal 
teaching on this point, from around 10 or 11. This faculty emerges into consciousness 
at the very point when it ceases to bear on the PSF. 
(7.9) does not rely on the accident of the learner encountering a particular form. By a 
system which is both predictive, by (7.8), and sensitive to negative evidence (in the 
Piagetian sense), by (7.9), the probability of decisive triggering is maximised. 
By (7.9.a), the initial detection of evidence, such as that for a given system of stress or 
a particular pattern of syllabic structure, is a decisive event. There is evidence for 
this in what appear to be sudden changes in the child's grammar, as recorded by 
Smith (1973) and others. The evidence for (7.9.b) seems likely to be more subtle - as 
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shown by the difficulty of determining when a given aspect of language has been 
mastered - in syntax as much as in phonology. But, as noted above, on the evidence 
of this study, the acceptance or rejection of (7.9.a) by (7.9.b) for every element for 
every projection (i.e. mastery of the phonological system as a whole) is not normally 
made before 8;6. On this approach, the setting of a parameter is a process with a 
beginning, by (7.9.a), and a conclusio~ by (7.9.b). The metaphor of throwing a &witch 
is appropriate for the first step, by (7.9.a), but not for the process as a whole. A more 
accurate metaphor for this process would be a well-conducted experiment 
With respect to a given set of e and p, at a given point, the experiment is complete-
typically by the rejection of the (7.9.a) analysis. At this point, (7.8) can be run agai~ 
but in respect of a proper sub-set of the inputs to which it applied on the first run. 
And so o~ successively until e and p are exhausted. 
By the condition on distinctness in (7.7), parapraxis involves various singularities, 
roundness in labial harmony, the replication of an element in coronal harmony, and 
soon. 
(7.9) provides a variable threshold for the a) and b) terms of (7.8) according to the 
phonological complexity of a given structure and how the learnability space is treated 
by the learners R-Inspection at a given developmental point. It is activated by a 
degree of interaction between melody and prosody. 
By (7.8) and (7.9), some aspects of an incompletely mastered phoneticl phonological 
system are not determinable in principle. Contra Smith (1973), the child's UR's are 
not equivalent to those of adults or to adult surface forms. Nor are the child's UR's 
the output of a set of filters, as assumed by Macken (1980) and Spencer (1986). 
Rather, they are defined on a system in which a given property, such as the floating 
of an element e, has not yet been excluded, other than within a given set of limits. 
As (7.9.b) is pursued to the limit, the learner is pointed to an analysis of grammatical 
features which may be relatively subtle. There is a phonetic clue to late association in 
the degree of gradience. The learner does not expect abstract exponence, but is 
sensitive to the evidence of structure-preservation being breached. This is most likely 
in a variable set of implementations of the least marked, last associated elements. In 
the limit, the degree of phonetic gradience may provide a leamability clue regarding 
a rime as against an onset-analysis of the glide in Iqv I structures. 
No language is fuUy accountable in terms of autosegrnents, floated, or copied elements. 
At some point, every phonology displays some linearity. By (7.8), what the learner 
has to learn is how far the target grammar is linear and segmental, rather than how 
far it represents a departure from this. 
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The thinking here leads to the following hypotheses. 
(7.10) The learner is biased towards a particular (simple, but autosegmental) 
analysis of the input. A linear analysis is invoked only if there is no evidence 
to the contrary. (7.8) and (7.9) define an active search for: 
a) abstract, derived representation, where the surface structure is built by 
default, where this is identifiable by a degree of context-sensitive 
variability characteristic of late, or post-lexical, rule application; 
b) a minimal representational system; 
c) gaps in the phonotactics; 
d) evidence of cyclicity, lenition, spreading, copying, conditional or 
otherwise. 
(7.11) At any point before the target grammar is fully defined by successive tests 
by (7.8) and (7.9), the I processes' which characterise an incomplete phonology 
are epiphenomenal, representing an incomplete set of parametric settings. 
Measured backwards from the end-state of competence, this can be 
characterised as parapraxis, with some vulnerable elements in phonological 
structure re-defined by derivational I false economies' by (7.7). 
(7.12) The distinctive asymmetries of phonological parapraxis - by (3.71) and 
(5.16) - are a consequence of the way the PSF is organised - by (7.9). 
(7.13) A phonological parameter relates ~ and AI P properties, as a featural 
element e projecting onto a phonological structure p. 
a) Boundedness, headship, and a set of levels including the word, are 
given by a morphologic.ally driven syntax, as aspects of Clill 
b) The feature-geometry, levels of stress, and I or pitch and tone, are defined 
in ways making some reference to neuro-anatomy and neuro-physiology, 
as part of the AlP Interface. What the learner learns is that such and 
such an element projects to such and such a category, where this projection 
may vary in its derivational effect. For example, as a way of defining 
intrusive I r I in metropolitan English, where an empty onset merges 
with a nucleus with no underlyingly specified melody, i.e. /a /, 
Roundness, as an AI P element, projects Strongly, i.e. cyclically, for as 
long as a projection target remains - up to the level of the phonological 
utterance in the sense of Nespor and Vogel (1986). In this way, both 
prosody and melody are defined on one (broad) learnability space. 
2.15 
(7.14) By the interaction of independent principles, the definition of different 
aspects of prosody and melody are expected by the learner to apply 
sequentially. This allows some interleaving. In the English case, the release 
gesture of the stop before a sy llOOic lateral is defined after the extrametricality 
of the lateral. The fact that the learner is on the look-out for this sort of 
thing does not make it easy to learn. It just makes it finitely learnable. 
(7.15) Necessary aspects of finite learnability in phonology include: 
a) a degree of variability in competent adult phonetics/ phonology, as the 
input to the L1learner, where this includes gradient, post-lexical processes, 
and where the 'likely suspects' are the coronals, particularly I r I and 
I s I, triggering realisation problems which (with differing degrees of 
context sensitivity) may persist into adult life; 
b) the closing, or partial closing, of the time window for the PSF. 
Parameters define projections. AlP elements project onto linguistic categories. Rules 
are eliminated, not by reducing their effect to representation, but by the interaction 
between parameters, each defined on projections, and a small number of principles. 
But phonological parameterisations of the sort exampled in (7.13.b) do not naturally 
express the range of interactions between elements, such as the case of dialectally 
variable 'g-drop' in English. Some possible ways of doing this are listed in (7.16). 
(7.16) Possible ways of defining context-sensitive interaction between elements: 
a) the availability of more than one possible projection target in respect of 
a given AlP element, perhaps both the coda and the rime, with some 
dialects being characterised by a double projection, and others not; 
b) universally different limits on the interaction between Strong elements 
and others: A) lexicon-internally, as in lallg and fhingy, and B) where the 
projection is specified by the morpho-phonology, as in long(7, where the 
adjectival status is unchanged, but a semantic element is added by the 
fact that the -er to which the I g/ adjoins as an onset is a comparative. 
By (7.8) to (7.15) the phonologicallearnability space is homogeneous, conceptually 
parsimonious, and internally consistent. This is the 'Iearnability pay-off' of the PSF. 
The input, or' primary data' does not need to be evaluated simultaneously on disparate 
criteria. The same function can be repeated for a number of apparently diverse 
aspects of phonetic! phonological competence. The down-side is that the very step of 
broadening the learnability-space requires a corresponding narrowing of the I algebra' 
that is used to define it. One obvious testing of the hypotheses above is with respect 
to descriptive adequacy. Is phonology possible with such limited tools? 
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7.4 A perfect system - when the word was made flesh 
A parameterisation defined on the feature-geometry remains a programmatic goal -
subject to further research. What does such a model achieve? 
(7.17) By the model which I am proposing here: 
a) There is an error in the view, widely held in Child Phonology, that 
phonetic I phonological disorders are generally determined by a complex 
mix of social, linguistic, psychological, and neurological or sensori-motor 
factors. By the model here, there is, commonly at least, a single disorder 
with respect to a Parameter Setting Function (PSF), defined by variables. 
By the symptomatic, cognitive procedures described in Section 4.2 many 
children with this sort of disorder can be helped to resolve it by exploring 
a given part of the leamability space, by ringing the changes in a logical 
way, leading to a change in the way their R-inspection is defined, with 
the effect that it becomes less restrictive. The exploration needs to be 
carried out with expert help. The generality of this claim is supported by 
the fact that the effect can be mimicked in normally developing children. 
b) Just as current syntax abolishes rules and constructions, it is now possible 
in Child Phonology to abolish developmental'processes'. 
c) It is possible to resolve the apparent conundrum of SSLI and the evidence 
for concomitant sensory-motor deficits, surveyed by Hill (2001), if 
phonological parameters are defined by a universal feature-geometry 
projected onto a similarly universal prosody, at least the former being 
defined with reference to the sensori-motor apparatus. The PSF thus 
involves the highly-heritable biological characters which define the AlP 
interface (hence family resemblances). This explains how phonological 
symptomatologies can run in families. This point was captured by the 
telling comment about one child, 559 in the experiment here, by the 
thoughtful and observant grand-parent quoted in Chapter 1. "He sounds 
just like his uncle did at the same age". Such a case (far from unique) 
can't be explained socio-linguistically in any obvious way. It can be 
explained if what 559 inheritted was both a PSF defect and a character 
from the AI P interface. 
d) H every aspect of every phonetic I phonological system, including a limited 
degree of abstract exponence, is exhaustively definable, by a single set 
of algorithms, the system is 'perfect' in Chomsky'S 1995 sense, but 
vulnerable to the extent that a proportion of individuals may have 
difficulty in applying it to its fuUest extent. The abstract nature of the 
mapping between the input data and the form of the grammar is not 
easy to perceive. A marginal deficiency with respect to the PSF addresses 
the notion of SSLI as a syndrome. This is the price of a perfect system. 
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By the hypothesis in (3.2), (7.9) may represent an adaptation that phylogenetically 
preceded the PSF as defined by (7.8).76 But (7.9) alone does not entail that language 
skills were generally shared within such a population; by (7.9) alone, finite acquisition 
cannot be ensured. Criterial data may not be encountered. The process is probabilistic~ 
In a society with (7.9) alone, some individuals, those most gifted in this regard, will 
be able, by (7.9), to progress towards a grammar. But the progress will be variable, 
and the degree of understanding will be unreliable across the population as a whole. 
By the hypothesis in (3.2) above, it was from such a society that modern homo 
sapiens diverged. Further to the same hypothesis, by the PSF in (7.8) and the test 
procedure in (7.9), the learner can impose order on a &ystem previously lacking any 
such order. The scenario is essentially one f,uggested by Lieberman (1998). On the 
reasoning above, the fact that the PSF is fully accessible only during a pre-pubescent 
time-window is one necessary aspect of finite learnability. 
The significance of the PSF as an adaptation applies within the population within 
which it is transmitted. With the PSF, learnability is finite. By virtue of a uniform 
learnability space, the learner is able to repeat a f,'ingle set of procedures with respect 
to the input data until the grammar is complete. With finite learnability, meaning 
can be universally-shared between all members of a group of speakers. 
A minimal, but internally-consistent, PSF provides what Chomsky calls a Iperfecl 
system'. The PSF maps the input data onto a set of parameters, as given by the 
feature-geometry and a smaller set of elements defining the prosody. But this involves 
a very high level of abstraction. This seems likely to be a key factor in the difficulty, 
experienced by many learners, in mapping the input evidence onto the parameters. 
By (1.25.a), the PSF is selectively vulnerable, as a heritable character, characterised 
here as one expression of SSLI. Depending on the criterion adopted, on the basis of 
numerous studies, such a defect affects between 1% and 10% of the child population, 
significantly more boys than girls. As is obvious, a proportion of adults have on-going 
problems with some long words, with one or more aspects of literacy, or with some 
combination of these. 
)'f:i Here we need. to consider the evidence of slrillieveis in two sorts of hl.1Ill."Ul popuk'"ltion. 
th.'"lt from which modern homO-Sclpiens diverged, and in Neanderth.'"ll humans, most plausibly as 
descendants of the ancestral hl.1Il\an line, but critically lacking the special adaptation of homo-sapiens. 
In the ancestral popul.'"ltion there is the evidence of tool-making skills. In Neanderth.'"ll hum..'"lnS there is 
the evidence of burial of the de<\, the use of boiled birch b..-u-k as an adhesisve, and the practise of 
cutting a hole in the cranium without leth.'"ll consequences. None of this is easy to reconcile with the 
idea of a society without l.'"lnglli'"lge, some practical ph .. umacology or knowledge of hygiene. or access 
to negative evidence, or 'hypothetico-deductive operations' (see Pi."lget and Inhelder, 1969). 
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7.5 Testing and development 
Testing and developing the hypotheses above seems to lead in these directions. 
FIRST, the account here has suggested that parapraxis involves both the input (at 
least when a new word is encountered) and the output (at least when some words 
are uttered). This takes us back to the Ipsycholinguistic question' in (1.1). It needs to 
be addressed by a methodology more based in the laboratory than the one adopted 
here. Despite the commitment to detail in Chapter 1, this has been thin on the 
ground in the data here. A laboratory-based approach to phonology at Stage .... 1 
needs to look phonetic details, such as whether, and to what extent, parapraxic 
articulator harmonies involve the superimposition of one articulation upon another. 
SECOND, the hypotheses here need to be tested against, and applied to, a range of 
dialects of English, and languages other than English, genetically related and unrelated. 
THIRD, the data here have been all lexical and lexicon-internal. Little work has been 
done on the child's acquisition of the non-lexical phonology. It seems that no child 
learning English over-generalises from the contraction in "I'd do that" and III wouldn't 
do that" to form "I'd'nt do that." H so, what learning mechanism is involved? There 
is no obvious cue. In the framework here, the most likely mechanism is by one 
parameterised projection onto a labeled, syntactic category - in a way which would 
not lead to the false, and seemingly unattested, overgeneralisation. What the learner 
learns is thus what projects where. But what is projecting here is a coda - something 
which does not happen in the lexicon-internal phonology. H so, the learner must 
have some way of distinguishing between the lexical and non-lexical phonology. If 
so, this has implications A) for the organisation of the phonological learnability 
space as a whole; B) for the phonology! morphology relation; and C) for a more 
general, i.e. abstract, definition of the PSF than the one in (7.8). 
7.6 Application 
It is telling that in two literatures, on clinical practice in relation to phonetic! 
phonological disorders and on phonological theory, there is little mutual citation. It 
seems obvious that disorders of any sort should be treated as early as possible. But 
in relation to phonetic! phonological disorders this impulse may be misleading. In 
many parts of Britain today, it is difficult or impossible to get NHS assessment of or 
treatment for such disorders after 6;0. On the evidence of this study, phonological 
acquisition is normally still in process at 8;6. It is possible that some necessary and 
appropriate treatment is being denied to some children aged 6;0 and up with problems 
judged too minor to justify treatment, but with problems which may not resolve. 
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Appendix 1: Edinburgh Articulation Test 
Words in the test, each tested by the child naming a picture on one page from a book 
monkey tent fish traU, umbrella 
mIlk t-oiamps que.(?t clouds Christmas 
bl1dge flower chUmrey smoke sleeping 
Wings 1U.7opla1f(~ spotm toothbrush red 
bottle birlhday lwrse jeathe,t elephant 
soldier glove fingeJo t/uunb watch three 
tedh pt'ncz1 yl'111m.1.1 sugar Indian 
matchl'S SCISsors dl'Sk 
Scoring is generally by sequences of adjacent consonants or by clusters. In two cases 
those of umbrella and l'1l1,hant, it is by the whole consonantal structure of the word. 
The total number of scored items is 68, representing the maximum possible score. 
The standardisation is by age-group from 3;0 to 6;0, with each year divided into four 
parts. A given 'raw score' is plotted against a table to give a 'Standard Score' where 
100 represents the mean with a standard deviation of 15. In the oldest age-group, 
from 5;9 to 6;0, the raw score closest to the mean is 59, i.e. with 9 items incorrect 
Appendix 2: Words used by the author for assessment 
A t various times, the author has drawn on words from the following list for as.c.essment. 
AU of them have, in one case or another, seemed to give useful diagnostic information. 
With older children, with phonological problems exclusive to the longer words, the 
bisyllables were not assessed. Conversely, in the case of younger children with severe 
disorders, the assessment of such words would have lead to realisations involving 
an unanalysable level of PP. Children were asked simply to repeat the words. 
ajtlmtoon aluminium ambulance animal arche.optlTix 
asbestos aspidistra association Barnaby basket 
breakfast Burlington button cak"Ulator cardigan 
cheshire chel'Se chopsticks Colchesk7 CtmS<711ation crn.pbreml 
Darlh Vada digital diplodocus £'rhelon ecstasy 
electrician elephant engmeer especially eskimo 
excuses exca'l1ator excuses Exeter fascination 
finish finicky fly sl(1U.1Iy fresh flawers furniture 
Geronimo gobbledigook happy go lucky hippopotamus hocus pocus 
hopscotch hospital injection I,JSluich javelin 
l£mlsalem JUICy laW magnet mahogany 
mmtager manclm.-ter Melanie monopoly operatUm. 
orange IJedicle pmtagon picture plasticine 
l,ock£1 pO(lfthene porcupine principle rhinocems 
sau...:;ages seashore shallt1W sea sea a1leJnone side slip 
sist£7 sllll' dash slip shod SlJaghetti squadron 
stop flapping sh°etch£7 ticla~t three flit'S topical 
triplicate vaccinatitm. turi.o;;hoaich 
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Appendix 3: Clinical data 
This appendix lists data collected original1y for clinical purposes, 
LM 3;5 
bottle bop 
bridge bl.b 
coat kauk 
drink g1..k: 
finger 'dtnda 
glCJVe dAd 
match b:ep 
monkey 'gAgk t 
park pa:p 
pari pa:p 
sll>e:p btp 
smoke kauk 
spoon bu:m 
~'Ugar guga 
talk k:>: k 
watch bop 
shing gtg 
LM was exceptionally unintelligible to her mother at the time of referral. The fami1y 
shortly moved house and the child left the clinic. 
DE 3;6 4;5 4;9 5;1 
finger 'd1.nna 'tl.nna 't l.nda 
'" soldier 'dautda 'tautda 'taut~a 
5;11 6;3 6;5 
animal ::em tU '::emtmu '::emtmu 
archeopterix a:.k: L 'opta<l>1..k: s a:.k: L 'optawLS 
aspidstra ::e<h> pt.' d t<h>ta ::epwt. 'd tska ::esa'dtstra 
budglmgar 'bAd~arlga:d 
digital 'dtd~t?lat 'dl.duat 
'" diplodocu .. .;; dtpa'dau?kas d l.pa 'dau.k:as d l.pwa' dau.k:as 
hippopotamus h tpa 'posa mas htta'posa mas '" 
sausages 'sos tZtZ 
'" slip shod 'shpsod 'sJtpstDd~ 
spaghetti pskEtt. 
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AB 3;9 4;9 5;5 5;9 6;4 
animal '~:m:Jt 
arche.{'I,terix da:lt '''o?la?lt a:g 1. 'o?tar? ~ 
asbesttl5 ~:bE:do 'Z:bE:dDf 
fIb-pidish-a 2?pd:J'dl.?d:J 
Bamab.1f 
'b a: m b:Jb 1. 
Buriingt011 
'b3:1t.?tao 
cardigan 
'ka:dt.an 
certificate a'dt?l:Jla? da' dt. k:Jda§ 
digital 
'dt?datat 
diplodocus dl?Ja'dau?Ja d lilla 'd:Juil.ka? § 
eskimo 
'E< f>b1.gau 
finger 'btga 'bt.gna 'bt.gga 
Geronim.o 
'JDmtOa b 1. 'gom Loau 
hiJ'POf'otamus ?t?'bo?la ilt.?a 'PDt' ma § 
hO!:ipital 
'lu<f>btdu 'u<f>btdu 
Jemsalem. ga'Ju:pamao 
mahogany 
'ugamt 
monopoly b1.'nopant 
sausages 
'dustjtz 
slip shod 
'It?gD 'd1.?gDb 
soldier 'g2n?a 'gaula 
yellow 'dEJau 'oEJau 'JE Jau 
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MN 3;9 4;3 4;9 5;9 6;4 
arche.DJ1tl7lx a:?h'n?tart? a:tt 'n?twtks 
asbestos re:bE:dns 
aspidistra re<f>pt'duta 
Cl':rliftcate pa'ttkatat tt'ftdtgat 
digital 'g€tftkal 'd ttf tkal 
diplodocus dtpla'dauka fI 
eskimo 'E:k: t.mau 
excavattJr 'E?aVElta 
fillglT 'p t.nna 'ptgna ptgga fI 
Geronimo d~a'mnnl.mau 
hippapotamus h1.ta'pntana h lta'pn?mas 
hospital 'h n fp 1. tat 
Jentsalem d~a 'ru:sana m 
magnl1 'm:egnlk 
mahogQ1ly am'hngal1. 
Immopoly 'nnk:aJt a 'n npaJ 1-
sausaglIS sns1.~1.z 
solduT 'tau la 'tjautda 'tJaud~a 
thennometer ' fuml.ta 
yellau1 'If:lau 'dj€ la u 
AB and MN were identical twins. 
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PR 3;10 4;7 5;11 6;2 
key 'ti: 
" finger 'Vtgg~ 'Wtgg~ 
" soldier 'waulda 'baulda 'vaulda 'faulda 
yellaw 'b:l~u 'lElau 'IE lau 'lElau 
6;9 7;0 7;4 
archeol'terix a:gt'ubdtd a:dt'Dpt1.gt~S 
a..'7bestC6 ~v'b€?dDd ~?'bE?dDS Z:'bESdDS 
cardigan 'ka:d tntan 'ka:d ldan 
c(>:rlificat(~ s~'dtst~~t sa'gtf~s~ns 
diplodocu .... gJt pJa 'gJau.lcad d tpa 'gausas 
eskimo 'f:1d 1. mall 'f:kstmau 
GLTonimo 'd~umlnau 
hippopotamus h tba 'pDmadat htba'pumanas h tba 'pustmas 
h(~pita1 'hu~dapll 'hn?pd1.du 'husbtdu 
mahogany ma'hngadl ma'?ugant. ~'muganl 
monopoly a'nupa11.. 
soldu7 'fautda 'sautda 
yell(Y{Q 'djs lau 
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xz 4;0 4;6 5;0 5;6 
animal '~jtU 'rembu 'remmu 'remamu 
Barnaby 'ba:bt 'ba:mbt 
" Burlington 'b3:b no.k 'b3:J 1.0 'b3:hoJant 'b3:ho.kan 
button 'bAban 
" cardigan 'ka:d~o 'ka:gEg 'ka:gtdED 
caterpillar 'g:etabtbt '.k:e1aptbtt 
" chcxolatt~ 'tJutJok 'tJutJuk 'tJukla 
" Christmas 'tltntltn 'krt<s>ra<s> 'kwt<s> ma<s> 
digital 'd l~l?U 'd l?du 'dtd1.lu 'd 1.~ltu 
dank,!! 'dudog ' du O'?k1. 
eskimo 'E'?tmaU 'E"t mau 'f: :g1. mau 
" escalnt01" '£'?gaw£Lwa 'E:ga1£1.1 'E:gatEtta 
finger 'hi:j tg 'hi:j tg 
hospital 'hu< f>tu 'ho 1 b tbu 'ho?btbu 'hostabu 
Indian 'j:j1.0 
" Melanie 'mEhtg 'mEnlo 'mElah 
" plastic 'pl~pl~k 'pl~pl~k 'p lre:d1.k 
" SIlU..'nlges 'howof 'how-of 'bOW1.h 1.d 'sus 1.~1.Z 
soldu7 'hauwuv 'hauwau 
For reasons outside the control of the child, the therapist or the mother, therapy was 
extremely curtailed given the evident scale of the problem. (This child was regarded 
by the Community Medical Officer who referred him and by the author as a high 
priority case.) In the first instance, he was seen once a week. Over the whole period 
of clinical contact, he was seen altogether on just 17 occasions. The initial interview 
lasted one hour, the weekly therapy sessions lasted half an hour. When sessions 
could only take place on a quarterly basis, they again lasted one hour. Altogether, 
XZ had twelve and a half hours of therapy from me. 
Sf 4;1 4;11 5;0 6;0 6;5 
Barnaby 'ba:mtb1. 'b a:oab1. 
certificate sa'ttftttk 
digital 'dt~ttu 
finger loa 'IS 1.oa 
hippopotamus hlta'putamas hlta'potamas 
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Be 4;7 5;3 5;6 
animal '~mmo '~nmo 
" Barnaby 'bammt 'badam1. 
" buderigar 'bAb1.gga: 'bAd~aw1.ga: 
" Burlington 'b3 tgtan 
" " cardigan 'ka:da<lIt>ag 'ka:dt<g>an 
" chocolate '~OkJE1 
" " crocodile 'k okada 1.t 
" " diplodocus pi tka 'gautas dl.pla'glautas 
Geronimo 'd~unl.mau 
" gobbledigof« 'gobadtgud gubad1.guk 
hippotamus bt'po7mas h1. ta 'pota ma<s> 
hospital 'hosttpu 'host1.pu 
Jerusalem ad~a 'lu:slam 
" mahogany 'hoganl 
" Melanie 'mEnan1. 
" soldier ' saulda 'Jaulda 
yellaw 'lElau 
" EF 5;6 5;10 6;1 
archeapterix a:k l'upadts a:tl'uptart.t 
asbestos ~Z ' bEstof 
" cardigan 
'ka :dldan 
certificate da'ftkatat 
" diplodocu .. o;; d 1. pta' da uk las 
" l'Skimo 'Ekstmau 
" hospital 'ho 7stbu 'husltbu 
11Ulgnet 'm~gnlk 
slip shod ' shpslup 'sltpsuk 'shpsod 
~l'aghl'tti pa'skEtt 
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CD 5;7 6;1 
archeopterix a :l t 'n?trtks 
asbestos re:'bEstu 
cardigml ' ka:dl.an 
clmificate sa'ftkatat sa 'k tfalat 
diplodocus upa'dautas dtpau'daukas 
Genmimo d~a'mnnl.mau 
Jerusalem d~a ' lu:sl.am 
mahogany ma'hubabt 
yeUaw 'JEJau 
FG 6;3 
aspidistra res pt' S 1.5ta 
calculator 'kre+tah:1. ta 
certificate 'ttftkat 
digital 'dld~tkat 
eskimo 'ESptnau 
hippopotamus h lta' pnta ma s 
JK 6;7 7;1 
archeopterix a:tt 'u 1 
" clmificate sa'stftkat 
digital 'dld~ltJu 
hippopotamlL~ htta'pntamas 
Gt.~·onimo d~a'mnnl mau 
KL 7;3 7;5 
asbestffi ~z'bESlnf 
'" hippopotamus hlta'putamas 
slip shod 'sltpslud 
spaghetti ba'sleEll. 
0 
thtmnometer 'mnmtta 
Jemsall~m 'd~u:salam 
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QR 6;8 
asbestos t m 'bEst us 
a:,pidistra ~psa'dtpsa 
cardigan 'ka:dtdan 
certificate sa'dtfttat 
digital 'dtdttJu 
Geronimo d~a'muntmau 
hippopotamus htpa'pD mas 
Iwspital 'hostbu 
J eru..o;;alem d~a'Ju:Stam wi 
maJwgallY ma'hogadt 
sausages 'sod~ttf tl: 
RS 8;2 
archeopterix a:tl'o7tawlS a:tt 'uptawtks 
budgerigar 'bAd~artga:d 
calculatm' 'lc~ttab:tta 
diplodocu..o:; d f: b la ' ka u J as d tpta 'kJaukJas 
Man.chester ' m~ntJ1.nsta 
monopoly ma'lDpalt 
skeleton 'sk Eh.n tan 
slip shod 'shpJot 
HI 9;0 
archeopter"i:x a: pt'Dptrtlcs 
Burlington 'b3nttam 
diphJdocus dtpJa'daukJas 
e.cstas,1f \:lcstat 
fascination f~Ja' nEtJan 
gobbledigook 'gDbad l.g up 
mahogany man'hDgalt 
slipshod flP Jod 
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Appendix 4: Phase One of experimental investigation: 
outcomes for 16 words 
In the case of any given word, the various outcomes can be defined in a more or less 
traditional way by the process involved. In the case of cardigan, the non-association 
of Dorsal contrasts with harmony and metathesis. These processes are listed here as 
Na, H and M. In the case of hippopfltmnu...:;, two harmonies contrast, one prevalent, 
one not. These are listed as HI and H2. In the case of archeopterix the contrasts are 
more complex, including simple coronal harmony in the Ikl onset and this and the 
deletion of the Ikl in the coda - as Hla and Hlb, Floating is shown as F, and 
disharmony as D. The codes here, Na, HI, H2 ... and so on, are used in the table of 
raw data outcomes for each of the 16 words 
Defining prototypical forms by formula- Kt.'Y 
Cardigan 
Calculator 
Na (' k a:d t.an], H ['k a:dt.dan], M [. k a:gt.dan] 
H ['k~tt~lEU~], M [, k~tt~kElk~] 
Hippopotamus HI [h1.t~'put~m~s], H2 [htp~'pupam~s], M [hlt~'pup~mas] 
An·het1plerix Hla [a: tt 'uptart.k s], Hlb [a:u'o ptar ts], Hlc [a :tJ t.·u ptart.k sL 
HId [a:t1.nptart.?], HIe [a:tt·upt~rt.k], H2a la:pt.·uptart.ks), 
H2b la:pt.·optar1.s), NaIla:k t ·optar1.s). Na2la:k l'optatrt?) 
Ju:~ital 
Pentagon 
Asbestos 
Animal 
Barnaby 
Magnet 
Monopoly 
Geronimo 
Jerusalem 
Spaglu~tti 
Soldier 
Digital 
M ['hnstapal] 
M ['pEgkadan], HI ['pEntadan], H2 ['pEgkagan], 
H[an'bEstuf] 
F ['zm t.nal], ['zm tmal] 
H['ba:mabt], M['ba:madt] 
H [, mreg n t.t.], 
Dh [ma' n nka1t1 
Fl [d~a'munt.m~u] etc. (no Ir/), F2 [d~a'rnmt.nau] etc. (with 
/r/), F3 [·d~umt.nau] (no /r/ or weak foot), Nal [·d~un1.mau] 
(just realignment), Na2 [d~a·runt.au] (no /m/) 
Nal [d~a'Ju:saJam], Na2 ['d~u:saJam], Na3 [d~a'ru:saram], F 
[d~a'ru:JaJam] 
F [ba'skEtt) 
F rJatJ Ida]. Na ["sauJ~a] etc. 
FI rdt.d~t.1aJ] etc. F2 ('dld~ltJaJl, l"dt.dt.tJall Nal ["d1.d~1.kaJI, 
rdl.d~t.aJ], etc., Na2 ["dl.d~t.aJ], Na3 rdl.d~aaJ] Na4 ["dl.waw~Jl 
NaS r d l.~t.taJL [. d ld l~aJ 1 etc. 
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Using this terminology of H1, H2, etc., from the key, identifying words by the first 
three letters, treating as irrelevant (shown as lIn) any non-canonical responses not 
bearing on a particular central tendency, showing canonical realistions as a dash, 
realisations of the 16 words in the key were as follows - essentially a three-dimensional 
matrix, defined on subjects, words, and outcomes. Each word is shown by the first 
three letters. 519 did not complete the investigation. Words not investigated in his 
case are shown as 0. 
Outcomes by subjects 
5 Car Cal Hip Arc Has Pen Ash Ani Bar Mag Mon Ger Jer Spa Sol Dig 
1 lIT HI Hlb - HI F lIT Fi lIT Na4 
2 - HI - H2."l - lIT lrr lIT - lIT Nal lIT Na -
3 - HI lIT Hia lIT Hi Hi - lIT lrr Fl Na3 lIT lIT lIT 
4 - H2 - lIT M lIT lIT - H - Fi Na2 lIT Na F2 
5 H - lIT M Db Fi Na3 lIT - Fi 
6 - HI HI Nal - lIT Db Fi F lIT lIT 
7 Na Hi H2 lIT CL2 lIT - In - Nal lIT lIT - lIT 
8 - M lIT lIT - F H2 Fl Nal F F NaS 
9 - lIT lIT lIT - lIT F3 lIT NaS 
10 - M H2b - CL2- F2 lIT Na F2 
11 Na - Hi In M lIT lrr F lIT lIT F3 Na2 F Nal 
12 Na - Irr - lrr - In Irr Na2 F F2 
13 - Irr Hlb - CL2 F lIT - NaS 
14 - In HI Irr lrr - Fi Na3 -
15 - HI Hie Irr HI Irr - lrr In -
i6 Na - lrr CLl- lrr Na2 - Irr 
17 - lIT Hid - CLl- Fi Na2 -
18 - H2."l lrr - Hi - lrr lIT Irr 
19 0 0 HI - 0 0 0 lIT 0 - 0 0 0 0 Fi 
20 - HI lIT lIT - lIT lIT - Fi Na3 
21 - lIT Irr lrr Irr - H lIT F2 lrr -
22 Na HI - RHO lrr Fi 
23 - Hi lIT Irr 
24 - lIT - Irr - Irr - F3 
25 - Irr M Irr 
26 Na - Irr lIT M lIT F F 
27 - HI lIT lIT - Nal - F2 
28 - H2 Irr In - In - lIT 
29 Na - Hlb - Oh F lIT F2 Na2 -
30 - HI - Db- Irr - F2 Na2 -
31 - Hi CLl- H Db F2 Na3 Irr - Na2 
32 Na lrr - Irr lIT - F Nal 
33 Na Hi - H2a - Irr - Nal - lIT 
34 - Hi Irr lIT - Hi - lIT F2 lIT 
35 - lIT - F2 
36 - Irr In lIT F2 
37 - H2b -
38 H - lIT lrr Irr - Nal Nal - lIT 
39 Na Hi Hi Hlb - M Hi - Dh F Fi 
40 H - H2 Irr Irr - RHF lIT lIT F3 Na2 Irr F Na2 
41 Na HI lIT Irr lrr In - lIT - lIT F2 Nal F 
42 M - Irr Irr - F2 F2 
43 - Hlb - In In - Fi F 
44 H - In Hid M M M F Dh. Fi Nal -
45 - Hla - Hi - Na -
46 - Hi - In In F In Fl F In 
47 - Na2 - In In H - In F 
48 - In - HI 
49 - Hi HI - In - In - In 
50 - Hi lIT In In - In - F2 In In - Nal 
51 - In Na2 - F 
52 Na - Hlb In In F2 In F 
53 H G H2 lIT M In Dh F H - In F3 In F F NaS 
54 - HI Hi Hla - HI - H - Fi Nal In -
55 - H2."l. -
56 H - H2 - M - CLl- H - Nal Na3 - In -
57 - In Hla - In lIT Fi 
58 - In In In Nal Na2 - In -
59 H In HI In M Hi lIT - lIT - lIT F lIT F lIT 
60 - In - CLl- Fi In - In 
61 M - H2 Hla H2 Dh F Na3 F Fi 
62 - Hi Nal - In - Na2 Nal -
63 - H2a - In - HI Na3 - F2 
64 - Nal - Nal F 
65 - Hia - In - Na3 - F2 
66 - In In Fi Nal - In 
67 Na - H2b - In In - Nal -
68 H - lIT In - F2 F F2 
69 - HI - In In - F2 lIT 
70 - H2b - Irr lIT - Pi Nal F 
71 - Hi H2b - lIT - Na3 - F2 
72 - In F Fi lIT 
73 - Nal - M 
74 M - In M In F Fl 
75 - In 
76 Na - Nal - In Nal -
77 lIT - [IT - Nal 
78 - Hlb - F 
79 - HI In CLl- F2 F F 
80 - lIT CLl-
81 H - lIT In M - lIT - lIT - In Fl In F Na5 
82 - In 
83 - In In Na3 -
84 - In lIT 
85 - Hlb - In 
86 - In In F Nal 
87 - Hl - CLl [IT - Nal In lIT F2 
88 - In In F Dh. F2 
89 - Hlc -
90 - lIT In Irr - F2 Nal - F2 
91 - Hlc - CLl- Irr - F2 
92 - HI Hla Irr Nal F 
93 - HI - Irr -
94 - Hi - Nal -
95 - Irr F2 Nal 
96 - Hla -
97 - Hi Irr In Fi Na3 F 
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Appendix 5: Experimental Phases Two and Three 
Correct realisations of real and nonsense words shown as blank in right hand column 
S1 Phase Two 
Je1Usal(~ [d~~" rausalf: m] /ha'rE1.Zanap/ 
/d~a'ri:saJam/ /ha 'ri:sal u:b/ 
Id~a'rausalt ml /za'rauanE1.pl 
Id~a'ra:sala m/ /sa'rauzanauml 
/d~a'lEtsalam/ [d~a'1i:saran] /da'1i:sanEt.m/ [ da'ri:sanEtm] 
Id~a'lusacaml [d~a 'rusaram] I da'rEtSanu: ml 
Id~a'ratsara ml [d~a'ratsalam] Id~a'rauzani:ml 
/'r3:s313/ I d~a'rEt.saJ u:m/ 
Iha'rEtdalal Id~a'rausalaml 
Ida'raudala/ Je1Usalt~m 
/da'rausah/ 
digittil rdtd~tdu:] /"da-:zatanl 
/"dud~t1all /"dEzadanl 
rda-:d~t.tal / FtttJadE tn/ ["tt;>JadEln] 
/"da:dattl /"tud~tdatnl rtJ»d~1.da1.n] 
/"du:datal /"dEd~1.taunl 
/"h»datan/ Fd~tjati:ll ["d~a!tfati:l ] 
/"h3!dt to / /"dttJttanl 
l'hEt t ta n/ /"dud~ttanl 
/"sAdtttaJ/ [ ·sAdt.tan] Fd;ed~t.taJ/ 
/"tEd1.tanl di6~ttil [ 'd~t d~tta t] 
/"dud1.tanl 
archeopterix [a: tt: '» ptarts] /a:'kAptanek/ ['rAp tarzk] 
lEtt t 're pta r»tsl I E1. 'tre pta rt.tl ['treptart.k.] 
lu: t t. 'EptarEksl lu:'k1.plarul [u: 'k t.plartp] 
/aukt. 'A ptan.ks/ /i :'kEP tac» tl 
lattt.' Aptarttsl / a:'t AplarF.1SI 
I:>: pt.' £ plar1.ks/ [:>: st.'£ ptar t.ks] I at.k 1. 'replaruts/ 
/ a t.k t '3!k tar»k s / 1":J:kt. 'Eptan:kl 
I u : t t 're p ta / li:t 1.' Aptarul 
I :>:t t.' n t.ptal I:mk 1.'uplan:sl 
/'kuptan:s I / at.k t 'zp larEk sl 
lu: 'tt:ptarul [u: 'kt: ptart.ls] arC1u~(,'t(m 
2S2 
aspidistra [~Sla' d1.s1< pa] IEpa'dastal 
/£.spa'd~Slrtl [Esta'dzsr1.] Aspa'da:tral [Aspa'da:l<r>a] 
I Aspa'dostral [Asta'dus<r>a] l:;es pa' d ~:tr 1.1 [:;e< s> pa' d :>:t<n 1.] 
IEspa 'd Aspral ~sla'bAswa] Ivspa'dE1.Shl [vspa'd E 1.5 1.] 
luspa 'd~ESla ul [pa'd~Esla] /':;epa'd:;eslrt/ [:;epa' d:;e sr t] 
11.S pa 'b 1.S1r 1.1 [tsta'b1.sw1.] ItS1'dEStr1./ [tst'dEsn] 
I Asta 'dEstral [Asta'd~ESta] / Aspa'dvstral [Asa'dus<r>a] 
/tSpa'dAsal [1.S ta' dA sa] aspidi..o;;lra [res pa' d 1.S<r>a] 
monopoly [ma' nupa<rw>i] I fa 'lv fa Itl ["fvfa<l>t] 
/ma·ntpah./ [ma'n t-pa<rw>t] /ba'o u: faJ 1./ [ba'n u:fa<rw> 1] 
Ima'n:;epalal [ba "n:;epawa] Iba'n~:balal [ba'n:>:dawa] 
I ma 'IApalal [ma"nApawa] I p a • d :;e pa 11.1 [a ·nrepa<rw>1.] 
/ma'nt-pao t/ [ma'n lpa<r> 1.] 1 ma 'dEpaJal [ma 'dEpa] 
Ima'nrekaltl [ma 'nre ka (rw> 1] Ima'nAfahl [ma'nAft] 
/ma'n1tahl [ma'ltla< n>t] Ima·n1.pah/ [ma'n 1.pa< rw>1.] 
/"nEpah./ ["nE pa<r> 1.] Immopoly [ma'nupa<r>i] 
/"nubalaul 
Phase Three 
an.'heopterix [resp 1.·d~1.S(w Ir>a] [" d~1.d~1.ta 1] 
lerusal('1tl [ma'n u pa<l>1.] 
52 Phase Two 
maJwgany [ma' hugad 1.] /"buganatl 
Ima·hEgan1.1 [ma·hEdal1.] Iba'hE ka n~:1 
I ma'h 1.ga n 1.1 [ma·htgat1.] /ba'huganaul [ba"hvga<d>au] 
/ma·bregad1./ [ma·hre<g>at1.] Ima·h1.ganu:/ 
I m~"h 1. ba na I [ma'htbala] Ima·hEgan1.1 
Ima·hEdan1.1 ["ma·hEdal1.] mahogany 
/"bAkanau/ 
('SCalator ["EkskalE \ta] Iska"nautal [ska'nu :ta] 
/"reskaJ u:la 1 /"zskaoa ttl 
/"vstali:tal /"lSkaoAlal 
/sa·IEl.la/ [sa'li:ta] ('SCalator 
engme ["Endz1n] /"b1.od~1.o/ [h1odj1.o] 
rAnd~1.nl (mgim~ ["f:ndztn] 
rnund~anl 
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bridge [b~"l'Edz] /"bErtd~1 ["bErtdz] 
IblF.d?,1 [b~"rEdz) /"bAC'td?,/ ["bAr'tdz) 
Ibmd~1 [brudz] Ibrotll [b~"rDt(s>] 
IbrAd~1 [brAdz] Ipra:tJI ["pr:ets] 
/ba"ra:tft/ [b a"r a:tft t) /brod?,/ [brudz] 
/"ba:rttJ/ ["b:ert 7(s>] bridge /bndz] 
le1Usalnn fda 'tu:s~r~n] Iha' r :J:sa na pI [ha'r:>:sata] 
/d?,a'ri:salam/ [d?,a' Ji:salan] /ba 'CEtZ~n~p/ [ba'd>E'tzanap] 
Id~a'rausalam/ [da'?austan] I b~ , r i: s~ 1 u: b I 
Id~a'ra:sala m/ [d~'a:santn] I s~' ra tSanEt pI [sa'ratsa E1.p] 
/ d?,a' IE tsala m / [da'Jj:st;an] /sa'rauzanaum/ [sa'lauza?an) 
/d~a'l:>:saraml [da'lu:sa~n] Id~'hs~nEtml [da'li:san 7Etm] 
/d~~'rats~r~ml [d~~'atsaran] I da'rEtSanu: ml [da'li:sa ?am] 
j'r:>:sala/ /d?,a 'cauzani: m/ [d~a 'Iauzari:m] 
/ba'rEtdala/ [ba' rE td ta] Id~~'rEtS~lu:ml [da'li:sa 7u: m] 
Ida'r~ud~l~ Id~~'rausal~ml [d~a 'lau sa ja m] 
/da'rausah./ [da '7aus~1 t] Jeru...o;;alem [d?,a 'I u:Sl.ja m] 
glO'l1e [rAb] /"gu:l~fl 
Igltvl [g<rnv] Ig~ "Iat v I 
/gJEf/ m<J>E<V» /ka"Ju:v/ 
/kluv I [k < r>u<v>] Igltvl [g<r>tv] 
/"k:>:l~r/ ["k < r>:>:I~ r] glaDe [g<r>AV] 
digital ["d'tdjat't] 
/"dud~t1~l/ ["dudjtt u] /"d3':Z~t~nl ["da:dat~n] 
/"da:d~tt~l/ ["d:edjtto] l"dEzad~nl 
/"da:dat't/ /"tttJadEln/ ["tt7JadEtn] 
/"du:d~tal ["d~u:djata] /"tud~tdatn/ ["tud~tdat] 
/"budatanl ["budjatan] /"dEd~u~unl ["dEdjtlau] 
/"b:ed1.laJ/ /"d:etJati:l1 ["d:edjati:l) 
/"bE11.tanl /"dttJttanl ["d~t t<i>atant] 
/"sAdttal/ /"dDd~ttanl ["dudjtlan] 
/"tF-dHanl /"d:ed~1.lal/ [ "d:edj'ttal) 
/"duduanl digital 
Phase Three 
mahogany [Endz1.dEndtn] [b<r Iwndz] ["dt d~alo] 
escalatar [da'lu:sara m] (g<r/w>Av] 
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$'l 
l.3ml.l:!.l 1l.3ml~:LI 
neml~<S)3.l OUtpfS3 [:!Ul S )(~3.l f:!U1.~S3./ 
new ld sa. ] IneWl~sa. I Il'fHD llS 1./ 
f:1.3m1.~S1../ f:C mlS'I"a./ 
f:nqe~sz.1 j:-e m1. ~SZ.I 
Idawes:c.l Inewr~sa./ 
l:cqe~:R.1 [nem 1. ~s ~3.l 0UIp[S3 
Imeues:nu,e~p] 1m eres:n.l, ezp 1 11 JesneJ,ep I 
1m elesneJ, e~p I [elpne.l,ep] lelepneJ,epl 
1 m:n reS1. 3.1, e~p 1 [e1. pl. 3.1, e q] ler e p13.1,eql 
1m :!uezneJ,e~p 1 I eues:c .I,] leJes:CJ'/ 
[w:nueSl3J,e~p] Iw :nueS13J,ep I [w elen-eJ, e~p] 1m eJen-eJ,e~pI 
Im1.3Ues:n, ep 1 Ime.lesar.e~pl 
1m n euezneJ, es 1 1m eueS1.3Zp,] 1m eJeS'13r. e~p 1 
[d131eS1.IU, ez] Id1.3UeneJ, ezl Iw eles:-e.1, e~p I 
Iq:n Jes:p,eql [ml. Jesner. e~p] Im1. resn e.l, e~p I 
Id euez1. 3.1, eql [m eres:H, e~p] Imeres:p,e~pl 
Ideues:cJ,e-q/ [weJesnl.e~p] UI.~)ll1Sru:.)1 
[e~:!q,er3q] /e~:!p,ed3q/ 
~"I1..'1(}pold!-P 1l.~:np,eJ1ql 
/se1l.ep, eld3p / [el~:cp,e13qJ /e1: c p,e13ql 
lue~:!p, erdCEp 1 IseJd1.-ep.eld3p] Ised1.1lp, erd3p I 
IJe,. nep, erdaq I [se~:n P. ep q1 p] IseJ~:np,efq1PI 
l ue1:n p,eld2q/ [sel~:cp,eldvp] Ise1:cS, el dv pI 
11. ~1. -el, erd vp I Isel:Rp,erd~pl 
le~:!1, e,q3p I Ise'l"1.3f. epd3p] ISe'l"1.3p, erd3p I 
111'l3p,eldaql [sepl'll~ p, el d 3p] /se1'lep, eld3p / 
[e":Rl,ed~q] le~:Rl. erdCEql [ser:nB.erdap] Ise,.:n p, eJdaPI 
le'l"nep,eqoql [seSJ13, eJd1. p] Slt;.10ptl/d!-p 
OM..L ascqd £S 
monopoly [m~"lupa m1.] ! fa'lu fait! 
Ima'nzpamal Iba'n u: faJtI [ba"J u:fam l) 
!maOntpah! [maOntpant.] !baon:>:balal [baol:>:bala] 
!maOlApala! [maOlApana] ! p a ° d re pa 11. 
Ima"ntpan1.1 [maOntpaJt) !maOdEpaJI ["nE paJa] 
/maOnretah !maOnAfah! [maOIAfalt] 
!maOnltah! [maOlttanl] /maORtpah! [maOltpall] 
rnEpaJtI morlopoly [ma°JupaJ t) 
/"nubalau! 
Phase Three 
Jerusalem I can say that nau.' [ma olD ta 1 t] ["£7tsttmau] 
[d1.pla'daukalas] 
55 Phase Two 
gltwe [gJAb] /"gu:Jaf I 
!gh.v! !gaOlalv! 
IgJEf I Ita'Ju:vl 
ItIuvl Ighvl 
rk.:> :lafl glooe 
pentagon ['pEDnagan) /'hEDltkal ('hEndt-ka) 
I' pAn laganl ['pAndagan) /' fren ta k II 
I'p:entaganl [, p:e ndaga n] /'pu:t lk.al 
/'ptndagan /'p:>: latanl ['p:>:tan) 
/'puDlakan/ ['pnnlagan) /,p-:entakt/ 
/"pAgtadan/ ["pEggadan] /"pEltlgan/ 
/"ptntadanl /,pAntaganl 
/'hutlkal pentagon [' pAn dagan] 
aspidistra lues k.a' d t sa] I Aspa'da:tral [Aspa'd~a:t<pa] 
IE spa' d-:eSlr1./ [Eska 'd~Zsrl] hes pa' d:J: In./ [zspa'd!:>:t<r>t.] 
I AS pa 'dnstral [Assa'dnsra] Inspa'dEtSlt.1 [nspa'd?;El.S<f>t.] 
IEspa'dAspral [Es<r>a 'dAS< pa] l:epa 'd:est<r HI [tpa'd:esra] 
luspa'd?;Estal [uspa'd?;Es<t>a] 11.5 t.' dES tr t.1 [ut. 'dES<r>l] 
l1.spa 'butn./ [1.Spa'btswi] I Aspa'dns tral [AS pa 'd~us<r>a] 
/ Asta'dEstra/ [Asta' dES< r>a] asr,idistra [:es pa' d?;t s< pa] 
Itspa'dAsal 
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arcm.'(rpkrix [a: 'ki:op ta n.s] /a:'kAptarret/ [a:'krAptarre] 
l£,l,k 1, 'a!plarl,ksl [£. tk 1. ';etan.s] I£. 1, 'ka!ptar1.kl 
I u: k t.' EptarE ks/ / u: 't t.ptar t.tl 
I aut t ' A pta r t. t s / [au t t' A ptar 1.8] I i:'tEptarotl [i:'kEptarot] 
lat.tl, 'Aptarl,ksl [a 1.l1. 'A P tar1.S] la:'kAptan:tsl [a: 'kAptar£.s] 
/:>: pt.' Eptart.ks/ [:>: pt' Eptart.s] / at.k1. 'reptac Dtsl [a 1.t t'reptacos] 
I a t t 1. 'rek ta ro ks I [a tt t 'rek ta co s] I:>: t t 'Epta CEkl 
lu:k t 'a!plal [u:<k>l, 'repta] li:k 1. 'A ptar 1.8 I 
I :> : t t. ' n t p ta I [u: t 1.' drepta] I aut.1. '0 ptacE sl 
/,tuptacEsI I a1.t 1.'re ptacEtsl [att t.'reptacEs] 
lu:'kEptarul an~heopterix [a:' ki: up lan.s] 
spaghetti [ba ·stE 71.] I pa 'k Atal 
Ispa'gutal [ba'stuta] /sa'kuttl 
Ispa'ga!t1.1 [ba 'sk;et 1.] Isa'kEtal 
ISka'bt.tal ['skptta] Ifa'kmttl [fa's krett] 
Ita'sprett.l / fa' kHal 
Ispa 'b t.tal [ba 'sp l.la] Ipa'gotl./ 
Ista'gAtt.1 [ba 's kAtt] /ba'ga:tal 
Iba'sk t.tal Ispa'gu:d1.1 [ba'ku:d1.] 
Iba'.Ie: u:n 1.1 Ispa'ga!dal [ba 's.le: ;eda] 
11.a'k:>:nal /spa'gutal ['skuta] 
Iba 'gEt.dal 517agm.'1ti 
Ipa'gaudt.l 
Je:rusalem ['d~u:s1.a m] Iha'r:>:sanapl 
Id~a'ci:salaml [d~a'ri:saam] Iha 'C'Et.zana pI 
Id~a'rausalaml [d~a'rau:S1.m] Iha 'ri:sal u:bl 
Id~a'C'a:sala m I za 'ra 1.SanE1. pI ['Ca1.SanE1.p] 
Id~a'IEtsalaml [d~a·i:sa1.m] Isa'rau1.anauml ['raU1.anau m] 
I d~a' 1:>: saC'a m I [d~a'rDsa<r>an] I da'h.saDE1.ml 
Id~a'C'a1.Sara ml [d~a'ra1.:sam] Ida'C'E1.Sanu: ml 
/'r:>:8alal / d~a 'rau1.ani: ml 
Iha'rEt.daJal I d~a 'rE 1.5aJ u: m I [d~a'rEt.sanu:m] 
Ida'raudalal I d~a 'rausala ml 
Ida'rausahl Jemsalem [d~a 'l u:sara m] 
digital ["dtd~30] /"dudtt;,nl 
/"dud~1.taJI rdud~ad~o ) j"dzz;,tanl 
/"dzd~tt3l/ [dzdjtdo] /" dE 1..;, d;, nl 
/"da:d;,tt/ /"ttq;,dEtn/ ["t t ?l;,dEtn] 
/"du:datal rdu:d;,da) j"dEd~1.taunl rdEd~t.tau) 
/"hud;,t;,nl ["hudad;,n] /"dztlati:l/ 
/"hzdttall ["hZdtdo] /"dt tlt tanl ["d~ttJ3tant] 
/"hEtt.tanl j"dud~t.tanl 
/"sAduall ["sAdtdo] j"dzd~tt3l/ ["dzd~ttfo] 
/"tEdttanl digital ["d td~ttJo] 
Phase Three 
gleme ["SptEtt] [a:t t'upt31' ts] [d~a·ru:s;,m] 
pentagotl [ees p t' d ts<r/w>a) rdtd~ltfo ) 
56 Phase Two 
Geromino [d~a'ru m t.nau) 1 S t.ra' n u:p tl [s1..rana'mu:pt.) 
I d~a'rtnt mEtl l1..ura' da: mal 
Id~a'rAntm:J:I /1..zr;,' d:J: m tl 
Id~a'rEnami:1 Izt.ra 'naumal 
Id~a'm~ntmatl [d~a'r~ntmat] Id~Er3'nu:mtl [d~ErEna 'nu: m t] 
Id~a'rtnanaul [d~3'rtnanau] Id~ura'nu:mal [d~3r1)n3'nu:wa] 
/,rAnamu:1 1 d~a 'ru:napt.1 
Iha 'rz nab a:1 [ha 'rzn;, ma:] I d~3 'ra: ntbaul 
Iha'rtnt mEtl 1 d~3'r:J:d3m 1.1 
Id~a 'Jcenamaul [da 'rzna mau) 1 d~a 'rEd t.ma 1 
I d;, 'rEn;, ma t/ Id~a'ru:ntmat 1 
ISUl'da:bt/ [sErt'ba:bt] Id~a'rtntmEtl 
Geromino 
magnet ['meegantt] /"hug nttl 
/"mugnttl /"wtgn1.t1 
/"mAdnutl ["mAgnut) j"mEgntsl 
/"mAgnt.pl /"mugnttl 
/"mtgnttl magnet 
/"hAtnll 
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arche{rptl'rix [a :ka: 'ropta m 1.5] la:'kAptar:et.1 
IELk t 'replartk s/ [Etk t ':epla m ts] IEL 'kreptartk/ 
/u: k1.' Eptanks/ [U:kt'E?k.amts] Iu: 'k tptart.t/ [u:' k t.p ta ("1, k] 
I auk t. ' A pta I' t. k s I [aulct.' A?ka m u] h:' icE ptarotl [i:'kEptarolc] 
/ a"ltL' Aptart.ks/ [a"ltt.'Aptam LS] /a:'kAptan: tsl [a: 'kAptan:k:s) 
/:l: pt.' Eptart. ks/ [:l: Ic < r> t. 'E?ta m ts] / atk t 'reptarotsl [atlct':e?taro] 
I at. k t ':ek ta ro ks/ [atkt':ektaros] /:l: k t 'EP ta rEk/ [:l: 'k E ptarEk] 
/ u:kt 'repta I /i:Jn.' Aptarts/ 
/ :l: k 1. ' n t. p ta / [:1: k t 'tpta] /auk. t 'optarEsl 
l'koptarEs/ I at k t ':e pta r E k. s I [atk t':eptarES] 
/u:kt 'Epta<r> ts/ an~he(Jpterix [a:' ki :op lart.s] 
aspidistra [res?a'drt?pta] /Epa'dosta/ [E sta' d osta] 
IEspa'd:estnl [ESta'd:es prt] Irespa'd:1:trtl [res pa' d !):t< rn] 
/ Aspa' dostra/ [Asta'dosta] /ospa'dl:lstt/ [ospa'dE1.St<rw>t.] 
/Espa'dAspra/ [E sta' d AS pal /repa'd:estrt.1 [repa'drest<rH] 
/ospa 'd~Esta/ [osta'd~Esta] Itst'dEstrt/ [tst'drEStt.] 
/t.spa 'bt.Slrt/ Its pa' d 1.S ti] / Aspa'dostra/ [A sta' dosta] 
/ Asta 'dEstra/ [Asta'drEsta] tlSf.ndistra [:espa'd tsta] 
/tspa'dAsa/ 
diplodocus [d tpda 'lEukas] Ihrepla 'ta: kal [hrek< 1>a 'ta:k.a] 
/ dopJa 'd u:.k:asl [dopJa'du:tas] /hrepJa'dEtkt/ [h <e.k: <J >a' dEl . .k: t.] 
I dEpJa' datkas/ [dEpJa' da t.k: Jas] /t1.pJa't:l:.k:a/ [t 1..k: < 1>a' t:l:k a] 
I d Apia' dEt.kasl [dApta'dnsas] /dEbla'ti:k.al [dE<g> la 'ti: t.a] 
/ d<epJa' da:tas/ /dApJa'tatkt/ [dA.k:<J>a 'tatk t 
/ dApJa 'g:l:.k:asl [dApJa'd!l:.k:as) /hrepJa'd u:kan/ [h<ek<J>a'd u:.k:an] 
I d t. b la ' d u: kla s / [d t. pia' du:k las] IhopLa'dau kat! [hok< 1>a 'daut.al] 
/dEpla'da1.pas/ [dEpla' da t.plas] / drepla 'di:kan/ [d:ek < I>a' di :.k:an] 
/hEJa'd:l:.k:a/ [hE<J>a'd:l: ta] / dApJa' d!):tat/ [d Ak < l>a' d !l:.k: la 1) 
Ihtla'du:ktl I d£pLa'datkas/ [dEkla'datklas] 
/hEpa'di:ka/ [h E.k: a 'd i:.k:a] diplodocu,l;; [d lot <l>a' daukas) 
/h oba' dauka/ [h 0 .k: a ' d a u.k: a] 
Phase Three 
Geronimo Jerusalem [respa 'd tssa] [a:k t'optar LS) 
magnet [d l.p La' d£ut las] 
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57 Phase Two 
digital ["d td~t<n )u] /"d;ezatan / 
rdud~ual/ ["dud~ttfo] /"dEzadan/ 
rd;ed~ttal/ r da:d~t tfo] /"htJadEtn/ 
rda:datt/ /"tud~tdatn/ 
rdu:data/ /"dEd~ttaun/ 
rhudatan/ /"da:tJati:l! 
rha!dttaJ/ /"dttfttan/ ["d ttJttJanJ 
rh£.t t tan/ /"dud~ttan/ ["dud~ttJan] 
/"sAdttal/ /"d;ed~ttal/ rda:d~ttJo] 
rtEdttan/ digital 
/"dudttan/ 
spaghetti [ba"sk£.tt] !pa'kAta/ 
/spa'guta! ['skuta] /sa'tutt! chaos 
/spa'ga':t't/ [s pa' da':k 1.] /sa 'kEtal chaos 
/ska'btta/ /fa'k:ett/ [fa'sk:ett] 
/ka'sp:ett/ /fa'k t tal ['sktta] 
/spa 'b tta/ [ba 'sp t.ta] /pa'guu/ [pa 'guk 1.] 
/ska'gAtt/ [sa 'gA ttl /ba'ga:la/ 
/ba 'sk ttal I spa 'gu:dtl 
/ba'ku:nt/ Is pa 'ga':da / [ba 'g ;ega] 
/za'k:l:nal [ska' k:l:na] /spa'guta/ 
Iba'gEtdal t.1Jaghetti lba ·SkEtt] 
Ipa'gaudt/ 
calculator [' k :etta 1 E tta] /hulka'nauda/ 
I' k utkj UlE 11al ['kuttalEtta] Ih ltkj u 'Ii:t t/ 
/' k Elk i uh ta / ['k:a:ltaJE1.taJ /'hAlkaht/ 
/'k t! k j uJ a:ka/ [' k tH i ula: taJ /' k:egk:an at tl 
/' ka:Ualauta/ ['k;eUalEtta] l'kAtkalaul 
/'k;entana:ta/ /' k: ulk ad tt tl 
/' k: El tala t/ /h tlka 'na utal 
/' k a:gka n:l:1 [, ka:ntan:l:] /'hAtkalEtal 
/'hAgkani:la/ /ku.tka'lauta/ 
Ih:l:ka 'n u:t tl calculator 
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at,lridistra [resta 'bt ssa] !Epa'dosta! 
/Espa'd2strt! [Espa'd2st1.] / Aspa'da:lr1./ quiet 
/ Aspa'dostra/ [Aspa'dossa] !respa'd':1:trt! [res pa' d ':1:t< ra] 
/ESpa'dAspra! [f:S pa' d A sa] !ospa'df:lStt] 
/ospa 'd~Esta/ [opa'dEsa] ! ;epa' d;es lr t/ [;epa'd~s<r>t] 
/tspa 'btstrt/ [ts pa 'b 1.S< r> i] !lst'dEstn! [tst'drES<pt] 
/ Asta 'dEsiral [Asa'df:s<r>a] ! Aspa'dostra/ [Aspa'd~osta] 
/tSpa'dAsal aspidi..;;tra [respa'dusja] 
magnet ('m;egantt] /"hognttl 
/"mogn1.tl /"Wtg n ttl 
/"mAdnot! /"mEgnul 
j"mAgntpl /"mognlt/ 
/"m tgntk.1 magnet [, mregan ttl 
/"hAtnl! ["hAtan t 
hippopotlll1UL.t:; [h lta'po?a mas] Ihnfa'bu:ta/ [hofa'bu:pa] 
Ihopa 'pEta mas! [hota 'popa mas] IhEfa'pttamasl [bEta'pttamas] 
Ih;epa' ptta masl [h2pa' pota mas] !hnfa'podamll [ho fa' popa m l] 
/hopa'popamas/ [h tpa 'popamas) /h;epa'b2tama/ [hrepa 'b;epa ma] 
Ihreta' p;eta masl [h;eta 'prepa mas] Ih l.pa' pu:ta m tl 
!'pAtamas! IhApa'pAdamat/ [hApa'pApaman] 
Iha'btdama/ /hopa'pa: ta matI [h opa' pa:pani) 
Ima'pEdamt! [ma' pEdapi:] IhEpa 'pEta manl [hE pa' pEpa man] 
Ima'bredamasl Ihrepa' pt.ta masl [hrepa 'pl.pa mas] 
/ma'pa:tamt/ ('pa:pami:) hippopotamus [htpa'pnpamas) 
!hu: rna 'bEtta/ [hu: ma'bEtpa] 
asbestos [;e na ' bE S t 0 s] !Ez'ba:tau/ ['b a:tau] 
IEz'bAslas/ [Ez'bAsmof] /al..'b\.Sl':1:/ 
I Az'buShsl IEZ'bfBSh! 
Itz'bfBstofl I a:'bost ttl 
/Ez'dtstos/ / Az'btsttl/ 
/f:z'da:taul Iuz'btsttsl 
lat'dontas/ !Ez'bAst os/ [E:'bASiU] 
tau' do stasI ~"i~ [re:'bES1Uf) 
lat'bEttu:1 
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diplodocus [d1.pa'daukas] Ihuba 'dau kal 
IdupJa 'd u:kasl [dupa'du:kas] I h;epJa' ta:kal [hzpa'ta:ka] 
I dEpla' da1.kasl [dEpa 'd a 1.kas] Ihup la 'd E1.k tl [hupa'dE1.k1.] 
I d ApIa' dE1.kasl chaos Ittpla't:>:kal [ttpa't:>:ka] 
I dzpla' da:tasl [dzpa'da:sas] I dE bla' ti: tal [dEba'ti:ka] 
I d AP la 'g:>: ka sl [dApa'd:>:kas] I d ApIa 'ta 1. k 1.1 [d A pa 'ta 1.k1.] 
I d 1. b la' du:klasl [d 1.ba' d u :gas] Ihzpla'd u:kanl [hzpa'du:kan] 
I dEpJa' da1.pasl [dEpa'dat.pas] Ihupla'dauta1/ [hupa'daukal] 
Ihf:la'd:>:kal Id~pla'di:kanl [d;;epa'di:k.an] 
Ihtla'du:ktl I dEpla 'da1.kasl [dEpa'dat.kas] 
IhEpa'di:kal [hEpa 'd u:ki] diplodocu.;;. 
Phase Three 
t,paghetti calculator [~s pa 'd 1.SS< pia] digital chaos 
a..o;;be:,-tos [h l.pa 'pupamas] 
58 Phase Two 
asbestos [;;ez 'b Est up] IEZ 'b a:tau 
IEz'bAstasl [Ez'bAstuf] /I,z'ba:tau 
IAZ'bust \.SI (Az'bustt<sf>] IEz'b;;est1. 
lu'b;;estufl I a:'bustt.tl [a:'bus11.?] 
IEZ'dtstusl [Ez'd \.Stuf] IAZ'but1.t1 [AZ 'b t.sn \.k] 
IEz'da:taul luz'b \.Sl tsl [uz' b \.zn 1.8] 
la1. 'duntasl IEZ'bAstusl [Ez'bAst uf] 
lau'duslasl asbt~-t{~ [;;ez'bEstuf] 
la1. 'bEt.tU:1 
hippopotamu...;; [htta'pulamas] Ihu<f>a 'b u:tal 
Ihupa'pEta masl [huta' pEta ma s] IhEfa'pt.la mal 
Ih;;epa' ptla masl [h;;ett 'p 1.ta mas] Ihufa'pudam1.1 
Ihupa'pupamasl [huta'putamas ] Ih;;epa 'breta matI [h;;eta 'b;;eta ma] 
Ih;;eta' p;;eta masl Ih1.pa'pu:lam 1.1 [h 1. ta 'pu:ta m t] 
/,pAtamasl IhApa'pAdamatl [hAla 'pAdamat] 
Iha'bt.damal [h a ' b t n a m a] Ihupa'pa:tamatl [huta'pa:tamat] 
Ima'pEdamtl IhEpa 'pEla manl [hEta'pEtamam] 
I ma'b;;eda masl Ih;;epa' ptta masl [h;;eta' p1.ta mas] 
Ima'pa:tamtl hippopotmnus [h l.ta 'puta mas] 
Ihu:ma'bnlal 
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£9Z 
le~nep.eqaql 
StLJOpold!P / e1:~ p, ed3q/ 
[se)( llrp, el)(3p] ISe11B p,el d3 pl /11: n p, ell q/ 
Ile)f:cp.erdvp I [e)f:cp.er3q] le)f:cp. eJ3ql 
[ue)(:~p,eI1~p] lue)(:~p,eld~p/ [se11B p,eld3p] Ised1Bp,eld3p/ 
/le1 fle p,el daql [seld:np,elq1p] /sel )(:np, el q1p / 
[ue)f:np. e<J>d~q] lue)f:n p, erd~ql [sed:cS, erdvp] Ise)f:c8, erdvpl 
/l)( lBl,eldv p/ [ se)(:Bp,eldOEp] /sel:Bp, eldOEpl 
/e)(:n,eIQ3p/ [SOlnp /se)(13p,eldvp/ 
le)f:cl,erd '111 [ser)fTep, eJd3p] ISe)f'1Bp, eJd3p I 
['1)(13p,eq>daq] 11113P, eldaq/ [sel)(:np,eld ap] /se1:n p,eldap/ 
[e)(:Bl, eq >d~q] le)(:el, eld~ql [sel)(n ep, el d '1 p] StLJOpold!P 
ul3f~'1WJ ['1 res:n.l, ep] I'1Jesne.l,epl 
Imelesne.l,e~P/ [elepneJ, e~p] lelepneJ,epl 
1m :nleSl3J,e~p I lelep13J,eql 
[:nmen3J,e~p] Im:nuen3.J,e~pl [uem es 'llU , e~p] 1m e.Jen '1.1, e~p I 
1m 13U eSll, ep I 1m eJeso.l. e~p I 
ImneUeZfleJ,esl [m eJeS131. e~p] 1m eleSl31, e~p I 
soeq:> Id13UeS1.1U, ez/ [uem es :'1.1, e~p] 1m eres:'I.J, e~p I 
Iq:nles:p,eql [m 1 m es: neJ,e~p] 1m eles ne.J, e~p I 
IdeueZ13J,eq/ [meues:p,e~p] 1m eles:p,e~p I 
[deres :C.l, eq] Ideues:c.J,eq/ [ue'1s:nJ.e~p] UI3f1:1SIUJ f 
<Jt!OIE /J el :C)(.! 
IAlISI IAal)(1 
IA:nr.e)f/ /J3J 81 
IAlul.eSI I Al l81 
IJeFnS.I [qvlSj <JiWIE 
lu:nSelad,1 
.mE.u~Epnq /pne8ep3d./ 
Ine8lJe~p3q,1 Ine1'1l:ed.1 
'1Sau,e~p'1q/ ['Uq:! fe~p~q,] 1'1 Uql Je~p~q./ 
11)(:p,e~p3ql IP1381Je~paq./ 
113)(11e~p~q./ Ine81Je~p3q./ 
['1rne)f'lrepad.] Irne )f'1rpad./ I <p > :c81.JeZ'l q./ 
IU13)('1 J10Ed./ [p:e81Jepzvq,] .mE.wEpnq 
t9l 
lilO£iouoUl liU11S0l(t1Ul 
aallU ,*,1?l.Jd 
Ineu e'8. v"Q./ 
1iU1J&npnll /1.Uep3Q.em/ 
IlueS3q.em l leueqlq.eml 
1:0 u eSl "Q. em I 11 P eS<Eq. em I 
IJleue8OQ.eql /lue81lr. em / 
t cue '8. 3 q.eql IlueS3Q.em l 
11 eueSoq./ [lueSoq.) 1r~Ul1SOlfVUl 
1i,0t/oU{lUl 
I 1Iedlu.em l 111ed 3U'/ 
111eJ VU. em I 111ellu.eml 
/ered3P. em / 11. re)J<Eu. em I 
1'1 ed <EP. ed I l,ued,u.eml 
leleq:cu.eql /eJedvl.em I 
11 reJ:nu.eq/ lered<Eu.em/ 
11 J eJ ol.eJI 11ledlu.eml 
Ine1 eqa u./ [lledQu,J IrJOcioUOUI 
o.MJ. <lSClJd 6S 
[:eS1<ltt./ J>eqv q.J ou,!uoJ:cJ~ u4i1J11Sn4i1[ 
[eplne!] [s em elo d. ell q] ~/S<1qslJ S1t.1(lpoldJp 
aallU <lSCl.Jd 
/e~puvs/ 
[ep.flleL] k1!PIOS [l~p u3h] /1c;.P U3l/ 
/e~Plllesl [ec;.puoc;.p] /ec;.puoPI 
[ep.fl <f >] /ec;.Pf1.s/ [epfvn /epf vs / 
[et:nn lec;.p:nf! [lp U n /lc;.P13S / 
[lc;.pn<s>] Ilc;.pnsl /ep:of! 
[e~Pf3h ] /e~Pf31/ [ep.f1<s>] /e~PflS/ 
[l~Pllc;.p] 11c;.Pl1P/ [ep.f Ile L] J:c1!PIOS 
S9Z 
[ellU3-q.] le~llU3-q./ 
[Uel lU3dJ UOSvlwd [el.l:C q ,] le'IP1:cq./ 
[uell uvd ,] /ueSeluvd./ [uellUl dJ luelelUl d.l 
[u el.l1. 3d.] lu e31.11.3d.l [uel. ~livd.1 luepe~livd./ 
[1. )(el uOEd./ [u eoq u ad,] /ue)(eluad./ 
[ue11:cd] lue JJel:c d./ [u:epu1.d,] lueSepuld./ 
le11.1:nd ./ [u eelu :Bd.] lue3e lU:Bd./ 
Il. )(eluvq./ [uelluvd.l lu eSel uvd.l 
[enul.W,] le)(l.lUl.W'/ [uellUl dJ lu eSel U1 d./ 
1l.~elUZJ./ [u e1.1U 3d. uo8Vl1i;Jd 
IUe)(elzq./ 
[ u el. p : ~ :lJ ,] tWS!p.lV~" 11. )(ep'l ~ q./ 
[uelp:l~.] lue3ep:l~.1 /le1 1l ne-q./ 
lueS1.p:nq,1 Hl11 3q,] 1l.:lJ e113q./ 
I1.Sep:cq,1 [ u el. p 1.1'nr.] luepepl. V:lJ./ 
Ilne31.p ne1.1 [uelp13 1.] lue8e81.3~./ 
IUl.3 )(ep:n)(./ [u el p : n :lJ .] lueSep:nJJ'/ 
le:lJepT)(,1 [uel.p:Z:lJ,] lueSep:OEJJ,1 
111el:n~.1 [uel.p:PI.] lue8ep:rYt'/ 
Ire)('lpneq./ [u el p : V )( .] tws,tP.lV:J 
OM.l. <Jsuqd lIS 
[me.lesneJ.e~p] 
<J<Jl\fl. <Jseqd 
[m e.les:n.l, e~p] Ul31lJ!;.'1W/ [l.leSn eJ. ep] l1.resne.l.ePI 
[m e.lesner. e~p] 1m eresne.l, e~p I [e.lepne.l, ep] lerepneJ.ePI 
Im:nleS13.J.e~p I [elp13J.eq] lelepl.3.J.e-q1 
1m :!uezneJ, e~p I ler es :CJ '/ 
Im:n uesl. 3J, ep I /meJeS11!J,e~PI 
1m l.3Ues:n. ep I Iwe.JeS:C1.e~PI 
ImneuezneJ,esl [meJes:H,e~p] /meres13J.e~PI 
Id l.3UeSl. V.I, es I [m e.les:e J. e~p] / meres:e.l, e~p I 
[q:nqes:n,e-q] Iq:nles:p,e-ql [u em esnel. e~p] IWllesne.J.e~pl 
Ideuez13.1, eql [uem es:!r, e~p] Iweres:p,e~PI 
[de.l es:cu, eq] Ideues:CJ,eql [m e<f>es:n < .I>e~p] Ul31lJSnt3j 
OMl. asuqd OIS 
spaghdti [b a ° s k E 7 t] Ipa'kAtal 
/spa'gnta/ [, skn?a] /sa'knt'L/ 
Is pa 'ga!!t'L1 ["SkE't cae] Isa'kEtal chaos 
Iska'btta/ ["skE?a cae] I fa' ka!!ttl refusal 
/1<a'spa!!t1./ [' spa!!k 1.) I fa' 1<1.ta/ [pa 'k ua] 
/spa'b tta/ ['s p1.ta] Ipa'gutt/ 
/ska'gAt'L1 ["SkEtt] Ipa'gutt/ 
/ba 'sk Ha / /pa'gutL/ 
Iba'ku:ntl /spa'gu:dt/ [,s ku:d t] 
Iza 'k:>: na/ Ispa'g:E!dal ["skE?a cae] 
/pa'gELda/ [pa '<g>E1.da] /spa'guta/ ['psk u?a] 
/pa'gaudt/ &1'aghdti ["PSkEt t] 
Germlimo ['d~Dm t.nau] /s1.ra'ou:pt/ [sua' m u:p1.] 
/d~a'rtntmEt/ ['d~tmmn] /zura'da:ma/ [z n r a ' d a: r a] 
/d~a'rAntm:>:/ ['d~A mt:>:] I z:J':ra' d:>: m t/ 
/d~a'n~nami:/ ['d~E maoi:] /ztra'nauma/ 
/ d~a' m:J':n t ma t/ ['d~:J':mamat] I d~Era' nu: m t/ [d~E< r>a' nau m t] 
/d~a'rtnanau/ [, d~tna maul Id~Dra'nu:mal [d~D (r>a' flU: mal 
/'r Aoam u:/ [,rAmamu:] / d~a 'ru:nap1./ ['d~u:napt.] 
/ha 'r:J': nab a:/ ['r:E!naba:] /d~a'r:>:damt/ [d~a'mu: mt] 
/ha'rtnlmEt/ ['rtnamEl] /d~a'rEdlma/ ['d~rEmlma] 
/da'l:J':namau/ ['d:J':lamau] /d~a'ru:ntmat/ ['d~u:<n>1.m at] 
/da'rEnamatl ['d~Enama1.] Id~a'r1.ntmEtl ['d~(r>tnlmE1.] 
/sErt'da:bt/ [SEr 1. 'b a:r t] Gt.'T011imO ['d~Dntmau] 
monopoly [ma'bnpalt.] /fa°lnfaltl ["fDfalt] 
/ maon lpaltl Ibaonu:falt/ [<b>aonu: fait] 
/ ma 'oa!!pa la/ /ba '0 :>:baJa/ [ bao<n>!):baba] 
/maolApalal ["nApala] / pa °d:E! pa 1 t/ ["d:J':palt] 
Imaont-pantl [ma'ntpalt] /maodEpala/ ["dEpala] 
/ma'n~kal t/ [ma '<1>~kal t] / ma 'OA fah/ rmAfah] 
/maOnttalt/ [maOlttant] /maonlpalt/ [Ont-palt] 
/"nEpalt/ moml1,oly ["mnpalt] 
/'onbalau/ 
Phase Three 
spaghetti rpf:ot t30] ['ka:dtan] 
['d~nm t.nau] l"mnpalt] 
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L97.. 
IiqtnUl1f] /em-l1 neq./ 
/lqeU:cq./ [lqem:cq.] /lqeU:cq./ 
/13qeU:!q./ /lpeu3q./ 
/ldeuned./ [emlm1Bq.] /em1ulBq./ 
/lJeU13d./ [lde<U>13Q.] /lqeU'l3q./ 
/lWeU1BJ'/ [ede<u>:nQ.] /eqeu:nq./ 
[1 p eq :nlA.] 11mep:nlA'/ [1 qeq:BQ.] !iqlJlLWg 
d :03'1 Pleqa3.] J[OOE!lr')lqqoE tn 3'1 P eQa 11./ 
l)Jnelhpf e qvS./ [11h reqO£q.] /)J11h re Qa:q./ 
[dO£ )Jl1.fed a:S.] I".lOE 'Ill reda:S./ / )JOESl peQl q./ 
[d '13'1 P feq311.] /)J'11h Pfeq311./ In33'1 pfeqv 8./ 
['1 B)J'1 reqalA.] I'1B)J11fe qalA./ /d:n 3'1 p feqO£S./ 
[neSl peqllA.] Inelh pfeqllA./ /Jfa:lhPfeS1S./ 
[131 1<p>eqv8.] /1311peqv8.j [All\\OlS daqlPleq3S.] /)JaqlPleq38./ 
t f)Jl ueq as./ I Jf neSl P feqvS./ 
/=C81 req3S,/ /)JaS1Pf e qlS./ 
/ne111 eql1./ [d: n811eqa8,] JIOoE!p<JlqqoE 
Is:cm.eJJf/ 
SVUllSJ.110 ISeWaJJ1'/ 
III ms V J)J./ arqrpmm! ISlmSaJ'f./ 
[lS1m.e<J>'f] /lS1.m.eJJf/ [SemSl<J>'f.] SVUIJ.-~lO 
[1 JeSn er. ep] 11reSneJ.ep/ 
[memes:nJ. e~p] Ul31m:."'nl.3 / [eq>epner. e~p] /erepneJ,ep/ 
[uew esnel, e~p] /meleSneJ,e~P/ /elep13J,ell/ 
[uemeS13J. e~p] / m:n leS13J. e~p / leres:c J./ 
[m :!uezneu, e~p] 1m :!uezneJ. e~p I [uemen 31. e~p] /meJeS13J.e~PI 
[uew eS131. ep] 1m :nueS13J.ep/ /meJes:C1,e~P/ 
/13ues:H.epl [m13ues:H. ep] / mereS1.3r.e~P/ 
[d'13UeSl B.I, ez] luemes:Br. e~p I 1m ereS:B J, e~p / 
<IN!pm?U! /q:o les:p. ell/ [w lues:neu. e~p] /meleSneJ.e~P/ 
[deuez'l3q.] IdeueZ13J, eql [meJes:~r.e~p] /meres:p,e~P/ 
Ideues:c.I,eql [ueJes:n I. e~p] Ul31VS1UJ/ 
[Ji.. 0 &.] /hJ3lft...1 
q;JJl102 [f~31ft...J Ih 3 1ft...1 
[J~uv la.] IhuvlO..1 [J~OA\.J q:1]VOl 
OM.L <lst?l{d lIS 
eskimo ["E<s>ktm~lI] ra:k~b:>:/ 
/"uskt.mau/ ["u<s>ktmau] r:.l:samup/ 
r;esktma:/ [";ekslma:] r;eskab u:/ [";eks tb u:] 
rukstm:>:/ rAsk t mEt:/ ["A?kstmEt :] 
rtsttmat/ ["t?stmat] /"uskl.mau/ ["o?kslmau] 
rEsk tni:/ ["E?k.stni :] eskimo rEilkst m~u] 
ri:klmEt/ 
Phase Three 
Barnaby [kw1.Sm~s] ["E?Jcslmau] 
[d~a'lu:salam] [gobaltgu:p] 
513 Phase Two 
eskimo ["Ekstmau] /"a:kab:>:/ 
/"usklmau/ /":J : sa m u p / 
/";esktma:/ ["f:kSl maul /";eskabu:/ 
rukst.m:.l:/ ["f:k Stmau] /"AsktmEt:/ 
/"tsltmat/ /"usklm:JU/ 
/"Esktni:/ ('Skimo 
/"i :klmEt.1 
a...'ibestos (;ez'bEstuf] /f:z'ba:tau/ 
If:z 'bAstnsl [f:Z'bA s tn<s>] lat 'b l.St:.l:/ 
/ Az'bust LS/ 1 EZ 'b;est t 1 
/u'b;estuf/ /a:'bust ttl 
hZ'dtstns/ [f:z'd lSt u<s>] / AZ'btstu/ 
hz'da:tau/ /UZ'blsttS/ 
/at'dDntas/ /Ez'bAst us/ 
lau'dDstas/ asbest(~ 
/al'bEttU:/ 
mahogany ('hugant] /"h ugana t/ 
/ma"hf:gant/ /ba"hf:kan:> :/ 
/ma"btgant/ /ba"bugana u 1 
1 rna "b;egad tl /ma"b tgan u:1 
/ma"htban~/ /ma"hEgant/ 
/m~"hEdantl maJlOgany 
/"hAJcanaul 
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Phase Three 
eskimo 
asbest(}S 
S 14 Phase Two 
Genmimo 
Id~a'n.n\.mE\.1 
Id~a'rAntm:J:1 
I d~a 'rEna m i:1 
Id~a'm;eD1..mall 
Id?,a'rtnanaul 
/,rAnam u:1 
Iha 'r;eDab a:1 
Iha'rtntmEtl 
Ida'J;enamaul 
Ida'rEnama1.1 
I n.n· d a:b tl 
gobbledigoolc 
/,g 1.batd 1.gukl 
mahogany 
[d?,a' <r)u 0 1.< m >a u] 
[d?,a' m 1.Da mEt) 
[, d?,An t m :J:] 
[d?,a' mana matI 
[d?,a' m tnanau] 
[da'm.enamau] 
['gnb ah.gu :k] 
['g 1.b a l1.g n t] 
/'gAbatd 1.gau.le:l ['gA ba dtgauk] 
/,gEbatdlbu.le:1 
/,g1.gatd tg~kl ['gldatdtg~k] 
/,g;ebatd 1.g u:pl ('goebaJ 19 u : p] 
/,gAbatdtgEltl 
/' h tbad tg;ekl 
/'h;ebah.gt.le: I 
/' hnbad tg u:1 
hippopotamu...:; 
[' gA baJ 1.gE1...Ie:) 
[, h tbad 1.g~ p] 
[h 1.ta' pn ta rna s] 
Ihnpa 'pEta masl [hnta' pEta mas] 
Ih;epa' pHa masl 
Ihnpa'pnpamasl 
IhA ta 'p;eta masl 
/,pAtamasl 
Iha 'b 1.damal 
I ma'pEdam 1.1 
Ima'b~damasl 
Ima 'pa:tam 1.1 
Ih u: mOl 'bE1.tal 
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IS1.ra'nu :ptl 
Izora ' da :mal 
Iz;era'd:J:m tl 
IZ1.ra'naumal 
Id?,Era'nu:m1.1 
Id?,ura ' nu: mal 
I d?,a 'ru:na p tl 
I d?,a 'ra:o lbaul 
I d?,a' r:J: da m tl 
[d?,a '< r> u:na p 1.] 
[d?,a '<r> a:n lbau] 
[d?~)rEdtma] 
I d?,a 'r u:n 1.m a 1.1 [d?a '<r> u:n l.m a l.] 
I d?,a 'n.n \. m E 1.1 [d?,a' <r >1.n \. m E1.) 
Gt.~vnimo 
/,lnbah..kaul 
/,gEbal1.g:> :1 
I'gn ban 1..Ie: i :1 
l'gAbad1..le:Etl 
I'wtbatd tgaul ['w1.baltgau] 
I'wubal t t.le a 1.1 
/' hE bat d 1.g 1..le:1 [' hEba I d 1.g 1.p] 
/,g;epatt1.t~tl ['goepall.k~t] 
/,gAbatd 1.gau.le:1 ['gAbal tgauk] 
l'gubaJd1.gu:.le:1 ['gubahgu:k] 
Ihofa'b u:tal 
Ihufa 'p1.ta mal 
IhDra'poda mtl 
Ih;epa 'b;eta mal 
Ih1.pa'pu :tam 1.1 [h1.la ' pu:tam1.] 
IhApa'pAdamatl [hAta'pAdamat] 
Ihupa'pa:ta matI [hnta 'pa:tamat] 
IhEpa 'pEta man I 
Ihoepa'pttamasl 
hippopotamus [h 1.ta 'pn ta mas] 
Jerusalem [d~a'ru:saman] /ha'r!'J:sanap/ [ha 'r!'J: sa< l>a p] 
/d~a'rj:s3J3ml I ha 'rELzana p/ 
/d~a'rausalaml /ha 'r i:sal u:bl 
/d~a'ra:sala m/ I za' ra 1.SanELpl 
/d~a'1f:\.S3J3ml [d~a 'IEtSa ma m] /sa'rauzaDaum/ 
Id~a'b : sar3m/ /da'li:sanEtm/ 
/d~a'ratsara ml Ida'rElSanu: ml 
/,r!'J: sala/ / d~a 'rauzani: m/ 
/ha'rEtdalal [ha'rEtda<l>a] / d~a'rE tsal u: m/ 
/ da' rau dalal /d~a'rausalam/ 
/da'rausahl [da'rausa<J>t..] ft~sal.em 
Phase Three 
Geronimo Jeruslaem ['gubahgu:lc] 
aspidistra [h Lta' puta ma s] 
515 Phase Two 
aluminium [~la'mtntan] /at'm~ntau/ 
Inla'muntam/ [nna'munlan] /Eta'm:eital [E la' m~n la] 
/EJa'mADtam/ [Ela' mAn tan] /tna'muntu:/ 
Itla'mEltaml /ula'mAntaup/ [una'mAnt..aup] 
/tla'mnmlam/ IEda 'm~n u:.tpl [EDa'm~du:tp] 
Inna'm~ntaml /tna'mudtaml [tda'muntam] 
/la'mtntam/ [na'mtntam] lEna' mEdta m/ 
Inna'bEnta /Ala'mAntam/ 
IEla'bADta/ [Ena'bADt..a] aluminium 
Phase Three 
aluminium chaos 
519 Phase Two 
bridge [b <rw>t dZ] rhErtd~1 
IblEd~1 [ba 'rEdz] rbAnd~1 
Ibmd~/ [b <rw>ud z] /ba'cotII [b c 0 tJ] 
/brAd~1 [b<rw>Adz] /pra:tJ/ [pra:tJ] 
/ha 'ra:tlt/ /b<cw>od?,/ [b<rw>udz 
j"ha:r ttl/ bridge [b<rw>td~ 
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hippopotamus [h tta' puta mOl s] /hufa'bu:ta/ 
/hupa 'pEta mas/ [hupa'putamas] /hEfa 'p1.la mal 
/h:epa' pl.ta mast /hufa'pudamt/ 
/hupa'pupamas/ /h:epa 'b:eta mal 
/h:ela'p:elamas/ /h1.pa'pu:lam 1./ 
/'pAtamas/ /hApcJpAdamat/ 
/ha'bl.dama/ /hupa'pa:ta mat/ 
/ma'pEdamL/ /hEpa 'pEla man/ 
/ma'b:edamas/ /h:epa' pHa mast 
/ mOl' pa:ta m 1./ hippopotamus 
/hu:ma'bEt.la/ 
Phase Three 
[b <rw>t dil [h t.ta' puta mOl s] 
528 Phase Two 
gobbledigook ['gubad l.<l>gauf] /' k l.b a h.k a u/ 
/,g l.b atd l.guk/ /,gEbahg:l:/ 
/,gAbatd l.gau k/ ['gAbahgauk] /,gubanl.ki:/ ['gubahki:] 
j'gEbatdLbuk/ ['gEbald Lguk] /,gAbadLkEl./ 
/'g l.gatd tg:ek/ /'wtbatd tgau/ ['wl.ba It.gau] 
j'g:ebatd tg u: p/ /'wubatttkat/ 
j'gAbaldLgE1.t/ /,hEbatdtgLk/ 
/'h tbad tg:ek/ /'g:epatt tk:ek/ 
/'h:ebahgtk/ /'gAbatdtgauk/ 
j'hnbadLgu:/ gobbledigook 
arciw.JI.."'Pterix [a:pi: 'ru 1 kar l~S] /a:'kAptar:ek/ 
/ELk t ':eptartks/ [Etk tt:ep kart?s] /Et'k:eptarl.k/ 
/u:k t 'Eptan:ks/ [u: pt'EptarEks] /u: 'k tptartt/ [u: 'k l.ptartk] 
/aukL 'AptarLks/ [aup t' AP par l~S] /i:'kEptarnt/ [i:'kEptaruk] 
/ att1.' Aptartks/ [atpt' Aptartks] / a:'k Aptants/ 
/:l: p1.' Eptartks/ atk t ':eptaruts/ [atpt'be?taruts] 
/atk t ':eklaruks/ [a 1. t 1. ':ek tarnk s] /:l:kL 'Eptan:k/ 
/u:k t ':epta/ [u:pl.':epta] /i:kt' Aptaru/ [i: k t ' Ak tarl. kS] 
/ :l: k t' n t pta / [:l:pt'ntpta] /auk t 'uptau:s/ [aut t 'uptau:s] 
j' kuplarEs/ ['koptarEks] taLk L ':eplarEks/ 
/ u: 'k E pta r l.S / arclu't>Opterix [a:pi:'uptarl.ks] 
Phase Three gfhbledigook [a:pi:'uppartks] 
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Appendix 6: 'Dorsalisation' (from Smith, 1973) 
This appendix lists all examples of 'dorsalisation', vocalisation, and lateral deletion 
on the right of a post-vocalic lateral from the appendix in Smith (1973), 
Stage Word Realisation Stage Word Realisation 
1 little 'didi: 11 rattle 'rrekal 
tmddllT 'Iula poodle 'pu:gal 
bottle 'b :1gu fiddle 'figal 
hmulk 'E{)U kettle 'kEkal 
"e.dal 'bEgU "etal 'pEtal 
candle g~ggu lam-nel 'kEgal 
kettle 'gEgU spindle ' spiggaJ 
nel>dle 'ni:gu "addling pool 'p:Egalin pu:l 
middle migu tiddly winks 'tigali wigks 
puddle 'bAgU antlers ':EgJclaz 
2 troddllT guga journal 'd~a:gal 
handle '1eggu he,y-diddle-diddle 'e ig iga 1 
4 cattletruck g~g UgA Jc Iwspital 'h:1spiJcaJ 
rattle 'r~tu middle 'migal 
metal 'mEgu muddle ' mAgal 
6 little 'didi: / 'Jidi: pedal 'bEgaJ 
9 little 'lidi: troddllT 'g:1gla/,gl:1g1a 
10 bottle 'b :1tal metal 'mEtal 
11 beetle 'bi:tal pedal 'pEgaJ 
little 'lidi: / 'lital ,mddle 'pAgal 
tiddlypom 'didali: p:1m ladle 'leigal 
gentle ' dEgJcal needle 'ni:gaJ 
11 needle 'ni:gal 20 difficult 'gifatalt 
handle ' 1eUgaJ 25 cuddle 'kAgaJ 
noddle 'n:1gal 26 difficult 'difkalt 
12 saddle 'l:egu / 'lregul 27 Donald 'dunald 
cock-a-doadle-doo 'kukadu: galdu 28 hmnel 'tAnal 
13 difficult 'giptu funnel '(Anal 
ladle 'leig u / 'Jeigul 29 medal 'mEdal/ 'mEgaJ 
mantll':piece 'm1egku bi:t little 'lital/'lial 
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14 little 'Ii tal bottle . b :> Ie a J / 'b:> ta J 
16 difficult 'gipatal throttle 'sr:>k.al 
troddler 'tr:>gJa difficult 'difilealt 
18 cuddle 'k. Adal hanilll~ 'h~ndal 
bundle 'b II. ggal metal 'mEtal 
19 sandal 't~ggal puddle 'pAdal 
This data was adduced by Macken (1986) in a sweeping criticism of Smith's conclusions, 
too sweeping as argued in the text here. As noted in the text, Smith's I stages' appear 
to correspnd to continous periods of observation. No attempt is made to justify them 
on the grounds of their internal content. Stages range from 1 to 2 weeks in length, 
separated by periods of a few days of rest perhaps, or teaching. In Appendix 7 the 
stages are given as in Smith's text. 
Appendix 7: Smith's stages 
In the text here, Smith's stages have been converted to an arbitrary chronology of 
months calculated in days in the middle of the period of observation. Appendix 7 
converts Smith's stages into the chronology here. In the calculation of this chronology, 
it is assumed that all months are of equal length, i.e. 30.5 days. 
1 2;1.29 11 2;6.28 
2 2;3.24 12 2;7.10 
3 2;4.8 13 2;7.25 23 3;1.28 
4 2;4.13 14 2;8.7 
5 2;4.20 15 2;8.22 25 3;3.25 
6 2;4.27 16 2;9.5 
7 2;5.4 17 2;9.17 27 3;6 
8 2;5.18 18 2;10.1 28 3;8 
9 2;6.10 19 2;10.20 29 3;10 
10 2;6.17 20 2;11.15 
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Appendix 8: Conventions 
The observations here, not made in laboratory conditions, are transcribed broadly in 
standard IP A unless the point dictates otherwise (see Pullum and Ladusaw, 1986, 
Duckworth, Allen, Hardcastle and Ball, 1990, for different views on this). Not the 
main focus of discussion here, vowels are largely idealised. Primary stress is shown 
by a vertical dash before the syllable concerned, syllabicity by a dash above the 
character, voicelessness by a hollow dot, consonant geminates by doubling of the 
character. As in Smith (1973), in tables where the nature of entities is well-defined, 
slashes and brackets are omitted. But for the sake of consistency, contrast, and 
readability, the slash/ square-bracket distinction is retained in the text and derivations. 
Representations are as follows. 
Vowels 
j: Tense (long), high, front he 
t Non-tense (short, lax), high, front - alternatively (Smith, 1973) i Itim 
E t Tense (long), front, mid on-glide - alternatively (Smith, 1973) e: hay 
E Non-tense (short, lax), front, mid hem 
E~ Tense (long), front, mid on-glide, mid off-glide hair 
;e Non-tense (short, lax), front, low /tam 
a: Tense (long), front, low - alternatively a Gimson-like RP a: haha 
A Non-tense (short, lax), low, back, non-round ltum 
:>: Tense (long), mid, back, round halo 
T) Non-tense (short, lax), low, back, round Itol 
u: Tense (long), high, back, round 
u Non-tense (short, lax), high, back, round 
who 
hood 
a t Tense (long), front, low on-glide, high off-glide high 
T) 1. Tense (long), front, low back on-glide, high front off-glide ahoy 
au Tense (long), low front on-glide, high, back off-glide how 
~ u Tense (long), mid on-glide, high, back off-glide hoe 
a Non-tense (short, lax), mid (high/ low), mid front/ back (schwa) winner 
3 Tense (long), mid (high/low), mid front/back - alternatively [a:] her 
Stops 
t Voiceless, coronal, apical (alveolar) 
d Voiced, coronal, apical (alveolar) 
k Voiceless, dorsal (velar) 
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fay 
day 
Kay 
g Voiced, dorsal (velar) 
p Voiceless, labial (bi-Iabial) 
b Voiced, labial (bi-Iabial) 
Fricatives 
s Voiceless, coronal, apical (alveolar) 
z Voiced, coronal, apical (alveolar) 
f Voiceless, coronal, non-apical, (palato-alveoJar) 
~ Voiced, coronal, non-apical, (palato-alveolar 
f Voiceless,labio-dental 
v Voiced, labio-dental 
a Voiceless, coronal, interdental 
(t Voiced, coronal, interdental 
I Voiceless, dorsal (velar) - Scottish English coda 
y Voiced, dorsal (velar) - Gaelic 
Affricates 
tf Voiceless, coronal, non-apical, (palato-alveolar) 
d ~ Voiced, coronal, non-apical, (palato-alveolar) 
Liquids 
gay 
pay 
bay 
set' 
zoo 
frcilSIlre 
fee 
vee 
thigh 
tin) 
loch 
dha 
chew 
]l"il.' 
1 Lateral, coronal, apical Lou 
r Rhotic, coronal, non-apical, variably retroflex, alternately a glide rue 
Glides 
High, front .tpJU 
w High, round, back woo 
Other symbols encode various degrees of allophony, e.g. /1/, phonetically clear as 
[1 ], darkened as [f ], vocalised as [ 0 ], the glottal stop replacing / t/ in some environments 
in Cockney and RP, [u] as the surface coda in sing in most dialects of English etc .. 77 
Where phrases are transcribed, word -breaks are shown, with no theoretical implication, 
just descriptive convenience. Where appropriate, an archi-phonemic N denotesnasaJity 
77The [0] transcription of syllabic laterals in dialects such as Estuary English is due to the 
observations of}W, the author's collaborator in the coDection of the main e"perimental data, with no 
formal training in phonetics, but an uncommonly acute natural phonetician. 
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in final clusters. Finer variations are not shown, partly because of the circumstances 
of the data collection, and partly on the assumption that transcription should encode 
detail only to the level that this represents the actual competence of the speaker, that 
some elements are best treated as indeterminate. 
The notion of indeterminacy addresses a problem stemming from the use of a notation 
designed for a fully developed system to describe an incomplete one. As noted in the 
Introduction, the thinking on this point is taken from Abberton (1978 - in class), but 
adapted for the sake of computer input and readability. To encode the idea that an 
element may be indeterminate for the speaker, it is shown here between pointed 
brackets. Where there are two such elements, both are shown. This arises with respect 
to Irl - for a given developmental period at least in L1leamers of Greater London 
English as [<xl w>] and less standardly with respect to the apicality distinction between 
lsI and If I - as [<sIp]. This amounts to an extreme degree of broadness in 
transcription, appropriate where the speaker's phonological competence is in doubt. 
The idea is not to impute to the child a degree of competence, when the data refers to 
a lack of any such thing. 
Round brackets are used as follows: A) standardly in the text, B) in 'linear' rule 
statements, C) for numbered examples, tables, quotations, etc., D) publication dates. 
Numbered examples contain two digits, the first denoting the chapter, the second 
denoting sequence within the chapter. Roman numerals denote sequence within a 
given example. Letters are used when there is no claim regarding the sequence. 
Curly brackets are used to describe cases where a descriptive statement either applies, 
or doesn't - as, for instance in the case of syllable structure where it might be said 
that languages vary according to whether the syllable {is/is not} closed. 
Alpha variables a, ~, y, (), are used on their own to denote a single category and 
prefixed by + or - to denote what is referred to here as a 'polarity'. 
Non-attestation is shown by a 'diamond bullet'., rarther than the * of generative 
grammar. (In incompetent phonology, non-attestation is never absolute.) 
Reference to individuals is by pairs of letters in the clinical data (randomly as&igned) 
and by numbers in the experimental data (in order of chronological age). 
Since genetic sex may be significant, reference to the general case is as he or she. 
Parts of the data are described in terms of a mathematical logic, according to which 
an element e, representing any amount of phonological structure, is treated as a 
member of the set E. The differentiated membership of E is shown as e; as against ei. 
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